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Abstract

The secondary school experience in Britain has been
said to prevent the development of pupils' understand i ng
and to lead to lost learning competence beyond school.
Researchers have demanded a training in learning but
schools have experienced practical difficulties in

providing it. Existing publications and courses were

found to be mostly of a 'study skills' nature, concerned
with prescribed and inflexible habits. 'Learning to

learn' courses, concerned with purpose and meaning in

studying, appeared more appropriate to enhance skilled

learning. Yet virtually all such provisions lacked an

empirical basis and few were evaluated thoroughly.

A methodological and theoretical rationale to

studying how secondary school pupils undertook normal

learning tasks was sought in the literature. Teachers'
interviews established that there was a demand for

learning to be responsive to the context or environment

experienced by these pupils, across the curriculum.
Thirteen male pupils were then questioned by semi-
structured interview. Transcripts were analysed

qualitatively using the method pioneered by Marton. The

concept of deep and surface approaches to learning,

previously described in higher education, was extended to

that of pupils studying Higher grades or A-levels.
Functional relationships between context and approach
were established. Pupils' perceptions of the nature of
common study tasks were also described.

From this sound empirical basis the Studying At
School Course (SASC) was developed to facilitate a skilled
and generally deep approach to learning. The Studying At
School Inventory (SASl) had the same derivation. SAS I
was completed by 1 AO male pupils in three schools. In
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one school SASC was then experienced, the second school

had no formal provision and the third school had a

conventional 'study skills' course. Pupils completed
SAS I again but the direct effect of the treatments on

pupils' approach to learning was not proven quantitatively.
Nineteen pupils experiencing SASC were also interviewed,
increased confidence and competence and changes in

approach to specific tasks being the main effects
described. These and the views of SASC teachers high¬

lighted aspects of the course in need of revision.

The illuminative potential in combining qualitative
and quantitative methodologies to investigate the process

of learning was established. A model of the teaching-

learning process in secondary schools was developed.
Guidelines for facilitating learning skill were

generated. The implications for secondary education are

explored.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTI ON

Teaching and learning are often spoken of as if they
were synonymous activities. As teachers practise their

art, pupils will learn. This is an all too comforting
and beguiling assumption whose effect has been to mask
the reality of education. Learning in schools is

commonly an ineffective activity; most pupils experience
some difficulty in their learning and yet few teachers
facilitate more effective learning in their pupils.

Indeed, it has been remarked that: " schools, which

are concerned with learning above all else, find great

difficulty in teaching pupils how to learn." (Marland,
1981: 9) .

Dissatisfaction with, and ineffectiveness in, school

learning has become widely apparent. On being asked by
his school, in 1979, to investigate the learning problems

experienced by its pupiis, the researcher arranged for
100 pupils, between 1 A and I 8 years of age, to make
written comments to the open statement:

'The difficulties I have in learning/reading ,...'

Analysis of the responses (Appendix 1) showed 32 pupils

perceiving that they had difficulties in studying. They
varied from general difficulties to specific problems of

technique, environment, organisation and motivation.

In other surveys of difficulties experienced by
Sixth Formers or their equivalents in Britain, before and
since the above survey, pupils and their teachers have
identified a range of difficulties so broad that they

encompass all learning tasks experienced (Dean, 1978;
Roberts, 1981; Swatridge, 1982; Thompson, 1982; see

Tab 1e 2.2).
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There has also been concern over the proportion of

pupils gaining no qualifications from their schooling.
In 1975-76, 43.5% of Scottish school leavers, and 49.8%
in England and Wales, failed to pass any public
examinations (SED and SEB, 1982).

Furthermore, since learning is not confined to

schools, criticism of pupil learning skill has come from
the tertiary education sphere, amongst other sources.

Study difficulties that students exhibit have been

attributed to their school experiences of learning, it

being suggested that schools should take the initiative
on learning difficulties (for instance, Entwistle, 1981b;
Mathias, 1981; Raaheim and Warkowski, 1981).

In the growing realisation that learning difficulties
were experienced by pupils in secondary schools throughout

Britain, as well as in the researcher's own school, the

research programme detailed in this thesis began to

evolve.

In the past, not only had institutions laid emphasis
on teaching with the assumption that this caused learning;
in the teaching, practical experience had also been seen

as all important with potential help from educational
research generally being ignored. As Spencer (1982: 5)
obse rved :

teachers, for a complex of reasons, typically
do not implement even the most certainly
desirable suggestions from researchers and
curriculum development officers.

Yet it is through being able to describe and understand
how learning occurs that the key to more effective

learning and teaching lies. It was therefore determined,
from the outset, that this programme to enhance pupil

learning should have a sound empirical basis.

The root of the research programme lay in the
literature review (chapter two). In the first of its two

main sections, the nature of published advice about how
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to learn and the nature and success of courses and

counselling to improve learning are investigated. The
second main review section is concerned with research on

learning among students and pupils.

The value of combining qualitative and quantitative
research methods in the research programme is discussed
in chapter three.

In the Teacher Interviews (chapter four), ten

experienced school teachers were asked about the tasks
their pupils would have to undertake - what was involved
and how the task would be organised - to attain the

required demands of studying a syllabus at the Ordinary

grade/level phase and at the post '0' phase. Arising
from the teacher responses a framework for facilitating

learning skill and the appropriate pupil group began to

emerge. Together with the Pupil Interviews concerning

pupils' approach to study tasks across the curriculum

(chapter five) and the nature of tasks experienced and

help perceived as being provided by their teachers

(chapter six), the empirical basis was developed.

Chapter seven is concerned with the development,

organisation and implementation of the "Studying At
School Course" (SASC), the provision of which was intended
to improve the effectiveness of pupil learning in
Scottish Higher or English Advanced Level syllabuses.

The "Studying At School Inventory" (SASl) (chapter
eight) was the quantitative instrument, developed through
factor analysis of the responses of pupils from three
schools to two pilot inventories. One derived from the

Pupil Interviews, the other out of the literature review.

Quantitative evaluation (chapter nine) employing
SASl to discover the nature of change in pupils' approaches
to studying and influences on those approaches, contributed
to by SASC and other pupil provisions, was carried out

among male pupils of three schools.
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Qualitative evaluation (chapter ten) of SASC took

place in the one school in which SASC was experienced,
All pupils experiencing the course completed a

questionnaire a month afterwards. A third of these were

subsequently interviewed, between four and six months

afterwards, concerning their use of parts of the course

and the perceived usefulness of SASC in their studying.

Conclusions derived from this research programme and
their implications for both learning and teaching at the

upper end of secondary schools (chapter eleven) are then
considered.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.0 Aims

Arising from his summary of research concerning
students' experiences of learning, Entwistle (1981b)
argued that one of the implications for education was

that:

.o-. it might be at school level that the major
initiative should be taken to prevent inappro¬
priate learning strategies becoming habitual
before pupils moved on to higher education or
into employment. (p,22)

Mathias (1981) and Wankowski (Raaheim and Wankowski,

1981) working in tertiary education, together with

Swatridge (1982) and Thompson (1982) in studies of the

secondary sphere, have reached similar conclusions about
school experiences of learning. They tended to develop in

pupils a rigidity in learning methods and a dependence on

routines and on teachers^ Entwistle and Kozeki (1985)
have suggested that the effect of external examinations on

teaching methods and learning approaches, in Britain, is
to prevent the development of pupil's understanding. Such

findings contribute to what Wankowski has called "lost
learning competence" in students he has counselled. His

remedy was to suggest that Sixth Formers should be prepared
for a less teacher dependent style of learning.

Approaching from a different angle, that of a working

group set up to produce practical guidance on information
skills for the secondary school teacher, Marland (1981 )
came to similar conclusions. He stressed that how pupils
learn is just as important as what they learn. Learning
to learn was seen as an aid to improving the effectiveness
of the rest of the curriculum. A skill whose value would
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continue in adult work and leisure as well as in

education.

Despite the clamour from researchers and education¬

alists for training in learning, Marland's working group

concluded that schools experienced great difficulty in

teaching pupils how to learn. They pointed out that this
was rarely a specified curriculum aim, perhaps because

syllabus planners assumed the process could be assimilated
while subjects were being studied. The difficulty has
been explained in other ways. In an investigation of

study skills in reading, in New Zealand, Re i d ( 1 975 )
found the root of the problem to be an assumption by
teachers that the skills had been taught by someone else
or were developed by maturation. In the USA, Morse and
McCIure (1964) suggested that study skills teaching was

ignored because, though teachers were well versed in

setting tasks, teachers were not trained to think of and
so were not familiar with the skills involved. In Britain,

when groups of teachers were set up to discuss the teaching
of study skills (Tsbberer and Allman, 1983), a review of
courses led the researchers to the conclusion that the

most effective approach would be to develop better study
skills through the everyday subject teaching - a not

surprising conclusion with the subject specialist tradition
of British secondary education. Yet in his Birmingham

comprehensive school, Roberts (1981) found that, despite
the belief of subject teachers in study skill provision
in normal lessons, few of these actually did so in their
lessons. Thompson (1982) gained a similar impression in
a study of five Leeds schools, teachers feeling uncertain
as to how to organise such provision.

There is a clear disparity between research worker
and educationalists' demands on the one hand and experience
in the classroom on the other. The aim of this review

of the literature is to formulate a means of drawing these
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demands and experiences together in the context of

secondary schools. Two pertinent areas of the literature
are con side red:

1. the nature of present learning skill provision,

including published advice, courses and counselling;

2. concepts and techniques derived from research on

learning among students and pupils.
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2.1 The Nature of Present Learning Skill Provisions

2011 Published Advice

With there being a demand for help in how to study,

among students and pupils, a burgeoning library of books
with advice has grown up. This subsection seeks to

examine the nature of these materials and their usefulness

for developing learning skill in secondary schools.

The NFER Teaching of Study Skill Project (Tabberer
and Allman, 1983) investigated such teaching for the 16
to 19 age group in 70 English schools. It found that
over three quarters based their courses on particular
books, of which the most commonly used were Buzan (197*0
and Rowntree (1970). These are intended to be self-

contained courses and possess grand aims. Buzan1s book
was written to accompany a series of ten BBC television

programmes, first broadcast in 197*+. His claim was that
the book would help to develop active and interactive

application of the mind to study techniques that were

adaptable, stimulating and effective in solving problems
in academic, professional and personal life. The Organic

Study Method (OSM), it was claimed, could be adapted to
tackle any subject. However, Buzan 1 s advice was of a

'best method1 nature, aiming to produce a stereotyped

general category of his ideal student. There is no

mention of, or practice in, applying the OSM to a task
which has different demands in different situations.

Rowntree employed a programmed structure defined as:

a kind of writing that calls continuously for active

participation by the reader." (p. vi). Nonetheless, his
advice is followed by frequent questions to which there
is only one 'correct' answer and which has to be found
before progressing. Such built in inflexibility seems

more likely to inculcate rigid habits than flexible and
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skilled approaches to studying in various situations.
Gibbs and Northedge (1979) and Nisbet (1979), in reviews
of study skill advice, have pointed out that such models
of organised efficiency, emphasising the gap between the
individual and the 'ideal1, can be alienating to anyone

wondering how to undertake a particular study task.
This is said to result in a gap between 'knowing' and

'doing'; the advice though well meant is not followed.

Most published source materials tend to possess

these characteristics. Tney are usually self-contained
courses directed at the general category of 'student'

through the attributes of the author's stereotyped 'ideal'
student, and a higher education student at that.

Augstein and Thomas (1979) labelled such books, whose

design encourages dependent skills, 'cookbooks'.

Some 'cookbooks' just set out to be informative (for
instance, Maddox, 1963; Mace, 1968; Fisher Cassie and

Constantine, 1977; Jones et al., 1979). Others back

up their suggested attributes through exercises or

questions (for instance, Robinson, 1970; Rowntree, 1970;

Buzan, 197^; Parsons, 1976). Their reinforcement of

supposedly single best methods of studying probably
foster inflexible habits. This is the more likely with

only Maddox (1963) providing awareness of intra task
variation and, along with Mace (1968) and Buzan (197*0,
awareness of any psychology of learning.

Each 1 cookbook' tends to imply that the attributes
it encourages are both necessary and the sole means of

studying effectively and so of gaining academic success.

This front collapses when a selection of such books is
consulted. Not only is the nature of the advice suspect,

it is also contradictory.

Nisbet (1979), in a review of study methods manuals,
found that the theory presented in support of various
skill techniques was not based on empirical tests of the
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effect of the advice or on surveys of successful students.

Gibbs and Northedge (1979), in reviewing the actual

techniques advised, showed how their supposedly scientific
basis was misused. Most books stress the need for

revision of all work, immediately after completion and at

periodically longer time intervals, to prevent forgetting.

Graphs with 'forgetting curves' are used to underwrite
such claims (see Maddox, 1963: 66; Buzan, 197^: 139) but
the source is not mentioned. It was Ebbinghaus (1885)
who, in attempting to memorise by rote a list of nonsense

syllables, found that the more often he repeated the list,
the less time he had to spend in recalling the list

correctly. His list, though, was very different to the

meaningful learning of most schoolwork and his method of

evaluating learning was also very different from those
used. Furthermore, such overlearning of material would,
in practice, produce an impossible volume of material to

revise in the time available. The basis for devising
hard rules, for instance about length of study periods,
has also been applied mis 1 ead i ng1y . Freeman ( 1 972 )
suggests a maximum of three hours with breaks every hour.
Such a rule was drawn from an average of data that
involved a very wide inter student variation. As such,
it could not represent the ideal time for every student
with a particular task. The usefulness of particular

techniques advised has been overplayed too. The
mnemonic SQ.3R has formed the basis of numerous authors'

courses. Its inventor, Robinson, claims it helps pupils
to organise their studying by selecting what they are

expected to know, by helping in the comprehension of new

ideas and in fixing them in the memory, and by helping
to review them efficiently for examinations (Robinson,
1970). Yet no advice is given as to how the mnemonic
could be adapted to different reading tasks or to the
same task in different disciplines. The inflexibility
of the method thus tends to subordinate the task.
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Furthermore, when this method of reading has been compared
in effectiveness with other reading methods (Donald, 1967;

Nipple, 1968; Garty, 1975; Scapaticci, 1977; Graham,

1982), SQ3R has not been found to be more effective than

other, less complicated, methods.

The support given by 'cookbooks' for particular
attributes also rings hollow when, despite a body of
consensus, each book suggests different attributes or

interpretations of attributes. Such contradictory
advice has been described by Tabberer and Allman ( 1 980 ) .

For instance, whilst Maddox (1963) suggests that it is
better to have a clear head than a few extra facts read

the night before an examination, Jackson (1973) counters

that, even if no work is done at any other time, a lot
should be done just before an exam. Such contradictions
are not new. Entwistle, D.R. (1960), in evaluating the
manuals on study technique that formed the basis of
courses in American higher education, found they

expressed 'expert opinion' rather than results of empirical

findings. With most 'cookbooks' having been written by
academics propounding the study methods which they, as

individuals, had found useful, idiosyncracy is only to be

expected. Even where there is some consensus, the

efficacy of such study methods has not been proven, they
have merely been found useful by a number of people.

For the learner wondering how to undertake a task, or

the teacher wanting to facilitate more effective learning
in his pupils, 'cookbook' advice could thus at most be an

introduction. They could not provide a training in
useful techniques or skills. Their individual and
collective shortcomings - the questionable basis of

specific advice, the usefulness of specific techniques and
the inflexible nature of the 'cookbooks' - reduce their

potential impact to that of personal opinion rather than

knowledge, and provides no sound basis for teaching.
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There are, however, a number of recent publications
which encourage an active rather than a passive approach
to learning by raising awareness, in the learner, of

possibilities for undertaking a task and of attitudes to

studying. In some of these, weaknesses are also

apparent for a secondary school provision.

To assist students to gain control of their

studying, Main ( 1 981) employs a study counselling

provision at Strathclyde University. By listening to a

student's perception of his difficulties, exploring them

through discussion and assisting the student to see

alternatives, it is claimed the student is more able to

make his own decision about his work. In this, Main is

non-directive. The raising o'f awareness and increased
active participation in learning is said to bridge the

gap between 'knowing' and 'doing'. In schools, where a

learner's range of subjects and tasks is greater than at

university, and where there are less staff and there is
less time available, such individual counselling may be
an unrealistic goal. The concept of enabling an

individual to gain control of their study process by

raising awareness of the possibilities might still be
feasible in a group context.

Such a context is considered by G i b b s (1981), and
the need for students to examine the content and process

of their learning is also stressed. The importance of
learners experiencing for themselves rather than being
told of a 'good' method is argued, with the realisation
that successful learners do different things and that
different techniques suit different people (see section
2.2). Yet the book employs just one teaching method,
that of structured group discussions. The group

experience a common task to tap individuals' thoughts and

feelings which are then discussed in pairs, fours, and
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then with the whole group. The aim is to identify
general characteristics of 'good' learning in a task.
Such a method relies on extroversion and students'

experiences of learning. In schools, though the

experience of the learners is less, the pupil's

experience is still of a number of years standing.
Gibbs' method seems likely to raise individual awareness

of the nature of tasks and to show that a variety of

approaches to a task are possible.

In adapting such a method for enhancing learning
skill in secondary schools, some potential pitfalls have
been exposed in other publications. In case studies of

subject based provision included in Irving (1982), it is

recognised that the pupil's own experiences and skills
can provide a starting point. However, some of the
exercises and worksheets produced by the subject

specialists tend to foster the attitude that there is

always a 'best' method appropriate to all pupils in

undertaking a task. Hamblin (1981) also has an

objective of reinforcing active learning in school pupils.
For each secondary school year group he suggests the
skills that are 'needed1, presenting materials which

encourage pupils to think about and practise them. Such
'needs' are, however, Hamblin's own views, there being no

theoretical or empirical basis for such a sequential plan
of skills learning - more expert opinion.

A model of the process of reading, developed as a

language for thinking about the process, is presented in

Augstein et al. (1982). The sequence of thoughts concern

purpose, strategy, outcome and review of outcome in
relation to purpose. Intended for use with individuals
and groups, the model might be applied to other learning
tasks to facilitate thought about the process of learning.
Such a model could provide the framework for a provision
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to foster active learning in secondary school pupils.

It is in the application of a combination of the
above advice that pupils are more likely to be encouraged
to become adaptable and skilled learners. In focusing
on how different individuals undertake the same task and

by providing a language for considering such a process,

whilst avoiding the 'cookbook' pitfalls, pupils' aware¬

ness and active participation in their own studying might
be enhanced.

2.12 The Nature of Existing Courses

Courses with the common generalised aim of improving
the learner's effectiveness have been developed in numerous

institutions of higher education and in some secondary
schools. This subsection of the literature review seeks

to examine the position of such courses within the school

curriculum; also the appropriateness of the aims and
methods of 'study skills' and 'learning to learn' type

courses in facilitating skilled learning among secondary
school pupils.

Two models, reflecting contrasting views of the

necessity of experiencing courses about learning, were

suggested by Elliot ( 1980 ) . Some of these courses were

developed only in response to an identified problem
a 'casualty model' - whilst others were introduced to

encourage all learners to examine their own methods and
so improve on them with suitable assistance - the
'athletic model'. in a study of writing by Scottish

pupils, Spencer (1983) found that the demands of writing
in Higher grade syllabuses were different to those met in

Ordinary grade syllabuses. Similarly, Thompson's (1982)
questionnaire study of A-level pupils in England
discovered that such pupils found studying different from
their earlier 0-level experience. Furthermore, in
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interviews with Sixth Formers, Ruddock et al. (1984) found

that pupils did not understand the new demands placed on

them upon entering the Lower Sixth, so experiencing

difficulty in developing the skills to meet these demands.
It is apparent, therefore, that the skills of studying

prior to A-1 eve 1/Higher grade/Sixth Form do not adequately

equip pupils for their current needs. All could benefit
from a course to help bridge that gap. The developmental

approach of the 'athletic model' for courses to enhance

learning skill would better meet the needs of the older

p u p i 1 .

Existing courses have been organised both in a

general and a subject specific context. In their survey

of study skills courses in the upper forms of secondary

schools, Tabberer and Allman (1983) found that general
courses were rarely planned in collaboration with subject
teachers not involved in the course. The relevance of

such advice in terms of the whole curriculum was, in

consequence, suspect. Other staff, doubting the useful¬
ness of the course advice, were less likely to reinforce
it in their subject lessons. Working groups of subject
teachers concluded, not surprisingly, that subject
teachers should take full responsibility for study skills

teaching. However, in interviewing Biology teachers,

Thompson (1982) found that confidence in relating advice
to specific study problems was rare. In his comprehensive

school, Roberts (1981) decided that a central course was

needed since, despite the belief of subject teachers in the

provision of study skills in normal lessons, few included
it in their lessons. It would, therefore, appear that any

provision to foster learning skill should be seen to be
relevant across the curriculum. It would also appear that

a curriculum based but general course might stand more

chance of activating subject specific developments in
normal lessons than would reliance on subject specialist
initiative alone.
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In an extensive review of existing courses, Hounsell

(1979) identified two conceptual forms. 'Study skills'
courses were concerned only with the techniques or means

of studying. ' Learning to learn ' courses emphasised
awareness of purpose or a search for personal meaning as

the ends of studying. How appropriate is each of these
forms of courses for facilitating skilled learning among

secondary pupils?

The 'study skills' type courses appear to be what
the NFER Teaching of Study Skills Project (Tabberer and
Allman, 1983) uncovered when investigating provisions to

improve learning for the 16-19 age group in England.
Most of these were based upon 'cookbooks', and were

didactic and prescriptive in teaching a particular

technique. Whether in the form of lectures, demonstra¬

tions, discussions or practical sessions, concern was with

technique, even if there was a desire to offer alterna¬
tives.

Such a 'study skills' course in a school was

described by Frayn (1979). Single techniques of under¬

taking certain study tasks were presented in five sessions.
The techniques were derived from Maddox (1963), Mace (1968)
and Rowntree (1970) ~ all 'cookbooks'. The tasks were

deemed necessary by the course organiser rather than being
based upon any empirical research as to what pupils need
to do. Such prescription was reinforced by subsequent

testing in a Geography based course in two Merseyside

comprehensive schools (Barton and Barton, 1982) and in
the Study Habits Evaluation and Instruction Kit (SHEIK)
from New Zealand (Jackson et al., 1979). Prescriptive

content resulted in the long running course at Sussex

University (Chibnall, 1979) propounding Buzan's ( 19 7 *0
Organic Study Method without consideration of notemaking
or essay writing tasks. Being two basic tasks in
studying, these seem likely to be crucial omissions. Some
other 'study skills' courses in higher education have taken
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a behavioural approach in attempting to modify pupils'
skills to meet the task related abilities specified by
their lecturers (for instance, Larkin and Reif , 1976 , at

Berkeley in California; Hills and Potter, 1979, at the

University of Surrey). All this prescription occurs,

this dependence on 'cookbook' advice, despite the lack
of clear-cut research findings and contradictory
'cookbook' advice (see section 2.11). The inflexibility
and dependence inculcated by 'cookbooks' seems likely to

be carried over into courses derived from them. Yet,

as Gibbs (1981) points out, suggesting a particular tech¬

nique might not be a training in doing anything that is

necessary.

The flaws in the 'study skills' courses might also
be said to foster deleterious effects in secondary
education. Gibbs (1981) claims that new skills are

unlikely to be employed usefully without the development
of a student's conception of learning. Without this
the gap between 'knowing' and 'doing' is said to open

(after Weigal and Weigal, 1 967; He1 weg-Larsen , 1979).
Relating this to different educational sectors, Raaheim
and Wankowski (1981) observed that: "overconpI iance ,

rigidity .... and undue dependence on routines and
teachers are often inadvertently induced at pre-university
levels of tuition." (p.27) Such a tendency in British

secondary schools has been noted by Swatridge (1982),
Thompson (1982) and Entwistle and Kozeki (1985). With

Augstein and Thomas (1979) further suggesting that such

long established study skills are often rigid habits and

go unreviewed, the implications of employing 'study
skills' courses extends to all learning.

The 'study skills' courses, with their overly
directive and prescriptive content concerned solely with

specific task related technique, fall foul of all the
weaknesses of the 'cookbooks' from which they are derived
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or related in their aims and methods (see section 2.11).

'Study skills' courses do not appear to be appropriate
for fostering skilled pupil learners.

Those courses categorised by Hounsell (1979) as

'learning to learn' courses are both numerous and varied
in British centres of further and higher education,

though accounts of these are rarer in secondary education.
Their popularity reflects overt recognition of Gibbs1
(1981) observation about the need to develop a student's

conception of learning if new skills are to be employed
usefully. The learner is encouraged to become more

autonomous by relating techniques to context or study
situation in terms of purpose, or by encouraging a

search for personal awareness and meaning. Consciousness
of more than just the 'how' of learning is involved, as

Goldman (1979a) concluded:

An understanding of the 'who1, the 'what1,
the 'why', and only then the 'how' of study
can make the learning become purposeful,
real and alive to the individual (p.71)

To this end, and to facilitate transfer from a course to

a learner's normal studying, materials and other
activities should centre around actual experience. Non-
directive approaches are popular, recognising that there
are no ready made solutions and encouraging individual

growth and awareness (Q.uicke, 1978). But it is also

recognised (after Halmos, 1979) that, since the purpose

is to effect change, some guidance is necessary.

Some 'learning to learn' courses have been designed
for individual counselling. These have generally
involved discussion between a counsellor and a student to

identify and analyse the learner's problems and to develop
skills based upon that learner's increased awareness of a

situation. Thus at Brunei, Augstein and Thomas (1979)
have used 'learning conversations' to monitor and explain
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a student's action on a task, thereby raising awareness

and encouraging a se 1 f-cr i t i ca 1 and more organised

approach. Spin-offs of increased confidence and

competence might then be applied through the more

appropriate use of skills in relation to purpose.

Other such individualised 'learning to learn' schemes
have been described by Elton et al. (1979) in the physics

department at Surrey University, Wankowski (1979) at

Birmingham University, Main (1980) at Strathclyde, Brew
(1981) at Essex and Elshout-Mohr (1983) at Amsterdam.

All these courses are based on the student's perception
of his own difficulties because, as Main ( 1 980 ) points

out, there has been no systematic research on the demands
of different subjects. For a learning skill course to

be developed for school pupils, it would be necessary for
it to be structured around a more secure knowledge of
these demands. If it were not, then its application to

normal mu1ti-discip1inary studying might be inhibited
and the cooperation of subject teachers be restricted.

Another aspect of the individualised courses is the
time and effort required of the counsellor. In schools,
timetable restrictions and logistics would probably

preclude individual counselling for all but a small

minority of pupils. Whereas this might be adequate
within the remedial approach of the 'casualty model' of

promoting more effective learning (Elliot, 19 8 0 ) , it is
the 'athletic model' of encouraging all pupils to examine
how they study which has been shown to better meet the
needs of secondary schools.

'Learning to learn' courses for groups have
involved practical exercises and discussion in getting
individuals to examine the content and process of their

learning. The 'structured group discussion' (see for

instance, Gibbs, 1981) has spread from the Open University
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to many other establishments. A non-directive group

leader provides structure and materials. Individuals

experience a common task, analysing their own attitudes
and approaches to it by discussion in pairs, in fours

and with the entire group. However, with Gibbs1 group

leader being totally non-d i rect i ve , the student

participants are left to share only their own experiences,
which some critics have considered to be unconvincing

(Entwistle, 1982). Also, it is not made clear what is
learnt from this structure, nor whether it really helps
in studying. !n common with the claims made for
individual counselling, a lack of evidence from evalua¬
tion studies is a problem in considering the usefulness
of 'learning to learn1 courses for groups (see section
2.13).

In adapting Gibbs' course structure, some teachers
have considered it expedient to compromise on the non-

directive aspiration. In his Sixth Form course,

Roberts (1981) included some teacher input to raise
awareness of the variety of study techniques, though

pupils also had opportunities to use their own experi¬
ences of learning. That teachers could offer possibil¬
ities not prescriptions in this way, was illustrated in
certain of the case studies of subject specific learning
skill teaching discussed by Irving (1982). Similarly,
the sharing between staff and students of personal

experiences of study approaches in relation to specific

learning situations, has been a feature of the counsell¬

ing service at the University of East Anglia (Da Costa,
1979 ; Thorne, 1979).

The lack of an empirical basis to the structure and
content of 'learning to learn' courses, mentioned earlier
in regard to individualised counselling, is equally as

fundamental a flaw in the group courses. Even in the
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individualised non-directive counselling (for instance,

Main, 1980) or where content was decided by discussion
between staff and students (Thorne, 1979), there is no

evidence that they involved the student in doing anything
that he had to do as a necessary part of studying.
Content, structure and techniques met in other courses

have tended to be intuitive with the teacher deciding
what the learner ought to find interesting and useful.
A partial exception is Roberts (1981) Sixth Form course

in which the 11 activities were derived from a synthesis
of 'cookbook', teacher and pupil opinions. In so doing,
the course was at least partly derived from the medium in
which it was to be applied, the pupils' learning.

'Learning to learn' courses for groups would appear

to be the more appropriate form of provision to facilitate
skilled learning among secondary school pupils. All of
these courses involve thinking individually about a shared

experience and also the sharing of experiences through
discussion. Awareness of one's own learning style, of

purpose, and of the range of techniques that might be

adapted to various purposes, is claimed to be the product
the creation of autonomous skilled learners. Some

teacher guidance, to offer possibilities, would seem

practicable. Such courses could fit into the 'athletic
model' of promoting more effective learning. However,
the claims made for 'learning to learn' courses must be
considered in relation to their evaluation (see section

2.13). A much firmer empirical basis for structuring
such a course, better knowledge of the demands of studying
across the curriculum, is required than exists at present.

2.13 Evaluation in Existing Courses

In the previous section the aims and methods

employed in existing courses to foster learning skill were

examined. An important question arose as to whether
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these organisational aspects and claims about the impact
of such courses were matched by any evaluation of the
learners' experience of the courses. This section seeks
to assess the type of evidence collected on evaluation
studies and their conclusions. Consideration is given
to those courses with no published evaluation and to the

'study skills' and 'learning to learn' course evaluations.

A considerable number of published reports concerning

programmes set up to provide learning skill in secondary
and tertiary education do not include any evaluation of
the consequences of, or experience of, their course.

Only aims and methods are described (for instance, Chibnall,

1979; Da Costa, 1979; Goldman, 1979b; Thorne, 1979;

Main, 19 8 C ; Gibbs, 1981; Roberts, 1981; Barton and

Barton, 1982; Broome, 1982; Lake, 1982; Martin and

Buck, 1 982.; E 1 s hout-Moh r , 1983). Some of these do

indicate an awareness of the importance of evaluation.
Roberts (1981) stresses the value of evaluating qualita¬
tive changes in learners' feelings about studying and in
the use of study techniques involved in the course.

Others settle for justifying their course content in
terms of face validity and assert from this that the
skills can be generalised beyond the course itself.
Thus Barton and Barton (1982) justify their conclusion of

geographic study skills in a humanities course by stating
that they can be used in other subjects later on. No
evidence of such overlap in subject skills is provided
however. A number of other course designers seem to

assume that, having described and explained their content

and methods, their aims will necessarily be achieved.
This is the case with two of the most widely applied
courses in Britain, Gibbs' (1981) 'learning to learn'
course and the 'study skills' courses developed from
Buzan (197M- It might, however, be argued that the

continued widespread use of the methods contained in
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Gibbs (1981) is indicative of their value. Nonetheless,
without evaluation studies it is not possible to assess

what, if any, impact these courses have upon the learner

experiencing them.

A number of evaluations of 'study skill' courses

have been published. In the USA concentration has been
on quantitative assessments of the desired and measurable

outcomes. In a survey of such courses, Entwistle, D.R.
(I960) concluded that some kind of improvement did follow

experiencing of courses. It appeared to be least in
individuals requ i red to participate in a course and most

in those wanting to be involved - motivation thus being
the key. However, with measurable gains not necessarily

being related to the content or duration of the courses

surveyed, the efficacy of the courses was considered to

be suspect.

Quantitat i ve evaluations of individual 'study skills'
courses have not proven encouraging. The Berkeley physics

department's attempt to modify student skills to fit the

preconceived requirements of the staff was assessed by

comparing control and experimental groups (Larkin and

Reif, 1976). Mastery of a skill was measured in terms of
the proportion of students in each group making numbers
of errors in a test. From pre to post test, those in
the experimental group made a larger gain in mastery by

exhibiting less error. Yet only 21% of individuals made
an effort to acquire the abilities met in the course.

Perhaps the majority found themselves unable to adapt the
skills to their own learning or were unwill'ng to change
their original study skills.

Certain quantitative measures used to evaluate 'study
skills' course have also been found wanting. New Zealand's
SHEIK (Jackson et a!., 1979) consisted of a seven unit
course designed to teach the seven skill areas or scales
on an inventory developed from teacher preconception of

pupil study skill needs in secondary school. Only weak
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correlations between these scales and the 'PAT: Study
Skills' tests, also developed by the New Zealand Council
for Educational Research, were found.

Qualitative assessment, by interview and questionn¬

aire, was carried out for 2k of the 70 'study skills'
courses in English secondary education investigated by
Tabberer and Allman (1983). A third of head teachers

and study skills staff believed they had achieved moderate
success. However, most staff also thought that it was not

easy to evaluate, did not know how to assess pupil

reactions, and were content to raise awareness. Yet, of
the 761 pupils interviewed before and after the courses,

barely half reported help with their study problems,

although more of them indicated a lessening of anxiety.
A fifth reported deterioration and very few felt they had
been helped to overcome broad problems such as inertia.
If advice was recalled, it tended to be in the form of

tips rather than more fundamental awareness of studying.

Furthermore, staff not involved in the courses questioned
their relevance to subject lessons. Such qualitative
evaluation proved highly illuminating, the nature and
content of the 'study skills' courses considered proving
to have at most a weak and patchy impact upon the pupils
involved. Pupils said that the advice was rejected
because they already had their own ways of working or

already knew of the advice. They also said they could
not see its relevance to particular subjects nor were they

provided with follow-up on normal lessons. The

qualitative evaluation therefore also indicated how changes
to the courses might improve their impact.

Evaluation studies of 'study skills' courses have
not found them to be particularly effective in enhancing

pupils' study skill. Quantitative evaluation of American
and New Zealand courses showed them to have little effect

on student or pupil studying. Qualitative evaluation in
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Britain found a similar conclusion but, in concentrating
on attitudes and opinions of all those involved, has also
indicated why this might be the case, hinting at how

improvements could be made.

Only a few 'learning to learn1 courses have had
evaluation studies published. Qualitative evaluation has
been most common. Only the scheme at Liverpool

Polytechnic has been assessed by both qualitative assess¬

ments - staff and student surveys, external views
and quantitative measures - wastage rates, student
attendance (Elliot and McGrew, 1981) . In the latter, a

broader view of outcome was taken than in the mastery

style quantitative assessments of American courses

mentioned above. It was found that wastage rates of
students at the Polytechnic fell from 25% to 18% in the
first two years of the course. Attendance remained

stable, an indication that students found the course

useful. Over 80% of students thought the scheme at least

partly successful, especially in regard to essay-writing
and reading tasks and to use of the library. Staff

thought that they observed a difference in attitude in the
students, though this may have been self-fulfilling.
Externally, the CNAA and student counsellors gave support

to the philosophy and organisation of the scheme. They
were also able to suggest marginal changes. Overall, a

wide range of benefits were described for students and
staff from the experience of this 'learning to learn'
course.

School based 'learning to learn' courses have only
had qualitative evaluation and even this has been rare.

Tabberer and Allman (1983) did not find that the Gibbs'

(1981) course structure was in wide use in schools but did

report a trial of these materials with school pupils.

Changes were made to the stimuli to make them more relevant
to the pupils. Evaluation consisted of a questionnaire
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for the teachers involved and asked about the partici¬

pating pupils, the consequences of the trial, about

problems met, and about the adaptations made. The
teachers indicated that they were happy using the

materials, finding the structured discussion framework
useful and considering that pupils benefited from the
sessions. Teachers felt, however, that there was a lack
of flexibility in the materials for adapting them to the

specific demands of subjects, and that it was easy for
the teacher to dominate the sessions since a lack of

maturity in the pupils made it difficult for them to be
self analytic. A basic flaw in the Gibbs (1931) course

content was therefore illustrated - the lack of an

empirical basis for the tasks experienced. It could
have been that the 16-19 year old pupils involved in the
trial did not experience the demands of the tasks assumed
to be necessary by Gibbs. Though the structure of the
course had some support and hints for course revision had
been obtained, it had not been ascertained what precise

impact the experience had had on the pupils.

One 'learning to learn1 course included in the
Tabberer and Allman (1983) schools survey has had a

qualitative evaluation published independently (Leathers,
1982). Parent, teacher and pupil attitudes were

examined by questionnaire. An encouraging change of
attitude was indicated by both pupils and their parent: s.

With pupils being given their course objectives, they had
an incentive to ask for help. The subject involved,

chemistry, was said by the third form pupils involved to

be their most popular subject. Certain other staff
asked the teacher involved to help with their tutorial

groups. Leathers himself criticised the lack of time to

run a course within school period times, his failure to

encourage follow-up in other subjects by communicating his
intentions to other staff, and the lack of provision of a
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place for pupils to store their course notes (many lost

them). As a result of his qualitative, illuminative

evaluation, improvements were suggested. Nonetheless,
the influence the experience had had upon the ways in
which pupils undertook specific tasks had not been
discovered.

The few evaluation studies of 'learning to learn1
courses have shown that such courses have gained favour
with all parties involved but have not shown the effect
the courses have on how pupils study. The illuminative
value of qualitative evaluation has been illustrated, the
more so when combined with quantitative measures of a

course's impact. Such a combination of evaluation
methods would appear to be the most fruitful approach
for future work. Conclusions about the effectiveness of

'learning to learn' courses must be reserved with the
lack of evaluation evidence and only the claims of the
course designers to go on at present.

2.14 Lessons from Present Learning Skill Provisions

1. Any provision requires a sound empirical basis for
both its content and structure. Courses developed so

far, of whatever type, lack such a basis. Knowledge of
the demands of learning met by pupils across the
curriculum and of what is necessary to be able to learn

effectively can provide this basis. It is vital that
such demands are the ones perceived by the pupils them¬
selves and not just their teachers. Perceived relevance
of the provision might facilitate adaption of it to

situations met by a pupil in the course of normal

studying. Teachers might also see fit to reinforce the

message in their subject lessons.

2. The 'study skills' type of provision, based on or

akin in nature to 'cookbooks', is not an appropriate form
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of provision for fostering skilled pupil learners. Their

prescriptive methods, concerned only with specific task
related techniques for which there is no empirical

support, have not been found to have much effect on how

pupils study.

3. The 'learning to learn1 style of provision may offer
a more effective means of enhancing learning skill.

Emphasis might centre on an awareness of purpose and the
search for personal meaning. Activities might centre

around actual experiences. With individuals thinking
about a common experience and sharing their thoughts

through discussion, awareness of the possibilities of

technique in relation to purpose and context might be
raised. A possible gap between 'knowing' and 'doing'

might then be bridged. However, a lack of evaluation
studies of such courses means that their precise impact
on how pupils study has not been firmly established.

A. The 'athletic model' of provision, in which all

pupils learn to examine their own studying and to improve
on it, is most suited to the school context - especially
to the 16+ phase.

5. A framework for an individual to think about the

process of his learning needs to be made explicit.
Consideration of purpose in a task, of technique in
relation to purpose and context, and of the outcome in
relation to these aspects are involved.

6. Evaluation of the impact a provision has on the

pupils is vital. A combination of quantitative and

qualitative evidence seems likely to be the most

illuminative. The nature of any effect and possibilities
for improvements in a provision might then be gleaned.
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2.2 Research Relating to the Process of Learning

The outcome, or results, of learning have tradition¬

ally been expressed quantitatively; that is, in terms of
how much has been learnt. This assumes that knowledge is
transferred unaltered from book to head or from person to

person. But, as Marton (1977) points out, understanding
of central aspects usually accounts for the understanding
of the rest of the discourse and that the conception of

one and the same thing will vary among individuals.
Outcomes of learning might then, more appropr i ate1y , be
expressed in terms of qualitative differences in content

what learners understand about a discourse. In this

part of the literature review the aim is to establish the
nature of the empirical findings which provide an

understanding of institutionalised learning in terms of
process and context - the factors which influence the

process. The techniques involved are considered. A
rationale for further investigation, to enhance pupil

learning in secondary schools, is sought.

2.21 Approaches to Student Learning

Marton and his co-workers in Gothenburg have

developed a rigorous qualitative methodology to investigate
the content of learning, based on the perceived reality of
the learner. In Britain, studies have employed this

methodology to describe both the learning process and its
context.

The initial experiment (Marton and Sal jo, 1976a) was

pioneering in its use of materials. Earlier work in the
experimental psychology of learning involved such materials
as nonsense syllables (for instance, Ebbinghaus, 1885, in
demonstrating the decay curve of forgetting) and observa¬
tions of animal behaviour (such as Skinner, 1953). These
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materials produced a credibility gap between results

derived from them and general principles of classroom

learning. Marton had 40 female education students read

up to three incomplete chapters of Coombes (1968). The

use of prose passages was an advance in that they were

more akin to materials met in real learning situations.
The passages used were realistically complex, though this
need not be the case with all prose passages. Results

using the students' reading Coombes had greater

'ecological validity' in that theories were derived from
the setting in which they were to be applied. However,
the passages were about education but not within the

syllabus of the students involved and were not experienced
in realistic learning situations. The initial investiga¬
tion was a naturalised experiment.

Having read the passages, the Gothenburg students
were interviewed; conversations being recorded for later

analysis. Specific questions were asked about a passage

to assess what had been understood by it. Open questions
were also asked to find out how the passage was read.
Extensive interview transcripts were then made. The
students' responses were read, re-read, pondered, grouped,
summarised and reordered into recurring themes by looking
for important consistencies within each transcript and
then for patterns of response across interviews (Svensson,
1976). Explanatory constructs were then hypothesised to

describe students' process of learning and levels of
uneerstand i ng . The intensive examination of transcripts
did not superimpose preconceived interpretations on the
data. Criticisms of subjectivity might be raised against
certain qualitative analyses. The rigour of the transcript

analysis was such that independent judges assigned
transcripts to categories for which quotat i onshad been
chosen from the responses, by the researcher, to define the

meaning of the constructs. Inter judge agreement was a
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measure of the reliability of categorisation.

In the Gothenburg study two independent judges

categorised four leveis of outcome:

level A - found the author's intended content;

level B - contained a part of the intended content;

level C - misunderstood the intended content;

level D - was empty of intended content.

That there were qualitative differences in understanding
was clear.

Different students obviously learn different
things from one and the same text and their
knowledge about various scientific principles,
methods and ideas varies as regards what is
learned instead of merely differing as regards
how much is learned. (Marton and Sal jo, 1976a: 7)

In addition, two distinct ways that students set

about learning were categorised. Marton initially
called these 'levels of processing', involving contrasting
focuses of attention. In analysing students' perceptions
of their learning, aspects of intention and process were

necessarily involved. The concept has thus been
relabelled 'approach to learning ' 0 A 'deep approach ' was

indicated if a student has intended to seek the author's

intended content, or what was 'signified'; if he had
intended to reach a personal understanding; or if new

ideas were related to previous knowledge and experience.
A 'surface approach' was indicated if a student had
intended to reproduce facts and ideas - the 'sign'
to fulfil the requirements of a task and if rote learning
was used to remember these.

In a follow-up study of 30 female educational

psychology students, who read a 14 0 0 word newspaper

article on curriculum reform, two independent judges again

categorised the four levels of outcome and the two

approaches. Students with a deep approach produced a
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higher level of outcome than those with a surface approach,

immediately after reading and five weeks later (Marton and
Sal jo, 1976a). A close functional relationship between

approach and qualitative outcome had thus been found by
Marton's systematic qualitative analysis. Descriptions
of the concepts had emerged from instances of the learning
observed; the concepts were ecologically valid.

In an independent analysis of the initial

experiment's data, Marton's four levels of outcome were

confirmed but two cognitive approaches were identified

(Svensson, 1977). The latter contrasted forms of

organisation in relation to the text whereas Marton's
approach descriptions were of variation in intention and

process in relation to the text. However, the defining
characteristics of Svensson1s 'holistic' and 'atomistic'

approaches were virtually identical to Marton's deep and
surface approaches respectively. The difference is seen

as comp1 ernentary rather than contrad i ctory , with intention,

process and outcome being seen as aspects of the form of

organisation which together comprise 'study skill'
(Svensson, 1976 ; 1 9 8 0 ) .

In the initial qualitative study the prose passages

were ones of general subject interest rather than part of
the students' syllabus. It could have been that constructs

of approach and outcome were not ones characteristic of
the students' normal studying. Moreover, Entwistle (1981a)
has pointed out that findings from a small sample of female
education students might not be general isable to all
students .

The external validity of the constructs has been

strengthened in subsequent studies. Students have been
asked about how they undertook their normal studying

(Marton, 1977; Svensson, 1977; Watkins, 1983a); about
the learning tasks they were doing in their science

subjects (Laurillard, 1978; 1979) and in psychology and
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engineering and physics departments (Ramsden, 1981);
about reading in psychology students (Van Rossum and

Schenk, 1984); in lectures (Hodgson, 1985) and in using
texts which were relevant and irrelevant to a student's

course (Fransson, 1977). Marton again found deep and
surface approaches with a close relation to level of
outcome. Laurillard, Ramsden, Watkins and Van Rossum

and Schenk were all able to categorise their data into
the two approaches, guided by the earlier findings.
Laurillard and Ramsden each refined the approach sub¬

categories in applying the constructs more broadly.
Ramsden also found differences in the form taken by the

approaches between science and arts or social sciences

departments. The concept of approaches to learning
remained similar however. Hodgson described students'

experiences of lectures in ways analogous to deep and
surface approaches. Fransson confirmed the approaches
but subdivided each according to high or low attention.
He also found three levels of outcome to which they were

related. Such a subdivision of approach into active and

passive forms has also resulted from the use of inven¬
tories which have operat i ona 1 i sed the concepts derived
from the Gothenburg research, amongst other sources (for
instance, Entwistle et a 1. , 1979b). The production of

categories that were largely equivalent by numerous

researchers using qualitative methods is impressive.

Nevertheless, it has been pointed out that an unintentional

process of accepting similarities and rejecting discrep¬
ancies between each researcher's data and the guiding
constructs may have taken place (Entwistle, 1981b). It

might be acded that, with the rigorous interview and
analysis techniques involved, each study related to

relatively small numbers of subjects with implications for
the reliability of their findings.
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In addition to the qualitative differences in

outcome, the deep-surface approach polarity has also been
observed to relate to certain quantitative differences.
Marton and Sal jo (1976b) included factual questions about
the text section read in their immediate and five weeks

later measurements, It was found that a surface approach

initially produced high performance but that a deep

approach enhanced retention of even the type of material
that a surface approach initially coped with. The
initial test could not have demanded understanding of the
material. Marton (1977) further reported that students
who had adopted a deep approach in the experiments also

adopted this approach in their normal studies and
achieved better examination results. Whether the

examination questions required understanding or reproduc¬
tion was not indicated. Fransson (1977) found that a deep
active approach produced the best results in a factual

knowledge test. Svensson (1977) found that 13 of his
16 holists passed all their examinations with only 4 of
14 atomists managing this achievement. Ramsden (1981)
too found that a much higher proportion of students using
a deep approach consistently attained a first or upper

second class degree. That some consistent users of a

surface approach did achieve such degrees suggests that,
at least in some subjects, understanding is not the main

requirement. Nonetheless, in higher education, it

appears that higher levels of qualitative and quantitative
achievement can be attained by going beyond the discourse
itself to develop a personal understanding of it, by

adopting a deep approach.

The rigorous and systematic qualitative methodology
used by Marton and adopted by other researchers has
enabled the process of student learning to be described.
The deep and surface approaches to learning have also been

functionally related to level of outcome in both
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qualitative and quantitative forms. These constructs

have been identified repeatedly in experimental and
normal study situations, strengthening their external

validity. Such findings could provide a methodological
and theoretical background for empirical studies of how

pupils learn in secondary schools. Furthermore, with
the intention and process underlying use of a deep

approach coinciding with the aims of 'learning to learn'
courses, the appropriateness of such courses for enhancing

pupils' learning skill might then be reinforced.

2.22 Influences upon Approach

It is an everyday observation that people exhibit
individual characteristics. Research on individual

differences has long sought fundamental consistencies in
characteristics of ability or personality which differen¬
tiate individuals or groups of individuals. In the above
section it was shown that use of a deep approach had been
related to higher levels of qualitative and quantitative
achievement. Yet such achievement was not an inevitable

consequence of employing such an approach. Questions
arise as to whether it is the learner who is characterised

by a consistent approach or whether it is the task which
invokes a particular approach, Also, what it is that
causes such consistency or inter task variability.

Experimental work has found evidence of differences
within individuals in means of undertaking the same or

similar tasks. For instance, Battig (1979) assessed the
number and consistency of strategies which subjects used
in paired associate or list learning tasks. Only 5% of

subjects used perfectly consistent strategies and such

consistency characterised individuals with poor memory

performance. Battig suggested that there were differences
between individuals in available strategies and in ability
to select and use those which were most effective for a
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particular task.

Earlier, workers had reported students' subjective

experience that learning was affected by the type of test

anticipated (see review in Marton and Sal jo, 1976b). If

objective tests were expected, more superficial levels of

processing would result, in contrast to the focus on more

general principles and main points arising from expected

essays or oral tests. Snyder (1971), at MIT, found a

contrast between the professed demands of the 'formal
curriculum' and the experienced demands of the 'hidden
curriculum'. The latter, defined by assessment

procedures and teaching methods, encouraged question

spotting and rote memorisation of facts and theories.
Miller and Parlett ( 1 9 7M found similar contrasts at

Edinburgh University, identifying 'cue seekers' who were

able to recognise the rules of assessments and follow them

effectively, in contrast to the 'cue deaf' who could not.

Thus, there were strong indications from outwith the

approaches to learning research, that the context of

learning - the environment within which it occurred
would influence the approach.

Marton and Sal jo (1976b) aimed to apply their model
of qualitative differences in learning to induce an

approach and thus level of outcome. Two groups of 20
first year students read two sections of Coombes (1968).
They were then given (different questions - requiring
detailed, factual knowledge or understanding of the
content - before re.a ding a third section and answering
a common set of questions. The interspaced questions
were found to have an impact on the approach adopted to

the third reading section. This was more marked for the

group experiencing factual questions, adopting surface
approaches to attain the perceived demands of the reading.
The other group acted less uniformly to the demand for
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understanding. Some became 1 techn i fied1 , concentrating
on fulfilling just the explicit demands of the questions.
It may have been that the first group, in recognising the

type of question, responded more strongly than the second

group who might not have been familiar with the type of

question or the type of information they were required to

focus on. A deep approach appeared more difficult to

induce than a surface approach but the type of expected
assessment had been found to influence approach.

Other research has broadened the range of influences
on inter task variation in approach and to students other
than the female education students used by Marten.

Findings have also related to normal studies rather than
naturalised experimental situations. Fransson (1977)
employed texts that were relevant and irrelevant to a

student's studies. Qualitative analysis of the interview

transcripts, for groups of high and low anxiety students,
found extrinsica 1 1y motivated students had a strong

tendency to adopt a surface approach and to develop a

lower level of outcome. Those with strong intrinsic
motivation provided most of the higher level outcomes and

employed a deep approach. Also, in a factual knowledge

test, those with strong intrinsic motivation and high test

anxiety were the only students with a deep active approach
not to perform very well. Perceived relevance of
materials and anxiety level were thus seen to be
contextual influences on approach to reading.

A wider range of learning tasks within various

subjects have also been studied. Laurillard (1979)
reported science students' introspections on their approach
to learning in several normal study tasks. She found the
same student would use a different approach according to

the student's perception of the task's context. The
reason for doing a task and perceptions of the nature of
the task and the associated teaching were emphasised.
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Ramsden (1981) found other contextual influences through

using the Course Perception Questionnaire (CPQ) with six

departments' students - developed from qualitative

analysis of student interviews concerning their perceptions
of academic departments. In Sciences, their approach was

affected by previous knowledge in the discipline; in Arts
and Social Sciences, by their level of interest in the

task; and for all, by their perception of the workload
and staff commitment to helping the students learn. In
interview studies concerning tasks of notemaking in
lectures (Manook and King, 1981) and attending lectures

(Hodgson, 1981), approach was found to vary according to

lecturing style in departments and of individuals

respectively. Lecturers could help students to perceive
relevance in the material, through their style, and

thereby influence a student's approach and outcome. The

CPQ. and Approaches to Study Inventory have been used

together in a large scale survey of students studying in
66 higher education departments in Britain (Ramsden and

Entwistle, 1981; Entwistle and Ramsden, 1983). The

adoption of a deep approach was found to relate to

departments whose teachers were perceived to be well

prepared, helpful and committed (good teaching) and
where students had some discretion to choose and organise
their own work (freedom in learning). Adopting a

surface approach related to perceptions of a heavy

workload, vocational relevance and lack of freedom in

learning.

The relationships between aspects of a task's context

and content with approach to learning are summarised in
Table 2.1. It is clear that inter task variation in a

student's approach to learning does occur. Furthermore,
it is the student's perception of these contextual
influences which is the key element in the process.



TABLE2.1: THENATUREOFCONTEXTUALINFLUENCESONAPPROACHTOLEARNING InfluencesonApproach
PerceptionofInfluence associatedwith

surfaceapproachdeepapproach
Source

typeofexpectedassessment relevanceofmateria1to course reasonfordoingtask anxietylevelwithtask interestinatask (Artssubjects) previousknowledge (Sciences) perceptionofworkload freedominlearning department1s/individua1's lecturingsty1e staffcommitmenttohelping learners staffwellprepared

factua1 questions
low extririsic high low low high

1ow doesnothelp perceive relevance materiaI low no

'meaning' questions
high intrinsic low high high reasonable high doeshelpto perceive relevanceof material high yes

MartonandSaljo,1976b Fransson,1977 Laur11lard,1979 Fransson,1977 Ramsden,1981 Ramsden,1981 Ramsden,1981;Entwistleand Ramsden,1983 EntwistleandRamsden,1983 Hodgson,1981;Manookand King,1981 Ramsden,1981;Entwistleand Ramsden,1983 EntwistleandRamsden,1983
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Other studies have, however, indicated that a student

tends to exhibit overall consistency in approach.
Svensson (1977), in qualitative analyses of student's

reading in experimental and normal learning situations
over three tests five weeks apart, found consistency in
time between approach adopted in both situations.
Ramsden (1981) also analysed interview transcripts,

though for students in three departments and covering a

wide range of normal study tasks. He was able to develop

explicit grounds for classifying consistent differences in

approach between individuals and to use them to describe

approaches to different academic tasks. However, such

purely qualitative analyses, though ecologically valid,
have only been practicable for relatively small numbers of

subjects.

Having identified the concepts in the qualitative

manner, they have been operationa1ised in inventories
whose subscales were derived from the student interview

analyses. Quantitative techniques of factor analysis
have then been applied to the inventory responses made by

larger numbers of subjects. Complementary results have
arisen from British higher education (Entwistle et al.,

1979a; Entwistle and Ramsden, 1983) and Australian

higher education (Biggs, 1978; 1979; Watkins, 1983a;
1983b), and also from Hungarian and British secondary
education (Entwistle and Kozeki, 1 9 8 5) - A consistent

three-fold factor structure has emerged whose differences
include the schism between deep and surface approaches.

Furthermore, the inventory scores when compared, by the
interviewer and an independent judge, with qualitatively

analysed interview data on approach to learning, showed
7 7% agreement on classification (Watkins, 1983b).
These complementary results confirm what the use of
inventories asking about typical behaviour and attitudes
implies; the individual traits are relatively stable over
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time and consistent across systems of education. Such

relatively consistent use of a particular approach to

learning, which is empirically and functionally related
to a form of motivation, has been termed a 'study orienta¬
tion' (Entwistle et a!., 1979a). Out of these inventories

the Learning Strategies Questionnaire was developed to

identify the deep and surface approaches (Thomas and

Bain, 1981). Intra- and i nter-i nd i v i dua 1 stability was

found among students on psychology, mathematics and

linguistic courses. Though it was suggested that such

stability might have implied that the first year students
involved had not yet developed an awareness of strategy

and context, the possibility could apply to all the above
studies since these students were a common sample source.

Substantial evidence has therefore developed that
individuals do exhibit a certain consistency of approach
to 1ea rn i ng .

The inventory analyses do paint a static picture of

learning, allowing for no development to occur.

Inventories may also restrict the learner's responses

thereby distorting the range of 'typical' behaviour and
attitudes. To some extent the wide range of scales in
versions of the most commonly used inventory - the

Approaches to Studying Inventory - would have reduced
this effect. Yet the context of the learning is not

overtly dealt with despite the strong qualitative evidence
that this is what causes variation in approach. Nonethe¬

less, it was pointed out earlier that qualitative analysis

may involve an unintentional tendency to reject

discrepancies and can only involve a relatively small

sample. There is then a strong case for combining the
methods and findings. Thus, as Entwistle (1979) has

concluded, abundant evidence has accumulated that implies
the approach to learning can describe both individual

consistency and inter task variability.
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In the light of the variety of contextual factors
found to influence approach and the relationship of

approach to qualitative and quantitative outcomes in

higher education, Marton was led to speculate that the
demands of the Swedish secondary school examination system

fostered inappropr i ate surface approaches in students
which might account for their failure (Marton and Sal jo,
1976b)- Others have also observed that new students are

not prepared for their university learning environment by
their school experience (Mathias, 1981; Raaheim and

Wankowski, 1981). Marton implies that the nature of

university examinations is so different as to not require
a surface approach. Yet, with the findings of Snyder
(1971) concerning the effects of the hidden curriculum

including assessment procedures - in American higher

education, and with similar effects having been observed
in British higher education (Miller and Parlett, 1974),
such a contention must be in doubt.

An alternative explanation of failure could be that

inappropriate learning strategies of some higher education
students only become apparent because of the reduced

support given by tutors in comparison t:o school teachers.
Similar inappropriate strategies (ways of tackling

particular tasks) may be used in the Sixth Form, ones

that were found useful for, say, 0-level courses. In
the Sixth Form, constant support from teachers, whose

reputations depend partly on examination results, may

lead to teaching methods that develop minimal understanding

enough to pass the examination. Evidence of such a hidden
curriculum in secondary schools has been found (Thompson,
1982). The removal of such support on transfer to higher
education may account for the apparent lost learning

competence of new students, an ability to independently
and appropr i ate 1 y adapt approach to the context of a

learning task being needed. Awareness of such relation¬

ships would be an inherent part of gaining competence in
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secondary and higher education, the aim of 'learning to

learn1 courses.

For the development of a provision to facilitate

learning skill in secondary schools there is a web of

implications. It is the whole learning environment that
should be considered, the formal and the hidden curriculum,
if it is to be such as to foster appropriate approaches to

learning. Teachers ought to reflect on their teaching
methods and the demands of the tasks involved in learning.

Yet, to transfer the findings about student learning in

higher education directly into the context of pupil

learning in secondary school would reduce the ecological

validity of those findings. The methodologies and

concepts relating to student learning could provide a

rationale for research concerning pupil learning. Since
it was the students' perception of the learning
environment which influenced the approach they adopted,
an understanding of these aspects requires that the

learning is in its normal context and that it is seen from
the pupils' perspective. A methodology, by qualitative

analysis of pupil interviews, is available and well

developed. Findings might enable an empirical basis to

emerge for the development and evaluation of a learning
skill provision. The qualitative findings could be a

source of inventory items which might be used to measure

changes in pupil learning. The description and

understanding of how pupils learn in secondary schools

might then be used to facilitate appropriate approaches
to learning by those pupils.

2.23 Other Pertinent Influences on the Learning Process

Despite the conclusion in section 2.1 that existing
provisions to enhance learning skill lacked an empirical
basis for their content and structure, there is no shortage

of empirical findings concerning influences on student and
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pupil learning. Motivation, study methods, study
difficulties and metacognition are all influences on the

learning process which possess implications for future
work to enhance learning skill in secondary school

pupi Is.

Mo tiva tion describes those internal forces which

energise, direct and sustain action or behaviour (Forster,
1980). It is an imprecise concept covering a wide field
of inferences for behaviour which help to understand,

predict and influence behaviour. Broadly, it consists
of goals as we 11 as feelings "a bout the task itse.lf and
about ethers - such as teachers, parents and peers

involved in the behavioural environment. Types of motive

commonly recognised include 'intrinsic motivation1
(personal interest in and perceived relevance of a task);
'extrinsic motivation (vocational or academic goals and
reward or punishment that are external to the task); and
'achievement motivation' (need for achievement or hope
for success and need for affiliation with others or fear

of failure) - see Entwistle (1981a). It has also been

found that, in both experimental (Weiner, 1979) and
normal study situations (Frieze, 19 8 0 ) , perception of
achievement iri a task will be attributed to behaviour in

the task, with consequent implications for future

expectations and behaviour. This is known as

'attribution theory'.

Though it has been recognised that individuals
have a preferred 'motivational style', with more or less
of each motive (Ball, 1977), only recently have attempts

been made to integrate the motives. Ball reports a

factor analysis of items derived from earlier motivation
scales and responded to by senior high school pupils in
the USA. Five motivational factors emerged, emphasising
the danger of employing single motives to explain

behaviour, though no recommendation for their application
was given.
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In Eastern Europe, Kozeki (1984) found that
interviews with parents and their school age children
could be categorised into motives relating to teachers,

parents and peers, and not just in the affective and

cognitive domains previously identified but in the moral
domain (that of personal and social responsiveness) also.
This has conceptual overlap with the self esteem of
achievement motivation. An inventory based on this

structure, when factor analysed, produced six factors

among Eastern European and British schoolchildren (Kozeki
and Entwistle, 1983)- The three most successful

motivational styles then derived, involved a dominance of
one domain balanced by strength in a complementary domain.
With these three motivational styles being so similar in

description to Entwistle and Wilson's (1970) three main
clusters of successful students and to overlap with
Heath's (1964) three student personality types that

developed toward the successful academic personality,
there appears to be strong support for these being
different motivational paths to scholastic success. The

implication for classroom teaching, where the numerous

individuals will possess varying motivational styles, is
that reinforcement of all three domains througi a balance
of teaching styles might enhance pupil motivation to

learn.

Earlier quantitative studies had found high
motivation in students to be positively correlated with
academic performance (Entwistle and Entwistle, 1970;
Entwistle and Wilson, 1970; Entwistle et al., 1971;

Aberdeen Study in Entwistle and Wilson, 1977). High
motivation also appeared in the high attainment clusters
of Entwistle and Brennan (1971) - Those with achieve¬

ment motivation were found to achieve above average

degree results in the Rowntree Study of Entwistle and
Wilson (1977). In an inventory study the most successful
students were found to have higher all round motivation
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(Entwistle et al., 1979a). However, these quantitative
studies imposed limiting constructs on the student
attributes and showed only apparent relationships between
them. Nor were they directly concerned with the process

of learning.

Other studies have been analysed qualitatively,

imposing no preconceived constructs on student responses,

and have asked about students' actual learning. Students'
approach to learning has been functionally related to

outcome (Svensson, 1977). In turn this has been related

to level of intrinsic interest (Fransson, 1977;

Laurillard, 1 979 ; Ramsden , 1979). A high level of such
motivation has been linked, through approach, to greater

understanding (Entwistle and Ramsden, 1983). Heath's
(1964) ideal qualitative type of student, the 'reasonable
adventurer', had an uncommon interest in the commonplace;
he was intrinsically motivated. 0ver-ach i evers were

foundto exhibit high achievement motivation (Entwistle et

al., 1974). Since achievement motivation might be
considered a form of intrinsic motivation (Entwistle,
1981b) and could be a response to external goals, all
round motivation and its encouragement can be seen to be
desirable from other angles of research.

Some educationalists have observed, however, that

educators tend to see motivation as either intrinsic or

absent in the individual (Forster , 19 8 0 ) and motivating
learners as an external problem of 'how can i motivate

my students?' (Ritter, 1 98 0 ) . Courses have then been

developed to adjust the students to the requirements of
the institution, without considering whether the material
studied is relevant to the students (for instance, Larkin
and Reif, 1976). Furthermore, Ritter saw both schools

and universities as being dominated by extrinsic

motivation; a situation also found in British secondary

schools by Entwistle and Kozeki (1985)-
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Thus, earlier motivation studies tended to be

restricted to a type of motivation (achievement) that did
not directly include the type that schools and universities
fostered (extrinsic) or that had a functional relation

with understanding (intrinsic). Nor, apparently, is the
main motivating value system of schools and universities
(extrinsic) complementary to the development of under¬

standing (intrinsic). Yet it has become apparent that
individuals possess different motivational styles and
that different styles can lead to academic success. The

implications for a future provision to enhance pupils'
learning skill are that the content of such a development
should be perceived by the pupils to be relevant to their

needs, and the teaching styles employed should reinforce
a variety of motives to learn. The need for a sound

empirical basis for such a development is underlined.

The relationship between study methods and academic

performance has been a common area for investigation.
The inventory has been a tool used frequently in such
studies. Perhaps the best known is the Survey of Study
Habits and Attitudes (SSHA). In its initial form,

scores were found to correlate significantly with grade

point averages (Holtzman et a 1 . , 1 9 5M and with both high
school and subsequent college grades (Brown and Holtzman,
1 95M . However, the inventory items were drawn from the
literature. As was shown in section 2.11, the literature
tended to express 'expert opinion' rather than empirical

findings as to characteristics necessary for success.

Respondents were also considering their studying in

general, rather than any particular task, and without
distractor items the 'correct 1 responses to the items may

have been apparent to the subjects. The SSHA was

revised to comprise a supposedly more informative four
subscales and a hierarchical structure (Brown and

Holtzman, 1965). Yet British findings consistent with
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the American correlations have not emerged. Two of the

subscales were not found to cross the Atlantic success¬

fully (Cowell and Entwistle, 1971), nor could the

hierarchy be confirmed (Khan and Roberts, 1975).
Nevertheless, modified forms of the inventory continue in

use; such as Pumfrey and Cotter's (1981) inventory used
with British comprehensive school pupils. Such an

inventory's validity for describing and raising awareness

of the process of learning must be suspect.

In Britain different inventories have been developed
and used in conjunction with distractor items - for

instance, the Student Attitude Questionnaire (Entwistle
and Wilson, 1970; Entwistle and Entwistle, 1970) and
the Student Attitude Inventory (Entwistle et al., 1971).
Such studies found significant positive correlations of

study methods and motivation with academic performance.

Yet, here too, the items for these inventories related to

preconceived ideal characteristics derived mostly from
the literature. With responses being made under
examination conditions and in relation to generalised

studying they may have had little similarity with actual

study processes. With responses also being made with

retrospective information about academic performance,

respondents may have rationalised their performance in
terms of particular attributes. By the nature of
correlations no functional relationship between inventory
scales and academic performance could be established.

Nonetheless, such inventories assumed a single profile
for a successful student and that it was known what this

was. These assumptions have resurfaced in Kun and

Mackay's (1982) inventory for post 0-grade pupils, in
which items and best responses to them were decided by
the researchers. The internal validity of such
inventories is then also suspect.

Despite the assumption of the above inventories of
a single profile for academic success, the experience of
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educators is that learners working in different ways and

possessing different characteristics do succeed

academically. Cluster analysis is a method that groups

together individuals whose profiles of scores show a high

degree of similarity; the clusters' description of

profiles from students is analogous to factors from
variables. Using such a technique, a variety of paths
to success were found between and within sex and subject

categories of students (Entwistle and Brennan, 1971;
Rowntree Study in Entwistle and Wilson, 1977). However,
extreme changes in study methods and motivation were

found to parallel rather than precede changes in

performance. Either as an explanation of success or

failure was therefore put in doubt. Also, the study
methods were still those of a preconceived ideal (SAQ.
items were involved), rather than actual or necessary

forms. The implication is that, by themselves,

particular study methods do not provide for success though

may be a part of good academic performance.

To avoid the preconceived stereotyping of study

methods, learners have been asked about their normal

studying in open interviews. Such studies in Australia

(Pond, 196 4) , New Zealand (Small, 1 966) and Britain

(Entwistle et al., 1974) found successful students to

possess organised or systematic study methods. Low
achievers were found to not know or realise how to

organise their studying and tended to transfer blame for
their poor performance. In applying a questionnaire
derived from such responses made by UCLA students

(Goldman and Warren, 1973), no significant differences
between the activities of students successful in their

Major studies were found - they thought about and

actively transformed their classroom input. In Britain
the Approaches to Studying Inventory was developed out

of the Approaches to Learning research (Entwistle et

a 1 . , 1979a; see sections 2.21 and 2.22). More
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successful students were characterised by higher
motivation, more favourable attitudes and more organised
study methods. Study behaviour or approach to learning
has been shown to exhibit individual consistency and
contextual variability. Different approaches have been
shown to foster different learning outcomes. The

concept of a single 'best' method of studying has become
untenable. Cognitive, organised study methods have been
found to be more important by techniques which possess

greater validity than ones employed in certain studies
outlined earlier in this subsection

Studies concerning study methods used by learners
have shown that, though there may be no minimal

prescription for success, an ability to systematically

adapt study methods to the demands of specific tasks

might be considered advantageous. In facilitating

pupils' learning skill, a 'learning to learn' type of
provision is indicated, with an emphasis on awareness of

purpose in studying. The need for an explicit framework
for individuals to think about the process of their

studying also gains further support.

Research in the USA has brought to light how school

pupils acquire and employ strategic studying. It is
said to focus on their general <nowledge used to guide
effective selection and implementation of task related

skills, or ' metacognition' (Myers and Paris, 1978). The
start of the process is said to be in the individual

developing knowledge and awareness of how they store and
retrieve information, called 'metamemory'. In inter¬

viewing primary school pupils about their meta cognition,
Kreutzer et a 1 . (1975) found the number and variety of task
related strategies mentioned rose with age. Similarly,
the older the high school pupil, the more they were found
to differentiate tasks of remembering and the strategies
used (Brown et al., 1978), Such knowledge, it has been
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suggested, is gained by feedback from a child's experience
of actions and outcomes in various situations, guided by

parents and teachers (Flavell, 1977). In relation to

learning tasks this creates an ability to plan ahead and

thus to study effectively in a variety of situations,

being adept at focusing on the most informative aspects

of the task's context.

Specifically, metamemory is said to develop with

increasing sensitivity to the need for specific efforts
at retrieval of remembered information, or at storage in

preparation for future retrieval. Explicit instructions

might facilitate this development of foresight, as well as

experience. A knowledge of factors which affect how well
an individual performs is also needed. 'Person' factors
include getting a realistic view of practical memory spans

and a sense of knowing when something is remembered.
'Task' factors involve what makes some memory tasks more

difficult than others; these include the amount and type

of information, severity of retrieval demands, retroactive

interference, use of own words rather than precise wording,
and the mnemonic value of meaningful relationships.

'Strategy' factors relate to knowledge of mnemonic aids in

appropriate situations; examples being rehearsal, semantic

organisation or the recognition of shared meanings

(Flavell, 1977). More generally, in terms of metacognition,
Nisbet and Shucksmith (1984) suggest a hierarchical model
in which the acquisition of specific skills might lead to

the cultivation of more general learning strategies whose

integration develops a flexible approach to learning.

Myers and Paris ( 1 978) considered metacogn i tion might
be acquired partly through instruction. However, it has
been found that pupils told to use a particular strategy

that they did not otherwise use, failed to benefit from

using the strategy (Brown and Smiley, 1978). it has been

suggested that strategies might be adapted more widely in
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school work tasks if they were first consciously
articulated and then practised, thereby becoming a

subconscious part of an individual's learning (Nisbet and

Shucksmith, 1984).

For enhancing learning skill among secondary school

pupils, these studies of meta cognit i on indicate that a

training in thinking about the process of studying is
needed. A language for structuring such thoughts would
therefore be a vital component. Moreover, such training

might stand a better chance of being incorporated into a

learner's repertoire, if it involved discussion and

practice of strategies in relation to task demands

actually experienced by the pupil.

Information concerning study difficulties that

secondary school pupils experience and so might benefit
from training in, hail from four British surveys (see
Table 2.2). The study difficulties were either
identified by Sixth Formers and their equivalents or were

ones they were said by their teachers to experience.

The largest survey was of 2311 such students, in
various establishments, who responded to questionnaires

(Dean, 1978; Dean et al., 1979). Swatridge's (1982)
462 pupils of Biology, History and Mathematics, indicated
their agreement or disagreement with 50 statements about

studying. Thompson's (1982) 126 pupils, studying sciences
in five comprehensive schools, reported their agreement

with certain statements about study difficulties on a one

to five scale. Interviews with 11 teachers of Biology
took place. Indications of pupils' study difficulties
in the: Swatridge and Thompson surveys were limited by the
researchers' preconceptions of these difficulties. In
his comprehensive school, Roberts' (1981) survey involved

just 20 A-1 eve 1 pupils but the difficulties were those

expressed in interviews; no restriction therefore being

overtly placed on their responses. Similarly, Roberts'



TABLE2.2: DIFFICULTIESINLEARNINGAMONGSIXTHFORMERSANDTHEIREQUIVALENTS Dean(1978,1979)
Roberts(1981)
Swatridge(1982)
Thompson(1982)

Stndydifficulties expressedby pupi1s:

makingownnotes; essaywriting; approachingvolumeof requiredreading; balancingtime devotedtoeach subject; organisingrevision forexams.

makingnotesfrom teachersand books; pianning/writing essaysand projects; beingcritica1of one'swriting; relatingevidence toarguments;
dea1ingwithvollime of,andextracting informationfrom, reading; planningtime.

makinglecturenotes; essayplanning; findingrelevant informationfrom books; adjustingto greaterindepen¬ dence.

takingnotesin class; planningand writingessays; criticalthinking; usingevidencein arguments; copingwithvolume of,andextractinĝ information from,reading; organisingtimeto meetdead1ines;
a1locatingtimeto different subjects.

Studydifficu11ies expressedby theirteachers:
essaystyle; preparingevidence tosupport arguments;

lackofindependent initiativeand selfdiscip1ine; adjustingtonew workdemands.

makingnotesin classandfrom books; essaywriting; systematicreading; recalltechniques; gettingvaluefrom discussions.

tendencytobe dependent; thinkingserially; concentratingon factsand descriptions; usingrotelearning (reproducing orientation).
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interviews with teachers allowed open responses about
their pupils' study difficulties.

Table 2.2 shows that considerable overlap exists
between the surveys' findings. Pupils and their
teachers identified a range of difficulties so broad that

they encompassed virtually all learning tasks experienced.
Since it is in terms of such tasks that pupils experience
their learning, it would seem appropriate that any

learning skill provision should structure its content

around such commonly recognisable tasks. With the
difficulties being identified across the curriculum, a

form of general provision, perhaps with subject specialist

follow-up, would also appear appropriate. However, the
nature of the demands of studying within these tasks and
in different disciplines was not established. Investiga¬
tion of a firm empirical basis for such a provision would
have to include this aspect.

2.2k Conclusions from Research about the Process

of Lea rn i ng

1. Deep and surface approaches to learning among

students have been identified repeatedly, in experimental
and normal learning situations, using a rigorous and

systematic qualitative methodology. Functional relation¬

ships between approach and outcome have been established.
A combination of such methodology and quantitative
inventories whose content has been based on the qualita¬
tive findings, have shown that individuals exhibit both
a consistency and an inter task variability in approach.

Experimental studies have shown that it is the task's
context which influences approach, while qualitative
research has further shown that it is the learner's

perception of the context of a task that is important.
Learners need to be aware of these variables and of how

to adapt their approach appropr i ate 1 y . Such
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metacogn i tion might be enhanced by a practical training
in thinking about studying.

2. Study methods, by themselves, do not provide for
academic success. There is no minimal prescription for
such success or any single 'best' system of studying.
An ability to systematically adapt study methods to the
demands of specific tasks might, however, be advantageous.

3. Learners possess a motivational style, a balance in

strength of different forms of motivation. There are

different motivational paths to scholastic success but
institutions have tended to be dominated by extrinsic
forms.

k. A methodological and theoretical rationale exists
for the investigation of the process of pupil learning
in secondary schools. An understanding of pupils'
approaches to learning and the factors which influence

approach might be investigated by the well developed

methodology of qualitative analysis of pupil interviews.
Since it was the students' perception of these factors
which influenced their approach, the pupils' perspective
on their learning should be studied. Constructs that

emerged would then possess ecological validity.
Quantitative instruments based on these qualitative

findings could be used to measure changes in learning

process among larger numbers of pupils. An understanding
of the nature of subject based task demands is also

needed, taking account of both the formal and the hidden
curriculum. Such empirical evidence might form a sound
basis for the development and evaluation of a facility
for promoting learning skill amongst secondary school
p upi Is.

5. This review of research concerning the process of

learning has also produced implications for the structure
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of a learning skill provision. With advantage being
seen in developing control over contextua11y related study
methods, a 'learning to learn1 style of course emphasising
awareness of purpose would seem appropriate. To enhance
motivation and perceptions of relevance, content might
revolve around common study tasks. An explicit framework
for thinking about the study process might be included and
the teaching styles used might reinforce a variety of
motives to learn.
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2.3 Questions Arising

Arising out of the conclusions from the two main

parts of the literature review, bearing in mind its aim
of drawing together the demands of educationalists for a

training in the process of learning and the practical
difficulties experienced in doing so within the classroom,
a number of questions require answers. They provide a

sense of direction, of structure, for the following study.

1. Can the concept of approaches to learning be used
to describe how secondary school pupils undertake normal

learning tasks?

2. If so, is there also evidence of contextually
related inter task variation in approach to learning and
of individual consistency in approach?

3. What are the curriculum wide demands of undertaking
common subject based study tasks, as professed by teachers
and experienced by pupils?

A. What impact does the learning skill provision

developed from this empirical basis have upon how pupils
learn?

5. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the learning
skill provision employed?

6. What nature of provision to facilitate learning skill

among senior secondary school pupils is suggested by the

study?

7. To what extent does a combination of qualitative and

quantitative methodologies help to describe and improve cur

understanding of the process of pupil learning?

8. What are the implications of this study for teaching
and learning in secondary schools?

Responses to these questions will be considered in the

concluding chapter of the thesis.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY - PERSPECTIVES AND OUTLINES

Arising from reviews of the research concerning
student approaches to learning, it was suggested that a

combination of qualitative and quantitative methodologies

might be employed in describing and understanding learning
among secondary school pupils. Findings would enable an

empirical basis to emerge for the development and evalua¬
tion of provision to foster appropriate and effective

learning among such pupils. Justification for combining
such methodologies, with their contrasting perspectives
on learning, is explored in the first section of this
chapter. The particular methods used in the various

parts of this study are described and related in the

subsequent section.

3.1 A Balance of Perspective

The traditional methodology for research on learning
has been quantitative. The learner and his behaviour
were observed by the researcher and interpreted in terms

of predefined parameters with numerical values. With
experimental controls over the learners' activity in a

particular situation, the learning process and outcome

were described independently and then related statistically.
Such generalised descriptions of the external relationship
between parameters were taken to explain cause and effect
in that situation. Model building and the testing of

hypotheses was the ruling ideal, the long term aim being
to discover behavioural laws about learning. Such laws
did not, however, emerge. Research results were often
seen to be irrelevant to and inapplicable in normal
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learning situations. Disillusionment set in amongst
some researchers. An alternative methodology, the

qualitative approach to research, gained some favour. In

this, the learner's own experience and interpretation of
the learning process and its internal relationships with
content and context were examined by interview techniques.
Inductive analysis, without imposing predefined constructs

on the data, resulted in contextua1ised categories of

description. The theory that emerged from the data was

intended to improve understanding of learning. Awareness

might then enable people to make more effective decisions
about their learning. Qualitative research has also come

in for criticism over its lack of theory and its techniques
in weakening the validity and reliability of its results.
Some recent studies have thus combined the methodologies,

balancing their strengths and weaknesses, and have found
the data and results to be enhanced.

The quantitative research tradition required

experimental control over the learners' activities in
order that an explanation for the outcome of learning be

developed. Miller and Parlett (197*0 have argued that,
in predefining the parameters, limitation was placed on

the issues under research. It also assumed that no

useful generalisations could be obtained from learners'
perceptions of their learning experience (Marton and
Svensson, 1979). Moreover, with individuals having been
shown to possess different values in participating in
education (Hamilton, 1977), different personalities,

motivations, study methods, study approaches and
orientations; and with task demands varying according to

the particular teacher, discipline or syllabus (chapter
two); it could not be considered realistic to isolate
individual aspects of behaviour to determine their

relationships. It was no surprise to McKeachie (197*0
that such external relationships did not extrapolate into
normal contexts of learning. Instead of laws of learning
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being found, a mass of interacting attributes emerged.

The nature of the relationships thrown up by

quantitative methodologies has also been found wanting.

By its nature, a correlation between parameters of

learning activities and outcomes could not establish
functional or causal relationships (Svensson, 1976). It

should be added that, even where statistically significant
re 1 at i onsh i ps have been obtained, it cannot be certain
that either the parameters or the relationships are

significant in an educational sense. The traditional

approach had not met the practical requirements of those
involved in education practice.

In reaction to the need for more relevance in the

results of research on learning (Hamilton et al., 1977)
and to interpret learning in its context (Cronbach, 1975),
an alternative methodology was to look at the total

learning process in its natural setting. Furthermore,

learning was to be seen from a 'second order perspective'
or an experiential approach (Marton , 1981) - the learners'

subjective perception of their learning experience.
Learners are interviewed individually about how they
undertook specific tasks of learning, such as reading or

notemaking. Each interview trarscript is read and re-read,
the student's retrospections being grouped into recurring
themes concerning consistencies in their descriptions of
the learning process. Similarly, patterns of response

are sought between interviews with different learners.
Themes are summarised and illustrated by appropriate

quotations. Categories are formed, defined by the range

of themes exhibiting similarities in the intention and

process of undertaking tasks. From the individual's
perception of reality, categories of description would

emerge ('grounded theory', after Glaser and Strauss, 1967)
that would facilitate understanding of the learning process.

Causal explanation would also be permitted where learners
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had described relationships between learning activities
and outcomes or their learning environment. Such
abstractions were, however, to be obtained without

imposing preconceptions on the data.

The absence of a theoretical background to the

qualitative analysis of interviews limits the methodology
to explorative research and raises the reliance on

intuitive analysis, whose results would have questionable

validity in conventional terms. Ramsden ( 13 81) goes

deeper in his criticism of this aspect, pointing out that
observation cannot occur without some theoretical precon¬

ception and, that if these assumptions are not stated,
then no knowledge exists of their effect on how the data
were created or on how some observations were selected

to represent categories of description at the expense of
others. Certainly in Marton's initial experiment

involving student retrospect i on about a reading task

(Marton and Sal jo, 1976a), the qualitative analysis of
interview transcripts was open to such criticisms.

However, Miller and Parlett (197^) have argued that the
most powerful check on a study's validity is whether it
describes 'recognisable reality' and whether independent
researchers can rediscover the main construct in different

contexts. The deep and surface approaches to learning,

initially described by Marton, have since been discovered
in the normal learning of students in a variety of

disciplines and across a multiplicity of tasks experienced
and within other educational systems than the Swedish

(see section 2.2). The approaches to learning therefore

possess this recognisable reality in a repeatable form.

Criticism of the qualitative methodology's techniques
of investigation has also centred on the reliability of
the data and the emergent categories. Data gained by
unstructured interviews or case studies would be

impressionistic, descriptions would not be directly
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comparable and the categories derived from such data
would be unreliable. Without prior statement of
theoretical assumptions, the situation would be
exacerbated. The Gothenburg techniques involved semi-
structured interviews in which the format of the questions
was decided prior to the interviews, though the precise

phrasing of questions in each interview was varied (not
their meaning) to enhance the flow of responses and to

suit the situation within the interview. Comparability
of responses was thereby ensured. The reliability of

categorisation can be checked by inter judge agreement.

Samples of instances from interview transcripts, when

compared to defining instances of categories, has

brought inter judge agreement of over 70% in the initial
and replicate studies finding deep and surface approaches
to learning. Unreliability from personal bias was

therefore controlled.

Despite the relative strengths in reliability and

validity of the systematic qualitative analysis of such

studies, by themselves they do possess important weak¬
nesses. If there are no preconceived theories involved,
then the research would remain exploratory. The findings,
derived from small scale surveys and limited by logistic

considerations, would not be applied to larger samples
and to other contexts. In dispensing with statistical

tests, another line of subsequent research using the

emergent theories is blocked. The emancipatory aim of

qualitative research, by improving individuals'

understanding of learning and so improve their control
over their learning, might then be frustrated.

Validity of the constructs discovered by Marton and
Sal jo (1976a) was subsequently provided by dispensing with
the strict requirement in qualitative research for no

preconceptions. The deep and surface approach categories
identified by Laurillard ( 1 978), Ramsden (1981) , Watkins
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(1983a) and Van Rossum and Schenk (1984) all emerged from
the students' conceptions with guidance from the defining
characteristics of the earlier research. The contexts

within which the constructs could be described were

thereby widened. In extending Marton's categories from
the experimental situation to broader normal learning

situations, the subcategories were also refined. Such an

illuminative approach to qualitative research thus proved
to be a more efficient means of improving understanding
of learning than strict adherence to the model could have.

A number of studies have also combined the qualita¬
tive and quantitative methodologies to good effect. As
Ramsden (1981) pointed out, a perfect marriage of the two

would be impossible with their contradictory positions over

theoretical frameworks. Yet, providing questions of
method are not allowed to override the basic aims, they
can be complementary. Thus numerous studies have sought
to operationa 1 i se the categories of approach identified
from students' introspections, by developing inventories
with scales and items derived from the interviews and

their analysis (for instance, Entwistle et a 1 . , 1979b;
Ramsden and Entwistle, 1981; Thomas and Bain, 1982;
Watkins, 1983a; Entwistle and Kozeki, 1985). Owing to

the origin of the items, the inventories and their
findings possessed ecological validity. Studies of much

larger samples were made possible. Factor analysis of

inventory responses exposed further relations between

categories, improving the understanding of learning.
Ramsden (1981) found that each source of data was

enriched by the other, each set of results expressing
the reality of student learning more clearly than it
would have in isolation. Miller and Parlett (1974)
have been proved correct in their early claim that
illuminative styles of research should be methodologically
eclectic. In so being, the emancipatory potential of
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research on learning is more likely to be enhanced.

3 . 2 The Research Programme

Researchers involved in the studies of student

learning considered previously have reached broad
conclusions as to what provision might help learners
become more effective. The 'study skills' format, in
which identifiable skills are collected, is not supported.
Inflexible habits seem more likely to be fostered and, as

Ramsden (1981) concludes, misorientation of purpose would
be likely to occur, with a consequence of reproductive

strategies in studying. It has been suggested that the

learning environment (the nature of the teaching and

learning tasks) might be modified to foster appropriate

approaches to learning (Ramsden, 19 81b; Ramsden and

Entwistle, 19 81) . In secondary schools, where teaching
and learning tasks are to a large extent controlled by
the requirement of the external examination syllabuses

(see section 2.22), the prolonged debates over curriculum
reform indicate that such a route would be slow. An

alternative, agreed upon by the pertinent researchers, is
to raise awareness of the process of learning; the

emancipatory aim of qualitative research. Variants on

the theme have included raising awareness of alternative

learning strategies (Pask et al., 1977); of matching
these to specific tasks (Ramsden and Entwistle, 1981) or

of the influence of context (Ramsden, 1981). Such

provision would be of the 'learning to learn' type, with
a search for personal meaning and understanding. Marton
and Svensson (1979) believed that, in using theory to

raise awareness, the likelihood of more considered decisions

about learning would be indirectly increased. But aware¬

ness in itself does not necessarily lead to changes
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in activity, as we have seen (section 2.1) a gap between

knowing and doing has been identified. The form of

appropriate provision might better be described as 'study
skill' (Svensson, 1 976; 1 9 8 0 ) ; raising awareness of the
whole study performance. To do so required that the

nature of studying demands experienced by the pupils and
of their approaches to studying were first ascertained.

This research programme on pupil learning (Fig. 3.1)
began with the Teacher Interviews. In terms of the form
of provision outlined above, it was necessary to discover
the level in secondary schools where pupils do have some

independence of action, where the inter-task contexts of

learning do vary sufficiently that the overall demands of

studying required more than just a surface approach. An
initial attempt to discover the experienced curriculum

using an open response questionnaire did not produce

adequate data. Despite the preface of a brief explana¬
tion of the deep and surface approaches, responses showed
that the concepts had either not been understood or that
teachers had not been sure of how to apply them to their

teaching subject. Semi-structured interviews of ten

experienced teachers, covering a variety of disciplines,
and from three independent schools, were then carried
out. Teachers were asked about the tasks pupils would
have to undertake - what they involved and how they were

organised - to attain the required demands of studying
various external examination syllabuses. Analysis of
the interview transcripts was aided by using characteris¬
tics that distinguished between deep and surface approaches
and the contexts which demand or foster each, derived

from the literature. Responses clearly described
character i st i cs of these constructs. Demands for deep
and surface approaches were indicated for pupils studying

Higher grades or A-1 eve 1s, not for younger pupils'
syllabuses. This older group was therefore the one to

concentrate upon.
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The Pupil Interviews involved 13 pupils studying

Highers or A-levels in the Sixth Form of the boys'

independent school in which the 'learning to learn'

provision was to be applied. Semi-structured interviews
asked about the tasks experienced in studying within
individual subjects - what they were, how pupils
undertook them - and about assistance provided in

undertaking the tasks. Forty-six individual subject

descriptions were obtained. Each student's interview

transcript was analysed qualitatively following Marton's
systematic methodology except that the conceptual
framework of deep and surface approaches was used to guide
the analysis. The reliability of categorisation was

tested by an independent judge. Instances from the

transcript were readily classifiable into the dual

approaches, with the subcategories and defining instances

requiring refinement. Indications or cause for the

adoption of a particular approach in a task or subject
were also apparent. Indications of consistency in approach
were sought, using Ramsden's ( 19 81 ) explicit grounds for
classification amongst other criteria. Individual

consistency and inter task variability were found to

characterise senior pupils' approaches to their normal

studying. The transcripts were then re-examined to

discover the nature of the learning tasks across the

curriculum, as perceived by the pupils. Focus was on

the tasks described by the teachers, allowing comparison
of the perspectives. Much agreement between intention
and activity was apparent though some disparity was

related to some teachers' methods and the nature of assess¬

ment. With the broad confirmation, among Sixth Form pupils,
of the fundamental aspects concerning approaches to learning

previously only described among tertiary students
an ecologically valid empirical basis for the development
and evaluation of a study skill provision was established.
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The Studying At School Course (SASC) for Higher

grade and A-level pupils was designed with the overall
aim of fostering a deep approach to studying. The
course units related to the tasks identified by the
Teacher and Pupil Interviews as commonly experienced in
the curriculum. They were also tasks identified in

surveys of difficulties such pupils experienced in

studying (see section 2.23). Other units concentrated
on the general aspect of organisation of one's learning,
with a conceptual structure for thinking about learning

(Purpose-Strategy-Result, or PSR) being introduced and

running through the units. Unit aims and content were

derived from the deep approach demand of the interview
studies and from the literature (chapters two to six).
Materials were provided by the teacher; activities being
centred around actual experiences of a shared task.
I nterna 1 i sat i cn of the experience was then shared by

discussion; varieties of approach to individual tasks
were exposed, together with the effectiveness and

appropriateness of each in relation to the task's purpose.

The seven unit course was produced as a booklet with

teaching notes to standardise the presentation and
activities. Three teachers taught SASC to 59 male pupils
in their first term of Higher or A-level courses, the

pupils being divided alphabetically into three groups.

Each group experienced the same unit at the same time.
Groups moved between the staff for different units. Each
teacher taught all the units. The whole course was

experienced in seven separate 45 minute periods, spread
over ten days.

The Studying At School Inventory (SASI) was the

quantitative instrument, developed out of the Pupil
Interview responses, to assess the impact of SASC upon

pupils' approaches to studying. The final version of
SASI derived from two pilot inventories. In the first,

SASI, items were paraphrases of instances from the Pupil
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interviews corresponding to each category of deep and
surface approach within the four most commonly mentioned
tasks. Other items related to aspects of organisation
and motivation. A total of 15A pupils, from the lower
sixth or S 5 of three independent schools in Edinburgh

completed this pilot inventory, 119 of whom were male.
The second pilot inventory, School and School Work (SASW),
was developed for schools by adaption from previously
used inventories (Entwistle and Kozeki, 1985). Items
related to motivation and approaches to studying. Of
the original 15A pupils, 108 completed SASW two months
after SAS1, 93 of these being male. Factor analysis of
SAS1 was carried out first. In the factor analysis of
SASW a solution was sought that made sense in terms of
the SAS1 analysis. Discriminant items with apparently

congruent meaning were then extracted from both pilot
inventories and combined in further factor analyses. A
final five factor solution emerged. The adequacy of the
items in each factor for a multi scale inventory was

established with Meir and Gati1s (1981) criteria. The

final 57 items of SAS1 related to five scales (deep and
surface approaches, organisation, motivation, hard working).
Responses to items were to be on a 0 to A scale of

increasing agreement. Prior to the running of SASC, 152
male pupils from three independent schools in Edinburgh

completed SASI. Pupils in school A subsequently

experienced SASC; in school B there was no formal

learning skill provision; in school C a conventional

'study skills' course, derived from 'cookbook' suggestions,,
was experienced. Three months after the treatments, 140
of the pupils again completed SASI. Individual's inventory
scores on each scale were analysed on the SCSS system to

discover whether it was possible to quantify qualitative

changes in pupils' approaches to studying and whether they
varied according to provision experienced or subjects
studied.
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A contrasting evaluation of SASC from the perspective
of the pupil consumers, took a more qualitative approach.
Four weeks after experiencing SASC, the pupils in school
A responded to the SASC Questionnaire. This sought to

produce generalisations about the perceived usefulness of
SASC units to their subsequent studying and about pupil
attitudes to the course experience. The follow-up
interviews sought to enlarge on these generalisations.
Nineteen interviewees were selected for their extreme

approach characteristics, by their scores on the deep and
surface scales from the initial completion of SASI. The
semi-structured interviews were recorded, fully transcribed
and the responses were compared for meaning without imposing
preconceived constructs on them. Categories of response,

describing pupils' perceived usefulness of the course as

a whole and its various parts, grew out of the responses.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE TEACHER INTERVIEWS

k . 1 I ntroduction

The literature review has shown that students have

been found to adopt different approaches to learning (or
complementary descr i ptions) according to the individual's
perception of the context of the specific task. With

deep and surface approaches having been used to identify
consistent differences between individuals in terms of

their bias towards one or other and to describe approaches
toward individual tasks, context can be taken to mean

both that of learning in a discipline or a course in

genera] and in a specific task. Influential factors
have been summarised in Table 2.1. They are those of
the hidden curriculum - the learner's experience of
assessment and teaching methods. If the learner is to

recognise differences in context and adapt approach

accordingly, not only does the context of learning have
to vary, the student also has to have a certain indepen¬
dence of action. Furthermore, since the adoption of a

deep approach has been functionally related to qualitative
and quantitative outcomes, the demands of studying have
to be such as to foster a deep approach and not

exclusively a surface one. These are aspects of the
formal curriculum - the demands of studying as

professed by institutions and teachers.

The aims of the Teacher Interviews were accordingly:

1. to describe the nature of learning tasks across the

secondary school curriculum, as professed by subject

specialist teachers;

2. to describe the nature of curriculum demands as

professed by those teachers;
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3. to discover whether, and if so at what level in

secondary schools' formal curriculum, independent and
contextual learning is said to exist.

k. to discover current attempts made to foster

learning skill in subject lessons and those aspects

considered appropriate for a general course that might do
so .

b.2 Method of Investigation

A sem i-structured interview approach to ascertaining
the formal curriculum in secondary schools was adopted
after an attempt to discover the same using an open

response questionnaire had not produced adequate data.

The quest i onna i re was prefaced by a brief explana¬
tion of the meaning of deep and surface approaches

(Appendix 2). It asked teachers to identify subject
based tasks, what would be involved in undertaking each,
the role of rote learning, the nature of a deep approach
in their teaching subject and about study skills they

taught. Responses showed that the concepts of deep and
surface approaches had either not been understood or that
teachers had not been sure how to apply them to their

teaching subject. Some teachers in the semi-structured

interviews, indirectly, threw some light on their diffi¬
culties. Unfamiliarity with conceptualising the subject
from the pupils' point of view was one implication:

I have never in my life before stopped and
said, what makes this a difficult subject?
What I have said is, how can I put this over
better? (Maths., school l)

A partially overlapping and also broadening indication
was that teachers, most of whom were successful pupils

academically, were perhaps not representative of pupils
as a whole and so had difficulty in conceptualising
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inappropriate strategies:

It's very difficult to define the difference
[between learning by personal understanding
and rote learning] .... I think teachers,
presumably successful students, will be hard
put to explain the difference because they
don't recognise there is a difference.

(History, school 1)

These difficulties necessitated a less direct investiga¬
tion of the formal curriculum.

Sem i-structured interviews of ten experienced
teachers from three Edinburgh schools were carried out.

School 1 was a 320 pupil boys' boarding school teaching
to both Scottish and English external examinations.
School 2 was a 620 pupil mixed independent day school

teaching similarly. School 3 was a 1300 pupil mixed
independent day school teaching within the Scottish
system. The sem i-structured interview format allowed

comparabi1ity of responses and yet freedom in response.

The demands of the formal curriculum were sought by

asking the teachers about the tasks pupils would have to

undertake in studying a particular external examination

syllabus in their teaching subject. Questions focused
on identifying what tasks would be involved and how the
task would be organised to attain the required demands
at the 0-grade/1eve1 phase and at the post-0 phase.
The teachers were also asked about the role of rote

learning; the study skills they actively taught and
considered could be taught in a general course; and
about what they thought was necessary, on the part of

pupils, for academic success at the two phases (see
Appendix 3)- Each interview lasted between 20 and 30

minutes, was recorded and transcribed.

The responses were compared and contrasted to

attain the aims of the investigation. Analysis of
instances in the transcripts was by comparison with
characteristics which distinguished between deep and
surface approaches and contexts which demand or foster
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each, mostly derived from the literature (see section 3.1

for a detailed description of this qualitative analysis).
Distinguishing characteristics included level of

dependence; an aim of rote learning or personal

understanding; concentration on fact or meaning; and

treating phenomena as isolated or integrated. In

addition, the teachers' comments were interpreted in the
broader sense of the approaches to learning concept

indications of intention or process in merely fulfilling
a task or interacting with the material of a task or with
the task itself (see section 2.21). An impression of
the learning processes that teachers felt would be

required of pupils across different subjects was sought.

Also, an indication was looked for of the current attempts

being made by the teachers to teach their pupils about
those processes.

Findings are presented in relation to common

learning tasks at the 0-grade/1eve1 phase and at the

post-0 phase. Findings are in the form of categories
which are defined from the range of replies received.

Aspects of the categories are delimited by using quotations
chosen to illustrate each aspect (though inevitably some¬

times relating to more than one aspect). By reading the

descriptions and their illustrations the full meaning of
the categories, and so of the professed demands of

learning, can be understood.

4. 3 The Nature of Tasks

To examine the nature of teachers' descriptions of

learning tasks across the curriculum, the six most

commonly mentioned tasks were selected from the transcripts
of the Teacher Interviews. These were notemaking, reading,

writing, practical work, problem solving and learning by
rote.
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1 . Notemaking

This general task was described by all but the
Mathematics teachers. At the 0-grade/1 eve 1 stage a

broad consensus was apparent that notes would be
structured and the precise content would be provided by
the teacher; the pupil was reguired to be dependent on

the teache r:

I dictate, a very formalised note. I don't
want them to have what I feel is extra,
unnecessary, stuff in their notebook. And
I concentrate on important keywords, and
phrases and I divide it up carefully into
sections. (Biology, school l)

The emphasis is, I think, on notes that I've
made .... (History, school 1)

Well, for about 70% of the time, for the more

important, really important topics in a course
at that level, I would guide their notetaking.
I would either, occasionally I would give them
copied notes - not very often - I would
tend to give them skeleton notes on the OHP
and get them to take those down.

(Physics, schoo 1 3)

Even when the process was more of a dialogue between class
and teacher, the structure might call for uniformity
rather than individuality and the teacher maintained
overall control:

Quite often we talk about a suitable framework
and I get someone in the class to volunteer a
title for the main thing .... and then get other
pupils to identify what would make suitable
subtitles ....

I suppose I am telling them what to make notes
about .... It is fairly teacher directed, but
I hope not overtly .... I don't check notes
at A-level while i definitely do at 0-grade.

(Geography, school 2)

The content of these notes seemed to be restricted to the

fact with the need to recall in mind, perhaps to meet

examination reguirements :
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I always think of it in terms of their memory
.... I mean some of them are able to store

vast amounts of information ....

(English, school 1)

.... at 0-grade, if there's a central issue
at stake .... then i would give them a
detailed note on it ....

(Physics, school 3)

They must have a notebook that contains all
the information they need to get through the
exam. (Biology, school 1)

Again, it was Geography that appeared less formal, the
indication being that the nature of its material was

different:

Generalisation with the odd fact to support
it. I do not believe in notes that are full
of facts because facts change ....

(Geography, school 2)

Beyond O-grsde/level, notemaking was described i
terms of a more independent task (I = interviewer, T =

teacher):
I would have given them quite a bit of guidance
particularly in the summer term [of Ath year]
.... quite a bit on notemaking, trying to lead
them in on how to gain salient points out of
what's being said to them.

They will get a lecture a week on the different
topic areas and these .... are lectures.

(Physics, school 3)

I don't check notes at A-level ....

(Geography, school 2)

I. So they are having to realise what is being
talked about, to make their own structure to
their notes?

T. Right. Entirely on their own.

(English, school l)
The content of these notes tended to be more integrati
of different ideas or views and of different sources:
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The main noting can come from the iesson and
discussion surrounding the lesson. Then
perhaps they could read through bits that are
different or supplement what I said on bits
that 1 never covered at all ....

(Hi story, schoo1 1)

We hand out a note which tells them to look up
and write their own notes .... They are told
where to look up the examples.

(Biology, school l)

And he is told that when I am doing a particular
topic, not only is he asked to write up my notes
on topic A but also read topic A in all the
books he can find. (Chemistry, school 1)

While in A-level you are asked to go to consult
particular critics .... go out, do research on
their own, pick up books on the works .... and
extract useful information ....

(English, school 1)
It is also clear that the content of these notes was not

always concrete and factual and could be more abstract
or relativistic.

The contrast between the nature of notes at and

beyond 0 - 1 eve1/grade was a stark one. In the earlier

phase they were very much teacher directed and fact based.
In the latter phase, independent notemaking from a

variety of sources, integrating the information, ideas or

views were more common. Parallels between these note-

making demands and Marton1s approaches were clear.

2. Readin g

Reading was a task described as demanded in all

subjects. At O-grade/level most of the teachers saw it
as a necessary task, though two scientists described
restrictions on its employment:

At 0-grade, I think specific reading tasks can
only really be set to the more able pupil ....

(Physics, school 3)
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A) he doesn't have the time, B) he doesn't
have the enthusiasm.

(Chemistry, school l)

Reading sections were described as being chosen by the
teacher from textbooks or other duplicated texts, in all

subjects:
I try to encourage them to do quite a lot of
reading from newspaper cuttings that I've
photocopied. (Geography, school 2)

Well as far as the reading goes, we work very
much from one textbook, or maybe two at the
most, and we concentrate on small sections at
a time. (Biology, school 1)

The aim of this reading seemed to vary. In some cases

it was described in purely functional terms, as a

precursor to a demand to answer questions on a topic:
First time, I expect very little .... basically
what it is about. Quite often .... I will have
questions printed at the bottom of the article.
And I would say: now cover the questions, let's
read it, let's talk about what it's about, then
let's look at the questions. We talk about the
questions and what the questions are getting at,
then I get them to read it a second time looking
for what the questions have asked.

(Geography, school 2)

I will set a class specific reading tasks which
back up what we've done in the lesson and follow
that up with some sort of test as to how well
they've grasped what they've read.

(Biology, schoo1 1)
As in the Biology above, reading was also seen as

supplementary classwork:
To back up what I've said in class.

(Maths., school 1)

It will only be very small areas of the course
where I actually use the textbook specifically
.... other than as a general background kind
of reader that they can use if they want to.

(History, school 1)

I would with third and fourth year pupils at
the top end of the ability range, set quite
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a lot of .... regular homework, of back¬
ground reading. (Physics, school 3)

Sometimes the reading was aimed at extracting facts:

Usually, I suppose, there is a pattern in
the questions I ask in that most of them are
factual recall. (Geography, school 2)

.... after going through the chapter, the act,
the scene, I expect them to have remembered
the whole sequence of what a particular character
has said, what action has taken place .... The
Q-level concentrates on the texts themselves ...

(English, sc hoo1 1)

The reading could also have an aim of extending what

pupils already know and understand, beyond mere background

reading:

The main purpose of a text would be to present
a certain field of vocabulary and often specific
grammatical points .... One of the things I
try to get them to do is to use their existing
knowledge of German words to try and see
analogies .... and through that to work out
the meanings of new words.

(German, school 1)

„ . , . but we concentrate on the text because we

hope a lot of punctuation, spelling etc. are
learned. (English, school 1)

.... at the end there would be other questions
of a broader nature, maybe asking them for their
own ideas, opinions, thoughts.

(Geography, school 2)

I expect them to, obviously to get a different
slant on ideas from more .... historical
background which is (a) interesting and (b)
will reinforce their knowledge about what's
going on. (Physics, school 3)

Beyond 0-grade/1eve1 a greater emphasis on reading was

described and its nature had changed from earlier demands,

though there was some overlap (I = interviewer, T =

teacher):
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I. Are the texts still set by you and the sections
of text still set by you when it goes beyond
0- 1 eve 1 ?

T. Er, yes they are. But they are supplemented
by additional texts which would be related in
theme and guidelines would be given as to
sources of additional information.

(German, s c hoo 1 1)

They'd be looking for simple theory stated in
different terms and, hopefully, with two
approaches to the same point you understand a
lot better .... This was not an 0-ievel thing.

(Chemistry, school 1)

Normally I would issue textbooks to be read
through .... as a supplement to notes that come
up in class. (History, school l)

Pupils might be expected to read in preparation for a

lesson:

I tend, for A-level, to get them to read the
book before I talk. (Maths., school 1)

Generally, task descriptions included a demand to integrate

topics or findings from various sources:

The 0-level concentrates on the texts them¬
selves and very little commentary on the text.
While on 'A' level you are asked to go to
particular critics .... go out, do research on
their own, pick up books on the works, extract
useful information. (English, school l)

.... not just the historical background this
time, although I would expect that, but the
interaction between different subject areas,
different topics, I would expect them to glean
from the textbooks. (Physics, school 3)

I. They'd be expected to relate findings from
different sources?

T. Yes. I would expect that of them.

(Biology, school 1)

At 'A' level the complexity of the subject,
the variety of the subject, I think, can be
brought in more. (History, school 1)
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Another characteristic of the reading descriptions beyond

0-grade/1eve1 was a demand to look for ideas or principles,
to treat them rea1 i st i ca 1 1y and to apply them in a

pe rsona1 manne r:

i. What are they looking for in this reading?
T. Well .... they'd be looking for ideas, or they'd

be looking very much through the eyes of the
essay which they've been set.

(Geography, school 2)

We might do Rostow's theory - a theory of
development - and 1 would ask them to go and
find a situation .... which you think corres¬
ponds to the theory which we've talked about
in class. (Geography, school 2)

.... this is one of the skills you try to
develop with a good candidate; that he
challenges the assumptions of either the book
he is reading .... or the figure he is dealing
with and also challenges the implications.

(History, school 1)

In the Highers exam they are given a passage
and they are asked to read it through and
they're given questions on the comprehension
of the passage and also application of certain
principles in the passage.

(Biology, s c hoo1 1 )

They would be required to analyse the literary
features of the book.

(German, school 1)

The A-level involves a great deal of
consolidating on one's own opinion, developing
a particular insight; it need not be unique
or particularly original, but one would go for
a particular interpretation.

(Engl i s h , schoo 1 1 )

In the common task of reading, the demands at

0-grade/1eve 1 were highly restricted: the material being

limited; supplied directly by the teacher; with aims of

extracting facts, answering questions on the text, as a
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general background reading and of presenting new

concrete aspects. Only two interviewees described

relativistic or personal aims. To some extent there was

overlap with reading demands beyond 0-grade/ 1 eve 1 but
there were different demands described across the

curriculum too. Though teachers tended to provide
direction to texts, this was often indirect; the breadth
of sources was expected to be broader, findings to be

integrated by the pupil with which they were often

expected to interact personally. The 0-grade/ 1 eve1
demands closely parallel the environment likely to foster,
and the characteristics of, a surface approach alone.

Later, the overlapping and extended demands indicate
contextual differences likely to demand deep or even

strategic approaches.

3 . Writing

Writing, other than notemaking, was described by
all but the Mathematicians. The writing described by
different subjects varied in length; as did different

writing tasks within some subjects, according to the
examination demands. Writing was seen as the task upon

which assessment was based; for instance, at 0-grade/
level:

I. When they are writing this down, is it say in
terms of a short answer, say a sentence or a
short paragraph, or is it in terms of an essay
general ly?

T. Well .... all three, depending on the number of
marks. (English, school 1)

So much of history, particularly in the examina¬
tion, is answers to previously unseen questions.
A lot of it is in essay form, almost entirely
actually. (History, school l)

The length of the writing apart, similarities and
differences between the demands of writing across the
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subject spectrum were apparent. At 0-grade/1eve1 there
was general agreement that the writing concerned concrete,

factual and restricted situations:

.... if one was to present them with a series of
pictures which relate to words which they already
knew, then of course they could refer to their
own notes [to write stories]. The 0-level
requires a narrative technique and the vocab.
is restricted to the level of actions, things,
places, people. (German, school 1)

When we first come across essay planning I will
explain it blow by blow because they won't have
had to do any. (History, school 1)

Writing a paragraph in their own words using a
word which we've talked about in a previous
lesson .... using the word correctly in one
sentence and elucidating further on by example.

(Geography, school 2)

Quite often 0... at 0 level they're asked to
design an experiment which is .... they can
either, if they've learnt a lot of stuff off
by heart, they've probably got an experiment
they've learnt from a textbook or they've
learnt from their notes. But a good pupil
can design an experiment from first principles.

(Biology, sc hoo1 1)

As in the quote above, writing tasks were often described
as demanding recall of material:

In the end it comes down to, a great extent,
memory; the extent to which they can simply
remember they would use this particular word
in this particular context.

(German, s c hoo 1 1)

I think this is one of the unfortunate things
about 0 level History, that it is so reliant
on recall. (History, school 1)

Just straight recall of facts .... recognition
of answers by multiple choice.

(Biology, schoo 1 1 )
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They also have to show skill, though at the
fairly simple level, in the essay. And also
some interpretative skill in a very very long
interpretation passage, which I would have said,
tests memory and identification skills as much
as it tests French. (French, school 2)

In other writing tasks pupils were described as having
access to various sources of information to help provide
content for writing, though all were provided directly
by the teacher and were guided by the teacher:

They will consult fairly detailed notes,
overall impressions that I have given them,
plus notes that I usually make available to
them; for example, particular study aids;
they usually have a resume of the plot. They
will use these as a starting point and are told
not to copy them .... Independent research is
not really expected at this stage.

(English, school 1)

I. What do they do in deciding what to write,
they've got all these sources to extract from?

T. Well, we spend quite a lot of time talking
about that. I get them to take a felt tip pen
and underline what they consider to be important
and what words and phrases or ideas they would
consider worthwhile writing down. And once
they've underlined things, then we talk about it
and compare what they've underlined with their
neighbour's underlining and try and see if there
is a systematic .... or if there is a pattern.
Then they would be allowed to write it up having
talked about what we think is important.

(Geography, school 2)

Beyond O-grade/level interviewees were unanimous in

describing a far greater emphasis on the pupil finding
their own sources and in organising their own written
content :

Well, initially they would be guided. I give
them a piece of paper with a couple of titles,
choose one and you might find the following
books helpful and the books will be in the class
library. Urn, but towards the end it's just an
essay title, let's see what you make of it.

(Geography, school 2)
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In some subjects the integration relates to defined
content:

I think it is far more the case at A level that

you don't actually need to know quite so many
facts and there are not so many facts that are
necessary ones. It's rather that when you
write an essay on a topic, you are selecting
from a whole range of materials - a certain
amount of information that is both accurate to

the history and accurate to the argument that
you are putting across in your essay.

(History, school 1)

The integration was not just to provide purely factual

writing, but also to produce a personal argument or case

or a recognition of principles:

The A-level involves a great deal of
consolidating on one's own opinion.... And
the main thing, the crucial thing in writing
the essay is to reinforce, to substantiate
your claims. (English, school l)

It's basically an argument, a fairly tightly
constructed argument .... But what actually
goes into an essay and what the argument is,
is very much their own interpretation.

(Geography, school 2)

I point out that they can put two sides of an
argument, either from two texts or from two
different arguments that have developed in the
references. But I want them to come down on

one side or the other.

(Biology, s c h o o1 1 )

T. The difference is in the more advanced subject
matter ....

I. You mean it is more complicated?
T. It is more complicated. It is linked to

slightly more complex situations. They are
given situation essays to write where they have
to imagine themselves in a certain predicament.

(French, school 3)

I think more application of principle is learnt
than is at 0-level. Less regurgitation. They
will not ask them how to make hydrogen and they
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will present them with complex looking diagrams
and ask them what is going on, what are the
principles taking place in this part and that
part of the apparatus.

(Chemistry, school 1)

These quotations implied, to varying extents, the

integration of personal ideas and experiences with the
other material to complete the writing task. However,
where the writing task was requiring a shorter answer,

the demands could be less personal and more concrete:

Certain amount of factual recall .... have to

recognise the concept or the topic which it's
about .... and they're probably expected to
define a word at the beginning of the question
and to develop a theme further on in a question,
and then maybe to apply to a new situation at
the end of a question.

(Biology, school 1)

In the task of writing, the type of instruction was

described as influencing the type of writing; the types

of instruction used were determined by those found in
external examinations. At the 0-grade/ 1 eve 1 phase, for
the most part the writing involved concrete, factual,
immediate situations; often required recall of material;
the material was initially provided by the teacher;
structure of the writing was also provided by the teacher
Limited scope for personal answers was provided in some

subjects. For the most part these attributes describe
the characteristics and context of a surface approach.

Spencer (1982; 1983), in his study of writing across

the curriculum in Scottish schools, came to a similar
conclusion. Though he found considerable variation in
the amount and type of writing expected at 0-grade,

writing was often a means of storing information for
revision and assessment - being orientated to syllabus
content .

Beyond 0-grade/ 1 eve 1 the demands of writing were

also described as dependent on the type of instruction.
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However, much greater stress was put on individual

research, organisation of structure and integration of

aspects into an argument. In many subjects a personal
view was demanded, sometimes incorporating personal
ideas and experiences. Spencer saw the different
demands of Higher grade writing as being a shock to

successful 0-grade pupils. This study has found post

0-grade/1 eve 1 writing to involve more independent and
relativistic tasks; those characteristic of a deep

approach. Contextual differences also indicate the

ability to adapt approaches to these might also be
useful .

k . Problem Solving

The tasks of problem solving were probably the
mathematical equivalent of writing described for other

subjects; that is, the development and production of
answers to questions.

At O-grade/level the two fundamental demands were

described as finding the right answer using the correct

method:

More and more, questions are coming down to
getting the answer because we have at the 0
level .... between 3 5% and 55% [of marks] go
on getting the one answer to a whole series
of questions. (Maths., school l)

I give a specific algorithm as it were, to the
students, to go through a certain set of
processes which they will condition themselves
to undergo when presented with a problem ....

of a particular type.

(Maths., school 2 )

The method that is appropriate for a particular type of

question was described as being learnt by repetition
and recalled for test or examination situations:
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It really is possible to churn out so many
model answers that after a bit lads can get
them right ....

Recalling which method is right is so much
t he basis of it ....

(Maths., school l)

Every time we come up against a problem I go
through the process. So its not formally
given in note form so they can revise it;
it's done by practice. I go through the
process and we do some examples.

(Maths., school 2)

Beyond 0-grade/1eve 1 a difference in description was

discernible between Highers and CSYS/A-1 eve 1 . Highers
were described in terms more akin to 0-grade/ 1 eve1

though requiring greater understanding of the process:

T. .... at Highers a greater understanding of the
principle underlying a lot of the processes
that are involved is required. So that quite
often what is required is not manipulative
skill in order to arrive at a particular
solution but manipulative skill that shows
understanding of a particular concept.

I. And how would this be shown?

T. In terms of developing proofs.

(Maths., school 2)

While at CSYS and A-level there was an even greater

emphasis on the understanding of process and abstraction
of situation:

[At A-level] it really is beginning to be
mathematics. They've got to develop so ....

I can say to the troops, supposing you'd never
seen that before, you have at your fingertips
the tools of working out a way of doing it.

(Maths., school 1)

There are greater abstractions, a much greater
emphasis on genera 1 i sat i on .... At Sixth Year
Studies level it's basically proof that is
required and there is a movement away from a
numerical an swe r.

(Maths., school 2)
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Problem solving in Mathematics at 0-grade/1 eve 1 was

described as demanding learning of and manipulation of a

method to find an answer (a numerical one) through
teacher demonstration, practice and recall. No

understanding of the process was demanded though no

doubt that would aid recall. Such a task is clearly a

surface approach situation. Beyond 0-grade/1 eve 1 ,

understanding of process was described as necessary: to

provide proof in Highers and enable abstraction in CSYS/
A-level. Beyond 0-grade/1 eve 1 there is therefore a

demand more suited to a deep approach to learning.

5. Practical Work

This grouping of task descriptions appeared to

comprise different subject labels for a similar general
task: an applied, investigative task. It was described

by the Science and Geography interviewees.

At 0-grade/1eve1 these investigative tasks were

described in two broad fashions, that could perhaps be

categorised as 'open' or 'closed' assignments (after
Marland, 1981). The working group on Information Skills,
of which he was chairman, described an open assignment as

one requiring pupils to use a wide range of sources of
their own choosing. A closed assignment was when pupils
were directed to one specific source. Open descriptions
of investigative tasks involved minimal teacher direction,

though this was apparent in different ways. At the open

ext reme:

I think they should choose the project themselves
.... I see them individually .... tend to provoke
questions; how are you going to do it; getting
them to think out the practicalities of it. And
then they go away for a fortnight and come back
with .... prescribed thing, this is the way I'm
going to go about it. They must work out their
own method. (Geography, school 2)
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While another description had the teacher providing the
situation but the pupils left to observe with limited

guidance:

.... a lot of emphasis on practical work,
learning by discovery .... There will be times,
owing to the complexity of the experiment, I
almost have to tell them what to observe before

they do it but by and large they are trying to
find out a relationship between things where,
apart from their own interest in the subject and
intelligence, they don't have many clues as to
what might fall out of it at the end.

(Physics, school 3 )

Closed descriptions were an extension of this continuum,

indicating greater direction as to method and observation
with examination demands being influential:

It's going to be a question of taking a recipe
and doing what you are told and then using your
observations, to seeing what's happening, and
then using your powers of knowledge to interpret
them. (Chemistry, school 1)

I try to stress it's not a cookery lesson ....

they should make an effort to understand why
they are doing each step. At 0-level they are
usually told what they are expected to collect
.... A certain proportion of the matter, maybe
20%, will be for comprehending what the experiment
was all about. But quite a number of marks
purely on practical skills .... if you follow the
instructions through, get some results, then you'll
probably pass the question.

(Biology, s c hoo 1 1)

It might also be the case that differences in school
ethos or the nature of individual subjects contribute to

the open/closed approach to investigative tasks at

O-grade/level.

Beyond O-grade/level the descriptions were of a more

open assignment - less teacher direction and more pupil
initiative - for those subjects/schools/exams that
earlier described 'closed' tasks; the more so from

H i ghe rs to A-1 eve 1 :
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At Highers quite a lot of experimental work is
necessary. Partly to go over techniques as
we learnt at 0-level .... but a lot of it is
meant to be the discovery learning approach
.... At 'A' level it is totally open .... if
the student has a leaning toward birds or fish,
I would try and help them find a topic. Again
they want scientific method, they want .... a
hypothesis that is being tested by some care¬
fully designed experiments and some conclusions,
whether or not your results support the given
idea or you're rejecting it.

(Biology, school 1)

.... you are expected to be able to follow simple
instructions, to record accurately what you
observe and to draw a conclusion .... At A-I eve

you've got to understand much more now, why-
things happen. (Chemistry, school 1)

For those subjects that at the younger age indicated

'open' investigative tasks, the demand at Highers was

described as needing greater rigour and interaction wi
the material; also the more so in the Certificate of

Sixth Year Studies (CSYS):

I. What do you think the difference might be?

T. More just a rigour. I think maybe not the
level, certainly not necessarily the topic, but
the method ought to be more rigorous. They
ought to be aware of sampling, the statistical
method and so on, at the Highers level.

(Geography, school 2)

By the time we get on to Higher, then, you know,
it becomes the quantitative science that it
really is .... fairly in depth experimental
observations, you've got drawing fairly
detailed conclusions and we are examining lots
of different parameters and lots of different
experimental errors and we are being much more
scientific in our thought.... The hardest step
of the project is .... what am I going to do?
.... They have to decide .... there's usually
something that will stimulate their interest
.... we simply have to say yay or nay as to if
it is feasible to do it .... They are on their
own for the first time in their lives .... The

requirements are that they produce an experiment
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or experiments which give results .... they
must have an awareness of error .... They
must be able to show their results and
consistent .... and at the end of the day some
conclusion must be produced .... A little
personal contribution which they obviously
don't have the opportunity to offer at 0-grade
or Higher. (Physics, school 3)

At the 0-grade/1 eve 1 investigative tasks might be

mechanical, teacher directed ones, though they might
involve the pupil in varying degrees of independent

discovery learning. Whether this was a function of a

school's ethos, that of the individual teacher or

subject or even the examination demands, a much larger

sample would be needed to give a more precise indication.
The demands and characteristics of surface and deep

approaches are suggested, possibly varying by subject.

Beyond that, Highers, CSYS and A-level, all were

described as requiring greater independence in observa¬
tion and interpretat i on . At A-level and CSYS the
individual was further expected to formulate a topic
and devise an appropriate method. However, these

methods, whether chosen by teacher or pupil, had to be

standardised, replicable ones. Within all three of
these examinations, there were parts of the investigative
task requiring a deep approach and parts a surface

approach. A conscious realisation of the interchanging
demands within the task would be necessary for its
successful completion, whatever the subject. This
contrasts with the O-grade/level where there were

opportunities for a deep approach in some subjects only.

6. Rote Learning

Rote learning, in its classical form of drill or

unintelligent repetition in order to memorise, is a

contentious issue among educationalists. The desire to
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make learning experiential has gained prominence at the

expense of rote learning, such characteristics being
inherent in all of the tasks described above. However,

analysis of the interview transcripts indicated that
there was still a role for such drill in the basics of

many O-grade/level subjects:

The 0-level stage, initially, when perhaps
learning a topic for the first time, I would
think rote learning probab'y has an important
part to play there .... in that it is simply a
case of collecting and storing the basic
information. (History, school 1)

It really is possible to churn out so many
model answers that, after a bit, lads can get
them right. (Maths., school 1)

My feeling is at 0-grade, that I think
throughout there is an obsession with formulae
.... I think there is a space for a little
bit of rote learning at 0-grade.

(Physics, school 3)

It is so difficult to get an entire 0-grade
class to write correctly .... there will always
be someone, when it comes to an exam., who
will put the accent in the wrong place or put
in the wrong accent. Just to try to get
something like that into people's heads does
demand a great amount of rote learning.

(French, schoo1 3)

It's necessarily primarily in vocabulary. It
can be used in grammar but I feel grammar is
best used through practice.

( Ge rman, s choo1 1)

Such unthinking repetition to learn was not the only
form of repetition described, there was also a thinking,

applied form:

The main thing, developing a vocabulary, both
for oneself - one's own use - as well as

coming across it in the texts.

(English, s c hoo 1 1)
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In Maths, repetitive learning which is not rote
learning, not mechanical, i.e. that one under¬
stands the principle; but then practises it in
order to obtain the mental practice of being
able to develop it.

(Maths., school 2)

At 0-level it's important because there is a
lot of Biological terminology that has to be
learnt, otherwise you can't understand the
question and they won't understand the textbook
either. (Biology, school 1)

Only one interviewee did not describe rote learning as

being useful at 0-grade/1 eve 1 , which may - as suggested
earlier - reflect the different nature of material in

Geog raphy:

Within my own subject I feel quite strongly that
I do not approve of it .... facts change or are
forgotten. (Geography, school 2)

Nevertheless, in other subjects, teachers described the
nature of the examinations at 0-grade/level as fostering
rote learning:

I. Why do you think others can succeed with rote
learning at 0-level?

T. Well, if for instance, marking: if one is reading
a piece of German written by a pupil which is
perhaps written in very simple language but is
nevertheless correct, one can't really fault the
pupil. (German, school 1)

I. At the 0-grade, could someone get away with
just rote learning?

T. Yes .... they could get a pretty good pass ....

they could certainly get a B pass with rote
learning and, in fact, possibly an A.

(Physics, sc hoo 1 3)

I. Could you rote learn material for a later exam
and be successful?

T. Indeed. I think you could succeed quite well.
If one summarised and learnt one's summaries
on various critical points.

(English, s choo1 1)
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The nature of 0-grade/1eve1 exams providing for success

through rote learning was also described as encouraging

pupils to learn in that way, particularly if their
motivations were external:

There certainly is a tendency of saying that
this is what one does .... Basically because
their motivation to do Maths is a motivation
based on an end result .... the piece of
paper or the certificates, rather than a desire
to learn. There are a large number who just
want to get their 0-grade, that is all, and if
that is what is needed they will do that.

(Maths., school 2 )

With the stress laid on certification in the employment

environment of the 1980s, it is unlikely that such a

cause and effect are limited to that one subject,

particularly in the light of the exam's nature described
above.

Beyond 0-grade/1eve1 the usefulness of rote learning
was described as much less, reflecting a change in the

subject demands and the nature of material studied that

requires a change in approach to learning:

I think it is far more the case at A-level that

you don't actually need to know quite so many
facts .... it's not what you know - which is
important at 0-level - but rather how you use
what you do know.

(History, school l)

Proofs of particular theories now begin to come
in [at Highers]. A pure regurgitation of a
form of a proof is not useful at all.

(Maths., school 2)

! would say rote learning was not a major feature
of the Highers course.

(Chemistry, school l)

By Highers .... I will not give formula sheets
to Highers candidates at all .... I don't think
there is a great deal of evidence that it does
them any good. (Physics, school 3)
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I find at 'A' level, the usefulness of this
approach is more limited because in fact,
ultimately, one can't tie language down in
that way. If anything, at A level, one is
wanting to help students to see language is
more subtle than that.

(German, school 1)

Despite this, there was some indication that in some

aspects of some tasks in some subjects beyond 0-grade/
level a limited role for rote learning remained:

If they can quote even odd phrases to back up
their point or even using them in texts it helps
them a good deal, impresses the reader,
clarifies certain points.

(English, school l)

I think it can lead to success far beyond 0
level. I think it can even in something like
medical training; you can get a long way on
rote learning. If you know a lot of jargon,
a lot of technical terms to learn then ....

probably you can't get away with not doing a
certain amount of rote learning.

(Biology , schoo1 1 )

.... the phrase - if it is, becomes, embedded
into the thought processes - just might turn
out to be useful elsewhere at some other time.
The linguistic sensitivity of the child will
pay dividends, even when there is this kind of
learning. (French, school 3)

This form of rote learning appears to be more consciously

applied and contextual - rote learning for a specific

purpose - rather than the general unthinking repetition
to memorise described at the start of this subsection.

From the interviews it was apparent that, at 0-grade/

level, the fundamental nature of the material in many

subjects, the external motivation of many pupils and the
nature of the examination demands, all contributed to

giving rote learning a major role in learning at that

level, one that could well contribute to academic success.

Rote learning is a characteristic of a surface approach
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to learning. It was basically this experience that
Marton (1976b) conjectured might prevent some students in

higher education from seeking a deep level of under¬

standing. However, the descriptions of Higher and A-level
demands indicated that knowledge was not the key to

exam, success any longer; how one thought about it and

applied it was, the understanding one exhibited. This
aim for the individual to integrate, extract meaning, is
more characteristic of a deep approach to learning.

Nevertheless, a role for rote learning remained in

quoting to support a stance and in learning technical
terms, though this repetition was of the thoughtful,

applied, contextual form. Since these are aspects

required in all disciplines, even in their higher
education and professional forms, a type of rote learning
is a necessary part of learning. It paves the way for
a deeper understanding. It is the unthinking repetition
of classical rote learning that appears to be the form
of rote chosen by some teachers at 0-grade/1eve1, and is

encouraged by the nature of these exams, that restricts
the development of deeper understanding. It is more

likely to cause lost learning competence (Raaheim and

Wankowski, 1981) at Highers and A-level than at

university because it is grades in these that enable

entry to higher education.
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A.A Curriculum Demands in Secondary Schools

A summary of task descriptions, obtained from the

semi-structured teacher interview transcripts is shown
in Table A.I. Vertically, the elements are grouped
into characteristics and contributing factors of deep
and surface approaches; ones extracted from the
literature and used to guide the analysis of task

descriptions detailed in the previous section. With a

sample of just ten teachers, drawn from a variety of
subject specialisms, descriptions of tasks within

subjects could not be considered reliable. With the
exception of problem solving as the mathematical

equivalent of other subjects' writing task, such

descriptions have not been attempted and were not an aim
of this investigation. To describe the nature of

learning tasks met across the curriculum and of the
curriculum as a whole were aims which could be met with

such a sample. A notable degree of consistency between

subject specialists' descriptions of task demands, at

each of the external examination levels investigated, is

apparent. There is recognisable reality - Miller and
Parlett's (197A) most powerful check on validity - in
the descriptions of writing tasks obtained by Spencer
(1982; 1983) and this study. Only a larger sample of

teachers, teaching a wider range of examination board

syllabuses, would establish the reliability of the
curriculum based demands found by this investigation.

In the O-grade/level phase, the tasks were described

overwhelmingly as demanding of, or conducive to, a

surface approach. Pupils' activities were described as

being dependent on the teacher for guidance; generally
being confined to the facts or concrete situations;
memory of these was often required, sometimes by
unthinking and sometimes by thoughtful repetition, with
the functional aim of being able to contend with
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TABLE k.1:

INDICATIONS OF APPROACH CHARACTERISTICS IN TEACHERS1 DESCRIPTIONS

OF STUDY TASK DEMANDS
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assessment demands; materials were often treated in

isolation from other material too. In some tasks

aspects of a deep approach were apparent. Such
characteristics were, however, described by a minority
of the teachers interviewed and those in the reading and

investigative tasks were only described by the Geographer.
Situations in which an 0-grade/1eve1 pupil might be

required or expected to adopt such an approach to

learning would therefore appear to be very limited
across the whole curriculum.

Table 4.1 indicates that the move to studying Higher

grades or A-levels involves a dramatic change in formal
curriculum demands. For the most part, teachers
described the tasks involved in terms demanding of, or

conducive to, a deep approach. They involved the pupil

taking greater responsibility for organising and

performing learning tasks, with varying incidence of
teacher guidance. Pupils were expected to think about

contributory ideas and concepts; to concentrate on

understanding them; to integrate them and often relate
them to their own ideas. Where vocabulary or

illustrative quotes were required, they were to be learnt

by a deep thinking repetition, integrating them with
themselves. Surface approach characteristics were not

described for any complete task but were for certain

aspects of tasks, particularly in science and language

subjects, other aspects of the same task being
characteristic of a deep approach. The use of deep and

strategic approaches to learning tasks across the Higher
and A-level curriculum would appear to meet the teachers'
professed demands of studying.
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k.5 Assistance in the Learning Process

In their interviews the teachers vie re asked about

the learning skills they actively taught in their normal
lessons and about those they considered might be taught
in a general course, from the perspective of the subject

specialists they were. The aims were to describe the
nature of this assistance, and to assess its approaches
in the light of the curriculum demands described by the
teachers above.

Of the ten teachers interviewed, seven described

attempts to teach learning skills in their normal
lessons (see Table 4.2). Of those teachers who did not

describe such teaching, one had not previously considered
the difficulties a pupil might have in undertaking his

subject (see the quote from the mathematician in section

4.2) and the others found their time fully occupied in

covering the syllabus:

I would claim I needed all the time I've got
to cover as much of the syllabus as I could
and therefore I haven't time for him to make
his own notes because he will make them wrong,
he will not be able to pick out the essential
features. (Chemistry, school 1)

Such a compromise of the professed demands of learning

beyond 0-grade/1eve1 may have seemed expedient but

might not have been necessary. The intention of

providing assistance in learning skill would be to

enable pupils to do just what it is claimed they cannot

do without the assistance.

Some of the teachers who did profess to provide
assistance did not distinguish between that provided at

different phases of the pupils' education. Of those
who did distinguish in this way, the nature of the
assistance was said to differ to meet the pupils'

changing requirements, for instance:
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When we first come across essay planning I
will explain it blow by blow because they
won't have had to do any .... As for actual
essay planning [at A-level] I wouldn't bother
because I assume they already know that.
It's rather putting in the finer points like
style, a sense of working towards the climax
at the end of the essay .... more the
subtleties of it. (History, school 1)

Nonetheless, the differences in assistance were not

generally those related to the surface and deep approach

requirements described for the 0-grade/1 eve 1 and post-0
curricula respectively. As in the quotation above,
assistance tended to be described in a surface approach
form of showing pupils what should be done; the differ¬
ences between educational phases being in terms of
content rather than process. Despite the variety of
assistance described, only one teacher mentioned

provision in a form to meet the predominantly deep

approach said to be required beyond 0-grade/1eve1:

.... the A-level student is much more at sea

with a list of ideas or texts or something.
There should be some talk at that stage of
different types of reading, the purpose of
notes and so on. (Geography, school 2)

Table h.2 shows that the assistance said to be

given by the teachers concentrated very much on the task
of writing. To a lesser extent, aspects of reading and

making notes and analysing questions and remembering by

repetition were mentioned. The range of tasks described

by the subject specialist teachers to be suitable for a

general course was broader (see Table b.3): constructing

arguments, library use and revision also gaining support.

The nature of the tasks to be involved in a general course

was also somewhat more akin to a deep approach, such as

strategies of reading and assimilation of sources to make
notes .

Most of the teachers interviewed were supportive of
a general course to assist pupils in learning skill. For
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TABLE k.2:

LEARNING SKILLS SAID TO BE TAUGHT BY TEACHERS
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TABLE 4.3:
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some, such as the Chemist who felt the syllabus required
all the teaching time he had, such a course was thought
to provide a service he was unable to provide. It

might be added that the skills pupils might acquire from
a general course might a 1 so allow such didactic teaching

methods, as described by the Chemist above, to change.
A further reason for having a general course was in its

capacity to bind the curriculum together in the way

individual subjects could not:

To a certain extent things are not general but
specific, but I think that enough of the things
we've talked about are [general] to make it
worthwhile having a general course to show
different possibilities and where the ideas
come together and where the same thing occurs
in other subjects.

(History, school 1)

However, it was precisely the differences between

subjects that led one teacher to prefer assistance in

learning skill to be experienced in subject lessons.
The fear was that, in generalising, a course might
become too theoretical for pupils to apply to subject

specific materials:

I tend to think that it ought to be within
the subject, in as much, if you divorce it
from the classroom I wonder how useful it is,
you know, I wonder what they carry back to
the different subjects .... I think it ought
to be part of the individual subject master's
field, but that's partly because I don't like
method divorced from material.

(Geography, school 2)

This fear of theorising about what are practical

learning situations is certainly an aspect that a

general course would have to be beware of. Yet, with
the broad support expressed across the subject

specialisms, and in relation to specific tasks, for a

general provision (Table 4.3), the benefits might be
said to be thought to outweigh the disadvantages.
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Ideally, a combination of both a general and subject

specific learning skill teaching would perhaps occur,

each concerned with what is more appropriate to its

capacities.

Assistance in learning skill said to be provided
for pupils by their teachers was mostly described in the

'study skills' mode, even for those pupils whose
curriculum demands had been described by the same teachers
to require independence and contextual variation. Some
teachers did not describe any assistance for their pupils

during their lessons. However, most teachers felt that
there was a role for a general learning skill course. A
wide range of tasks were said to be common to the
different subjects. The nature of these common tasks
was more akin to the curriculum demands described for

Higher grade or A-level pupils. Providing that a

general course was not too theoretical and did concentrate

on materials used by the pupils, it might help to provide
some coherence to the curriculum and foster the transfer

of skills between subjects. Assistance in subject
lessons was also seen to have an important role, a

complementary one, in relating to the unique requirements
that any discipline inevitably possesses.
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4.6 Discussion

Though teachers were found to experience difficulties
in applying unfamiliar learning concepts to the practical
situation of pupil learning, when questioned about the
demands of learning tasks in their teaching subject,
their responses clearly described characteristics of
these concepts. The concepts involved were the deep and
surface approaches identified by Marton and others in
studies of tertiary students. This study implies that
their findings might be extended to the external
examination curriculum of secondary schools.

The target group of pupils worth investigating in
terms of contextual approaches to learning appeared to

be ones in the Sixth Form or S5 ana S6. The almost

exclusive descriptions of surface approach demands at

0-grade/1 eve 1 suggest application to pupils' studying
such syllabuses would not be very fruitful. The

descriptions of deep and some surface approach demands
in studying Higher grade or A-level syllabuses, indicated

pupils of such syllabuses would prove a more fruitful

population to sample. The question mark over reliability
of the descriptions of curriculum demands found in this

study, considered in section 4.4, needs to be borne in
mind. This study does suggest that a provision to

promote independent and contextual learning would be
more appropriate at the post O-grade/level phase, i.e.

secondary schools. It is further suggested that, though

many teachers describe assistance in learning skill

during subject lessons, the range of common tasks and

possibilities for cohesion in the curriculum require that
a general provision is also developed.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE PUPIL INTERVIEWS: (i) APPROACHES TO LEARNING

5 . 1 Introduction

The learning behaviour of students in higher
education has been investigated in a number of studies
whose common aim has been to describe the nature of the

learning process and the important factors that influence
it (see section 2.22). The methodology shared by these
studies was one of intensive and systematic qualitative

analysis of transcripts derived from sem i-structured
interviews with the students. These required the
student to introspect as to how they undertook a

particular study task or tasks. Marton (Marton and
Sal jo, 1976a) described two contrasting approaches to

learning that involved both intention and process, in an

experimental reading task. A deep approach was

indicated by a focus on meaning, a surface approach by a

focus on content reproduct i on . These categories of

approach were defined by subcategories which were, in

turn, described by discrete groupings of quotations from
the interview transcripts. The polari.ty of approach has
been confirmed and the subcategories refined for
students' normal studying, guided by the earlier studies.
Laurillard (1978) investigated science students'
approaches to sev'eral tasks. Ramsden (1981) extended
their application to a diversity of tasks experienced in

departments of three academic faculties. Despite the

refinements, the meaning of the concept remained similar.
The approaches to learning have been used to describe
both individual consistency and inter task variability;
in the latter, the approach adopted has been found to

vary according to the student's perception of the context
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of the specific task (see Table 2.1). The adoption of
a deep approach has been functionally related to

qualitative and quantitative outcomes.

A methodological and theoretical rationale
therefore existed for an investigation of learning by

secondary school pupils, though the empirical evidence
related to higher education students' learning.
Evidence possessing ecological validity was necessary if
it was to be used to develop and evaluate a provision to

foster effective learning among secondary pupils. With
the Teacher Interviews (chapter four) having ascertained
that such independent and contextual learning was more

likely to be found among pupils of Higher grade and
A-level syllabuses, such pupils were to be studied.

The aims of the Pupil Interviews were therefore to

develop an empirical rationale of learning among senior

secondary school pupils, involving:

1. a description of categories of approach across the

curriculum, from the pupils' perspective;

2. attributions of cause for the adoption of a

particular approach;

3. a description of the nature of consistency and
inter task variability in approach;

A. descriptions of the nature of learning tasks across

the hidden curriculum; the pupils' perspective (see
chapter six).
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5.2 Method of Investigation

5.21 The Interviewees

Thirteen male pupils in the S5/Lower Sixth of a

boys' independent school (school 1 of the Teacher

Interviews), formed the pupil interview sample. A
decision to limit the sample to this size was made when,

during the last few interviews, no new instances of

approach appeared to be being described.

All the interviewees were currently studying either
three A-levels of the Oxford and Cambridge Board, or

four or five Higher grades of the Scottish Examination
Board. Between them, they made 46 pupil subject

descriptions. The subjects studied were a broad cross

section of curriculum subjects, namely: English, French,

German, Economics, History, Geography, Mathematics,

Physics, Chemistry and Biology.

5.22 The Interviews

Each interviewee was questioned by semi-structured

interview, enabling individualised response whilst

ensuring comparability of the responses. The questions

(Appendix 4) concerned subjects studied; identification
of tasks involved in studying each subject; pupil's

introspection and retrospection about how he undertook
some of these tasks; whether help was given in individual

subject lessons, on how they might undertake these tasks;
and the pupil's purposes in studying. The phrasing,

though not the meaning, of the questions varied between

interviews, to enhance the flow of the pupil's responses

and to ascertain the precise meaning of a pupil's

description.

To help pupils in their description of approach to

specific tasks, each pupil was asked to bring to the
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interview some material they had used or produced in at

least one task within each subject they studied (after
Laurillard, 1978; Ramsden, 1981) . Each interview

lasted between 20 and 30 minutes; it was recorded and

fully transcribed.

5.23 Qualitative Analysis

Each pupil's interview transcript was analysed

qualitatively following Marton's methodology (see Marton
et a 1 . , 1985, chapter 3), except that the conceptual
framework of deep and surface approaches was used to

guide the analysis - a method used previously in the

replication studies by Laurillard (1978), Ramsden (1981),
Watkins ( 1 983a, b) and Van Rossum and Schenk (1984).
Each transcript was read and re-read. Approaches
described toward each task within each subject were

focused upon. They were assigned to one or other

category of approach according to their concentration on

the 'sign' or what was 'signified' (see section 2.21),
being represented by a pertinent extract from the
interviews. The inter-task, inter-subject and inter-

pupil instances within each category of approach were

then combined, although individual identity was

maintained. Each set of extracts or instances was

examined and re-sorted into subjectively discrete

subcategories of approach. Instances were sought
which described and extended the subcategories formed
in earlier studies on student learning. The range of
themes classified as describing a similar construct were

summarised in a subcategory of pupils' approach to

learning. Additional comments which described different
constructs were also looked for. The final subcategories
thus emerged out of the pupils' responses, guided by
earlier research.
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Differences in the meaning of subcategories across

the pupil curriculum were made explicit in terms of the

defining instances. The consistency of assignment to

the categories and subcategories was tested by an

independent judge who re-classified 30 randomly selected
instances. The judge was provided with a description
of the defining characteristics and instances of the

categories and subcategor i es .

Afterwards, the individual transcripts were

re-examined for any indication of reasons for the

adoption of a particular approach in a task. These
were combined and re-sorted into a further set of discrete

groups, again using instances from the transcripts to

define their meaning.

Indications, within individual transcripts, of

consistency in approach for a task or a subject or

across a curriculum were also sought. In part, these
were identified using Ramsden 1 s ( 1981) explicit grounds
for classification (Appendix 5). Instances of these and
other indications of generality in approach were

extracted from the transcripts.

Finally, the transcripts were re-examined to

discover the nature of learning tasks across the

curriculum, as perceived by the pupils. Instances were

identified that described aspects of these perceptions.

Comparison with the Teacher Interview descriptions of
these same tasks were made. Also the pupils' perception
of assistance in learning skill during subject lessons
was described. (This final part of the analysis is the

subject of chapter six.)
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5•3 Sixth Form Pupils' Approaches to Learning

The introspections of Sixth Form pupils were found
to be readily classifiable into the dichotomy of

approaches described in earlier studies on students.

Three defining features of deep approach and three of
surface approach were formed from the pupil interview

responses .

The categories of deep approach involved personal

integration of the material; the seeking of relation¬

ships between materials; or of meaningfulness in the
material. Figure 5.1 summarises the instances that

together defined each of the deep approach categories.

The surface approach categories involved, in

contrast, isolating aspects of the material or task;
memorisation of the material; or passivity to the task.
With the concept of approach involving aspects of both
intention and process, a further category was at first

apparent from the transcripts. In this, a restrictive-
ness was attributed to certain factors, such as time,

that were perceived as part of a task and which prevented
action that could lead to a deep understanding.

However, a subsequent factor analysis of items derived
from the same interviews, and relating to the task-

approach subcategory structure described by the pupils,

placed such restrictive items apart from those of the
other surface approach categories and in a factor
described as "organisation" (see SASI in chapter eight).
Summaries of the instances that defined the surface

approach categories are shown in Figure 5.2.

The independent judge was presented with defining
character i st i cs and instances of the categories and

subcategories, including the at first apparent fourth
surface approach category. He classified 90% of the

sample of 30 instances in the same category and 70% to

the same subcategory to which they were placed in the
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D1 PERSONAL INTEGRATION

Intention to create personal interpretation of material

Emphasises importance of comparing personal interpretation with
that of someone else

Indicates desire to relate task to own personal situation
outside the immediate context

Intention to link personal ideas/experiences to subject matter
of task

indicates desire to relate task/concept to real life situations
Sees task as part of personal development

02 INTERRELATIONSHIPS

Intention to relate parts of task to each other
Intention to relate task to other relevant knowledge

Relating what is known about another problem to a new problem

Relating previously studied materials to new materials or new
materials with future materials

Intention to relate materials from different sources

Actively thinks about relations between parts of the material

Attempts to relate aspects of a problem

03 MEAN INGFULNESS

Intention to focus on the meaning of the content

Intention to think about the underlying structure of task

Attempts to use part of material to represent whole or a
text to represent a type of text

Ficure 5.1: Deep approach categories and their defining
cha racteristics.
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SI ISOLATING

Focusing on procedural elements in task

Tendency to treat material as isolated from other
materia 1s

Task seen to comprise discrete parts

Focus on elements of task

S2 MEMORISATION

Task context perceived to require recall of material
Task defined as a memory task by the pupil

Pupil indicates intention to memorise the material

S3 PASSIVITY

Task defined by someone else

Indicating unreflective or passive approach to task

Indicating dependence on the teacher

Treating the material externally

Figure 5.2: Surface approach categories and their defining
characteristies
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initial analysis (Appendix 6). This compared favour¬

ably with Marton's (1975) use of independent judges.
Between 66 and 83% agreement in categorisation of
instances was then achieved.

Comparison with the description of approach

subcategories from earlier studies (Figures 5.3 and 5.^0
show that pupil approaches have considerable similarity
to their student counterparts . This is especially so

for the deep approach of Ramsden (19 81) and this study.

Similarly, the SI to S3 of Laurillard (1978), Ramsden
and this study exhibit considerable overlap. Marton's

subcategories, describing activity in just one task , and
that in an experimental situation, are for the most part

contained within the definitions of subcategories
identified subsequently in students' and pupils' normal

learning tasks.

The contrasting nature of the two basic approaches,
and the way in which their categories are defined by
instances out of the pupil interviews, may be illustrated
with reference to some of these instances (I = Interviewer;

P = Pupil):-

S1 Isolating :

focusing on procedural elements in task.

I. And you've got this title [written] in English.
What do you then do to decide what to write
down and how to write it?

P. Well, I think the best idea is to get the
notes on your ideas, then writing it down,
then check for tenses, check for graves and
anything missed out. Correct it all then
write it out again.

(P7 , French: essays)



MARTON

LAURILLARD

RAHSDEN

SELMES

Articlesreadunder experimentalconditions:
Severaltasksaspart ofnormalwork:

Student'snormalworkin differenttasks:

Pupil'snormalworkina diversityofsubjectbased tasks:

1.1Focusattentionon theintentionof theauthor.

D1Focusattention onthecontentas awhole.

D1Personalexperience: integratingthetask withoneself.

D1Personalintegration: integratingtaskor materialwithoneself.

1.2Activelytryto integratewhatisread withpreviousparts.
1.3Trytouseownability tomakealogical connection.

1 .'(Thinkingaboutthe functionalroleof thedifferentparts,
D2Trytoseethe connectionbetween differentparts.

D3Thinkaboutthe logicalconnections invo1ved.
D'»Thinkaboutthe structureasa whole.

D2Relationships: integratingpartsto Lhewhole.
D3Meaning:integrating thewholewithits purpose.

D2Interrelationships: relatingpartsoftask ormaterialstoLhewhole,
D3Meaningfulness: interactingactively toconcentrateonthe meaningofmaterialsor thetask.

Figure5•3:Comparisonofdescriptionsofdeepapproaches(adaptedfromRamsden,1981).



MARTON

LAURILLARD

RAMSDEN

SELMES

2„1Focusonthetimefactor insteadoftheactual task.
2.2Focusondemandto performinsteadof understanding.

2.3Focusonmemorising insteadof understanding.
2.ADefinelearningas beingequivalent tomemorising.

2.3Confrontsthetext passivelyandtreats itasanisolated phenomenon.
2.6Keepsreadingtothe surfaceofthetext withoutanyrelation tothemeaning.

51Focusonlyonthe elementofthe content.
52Seesthetask primarilyasa memorytask.

53Approachesthetask unthinkingly.

51Unrelatedness: Definingtasksas separateorparts oftasksasdiscrete.
52Memorisation: Definingtasksas memorytasks.

53Unreflectiveness: Definingtasksinan externalway.

51Isolating: Focusingondiscrete aspectsofmaterials ortasks.
52Memorisation: Tasksseentorequire memorisation.

53Passivity: Individualunreflective inapproach,,

Figure3.^:Comparisonofdescriptionsofsurfaceapproaches(adaptedfrontRamsden,1981)0
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treating material as isolated from other materials

How do you set about finding the relevant
books?

First of all 1 go to the right section in
the library, then look at the titles. If
there is something about that specific topic
then I usually look at the front, index or
contents. Look in the relevant chapters.

(P5, Chemistry: reading)

task seen to comprise discrete parts:

And are you asked to write .... is it an
essay in the English sense of an essay, a
long piece of writing of that length?
Well I find with that sort of essay where
we're given certain things to write about,
it doesn't really connect very well. It's
not sort of writing, it's not sort of as
fluent as you write in an English essay or
something like that. It's more facts.

(P 5, Chemistry: essays)

focus on elements of a task:

I. What other things do you find involved in
studying Chemistry?

P. Er, well after we're given the notes we're
told to copy them up. Then go over the book.
We'll be told to read the book out of class
first normally: sometimes we read it after¬
wards. Then we go through it in class,
normally just skim through it picking out the
more important bits. We have two different
textbooks. One, more basic one, and one
which goes into it in more detail.

(PIT, Chemistry: reading)

S2 Memorisation :

task context perceived as requiring recall of materia

I. And what do you see as the purpose of these
exercises?

P. Well in .... there's a lot of techniques to
answering A-level questions and if you answer
a lot of past questions you pick up that
technique and it's a good way of revising as
you go.

( P 9 , Physics: exercises)
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task defined as memory task by the pupil:

i. For instance, if we take History and those
dictated notes; what do you see as the purpose
of those?

P. They give the information that i have to learn
for the syllabus for the History Higher, in
fairly short sentences, so I can pick up the
information that I need to learn for the exam

fairly easily.

(P2, History: notemaking)

pupil indicates intention to memorise material:

I. And what if you were in a limited amount of
time?

P. Well I'd just read it through very quickly.
I. With what purpose?
P. To get .... know as much about it as you can

in a short time .

I. To know as much, do you mean to know as much
f act ?

I. To take in as much as you can in a short while.
(P 8, Geography: reading)

S3 Passivity

task defined by someone else:

I. How do you come to get notes?
P. Urn, they're dictated during class.
I. Word for word do you take them down?
P. Well not word for word, but we take the

diagram or whatever it is down and then write
about the diagram .... explain it in our own
words .

(P12, Physics: notes)

indicating unreflective or passive approach to task:

I. And these notes, are they ones that you make?
P. No. In general we get given duplicated notes

and have to copy them out.

I. Word for word?

P. Or adding in bits if you want. In Chemistry I
haven't actually done much extra notemaking.

(P10, Chemistry: notes)
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indicating dependence on teacher:

.... and so could you perhaps describe to me
how they [notes] are actually made?
Well the teacher will actually write up on
the board the calculations, copy that down.
And also we get given wee notes about how to
do the calculations.

On a piece of paper?
No. The teacher usually writes them up on
the board or points them out and we take them
down .

( P9 , Mat hs : notes)

treating the material externally (extrinsic motivation)

Perhaps you might have identified what you
consider to be good or bad features of
studying these subjects?
These subjects, I find them rather narrow quite
often, you know, a very small part of knowledge
in general. And once it's got me into
university, say I get a degree in Natural Science,
I'll probably end up doing something completely
different. Although, in getting a degree I've
proved myself capable of getting a degree, I
don't think it will actually be all that much
use to me.

(P1 1 , genera!)

D1 Personal Integration

Intention to create personal interpretation of material;

I. Where you're writing these out, are you trying
to produce an argument backed up by evidence
or what sort of structure do they have?

P. Well mainly in Biology, there are always two
arguments to something. In Biology nothing
is ever clear cut so you've got to represent two,
three or perhaps even four arguments and then
try and say at the end which one seems most
likely but why it might not be likely .... if
you see what I mean.

(P12, Biology: essays)
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Comparing personal interpretation with that of
someone else:

Do you think there is any purpose in producing
this personal interpretation?

Well, yes. It gives you a chance to think for
yourself and it's always useful to set down
your interpretation of a thing so you can see,
you can compare your ideas with a good
historian's idea. To see where you contrast
and where you compare.

(P2, History: essay)

Desire to relate task to own personal situation,
outside the immediate context:

And what do you see as the purpose of learning
French?

Well mainly to get through my Higher. It's
just useful. I enjoy the subject as well.
But in later life, French is probably going
to be the next most useful subject ....
whereas, more practical should I say, because
if I ever go over to France or get a job in
France, I'll know roughly how to speak the
language.

(P2, French: general)

Intention of linking personal ideas or experience to
the subject matter of the task:

And how did you find the content for this
project?

Urn, well, general knowledge 50% or over because
I've lived in Singapore for eleven years now so
I know a fair bit about it. And also the
actual facts and figures etcetera, I've got
from encyclopaedias and books which I've picked
up out there and library books as well.

( P 1 3 , Geography: projects)

Indicates desire to relate task or concepts to real
life situations (intrinsic motivation):

Why is the Physics hard but more interesting?

Well, Physics I find I can imagine a practical
use of what I'm doing, you know, measuring heat
or something. You can say, ah, that might be
useful or that's interesting. I didn't know
how something worked. Whereas [in Maths]
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where you're fiddling with figures, it doesn't
keep your interest so much .... It's not so

easy because you can't picture what it is
actually doing.

(P1 0 , Physics S Maths: general)

Sees task as part of one's personal development:

I . What has to be done?

P. Reading, you just can't read hundreds of books
in a year. You've got to have it done before.
You've got to have read a fair amount of
literature to know. All your vocabulary will
improve with reading. You can't just get it
overnight, you've got to .... it's all your
life.

(P7 , English: reading)

D2 1 n t e r - r e 1 a t i o n s h i p s

Intention to relate parts of task to each other:

I. We have in front of us here, French. Again,
if we start at the general, with the range of
tasks that are involved.

P. Well French is much harder because there is
so much involved with it. You know, when
you're given a crose to do, you've got to keep
constant lookout for graves and tenses and
everything .... just constantly got to have a
dictionary and stuff in front of you.

(P 7, French: exercises)

intention to relate task to other relevant knowledge:

I. How would you extract information from this
diag ram?

P. Well, I just .... see what it tells you.

I. What do you actually do to see what it tells
you?

P. Well, you look at the diagram and then ....

see if it says anything about it in the following
pages .

(P 8 , Geography: reading)
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Connection of what is known about a problem to a
new problem:

What about the tasks you have experienced
in Maths?

Well in Maths really there's absolutely no
learning really involved. It's totally
understanding .... And in it you seldom get
a question which is related or similar to one
you've had before .... obviously you get a
question on the same subjects .... but they
never make two similar. So in Maths you can
never actually tell what techniques you're
going to have to use. You just look at it
and say,do I remember doing anything like that
before, and if you do it's good.

(P10, Maths: exercises)

Relating previously studied materials with currently
studied materials or current with future materials:

Having constructed notes about French grammar,
what is the purpose for you?
Well I may know how to construct the "future"
just now but in two months time, if you've
been on holiday or something and I came back
to school, it may have gone straight out of my
head. So I can go back to my notes and I can
read through them and there I can find out how
to construct the "future".

(P2, French: exercises)

Intention to actively relate material from different
sources:

And you said that these [notes] were made in
lessons as you go along. What do you
actually mean by that?

Well, urn .... teacher will put certain things
up on the board like diagrams, graphs,
equations, and how to derive these equations,
but will talk you through a subject. What I
do is urn, take down what is on the board and make
extra notes on what comes up in class and then
after class I will go and get the textbook out
as well and rewrite the notes, adding bits in
from the textbook.

( P 9 , Physics: notemaking)
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Active attempt to think about relations between
parts of material:

So you come to a consensus view of the whole
class. Is it then that notes tend to be
made or afterwards?

The master says, you read the books .... do
you not think the character was .... or
shouldn't have been angry at so and so.
You're trying to prove an argument. And so
we give him arguments .... but we can add
what we think ourselves. If you take down
his notes, he doesn't often include what we
say.

(P5, English: notes)

Attempt to relate aspects of a problem:

And how do you come by this understanding,
what sort of things do you do to develop it?
Well really what you've got to do is work
through everything until you're quite sure
you can see exactly how everything was arrived
at. You can't just learn things say ....
like in History I know this is a fact,
got to look at how you get there. That's
how you come to understand it.

( P10 , Physics: exercises)

D3 Meaningfu1ness

Intention to focus on the meaning of the content:

l0 Are you looking for characterisation, what
individual characters do or are you looking
for events?

P. I think the idea is to single out a character
for analysis and also different themes of the
book; tell what it's doing. If it's got any
other meaning than .... the basic story. If
it's trying to put a message across. Not just
for the fun of it; you can't really use that
in a Higher question.

(P7» English: reading)
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Intention to think about the underlying structure in
a task:

I. What is involved here, how do you undertake
this task [prose reading]?

P. Read through the English passage.

I. To get it's general meaning or every word?
P. No, it's general meaning. Then split it up

into sentences or even phrases.
I. Then ....

P. And then examine word for word, thinking about
the various grammatical points as you are
writing them: various tenses, endings.

I. And are you doing a word for word literal
translat ion?

P. Usually, yes. Sometimes you can't, always do it
but usually you have to .... sticking as close
to the meaning as possible.

(PI, German: writing)

Attempts to use parts of material to represent the
whole or one text to represent a type of text:

I. When you are watching [videos], what are you
doing, what do you think the aim is here?

P. It's getting to .... mainly broadening and
complementing what you've already done.
Perhaps giving more specific examples of
something we've studied in class arid .... notes
are occasionally taken, not always though.

(P6, Geography: notes)
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5 . b Causes of Adopted Approaches

The pupil interviewees, as well as describing how

they undertook particular tasks, often volunteered
reasons for adopting a specific approach. Functional

relationships could then be established with apparent

causes of approach used in a subject based task. The
causes could be assigned to four categories: the

formality of the teaching; dependence on the teacher;
assessment methods and the time factor. Personal

characteristics of anxiety, motivation and independence
were also seen to be influential within particular
contexts. No one pupil described exclusively deep or

surface approaches to tasks, an indication that an

individual's approach to a specific learning task was,

at least partly, a function of the context.

The functional relation between attributed cause

and adopted approach may be illustrated with instances

quoted from the Pupil Interview transcripts. Each
causal category is examined separately.

1. Formality of the Teaching:

Characteristics of a surface approach were

described in relation to formal teaching methods such
as dictation and being told by the teacher. Aspects of
the surface approach categories of Passivity (S3) and

Isolating (Si) were being described. There were a

large number of such linkages mentioned; most were

related to the tasks of notemaking or practical work and
were described by pupils studying the Sciences and

History. For instance:

I. Can you tell me how these were constructed?
P. Well, all I did .... they were dictated by

our History master.

I. Is this word for word dictation?
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P. Word for word dictation.

I . And t he tit1e too?

P. Everything.

(P2, History: notemaking)

I. And this is an experiment that you would
have done?

P. Yeah, we have done it.

i. Following instructions?
P. He usually dictates how it is done in the

lesson. In the next lesson we do the

experiment, then in the evening we write it
u p .

(P 5, Chemistry: experiments)

i. Do you have any practical work to do within
Biology?

P. mm .... you write up an experiment, but they're
not very difficult, quite easy.

I. What is involved in this experiment?
P. Well we're told what to do and you do it.

( P 9 , Biology: experiments)
Included in these descriptions of adoption of a surface

approach were indications that a pupil's anxiety to get

things right might provoke such an approach:

I. And how do these practicals get undertaken?

P. Well normally we get given notes which we talk
about in class - we get handed out sheets and
sheets of notes.

I . Duplicated?
P. Duplicated, right. Which we will discuss in

class, which we go off and copy them out.

I. Word for word?

P. Word for word, odd alterations but practically
word for word because the wording he uses is
the wording you really want to reproduce. It's
better that way.

(P11, Chemistry: notemaking)

Attributions of cause to the adoption of a deep

approach were related to more informal teaching methods,
such as discussion. Aspects of the deep approach
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categories of Interrelationships (D2) and Meaningfu1ness
(D 3) ~ see Figure 5.1 - were described for the tasks
of notemaking and written exercises. They were not

described for the sciences or History. Instances
included:

I. So you come to a consensus view of the whole
class. Is it then that notes tend to be made,
a ft e rwa rd s ?

P0 The master says: you've read the book, do you
think this character was or shouldn't have been

angry at so and so. You're trying to prove
an argument. And so we give him arguments....
but we can add what we think ourselves.

(P5 , English: notemaking)

I. Do you make notes on any of these aspects?
P. Yes. If it's complicated grammar points we

usually take notes and have examples on it and
do a couple of exercises to make sure that
everyone understands.

(P6, French: exercises)

Though there was an apparent dichotomy between

subject studied, teaching method described and approach

adopted, with the small size of the sample it could be
that teaching methods were more a reflection of individual
teachers than of the nature of a discipline. Despite

only one or two teachers of each subject being involved
in the Teacher Interviews (chapter four), it was not

possible to make any link with these interviews since
the pupils were not asked about individual teachers and
more than one subject specialist tended to contribute to

the lessons in each discipline when studied at Higher

grade or A-level, in school 1. Anxiety, perhaps provoked

by a teaching method, was seen to be a personal factor

influencing approach.
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2. Dependence on the Teacher:

The level of dependence on the teacher in under¬

taking a task appeared to be directly related to the

category of approach adopted in carrying out a task.
Intimations of a high degree of dependence were linked
to surface approaches, in particular to aspects of the

Passivity (S3) category. Dependence occurred when the

pupil relied on the teacher for initiating activity on a

task or the teacher provided rigid structure or content.

Deep approaches were described when the pupil felt less

dependent on the teacher; felt able to take the
initiative in carrying out the task despite the teacher

initiating the task. Characteristics of the

interrelationships (D2) and Me aningfu1ness (D3)
categories were then described. Such relationships
were described for the task of notemaking in particular
and did not appear to be subject specific.

for initiating the activity on a task was described,
possibly linked to a lack of motivation:

At one extreme, total dependence on the teacher

P

Were you making notes?
No.

P

Not anything?
Not at all. We went through a lot of stuff
but we didn't make notes.

This was going through a lot of books?
P A lot of poetry, a lot. We did a couple of

plays. The thing is, doing plays in class, it
takes maybe two or three weeks. When you've
done it I think the teacher expects us to take
notes. There was a misunderstanding on our
part. At the end of term we realised we'd
got no notes.

But you might be expected to take notes?
P . Yes. We do now.

(P 7, English: notemaking)
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More commonly, pupils indicated a dependence on

the teacher for structure or content in carrying out the

task, sometimes with the extrinsic motivation of pleasing
the teacher:

I. This writing up, is this in terms of note form
or is there some other sort of writing up?

P. It can be done by note form but it is always
taken in to see what you have done.

I. So there is a preferred form, you say it "can
be done" in note form?

P. Not really your own note form but so the master
can read it and see if you've done it all right.
And ... I suppose you have the experiment, you
say what apparatus you're using, then you say
what you do with the apparatus, then you come
to the readings, the results and a conclusion.
You have to set it out.

(P 3, Biology: experiments)

I. Once you've got these titles, how do you identify
what to put down and what not to put down?

P. I think what the master in charge does is to
give us really relevant bits .... He usually
tells us what bits should really be put down
.... he puts the title on the board so we can
see from that. Sometimes we take the notes

from the board, brief titles.

(P 3, Geography: notemaking)

Deep approach characteristics were described when
the pupil felt able to break out of the teacher mould,
for instance by reorganising supplied notes so that they
do not repeat earlier notes - more a personal than a

contextual characteristic:

I. These ones that are dictated, are they dictated
verbal 1y ?

P. Yeah.

I. Word for word, exactly copied down?
P. No. Quite often in the same paragraph it's

sort of repeated to make the point go home so
1 don't often copy everything down. We've
got 0-level notes already, which most of this
is upgrading the notes. I've got quite a lot
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of background knowledge already .... it's just
sort of specific points I put down which I
don't know already.

(P 5 , Biology: notemaking)

In other situations the supplied notes were reorganised
so that the pupil might understand them:

I. Do you ever have to take notes in English?
P. There's sometimes literature notes given on

describing a poem or something.
I, And these need reading rather than you having

to note them; hand out type of things?
P. Yeah, the plays .... the poems I mean. The

teacher in charge generally gives us notes on
the poem and we just take our own notes on
that. Again just describing the poem, being
able to understand it more clearly.

(P 3 , English: notemaking)

I. So you mean he tells you almost word for word
what to put down and you're summarising?

P. Yes, summarising.
I. Is this what you always do for Chemistry notes?
P. No. Sometimes, if I don't really understand

something, I go back to the textbook and I go
back to find out properly what he's told me.

(P 5, Chemistry: notemaking)

3. Focus on the Time Factor:

A number of pupils indicated that they were

conscious of the time factor influencing the way they

approached a particular task. Contexts in which time
was perceived to be at a premium were said to induce
surface approaches. This was context or environment
related in that the task was strictly constrained by

instructions, such as in an examination or in a lesson.

Characteristics of the Passivity (S3) and the
Memorisation (S2) categories were then described. Some
of those conscious of the time factor contrasted such

contexts with others where time was not perceived as
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restricted and, for the same task, characteristics of

the interre1 ationships (D2) and Meaningfu ! ness (D3)
categories of a deep approach were described. In these

instances, it was not so much that the task was defined

by time, rather that without time as a perceived
restriction the opportunity existed for more active

approaches - adequate time was necessary for a deep

approach to be adopted. These related to written
exercises, notes, reading and tests and did not appear

to be subject related.

Time restriction being described as causing a

surface approach was indicated in a number of ways.

One was where limited time caused reliance on the

teacher; another, anxiety toward the task:

I. You made the notes from him, I see .... Did
they tend to be in any sort of order, any
structure, tables?

P. In a way, yes. Well you did it the way he
did it. As he put a title down you put a
title down.

I. And you then noted down what was important and
you did it in a very shorthand form rather than
any other form?

P. Because of lack of time.

(P8 , Geography: notemaking)

I. There's one other thing I was wondering about
the courses in general; whether you had
thought of any aspects as particularly good or
particularly bad?

P. I find in Physics, the practical exam, itself,
you end up having to do two experiments in a
set time and they tell you to a certain extent
hov/ to do the experiment and you've just to
get your results. Whereas in a real Physics
experiment, you know, as a scientist, you
wouldn't have a time limit and you wouldn't
know so much of what to do so I don't know if
it's a good test always .... because some
people get into a panic about timing. If you
get held up in one experiment you can't do the
other properly.

(P9, Physics: experiments)
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An intention to memorise materials was another result of

perceived time limits, as compared with a search for

meaning when time was not perceived in that way:

I. How would you set about reading that?
P. If I had a lot of time or a short time?

I. Well let's take one at a time. If you had
a long time?

P. I'd read it through a couple of times. Read
it through first time quickly and the second
time siow1y.

I. And what would you be looking for, anything
particular, in each of these reads?

P. Well the first time to get a general idea of
what it is. Second time to pick out the bits
that you want to.

I. And what if you were in a limited amount of
time?

P. Well, I'd just read it through very quickly.
I. With what purpose?
P. To get to know as much about it in a short

time.

I. To know as much, do you mean to know as much
facts?

P. To take in as much as you can in a short time.
(P8, Geography: reading)

The time factor, when not felt to be restrictive,

was also described as enabling a deep approach to a task
in the sense of allowing various sources to be tapped
that facilitated the task and by reducing anxiety:

I. So you're given a question which sets up a
situation. What do you then do to solve this
situation?

P. .... And then once you've figured out what
he's trying to say you have to work out, now
is there an equation involved and if there is
you have to do the question. If you can't
remember it you can't do the question.

I. Now you were saying that is fairly similar to
the exercises, the Prep, time exercises, that
you may get setting up the situation again.
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But what is different about the way this is
undertaken?

P. Well, there's .... it's the exact same

procedure but there's a lot less pressure on

you because there's no time limit. And also
you're allowed to look at your books, your notes.

(P2, Maths: exercises)

Taken together, these instances show that the time
factor has a functional relationship with approach

adopted to a particular task. Perceptions of contexts

in which time is restricted, especially by influences
external to the pupil, were said to induce anxiety and a

surface approach. The absence of such perceived
restrictions liberated the pupil, enabling a deep approach
to be adopted.

4. Influence of Assessment Methods:

The causes attributed to the adoption of a particular

approach to a specific task, mentioned above, were all
described for a limited range of tasks. In contrast, the
nature of assessment was said to influence the approach

adopted by all tasks, other than notemaking. Assessment

perceived to require memorisation of content or the

presentation of isolated facts was always linked to

surface approaches; an intention to do so being inherent
in the S1 and S2 categories and with marks gained by

following instructional demands, such a relation was

unsurprising. All such descriptions derived from

studying Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Biology,

despite these forming only 23 of the 46 subject descrip¬
tions. Deep approaches were linked to assessment

involving open questions, needing personal input or

inviting a focus on meaning, perhaps through relating

aspects. Such intentions and activities to fulfil them
are characteristic of all the categories of a deep

approach. These were described for both Arts and Science
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subjects, though predominantly for the former.

The types of assessment that led to the adoption of
a surface approach generally involved, in part,

memorisation. Sometimes the context of the task was

perceived as requiring recall of the content and was

extrinsica11y motivating:

I. If we can think of the general tasks that you've
experienced in studying Physics at 'A' level?

P. .... and we always do a practical once a week
because there are quite a lot of practicals for
A-level that have been done in the past and
then are repeated say three times over a twenty
year period .... So what we are doing is we
are working through every single practical
A-level that has ever been done really. Which
means that when it comes to the A-level we have
a chance of doing really well in one of those
practicals and being able to cope fairly well
with the one we haven't seen before.

(P12, Physics: experiments)

At other times, instances were of pupils defining a

task as a memory task because of the task content:

I. Is it for set facts you have to remember
or what is it that they ask for in questions
general ly?

P. Most of these are just short questions that do
involve facts but occasionally they'll ask for
a fact and then say "why" at the end, and that's
usually a slightly more complicated task.

I. And how do you set about answering one of those
more complicated questions?

P. Urn, well by then you hope to know the answer in
your head and if not of course you've got your
book to look at, your notes, just to check the
reason for something happening.

(P9 , Chemistry: exercises)

Some assessments were also said to require the presenta¬

tion of isolated points or facts:
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Is there any particular structure which is
important?
No .

So they're just random sets of points?
Mm .

Any conclusion that you're meant to come to?
No. It's up to you. You can put it in if
you want, you don't have to.

I. Are they just factual pieces?
P. Yeah .

Any interpretation that you have to put on
them or consequences of?
No . Just factual.

( P 8 , Biology: exercises)

In stark contrast, instances were described, mostly
from Arts subjects, of assessments that caused deep

approaches to the task. For instance, where questions
were open (see Marland, 1981) and intrinsically motivating,
personal Ideas, experiences or even imagination were

perceived to be required:

I. .... can you give me an example, translated into
English, of the sort of thing you mean by
"gene ra 1"?

P. What are the advantages and disadvantages of
holidaying abroad.

I. And how would you set about dealing with such an
essay?

P. Decide what I'm actually going to write about.
That's done by the frame of mind that I am in at
the moment .... First of all decide whether you
are for or against .... and then .... and
then say to yourself, why am I for it and write
down the list again and why I am against it and
write down a list and write away.

(PI, German: essays)

Questions were also seen to demand a focus on meaning
rather than the recall of information:
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I. And if you were writing this comprehension,
you've got a passage in front of you and
you've got these questions. Are the
questions looking for particular bits of
information or are they looking for ideas?

P. No, they are looking for ideas. What the
passage stirs up in you, what ideas it gives
you .

( P 7 , English: exercises)

Where science subjects were said to foster a deep

approach to an assessment task it was described in terms

of requiring parts of the materials or task to be
related together:

I. So we've got constructing graphs and diagrams,
interpreting them as well. Is that as far as
it goes for Maths problem solving?

P. There really isn't an answer to that because
some of them are much more .... where you

actually just do calculations you get off the
graph".

I. To do what?

P. To arrive at another answer, the answer to the
question.

(P4, Maths: exercises)

That there is a functional relation between the

nature of assessment, motivation and approach adopted to

an assessment task has been made clear. However, the

apparent link between nature of assessment and the

discipline has to be met with caution. As Entwistle

(1981a) has pointed out, science subjects have a basis
of fact that might require memorisation before a deep

approach becomes possible. Some science subject
assessments might then be expected to demand a surface

approach, at least initially, and such types of assess¬

ment might be more common in those subjects.

Nonetheless, the nature of assessment in the sciences is

probably not intrinsically that of a surface approach,
as the last instance above indicates.
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5. 5 Consistency in Individuals' Approaches

Amongst students the concept of approaches to

learning has been shown to describe both inter-task

variability and individual consistency (section 2.22).
Earlier in this chapter it was shown that secondary
school pupils exhibit inter-task variation in approach.
The pupils' interview transcripts were re-analysed to
discover whether the concept might also describe
individual consistency among pupils.

Three indicators of generality in approach were

sought. Explicit grounds for classifying a student as

biased toward a deep or surface approach were developed

by Ramsden (1981; see Appendix 5). In applying these
criteria to the transcripts they were applied in the
context of normal learning activity, for which they were

designed. The difference was that Sixth Form pupils
were being investigated and they studied between two and
five Higher grades or A-levels rather than the university
student's single major subject of study. With the

pupils describing how they undertook specific tasks in
each of a range of subjects, a second indicator'of
consistency related to an individual's approach to a

specific task between subjects. In studies on students,
forms of motivation had been linked to categories of

approach (section 2.23). A third area of generality
therefore concerned pupils' motivation to study. Links
were made between the findings on the three indicators
of consistency in approach.

In each pupil's interview transcript the
characteristics of both deep and surface approaches were

discernible. For many of the sample, bias in general

approach across the subjects studied was nonetheless
detectable using Ramsden's (1981) criteria . Of the 13
interviewees, five were classified as being biased
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toward a deep approach, exhibiting consistent differences
with the three pupils classified as biased toward a

surface approach. The remaining five pupils were not

classifiable, sharing contrasting grounds for classifica¬
tion (see Table 5.1). Instances extracted from the

transcripts illustrate the difference between pupils'

approach to learning in general.

Pupil 8 was classified as a consistent user of a

surface approach on a combination of criteria 1,2,6
and the negative of 5a. This pupil studied Geography
and Biology at A-level.

On criterion 1, essay writing in both subjects was

indicative of a surface approach, with a focus on

procedure (SI, or Isolating category):

I. And you've got this title, how would you set
about writing or organising your answer?

P. Write a plan .... on a bit of paper, what you
think you'd better put in.

I. How do you identify what to put in?
P. From what the title .... it's up to you, what

you think goes in.

(P8, Biology: essays)

We got the odd essay to write.
What sort of essay was this?

P. Same as the Biology.
I. Same as the Biology?
P . Do the same plan.

(P8, Geography: essays)

However, P8 described contrasting intention and process

(criterion 2) in notemaking:

I. You made the notes from him, 1 see. How
were you recognising what was important?

P. What he said was important.
I. So he was saying, this is something that you

ought to note?



TABLE5.1; IDENTIFICATIONOFCONSISTENCYININDIVIDUAL'SAPPROACH
Ramsden's(1981)criteria

PuPj']23b5a586Conclusion erviewee(Q/s)([)/$)(s)(D)(D)(s) 1D-+++++D 2----++-D 3D(r)S(n)xxxxx?
't --+-x-+S 5--+(e)++D 6---+++xD 7S(n)S+(e)--+/x? 8S(e)Sx+S 9-+(ex)+++-D

10D/SD/S-++x? 11------+S 12--+-x--? 13S(e)D--+(r/n)--?
Key:S=surfaceapproach;D=deepapproach;?=undecided;+=positiveinstance(s); x=negativeinstance(s);-=noinstance;(r)=reading;(e)=essays;(n)=notes; (ex)=experiments. (SeeAppendix5foranexplanationofthecriteria.)
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P. General notes, what you want to put down, what
I thought was important.

I. And how did you tend to write these out ....
in sentences?

P. Just on a bit of rough paper.

I. And they tend to be in any sort of order, any
s t ruct u re, titles?

P. In a way, yes. Well you did it the way he did
it. As he put a title down you put a title
d o v/ n .

( P8 , Geography: notemaking)

P8 also saw the learning as something that happened to

him rather than something he did (criterion 6):

I. And have you identified any particular things
as good or bad points in your courses?

P. Apart from Biology being not boring but
difficult to listen to all the time, for a
double period, is a bit hard.

I. So that you'd class as a bad point?
P. Even then, if someone talks non stop and you're

trying to listen all the time, it's difficult.
Especially when you're not doing anything, just
sort of sitting, not writing anything down,
you're not .... you're just trying to listen.

(P 8 , Biology: lesson)

Finally, a consistent surface approach was indicated in
that he did not see academic knowledge as part of
himself or wanted to learn for learning's sake (the
negative of criterion 5a):

I. What have you seen as the purpose of you
studying these subjects?

P. To get qualifications.
I. To get qualifications?
P. Either to get to university or a job or

whatever. You need them anyway so you've
got to get t hem.

(P 8 , general)

Pupil 9 described a bias toward a deep approach,

particularly in regard to criteria A, 5a and 5b. This
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pupil studied Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics, all at

A- 1 eve 1 .

On criterion A, though he sometimes concentrated on

the technical aspects of a task (an SI or isolating

category indication), for other tasks he distinguished
between the technical and the actual process of studying:

I. Is it looking for facts, is it looking for
ideas, or what is it looking for in a question?

P. Well they tend to give you the facts and ask
you to explain them; or they may, say, give
you a situation and ask you to describe what's
happening and an explanation, and it can
involve calculation and written sort of essay
type questions .... Well what I did is open
my folder at the relevant section and then i
also got out a textbook on the subject and, er,
generally start writing the answer and when ....

if I know the first bit I can introduce it out

of my head. Then I sort of read the book bit
by bit and looking at my notes, start to answer
the question in detail after that.

( P 9 , Physics: exercises)

P9 thus talked fluently about the process of learning

(criterion 5b); he also expressed interest in learning
for learning's sake (criterion 5a) - he was intrinsic¬

ally motivated:

I. How would you describe your purpose or your aim
in studying in general?

P. Well, it's to get the A-levels at the end.
I. And what's the purpose in getting those?
P. To get to university.
I. So, I see, it's a future progression, a key to

the future. Is there any other purpose?
P. Well, it just gives you a purpose in life ....

if you've picked these subjects for A-level
you should find them enjoyable or challenging
or stimulating or whatever you want to call it.

I . Do you ?
P. Yes.

(P9 , general)
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Each pupil described how they undertook tasks common

to a number of subjects. Each task description was

classified as indicative of a deep or surface approach

using the characteristics identified from the pupil
interviews and described earlier in this chapter. Table

5.2 shows that, for all but two of the pupils inter¬

viewed, a consistent approach to one or more tasks across

the subjects studied was apparent. The tasks of reading,

writing, notemaking and practical work can be seen to

have been described in this way by a number of pupils.

However, no one pupil described a consistency of approach
for all tasks he described across the subjects.

Frequently a consistent deep approach toward one task was

matched by a consistent surface approach in another
task by the same pupil.

Evidence of consistency in approach toward a

particular task was sometimes described concisely, such
as this instance describing a deep approach to writing:

I. .... so let's take one of those questions
then. There is a short answer, half a
dozen lines involved here, and you're given
this title .... but what then happens?

P. I find I work it out very like History. I
look through my notes. 1 try to find the
relevant bits in my notes. 1 go to my books,
I've plenty of books on it. I look up the
index to find where the information is stored.

(P2, Geography and History)

Similarly, a consistent approach to notemaking was

described by another individual, to the extent of showing

independence in the face of an imposed structure from the
teacher :

I. Have you had any other sorts of writing to
do ?

P. There's writing in that you have class notes,
much the same as Economics. You're given
notes in class and you either write these out
as you're given them and, if you don't have time
for that, take shorthand notes and after class



TABLE5-2: CONSISTENCYANDVARIABILITYINPUPIL'SAPPROACHTOSPECIFICTASKSBETWEENSUBJECTS Pupi1

Reading

Writing

Notemaking

Problemsolving
Practica1s

1

SI(G),
SI(Ge)

02(G),
D1(Ge),

02(G),
S3(Ec)

D1(Ec)

2

D2(H)

02(ll),
02(G),

S3

H),

S3(G),

02(M)

03(F)

S3

F),

S3(M)

3

D2(B),
01(G),

S2(B),
02(G)

S2

B),

S2(G),

D2(B)

SI(B)

01(E)

S3

E)

h

01(II),
S2(E)

01(11),
01(E),

S3

H),

S3(M),

SI(M)

02(G)

02(G)

S2

E)

5

03(C),
D2(M),

S1(c),
02(E),

D3

c),

S3(M),

03(M)

S3(C),
S3(B)

01(E),
D2(B)

S1(B),
02(G)

S3

F),

02(B)

6

D3(E)

D3(E),
03(F),

S3

F),

S3(M),

03(H)

D2(G)

S3

E),

01(G)

7

D2(G),
01(E)

01(G),
SI(F),

01

G),

S3(H),

SI(M)

S3(C)

S2(C),
01(E)

S3

F),

S3(C)

8

02(B),
S2(G)

S1(B),
S3(G)

S3

B),

S3(G)

S3(B),
S3(G)

9

01(P),
D3(C)

02.(P),
S2(C)

D1

P),

03(C),

S2(P),S2(M)

SI(c)

S3

M)

10

Si(C)

D3(P)

S3

P),

S3(c),

SI(C),S2(M)

S3(P),
S3(c)

S3

M)

11

03(C)

D3(P)

S3

M),

S3(C),

02(M)

S3(c),
S3(P)

01

P)

12

02(B),
03(C)

02(B),
S2(P)

D1

B),

S2(C),

S3(B),
S2(C),

S3

P)

S3(P)

13

D2(Ec)

01(E),

02(Ec)

01(E)

03(Ec)

03(G)

S2(M)

S2(M),
01(G)

03(M),
02(G)

Key:S1-S3andD1-D3=approachsubcategories;bracketedP=Physics,C=Chemistry,B=Biology; M=Maths.,E=English,Ec=Economics,F=French,Ge=German,G=Geography,H=History.
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copy those up, which is something I did here

I. And how did you go about making these notes?
P. Well, from reference books. Getting notes

from those, a diagram here, and piecing them
al1 together.

(P13, Geography and Economics)

A consistency in surface approach toward practical work

might be illustrated by the following, the pupil being

dependent on an imposed structure:

I. Do you have any practical work to do within
Biology?

P. mm. You write up an experiment, but they're
not very difficult, quite easy.

I. What is involved in this experiment?
P. Well you're just told what to do and you do

i t .

I. Is this [Geography project] like the experi¬
mental approach of the Biology, where it's
just instructions?

P. mm. Follow the instructions.

I. Just simply through instruction? Again, do
you come up with results?

P. Well you come up with a map of what you're
wanting to map.

I. I see, there's no more interpretation than that?
P . No .

(P8, Biology and Geography)

Despite such inter-subject consistency in approach,
there were more descriptions of variation in approach
toward a task by an individual pupil. Earlier in this

chapter (section 5-4) the context of a task and related

personal factors were found to influence the approach

adopted toward tasks for the interviewees as a whole.
Here was evidence that such inter-task variation was not

just between pupils but also within a pupil and within a

task too. Contextual differences between incidences of

a task in various subjects were described as the cause of
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such variation; for instance, in relation to the

teaching methods in different subjects:

I. .... perhaps you could tell me about the range
of these tasks [in Geography]?

P. Well first in class, we've got to make notes
or the master tells us them .... which is
different from a lot of other subjects because
in a lot of other subjects notes are dictated
to us.

I. And how do you notice what is relevant content
to put down in a note and what isn't useful [in
Geography]?

P. Usually you get the main title and then a
question or say a title of a certain area like
the Highlands, and you've got to look for
advantages and disadvantages. So all you've
got to do is give a brief background to the
pi ace, give some information about it, then you
listen for the advantages and disadvantages that
are spoken during class then write them down.

(P7 , no tema king)

It was hinted that the basic nature of the subjects
studied might account for differences in approach
towards a task in different subjects:

1. Once more, if we start with the general ideas,
general topics or tasks which you have found
involved [in Pnysics]?

P. Well Physics is a kind of cross between
Chemistry and Maths really. Chemistry is
mostly notes, whereas Maths is mostly exercises,
whereas Physics is both put together.

(P11, general)

The nature of assessment methods was also said to

influence an individual's approach toward instances of a

task, both between subjects and within the same task:

I. And what form does the question take?
P. .... This is a discussion of Group Four in

which the elements are really vastly different
from each other. We've got to justify the
elements actually being in the same group,
being classified in the same group. We've
got to try and develop an argument. Urn ....
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I. And where are you finding this content for
the argument?

P. Weil, this test was in class so we had to
learn about Group Four, then we were tested
on it.

( P12 , Chemistry: exercises)

From the descriptions of how particular occurrences

of specific tasks were undertaken by each pupil, it was

therefore apparent that a certain consistency of approach
toward a task by a pupil did occur. Consistency in

approach toward all tasks was not apparent, however, If
the nature of a task imposed upon a pupil was similar
across subjects or if the pupil were independent of the

imposed Structure but had habitual methods, consistency
was described. If the nature of subjects or of a task
met between subjects or if the nature of assessment

between and within subjects were perceived to vary, then
variation in approach toward a task was described.
Whereas Ramsden1s (1981) criteria had established

consistent differences between pupils' approach to

learning in general, the above analysis has shown

consistency and variability within an individual's

approach to incidences of the same task.

The third indication of generality sought, concerned
a pupil's overall motivation to study. In studies on

students, intrinsic motivation had been related to a deep

approach and extrinsic motivation to a surface approach

(section 2.23). The latter relationship had also been
described by teachers in the secondary school curriculum

(section 4.4). Each pupil interviewed was asked about
the purpose he had in studying. The responses described
these forms of motivation; they were related to the
conclusions about individual consistency in approach
obtained using Ramsden 1 s ( 19 81) criteria (see Table 5-1).

Six of the 13 pupils described a desire to pass

their external examinations to enable entry to further or
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higher education and thence to obtain employment. Such
a motivation to study is extrinsic:

I. What do you see as your purpose In studying?
P. I see it as trying to get to a good university

and from then continuing, working hard, until
I get a good degree and then working hard when
I get a job, I suppose, to get a better job.

(P12)

i. What have you seen as the purpose of you
studying these subjects?

P. To get qualifications.
I. To get qualifications?
P. Either to get to university or a job or

whatever. You need them anyway so you've
got to get t hem.

(P8)

The other descriptions of motivation were all of a

combined extrinsic and intrinsic nature. Each described

a desire to pass his exams first of all. Then each went

on to describe some personal interest in learning, such
as relating the subject material to life in general:

I. And if we take French as a subject, what do
you see as the purpose of learning French?

P. Well mainly again to get through my Higher.
It's just useful. I enjoy the subject as well.
But in later life, French is probably going to
be the next most useful subject [after English]
.... because if I ever go over to France or get
a job in France, I'll know roughly how to speak
the language.

( P 2 )

I. What do you see as the purpose in all this
studying?

P. Help you know about things that occur, life
.... learning more about life .... I don't
suppose the facts are all that important at
all. The general points are .... the exams
and things [are] a way of getting to university.

(P5)

In comparing the expressed motivation to study with
conclusions about consistency in individuals' approach to
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learning (Table 5-3), certain genera 1 i sat i ons may be
observed. All those pupils describing purely extrinsic
motivation were categorised as consistent users of a

surface approach or were unc 1 ass i f i ab 1 e . In contrast,

all those pupils describing extrinsic and intrinsic
motivations were categorised as consistent users of a

deep approach or were unc1 ass i fiab 1 e .

Not only could pupils describe their motivation to

study in a clear manner, a stark contrast was also seen

between motivation and consistency in approach between
individuals. The identification of this generality adds

support to the relationship described among students,

extending its external validity to that of senior

secondary school pupils.
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TABLE 5.3:

A COMPARISON OF MOTIVATION AND CONSISTENCY IN APPROACH

BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL PUPILS

Pup i Consistency in Approach
(see Table 5.1)

Motivation to Study

deep

deep

extrinsic + intrinsic

ext rinsic + intrinsic

3

4 surface

ext rinsic

ext rinsic

5

6

7

8

9

deep

deep

surface

deep

extrinsic + intrinsic

ext rinsic + intrinsic

ext rinsic + intrinsic

ext rinsic

ext rinsic + intrinsic

10 extrinsic

11 surface ext rinsic

12 ext rinsic

13 ext rinsic + intrinsic
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5-6 Discussion

The systematic qualitative analysis of the Pupil
Interviews described in this chapter showed that the

categories of deep and surface approaches to learning,

previously described among tertiary students, can be

applied in the secondary school. Pupils of Higher

grades and A-levels proved quite capable of introspection
about how they studied, at least when using the concrete

instances provided by pieces of their own work.

The descriptions of approach derived from the
interview transcripts referred to a wide range of tasks

experienced across the curriculum. They were found to

have much in common with Ramsden's (1981) descriptions

concerning tasks experienced in departments of three
academic faculties, that in turn reflected Laurillard's

(1978) descriptions from a narrower normal learning base
in higher education. Differences between Ramsden's
and this study's descriptions of approach merely involved
the defining instances of subcategories. Reliability
of categorisation was established by an independent

judge. Validity of the findings in terms of

"recognisable reality" (Miller and Parlett, 197*0 was

also apparent. However the descriptions were derived
from a small sample of 13 pupils; though the inter¬
viewees referred to experiences in 46 pupil subjects.

Furthermore, it was apparent when transcribing the later

interviews, that no new descriptions were being made.

Nevertheless, the sample was derived from one school and
from boys alone. Further refinement might occur with a

more broadly based sample.

A functional relationship between context of the
tasks experienced by Sixth Form pupils, personal factors,
and the approach adopted towards a specific task has
been firmly established. The nature of assessment, its
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demands and methods as defined externally or perceived

internally by the pupil, was found to have the most

wide ranging influence. The source of motivation was

thus seen to influence approach to assessment tasks.
Yet assessment that by context or perception demanded
memorisation and reproduction of facts - a surface

approach - was only described for science subjects.

Allowing for the small sample, the implication was that
such forms of assessment are more common in such subjects.
In higher education, it has been suggested (Entwistle,
1981a; Entwistle and Ramsden, 1983) that the nature of

learning in sciences is different to that in other

disciplines and that the mixture of approaches adopted

might therefore be expected to differ accordingly. The
influence of assessment methods on approach has been
described previously amongst higher education students

(Maston and Sal jo, 1976b) among whom it was found easier
to induce a surface approach.

Other factors attributed by pupils to causing the

adoption of a particular approach to a specific task
were perhaps more a reflection of the differences between

secondary and tertiary education. The influence of the
time factor had not been identified directly before, but
a surface approach had been found to be related to a

"heavy work load" (Entwistle and Ramsden, 1983). Where

pupils perceived time as being restricted, anxiety and
surface approaches resulted; without such limitations,
and with less anxiety, deep approaches developed in the
time space. In the tightly structured timetable of the

secondary school, and of a boarding school in particular,
time would probably be at more of a premium than in the
more open undergraduate timetable, hence its previous non

appearance.

When a pupil experienced very formal teaching
methods such as dictation and direct instruction, and
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also when the individual was caused to be dependent on

the teacher, surface approaches were described as occurring

However, less formality in the teaching, as in discussion,
and feelings of greater independence from the teacher,
allowed deep approaches to occur for the same tasks.
This was particularly marked for notemaking. A deep

approach to students' learning has been found to be

encouraged by "good teaching" and "freedom in learning"
(Entwistle and Ramsden, 1983). Nonetheless, the influence
of teachers and teaching methods might be expected to be
all the greater with more direct teacher-pup i 1 contact in
school than is probably common in higher education.

Sixth form pupils have also been shown to describe
individual consistency in approach which might be used
to describe differences between pupils and which might
be related to motivation. Furthermore, consistency and

variability within an individual's approach to incidences
of the same task has been illustrated. Many of the
interviewees were found to be predisposed to one or other

approach, though all mentioned aspects of both approaches.
Some did not appear to describe a bias in approach across

their curriculum. Of those who did, consistent users of

a surface approach only described extrinsic motivation to

study while consistent users of a deep approach also
described intrinsic motivation. In terms of a particular
task met in a range of subjects, whether a pupil exhibited
a consistency or variability in approach to the task

depended upon certain contextual and personal factors.
These may explain why some pupils did not appear to

describe a bias in approach across their curriculum, the
demands of studying a range of subjects preventing such

consistency. Ramsden (1981) initially established that
the concept of approaches to learning could be used to

describe differences in individual bias tn approach, among

higher education students. This study suggests that
individual consistency and inter-task variability can be
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said to characterise many senior secondary pupils'

approach to learning; that the consistency is related
to an individual's motivation to study; and that intra-
task consistency and variation is also characteristic of

a pupil's approach.

With the broad confirmation and extension among

senior secondary pupils of these fundamental ways of

describing approach to learning, an empirical rationale
exists for provision to foster effective learning among

such pupils. Measures suggested to help students in

studying might be applied, with appropriate adaption, to

pupils. Measures to change the structure of the school

day or assessment methods involve fundamental traditions

which, by their nature, are unlikely to evolve rapidly.

Raising awareness of task demands, the identification of

purpose in undertaking specific tasks, and the adoption
of appropriate approaches, provide the prospect of more

rapid change toward more effective studying by pupils.
This would also encourage greater independence in the
individual learner that might in turn foster the deep

approaches described in the Teacher Interviews as being

required at such a level of learning. If this is to be
the aim, then the everyday teaching pupils experience
must reflect it. To be effective, teachers should be

aware of the effect their teaching style has upon their

pupils' approaches to learning and so devise their

teaching activities appropriately.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE PUPIL INTERVIEWS: ii - THE NATURE

OF SPECIFIC TASKS

6 . 1 Introduction

The Teacher Interviews (chapter four) established
that teachers described independent and contextual

learning as being demanded of pupils undertaking Higher

grade or A-level tasks. Prior to studying these

syllabuses such demands were not consioered commonplace
across the secondary school curriculum. In describing
the formal curriculum (after Snyder, 1971), it was

implied that the concepts of deep and surface approach to

learning might, fruitfully, be extended to secondary

schools, focusing on pupils studying such syllabuses.
The Pupil Interviews (chapter five) showed that this was

the case, categories of approach being described and
functional relationships with certain influences being
established. These related to the curriculum in general.

However, the pupils' experience of studying is in terms

of particular tasks ana the Pupil Interviews were overtly
concerned with descriptions of these tasks as perceived

by the learner. With contextual aspects of the hidden
curriculum (after Snyder, 1971) - the learner's

experience of assessment and teaching methods - having
been found to influence approach adopted to a specific
task among higher education students, the nature of

learning tasks from this perspective in secondary schools

required examination. If pupils are to put into practice
contextual ised learning and a provision is to be developed
to foster such learning skill, then it is necessary that

they perceive such learning is required of them in the
tasks they undertake; not just that teachers claim it
i s .
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This chapter seeks to examine the nature of learning
tasks in Higher grade or A-level syllabuses, from the

pupils' perspective. Comparison with the teachers'

perspective on the same tasks is also made. Focus is on

the same six tasks as in the Teacher Interviews, ones

described across the curriculum. With descriptions of
tasks in individual subjects varying between two

(Economics) and nine (Geography and Biology) in the Pupil

Interviews, only differences between subject based tasks
within the curriculum were considered. Task descriptions
are illustrated by instances from the Pupil Interview

transcripts, which were analysed in terms of categories
of approach identified from the Pupil Interviews (see
chapter five).

6.2 The Nature of Common Tasks

1. Notemaking

This task was described by all the interviewees as

one experienced in studying every subject. Character¬
istics of deep and surface approaches were described for
both Arts and Science subjects, though not for every

subject. The two most common descriptions were of notes

being made passively (S3 subcategory) or through

integration from a number of sources (D2 subcategory,
see Figures 5.1 and 5.2).

Notemaking as a passive activity involved the pupil
in being dependent on the teacher for both structure and

content. Commonly, such descriptions indicated it was

the teacher who defined the task by dictation,

duplicating notes or writing notes on the blackboard.
These descriptions related to all subjects bar Geography
and German. For instance:
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I. And these notes, are they ones that you make?
P. No. In genera] we get given duplicated notes

and have to copy them out.

I. Word for word?

P. Or adding in bits if you want. In Chemistry
I haven't actually done much extra notemaking.

(P10, Chemistry)

A few descriptions of notemaking, in History and

English and Mathematics, were indicative of a surface

approach in that the pupil viewed the task as a memory

one (S2 subcategory):

I. .... do you ever make notes within English?
P. Yes. In the case of the literature part of

English it's best to take notes on your novel
because it's quite long.

I. This is something which you do by yourself?
P. Yes .

I. You're reading the novel by yourself. How
do you produce these notes?

P. Well, when you come to a point that you think
needs remembering, note it down.

(P4, English)

A greater degree of independence in notemaking was

described in which, despite the teacher defining the

task, the pupil undertook it in his own way. There were

various forms this took. Some described an aim to

record meaning rather than just facts, perhaps through

thinking about structure in the material (D 3 subcategory)
in Geography and German -. Others described an

intention to include their own ideas and relate them to

other content (D1 subcategory) - in English, Geography
and Physics -. Descriptions were also of making notes

by relating material from a variety of sources (D2
subcategory) - in Biology, Chemistry, Economics,

Geography and Physics - as in the following instance:
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I. Have you had any other sorts of writing to do?
P. There's writing in that you have class notes,

much the same as Economics. You're given
notes in class and you either write those out
as you're given them and if you don't have
time for that, take shorthand notes and after
class copy those up. Which is something I did
here ....

I. And how did you go about making these notes?
P. Well, from reference books. Getting notes from

those, a diagram here, and piecing them all
toget he r.

( P13, Geography)

Such independent notemaking in the mode of a deep approach
was not described by any pupils studying French, History
or Mathematics.

The pupils' perception of notemaking showed great

differences across the curriculum and according to the
individual. Some individuals were dependent; others
described varying forms of independence from the teacher.
Some teachers were described as defining the task but
individual pupils differed in their response according to

their dependence level. The subjects French, History
and Mathematics were not described as allowing any

independence in notemaking, the task only being described
in terms of a surface approach.

2 . Reading

Reading was also a task described by pupils in

studying each subject. Considerable agreement was

apparent between descriptions as to the nature of the
task. The majority described a task demanding a deep

approach. Some individuals described their reading in
some subjects in terms of a surface approach, though in
all these subjects other pupils described deep approaches
to the same task.

The most common description of reading involved a

demand to relate materials and from different sources
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(D2 subcategory), mentioned for all but French and

Mathematics. The sources were often a matter for the

pupil in as much that they were readily available.
Guidance from the teacher as to more distant sources

was also a feature.

I. If you had a Chemistry book in front of you
and you were going to do a piece of reading,
what would you actually do?

P. Well first of all I usually skip through
searching for facts and then read it thoroughly
through because I don't think you should only
look for facts. i think you should look at
the connections because there are often smaller

parts, key words, that you miss out and I think
it makes it more difficult to read something if
you leave these key words out.

(P12, Chemistry)

Pupils' descriptions were also of a task involving
the extraction of what the pupil thought relevant,
toward making personalised notes, writing essays or

solving other exercises - in English and Geography
Some English pupils described reading in terms of their

enjoyment and development (all part of the D1 subcategory)
More commonly - in Biology, English, French, Geography,
German and Mathematics - individual descriptions were of
a search to understand the material (D 3 subcategory)
perhaps through relating sources read (D 2 subcategory),
as this instance explains:

I. And what are you trying to find out; you say
you're picking out bits, are these extra bits
on top of the notes or are they examples or
what are they?

P. Well, basically it is to remind us of what is
written in the notes and to get a different
explanation so you can .... sometimes, you know,
the notes will try and explain something in one
way, the book will try and tackle it in a
different way and the two combined methods will
give you a better understanding of it altogether.

(P1 1 , Chemis t ry)
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When individuals described reading in terms of a

surface approach, it was a search for facts that was

involved. Sometimes these were related but in Biology,

Chemistry and Geography there was at least one

description of treating the facts in a discrete manner

(SI subcategory) :

I. Do you ever have any reading that you do?
P. Yes. I've got quite a lot of good text books

and usually when we cover a subject we straight
away read the chapter in the book on that
subject and .... it's very useful if you just
read it without desperately trying to understand
what it's saying all the time because it gives
you extra facts. But it isn't usually
necessary, a lot of it.

(P10, Chemistry)

The task of reading was perceived by the Sixth
Formers in much the same way no matter the subject in
which the task was experienced. Most descriptions were

of integrating material from a number of sources and

many of deriving understanding of the material. The
task was often experienced as a means to fulfil other
tasks such as notemaking or written exercises. A

personal element was sometimes thought to be useful in
this. A few individuals, in studying Biology, Chemistry
and Geography, described reading differently from their
fellow subject specialists. They intended to concentrate
on the facts alone. In general though, reading in the
Sixth Form was described as a task demanding a deep

approach .

3• Writing

This task was described by every interviewee as

being experienced in studying all subjects except

Mathematics. The format of writing was said to vary

considerably, from long essays through short essays,

prose and comprehension to short answers. The demands
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of writing did not, however, appear to be distinguished
according to the writing format, by the pupils.
Differences in perceived demands were more apparent

between contexts in which the task was "open"

allowing a variety of responses and the use of a number
of independently sought sources - or "closed"

allowing a single correct response and employing a single

pre-stated source - (after Marland, 1981). In most

subjects, descriptions were of a deep approach to writing

tasks, but in some sciences surface approach character¬
istics were also described.

In all subjects there was a perceived demand that
the content of writing should be gleaned from a variety
of sources (D2 subcategory). Sources mentioned
included notes, textbooks and memory, though a wider

personal search was often thought necessary. For
instance:

I. .... so let's take one of those questions then.
There is a short answer, half a dozen lines
involved here, and you're given this title ....

but what then happens?
P. I find I work it out very like History. I

look through my notes. I try to find the
relevant bits in my notes. Then I go to my
books, I 've plenty of books on it. I look up
the index to find where the information is
stored.

(P2, Geography)

Some pupils, studying languages, described writing
tasks where the perceived aim was to consider the meaning
of the content or structure in the task (D 3 subcategory).
A more generally perceived demand - for all but

Chemistry and Physics - was that a personal input
should be included. In the very open-ended tasks, also

experienced by language pupils, the precise instruction
or title also had to be decided by the pupil (D1 sub¬

category); as in the following example:
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I. How do you work out what to put in such an
essay?

P. Well, first of all I'm given a list of essay
topics and, having chosen what in my opinion
would be the best one, I took this one and
thought about having a robbery in a bank.
As I was thinking about it, I took notes of
the introduction: have a dramatic beginning
.... And then build up the story, have a
middle and then an end when the whole thing's
over. Then as I am writing it in full hand
I might make side notes as I think of anything
extra I might put in later on.

(PI 3, Engl ish)

In closed tasks met within Chemistry, descriptions
were of writing that dealt with very specific content,

items of information were treated in total isolation.

More generally, in French and the sciences, though a

variety of sources were tapped, the search was for a

body of facts (S1 subcategory):

I. And how did you actually set about writing this
answer to this question?

P. Well the question was about waves and I looked
up in a book what it was actually asking about
and read what the book said. And then looked
at my notes on the subject and then wrote down
a kind of amalgamation of the two .... to try
and get a bit of extra information and a few
more matter.

(P10, Physics)

Among the closed writing tasks described, there were

some science pupils who perceived that memorisation of
material was required (S2 subcategory). Most of these
made it quite clear that the context in which the task
was met explained this demand, such as the context of
assessment:

I. And what form does the question take?
P. .... This is a discussion of Group Four in

which the elements are really vastly different
from each other. We've got to justify the
elements actually being in the same group,
being classified in the same group. We've
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got to try and develop an argument. Urn ....
I. And where are you finding this content for

the argument?
P. Well, this test was in class so we had to learn

about Group Four, then we were tested on it.

(P12 , C hemis t ry)

Writing tasks were described as being wide-ranging
in format but it was more the intrinsic nature of the

task - whether open or closed - and of material

experienced in different subjects that appeared to

influence the approach adopted to a specific task.
Individuals seemed to vary their activity to suit these

perceived demands. In open tasks, characteristics of a

deep approach were described with variation apparently
related to subject studied (though the limited number of
individual subject descriptions must be borne in mind in
such an interpretation). Language subjects appeared to

produce the most open task descriptions and those that
concentrated on structure. The social science subjects
seemed to involve the more relativistic tasks. In

contrast, the sciences were often perceived to require a

surface approach to writing and this because of the
classroom context in which the tasks were experienced or

because of the closed nature of those tasks.

These findings give support to Entwistle's (1981a)
hypothesis that subject area would be related to the way

pupils tackled a task. . He pointed out that sciences
tend to emphasise fact and detail in connection with

specific experiments, while in humanities and social
sciences emphasis was more likely to be on analogies
from personal experience. This would imply differences
in the nature of tasks and syllabuses between subjects
and of the balance of appropriate approaches in different

subjects. Sciences would involve a larger volume of
fact and necessitate more surface approaches to learning.
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k. Problem Solving

Solving numerical exercises was a task described as

being the centrepiece of Mathematics at Higher grade or

A-level, and as occurring in Chemistry too. Nine pupil

descriptions of this task in Mathematics and six in

Chemistry were contained in the Pupil Interviews. General

agreement as to the demands of problem solving, according
to context, were indicated. Sometimes the perceived
aim was considered to require a deep approach and at other
times a surface approach.

The majority of task descriptions were of a demand
to relate the present problem to other ones, to derive an

appropriate solution. Some of these described a search
in a variety of sources. Generally though, pupils
described referring back to previous experiences to get

guidance (D2 subcategory), as in the following instance:

I. How would you go about and thinking how to
solve it?

P. Urn .... usually I look back through my notes
and see, have I ever done an example with
similar figures in it or a similar structure
and they are actually the same question just
.... with different wording .... and so if you
can see something that reminds you of something
you've done before, then quite often you can
use the same technique.

(P10, Maths . )

There were also descriptions of intention to

understand how a problem solving method worked (D3
subcategory) :

P. .... Usually these examples are from exercises
which we're given. So we just work through
perhaps the first question of an exercise,
copy it down, then do the rest of the exercise
with this as an example.

I. I see. Do you just have to know the method or
do you have to understand why the method is
that ?
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P. Urn .... you can get away with just knowing it
but it's better to understand, at least that's
what I find so far.

(P6, Maths.)

Contexts were described in which reference back to

find a solution was not allowed; pupils were then

required to remember what to do and some described the

purpose of problem solving in terms of memorising a

method (S2 subcategory). Such contexts involved tests

in the classroom and, in the following example, were

contrasted with an approach to the same task outside the
classroom:

I. So you're given a question which sets up a
solution. What do you then do to solve the
solution?

P. .... And then once you've figured out what
he's trying to say you have to work out, now
is there an equation involved and if there is
you have to do the question. If you can't
remember it you can't do the question.

I. Now you were saying that is fairly similar to
the exercises, the Prep, time exercises, that
you may get setting up the situation again.
But what is different about the way this is
undertaken?

P. Well, there .... it's the exact same procedure
but there's a lot less pressure on you because
there's no time limit. And also you're allowed
to look at your books, your notes.

(P 2, Maths.)

Sixth Formers' perceptions of numerical problem

solving were of a task in which the method was all

important and generally, in class and out, could be
derived from referring to previous similar problems or

to textbooks. Those that intended to acquire or

understand solutions in this way described deep approaches
to the task. In class, pupils were sometimes required
to depend on remembering a solution and some, perhaps in

consequence, perceived this as the aim of doing problem
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solving tasks. Such a surface approach was clearly a

function of teaching methods.

5. Practical Work

Practical tasks in the studying of a subject were

described in the form of experiments alone in Physics and

Chemistry, as experiments and project work in Biology and
as projects, surveying and mapwork in Geography - a

total of 20 task descriptions. There were no descriptions
of such tasks being experienced in other subjects. The
nature of these tasks could be described by the open-

closed assignment concept used in considering written
work (after Marland, 1981), that is according to the
breadth of sources and responses encouraged by the task.
Closed assignments tended to be linked with a surface

approach; open assignments with a deep approach; although

descriptions of relating materials (D2 subcategory) were

described by some individuals for each task.

The experiments and surveying were perceived as

closed tasks in that instructions were provided from one

external source: either the teacher, duplicated sheets
or an examination question paper. Also a single result
was required of the exercise. A passivity to the task

(S3 subcategory) was associated with such demands and, as

in the following instance, contrast between the same task

experienced in different contexts was apparent:

i. Well seeing as you mentioned these practicals,
perhaps if we think about them. Do you still
get a set of instructions which you follow?

P. We get given a duplicated sheet; it says on
it, react two chemicals together, what is the
result? You just write in what your result
is. Yes, you get a clear set of instructions.

I. And once you've got the result, what happens
then; does it just stop at the answer?

P. You really just stop at the answer. There is
really no examination involved in that, you
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know, it's really just doing it for your own
benefit. Whereas in Chemistry practical
exams they ask you to identify compounds etc.,
which is where a bit more intelligence is
needed .

(P10, Chemistry)

Perhaps because of the closed nature of the

experiments, some pupils saw the purpose of such tasks
as fostering memory of experimental methods (S2
subcategory):

I. And how do these practicals get undertaken?
P. Well lead oxide, for example, is an oxi.dising

agent, right. Yes, it is an oxidising agent.
So what we'll do is we'll get some lead oxide,
put it in a test tube, add some hydrochloric
acid, test for chlorine coming off .... which
is the test for a reducing agent. So we see
it is a reducing agent. Having done it, when
we come round to the exam, itself, you're going
to remember it more easily.

(P11, Chemistry)

Open practical tasks were also described by some

pupils. Independent project work was experienced in

Biology and Geography, conducted outside the classroom
with pupils generally deciding the specific aim, content

and methods deriving from a combination of personal

experience, literature and advice from teachers. Some
A-level pupils also perceived that there was a demand for
more active, integrative thought (D2 subcategory) in
experiments perceived by others to be closed tasks:

I. And when you've got these results .... what
do you do with them, does it stop there?

P. Well you write down your results and then you
try and estimate what error was involved in
making that result; was the ruler accurate to
such and such a length? And then urn, once
you've estimated the error, you write what
precautions you took to ensure that the experi¬
ment was accurate and then you criticise your
own experiment .... and say where it was
inaccurate and try and justify why it had to be.

( P10 , Physics)
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The demands of practical work experienced, perceived
and described by the Sixth Formers were more limiting
the more control of the task existed outside the pupil:
in the teacher or in the examination. Experiments were

generally perceived as closed tasks, often requiring no

more than mechanical use of instructions. Such tasks

were viewed by some pupils as facilitating memory of

procedures. For these tasks, surface approaches were

described. However, there were indications that some

teachers defined the task more restrictive1y than did
the external examinations. With perceptions of open

practical tasks, whether in terms of sources or responses,

a deep approach was perceived as being necessary. Such
an approach involved relating materials or the task to

other knowledge. Approach to practical work therefore
covaried with the perceived openness of the specific
task.

6. Rote Lea rn i nq

There were 13 individual task descriptions by

pupils of employing a repetitive learning method. All
derived from experiences of learning in Chemistry,

Mathematics, Physics and languages. All involved an

intention to memorise material, though in active forms

depending on perception of the context.

Some pupils described their intention to memorise
material (S 2 subcategory) by concentrating on what was

not known (D2 subcategory). Such an active process in
contrast to the intention has been classified by
Ramsden (1981; see Appendix 5, point 2) as a surface

approach. Such an example is:

I. How would you set about the revision for this?
P. Well I just go to the chapter and my notebook

and I read the things I know. Usually, at the
end, we revise it quite thoroughly anyway so I
usually go to the bits I'm not sure about anyway
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and just read them through. I don't really
spend that much time on them.

I. Just a gradual, same sort of speed, just
reading them through once?

P. Yeah. And there's lots of formula so I

usually take a piece of paper and remember
them after !'ve read through.

(P5, Chemistry: revision)

Such activity was in the context of a particular subject.
An active process was also described that was congruent

with intention, in that material was to be memorised
without reorganisation.

I. You say you try and learn your notes. What
do you mean by that; how do you set about
learning t hem?

P. Urn, first spend a few minutes looking at them,
revising them, making myself know them and then
closing the book and writing down - say
drawing either these two diagrams - is how I'd
learn them. Drawing them, or if it's a proof,
without looking at the book and when I do get
stuck, look and see where I've gone wrong and
try again.

(P12, Physics: revision)

Pupils also perceived that the way in which tasks were

organised within lessons, repetitive experiences of a

situation, enhanced recall of the experienced material:

1. What sort of things have you had to do in
studying?

P. Er, well, first of all we'll .... start off with
a topic, say for example, vectors .... and at
every step he'll stop and turn around and say,
what do we do next? So in other words he's

asking us to do the work and if none of us can
do it of course he does it .... Then what

normally happens is at the end of the lesson
he'll give us a whole load of similar examples
to do so that we remember .... we get the method
.... and then you've got to know the method in
that subject.

(P11, Maths.: problem solving)
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A number of pupils thus perceived rote learning to

be demanded or advantageous in the study of particular

subjects. Unthinking repetition of material in order to

memorise it was not described. What was, was of an

applied nature, aimed at memorising methods or vocabulary
in its context. Active means were employed; sometimes

extracting what was not known already or writing and

using diagrams to facilitate memory. However, the
material was generally not reorganised but memorised in
the same form that it already existed. Though teachers
had described rote learning as being useful in terms of a

fundamental core without which understanding could not

develop - a deep intention - (section k. 3), pupils

perceived rote learning as a direct means to an end

product of knowledge rather than understanding - a

surface intention. The contrast in intention may come

about through different perspectives; teachers might see

the individual task in the context of the whole syllabus,
while for pupils the task may be seen in isolation. It
was apparent that some teachers in certain subjects
fostered this perception of a surface intention in tasks

by organising undemanding and repetitive tasks. The
nature of tests and external examinations in some

subjects, demanding factual presentation and recall of
methods, was also a contributory factor mentioned.
Entwist1e1s (1981a) hypothesis - developed in the
section above concerning writing - that the balance of

appropriate approaches would vary between subjects, is
thus supported in the context of secondary schools. In
some tasks of science and language subjects, only surface

approaches were found necessary by pupils. These may

have formed the basis for deep approaches toward other

tasks later in a syllabus, as was perceived by teachers

though not apparently by the pupils.
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6.3 Assistance in How to Study

Once pupils had described how they undertook various
tasks within the subjects they studied, a general

question in the Pupil Interviews asked about assistance
in undertaking tasks that they perceived to have been

provided in lessons. The general consensus was that

they had not perceived help in how to undertake tasks,
as this pupil made clear:

I. Were you ever shown how to do them, within
lessons?

P. Well, with that course .... we were shown how
to learn or something.

I. Urn, apart from that, did you find any help
directly in the classes?

P. No it's just up to you.

(P8, general)

Some teachers were described as expecting pupils to

know or understand what to do, merely encouraging them
to be active:

I. Have you within lessons, found it's been shown
or it's been explained how you might undertake
these things? You said the notemaking in
Physics was done by yourself, and the reading.

P. Well, now and again, if he thinks we're not
making notes, he'll come out with the same
prepared piece which he has obviously done
millions of times before: you're not going to
remember this in two years time are you,
you'd better start making some notes.

I. But he doesn't actually help you to make these
notes or show you how you might make these
notes?

P . No .

(PI I, Physics)

Many teachers were described as virtually doing a

task for the pupils, such as when notes were dictated,

thereby removing the need for pupil control in undertaking
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the task:

I. Let's move on to Chemistry .... with the
tasks involved?

P. it involves a lot of learning in class.
Listening in class is very important. And
we get dictated notes so there's never really
a chance of a mistake in your notes, which is
quite good to know.

(P7, Chemistry)

Descriptions of assistance included when teachers

explained how to solve problems in Mathematics, when an

individual felt uncertain:

i . Have you been helped or shown how you might
actually do these tasks within individual
subjects, as against being told to read this
or note that?

P. Urn, well there's times,if I'm not sure what
to do in Mathematics - that's the best

example - if I'm stuck on a particular
problem, I can't see how the thing works,
sort of ask the master to explain it to me
and he'll do that.

(P13, Mathematics)

Help in undertaking tasks in other subjects was

described but was a rare perception and mostly related
to what was included, the content, rather than how to

do it:

I. Have you been, within an individual subject,
shown or helped to do one of these tasks, or
have you just been told to do it?

P. Urn, that's a difficult question .... always
runs through with the Biology, after we've
done an essay he always calls us up
individually and discusses where we've gone
wrong in the essay and how we could plan it
better the next time. In Chemistry we
always go through the test or if it's a
problem question we always go through it and
see where we've gone wrong in that. And the
Physics questions, we always go through the
A-level questions once we've done them.

(P12: general)

As with the Biology mentioned above, there were a

few descriptions of assistance with the process of
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undertaking a task. A very limited independence might
have been provided by letting pupils do the task having
been told how to do it:

I. Does that mean you have to do that by yourself
or is that something in which you are helped,
you're guided?

P. Told how to do it, then doing it by yourself,
then rechecking it to see if one's got the
right answer.

(PI, Geography: exercises)

Alternatively the structure of a task might be provided

by the teacher to guide the content developed by the

p u p i 1 :

I. What tasks have you come across?
P. Also good notes .... We have to not really

take our own notes but the master he gives
us titles and that and we take it down. It's
not really dictated like the Biology .... he
puts the title on the board and we can see
from that.

(P 3 , Geography: notes)

In general the pupils interviewed did not perceive
that they had been helped in a positive way, within

subject lessons, in how to undertake tasks that they were

expected to do. Post-mortems took place concerning the
content but help in the process was rarely seen to be

provided prior to tasks, and then only prescriptively.
The exception was in Mathematics where focus was on

method at least as much as the end product. Perhaps
other subjects, in concentrating much more on the outcomes,

place less emphasis on the means and therefore upon how
the pupils might undertake learning tasks.
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6 . k A Comparison of Teacher and Pupil Perspectives on

Study Tasks Across the Curriculum

In the Teacher Interviews (chapter four) teachers

were unanimous in describing notemaking as being an

independent activity, constructed by integrating material
from a variety of sources to include personal ideas and
views as well as information. Some pupils also
described this task in such a manner. However, in some

subjects and with some teachers much greater dependence
on the teacher was indicated. Some teachers defined

the structure and content of the notes by employing such
methods as dictation, duplicating sheets or writing notes

on the board for copying. Accordingly, some pupils
perceived notemaking to involve memorisation of informa¬
tion for later testing. Other, more independent pupils
re-sorted and sifted the teacher's notes, integrating
them with data from other sources, in constructing their

own notes.

Reading was described by teachers in a similar way.
Some resources tended to be suggested by the teacher but
there was an expectation that some would be searched for
independently. Teachers expected pupils to integrate
the findings from various sources and to develop an

understanding of the materials. Most pupils perceived
all this. Some pupils in some subjects intended to
concentrate on facts alone. Both teachers and pupils

saw reading as being a means to other ends.

In writing tasks the teachers described the type of
instruction as influencing the type of writing; this in
turn was determined by the demands of examination

syllabuses. An emphasis on individual research,
integration of aspects and organisation of structure was
described. Arguments were often required, some involving
personal views. Pupils were well aware that different
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writing tasks had different demands and varied their

activity accordingly. Language and social science

subjects were perceived to involve more open tasks than
in some sciences. This was seen as particularly so

within the classroom with perceptions of memorisation

being common in science subjects. Outside the classroom
such a demand was not perceived as necessary; with more

freedom greater independence of action occurred.

In numerical problem solving, teachers described a

task in which an understanding of the process was

necessary so that proofs or abstractions might be made.

Pupils also perceived the method as being all important,
which could be derived from previously experienced
similar problems or textbooks. Within lessons, teachers
were sometimes seen to create contexts in which memory of

method was demanded and with this required in examina¬
tions the task was sometimes perceived as memorisation of
method by repetitive experience.

Practical work was a task most commonly described
in terms of experiments and projects. Though teachers
described themselves as deciding the experimental design
and procedure, they also described pupils as carrying
out independent observation and interpretation even to

the extent of discovery learning. Yet pupils perceived

experiments as more often requiring no more than
mechanical use of instructions and of having a purpose

of facilitating recall of procedures. Their experience
was of closed tasks. Some teachers were said to

organise such experimental work despite examinations
involving more open tasks. Closer agreement about

project work was described. Teachers and pupils perceived
these as open tasks with pupils formulating aims,

establishing procedures through wide reading, collecting,

analysing and interpreting the data. Such projects were

organised outside the classroom.
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Teachers described only a limited role for rote

learning. Knowledge was not seen as the key to

examination success; how one thought about it, the

understanding exhibited, was. Thoughtful, contextual

repetitive learning was considered useful for learning

vocabulary and background information. In these

contexts, pupil descriptions included such a perception
of rote learning. However, the material was generally
not reorganised but memorised in the same form from
which it was learnt. The nature of tests and examina¬

tions in some subjects, especially sciences, was such
that material could be memorised for them. Such a

perception of their experiences raised rote learning

beyond a fundamental core without which understanding
could not develop, to a direct means to an end product
of knowledge rather than understanding.

Most teachers interviewed professed to giving
assistance in how to undertake tasks during their
normal lessons. Most of the descriptions of assistance
for Higher grade and A-level pupils were of a prescriptive

'study skills' nature despite the independence and

contextually varied approach to learning described by
the teachers as being demanded of such pupils. However,
few pupils perceived any positive assistance, within

subject lessons, in how to undertake tasks. Where

help was perceived, it was generally described to be
concerned with content or prescribed processes.
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6 . 5 The Hidden Curriculum

The hidden curriculum has been described in higher
education (Snyder, 1971) as the students' perception of
assessment and teaching methods experienced in studying.
In the Pupil Interviews it was found that Sixth Form

pupils could readily retrospect about their experiences

concerning specific tasks in subjects they studied. In

combining these perceptions, descriptions of tasks across

the curriculum have been obtained; a hidden curriculum

of upper years in a secondary school.

In describing the hidden curriculum, tasks and

subjects mentioned had been experienced within external
examination syllabuses of the Scottish Examination Board
and the Oxford and Cambridge Examination Board.

Findings might therefore be expected to relate to schools
operating such syllabuses. Yet how the syllabuses are

interpreted would be expected to vary between schools and
teachers. With the pupil interviewees being drawn from
one school and all being male, refinement of this hidden
curriculum might be made with a broader sample of pupils.
Nonetheless, what is described is the hidden cur'iculum
in the school for which a learning skill provision was to

be developed.

Pupils saw tasks as comprising a number of discrete

parts rather than an undivided whole. Frequently one

task, say reading, was described as a means to an end of
another task, say writing ornotemaking. Perception of
task demands were of sometimes requiring a deep approach
and sometimes a surface approach. Generally it was the
context in which a specific task was experienced that was

said to influence perceptions of the demands.
Individuals' perceptions did vary.
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In all tasks, materials were described in terms of

integration from a number of sources; be it in

constructing notes, researching the answer for a written
exercise or content for a project, or relating what is
known about a numerical problem to other similar ones.

In some tasks pupils felt they were required to relate
their experiences, ideas or imagination with other

materials, or even to develop personal interpretations.
In some tasks pupils also felt expected to think about
the meaning of materials or the structure of the task.
All these descriptions were of a deep approach to learning.

However, there were contexts described in which the

teacher was said to determine the structure and content

of tasks experienced in the classroom and, thereby, to

influence approach to them. Such situations included
notes being dictated, experimental instructions duplicated,

reading being directed toward specific facts in isolation,
factual tests being set, methods being repeated frequently
and time restrictions being imposed. These experiences of
some teachers' chosen classroom activities were described

as fostering a surface approach of passive dependence on

the teacher and an intention to memorise material. Such

contextual influences on task demands and approach

adopted towards a task have also been noted in higher
education (see sections 2.22 and 5.6).

Other contextual influences described were concerned

with the intrinsic nature of tasks and their difference

between subjects. Perceptions of open tasks of writing
or practical work were linked to characteristics of a

deep approach. Such tasks were described within

language and social science subjects. Closed tasks were

linked with surface approaches and were mostly described
for science subjects. Such inter subject differences
were related to Entwistle's ( 1 9 81 a) hypothesis concerning
the different nature of material in subjects requiring a
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different balance of approaches between subjects. With
contextual rote learning, resulting in knowledge rather
than understanding, being perceived as acceptable
outcomes for teachers and external examinations in some

tasks within science and language subjects at this level
of secondary school learning, a surface approach alone

appeared to be sufficient for such tasks.

Despite the variety of task demands across the

curriculum, pupils did not perceive that they had been

helped in thinking about how they might undertake study
tasks they were expected to do in particular subjects.
Post-mortems concentrated on content but only in
Mathematics was prior consideration to process described.

The panoply of influences described in the Pupil
Interviews as having a functional influence on a pupil's
approach adopted toward specific tasks, are summarised
in Figure 6.1.

6.6 Implications

Comparison of teacher and pupil perspectives in

describing learning task s across the curriculum has shown
much agreement between teachers 1 intentions and class¬
room activities. The teaching methods of some teachers
and the nature of assessments used in some subjects has
also been shown to open a gap between the formal and
hidden curriculum at the senior end of secondary school.
Attention is, once more, drawn to the effect of such

factors on pupils' approach to learning. Awareness of
this on the part of teachers, and a conscious effort to

equate methods with the professed aims of a task, might

help pupils develop appropriate learning skill.
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It has been made apparent that senior pupils do

perceive contextual differences between specific tasks
and a demand to vary their approach to learning
accordingly. Yet some teachers did not provide any

assistance for pupils to do this in their subject lessons,
and those that said they did make provision generally
described i nappropriate 'study skills' style assistance.

Pupils perceived less assistance in subject lessons than
was described by teachers. The development of a

provision to foster contextua1ised learning among these

pupils would seem to require encouragement. A general

provision might overcome the present inertia and could
provide a background for subsequent subject specific
assistance in normal lessons.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE STUDYING AT SCHOOL COURSE (SASC)

7 o 1 The Background

The Teacher and the Pupil Interviews provided an

ecologically valid empirical basis for the development of
a provision to foster effective learning among senior

secondary school pupils. The teacher and pupil

perspectives of the curriculum were found to be in general

agreement that the demands of studying Higher grade or

A-level syllabuses required pupils to practise an overall

deep approach to learning yet also a contextually variable

approach to specific tasks. Ideas concerning the
nature and structure of a provision to enhance such

learning were derived from this basis and a review of

existing provisions in tertiary and secondary education.
An introductory course of a 'learning to learn' nature

was considered appropriate, having the aim of raising
awareness of the whole study performance.

Systematic qualitative analysis of the Pupil
Interview transcripts showed that individual consistency
and inter-task variability could be said to characterise

many senior pupils' approach to learning (chapter five).
Teachers described the demands of studying across the
curriculum of senior pupils to require, in general, a

deep approach (chapter four). The pupils' perception of
these task demands showed that teachers' intentions and

classroom activities were often congruent, though some

characteristics of a surface approach were sometimes

required (chapter six). Generally it was the pupils'

perception of the context in which a specific task was

experienced, and the content of the task, which were said
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to influence the nature of the demands (chapter five).
However, the teaching methods of some teachers and the
nature of assessments on some subjects have also been
shown to divert the demands of specific tasks from those
of the formal curriculum. That senior pupils do perceive
such contextual differences between specific tasks, and
a demand to vary their approach to learning accordingly,
was apparent. Yet pupils did not perceive that they
were helped to think about how they might undertake

specific tasks within subject lessons (chapter six).

The review of existing provisions concerning the

process of learning (see section 2.1) provided certain
ideas about the type of provision that was more likely to

foster the skilled learning demanded. The "learning to

learn" variety, with emphasis on awareness of purpose and
a search for personal meaning, had seemed to be more

effective than the "study skills" variety in helping
learners to gain control of their studying. Yet
awareness in itself did not necessarily lead to changes
in activity, a gap between knowing and doing being
identified. Awareness of, and practice in, relating

purpose, strategies and outcomes was needed; considera¬
tion of the whole study performance that has been termed

'study skill1 (Svensson, 1976; 1980; see section 3.2).
In so doing, an explicit framework for individuals to

think about and organise their learning was thought to be

necessary. Furthermore, if pupils were thereby helped
to gain control over their studying, it was anticipated
that their all round motivation to study might be improved.

A combination of the review of existing provisions
and the empirical basis of this study suggested that the
new provision should be in the form of an introductory
course. Tabberer and Allman's (1983) investigation of
such provisions for the relevant age group concluded that
the most effective approach would be through the everyday
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subject teaching. However, in studies of practice in

schools, Roberts (1981), Thompson (1982) and now the

Pupil Interviews of this study (see section 6.3) have
found teachers not providing such provision despite
their belief in doing so, difficulty in organising such

provision and pupils not perceiving such provision,

respectively. An introductory provision might help to

overcome such inertia by providing a basis for reinforce¬
ment within subject lessons. A course was considered

appropriate, rather than individualised counselling, in
that qualitative research has an emancipatory aim (see
chapter three) and all pupils are thought to benefit from

learning to examine their own studying and that this
would involve such numbers in school that counselling
would be impracticable (see section 2.1).

In developing a provision outside of normal lessons,
the review of existing provisions suggested that it
needed to be relevant to the whole curriculum - if its

relevance was to be seen; if reinforcement was to occur

in subject lessons and if pupils were to transfer their
skills between disciplines (see section 2.1). Both
teachers and pupils described common tasks across the

Higher grade and A-level curriculum as including note-

making, reading, writing and active learning of material
(see section 6.4). These were also tasks identified in

studies of difficulties experienced by senior pupils

(see Table 2.2 and Appendix 1). Such commonly

experienced tasks could provide a readily recognisable
structure in an introductory course in learning skill.
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7.2 The Content

The background to the development of the Studying At
School Course (SASC) indicated that certain aspects

should be included, namely, a framework for thinking about
and organising learning; also consideration of the
common curriculum tasks of notemaking, reading, writing
and active learning of material. In SASC the seven units
relate to thinking about learning, Identifying purpose in

specific tasks, and to the tasks of reading, notemaking,

writing, arguments and revision. The content of each
unit is considered below. Raising awareness of, and

providing practice in, relating the conceptual framework
to specific tasks and contextual influences involved a

modified version of Gibbs and Northedge's (1979)
"structured group discussions". This aspect of SASC is
considered first.

The "structured group discussion" was developed at

the Open University and has spread to many other
establishments running "learning to learn" courses for

groups of learners. In their original form a non

directive group leader provided structure and materials,
with individual learners experiencing a task then

analysing their attitude and approach to it in increasingly

large groups. Criticisms, concerning participants being
felt to have only their experiences, of not being certain
what is then learnt or whether it helps in studying,
have been made (see section 2.12). In SASC, the non

directive aspiration was compromised so that the teacher

might participate in offering possibilities though
without being prescriptive. It was recognised that

pupils have experiences of learning over a number of

years that might provide a background for contributions
to the discussions. Materials, in the form of duplicated
worksheets and articles, also structure in terms of
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precise instructions, were provided by the teacher.
Activities centred around the experience of this shared
task within each unit. Individual's experience was

then shared by discussion, sometimes in small and at

other times in larger groups - though total group

sizes were kept below 20 to encourage all to contribute.
Varieties of approach to individual tasks were thus to

be exposed, together with the effectiveness and appro¬

priateness of each in relation to the specific task and
other similar tasks purposes. The teacher provided a

summary of these at the end of each unit and the pupils
kept the worksheets as a reminder of what had taken place.
In this form it was hoped to consider the whole study

performance, rather than be restricted to the learning
to learn structured group discussion aspiration of

raising ill-defined awareness.

The total length and structure of the course was

constrained by the amount of time and the particular

periods allocated to it in the timetable, by the length
of those periods, and by the time the volunteer staff
involved in teaching it were prepared to donate on top

of their normal teaching load. The full course booklet
forms Appendix 12. The main features of each unit are

described and explained below.

Unit One introduces a conceptual, metacognitive
framework for thinking about and organising one's

learning. With the aim of SASC being to enhance an

overall deep approach, yet contextual ly skilled approach
to studying, through objectives of raising awareness of,
and practice in, relating purpose, strategy and outcome,

the mnemonic ' P S R ' provides such a framework. 'Purpose'
refers to the pupil's perception of the aim and

importance of a specific task; 'Strategy' relates to

how the task is to be organised and carried out;
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'Result' involves identifying the outcome of using that

strategy and checking it against purpose to decide if
the task has been completed successfully or not. PSR
is an adaption to learning in general, of a model of the

process of reading ( purpose-strategy-outcome-review)
suggested by Augstein et al. (1982). Familiarity with
the framework is developed by relating its aspects to

pupil introspections, shared by small group discussions,
about organisation of studying in general. The
activities are guided by simple worksheets and clear
instructions about the aims and what to do.

Unit Two involves practice in identifying purpose

in a task, that being the key to successful adaption of
PSR to independent studying. In order to choose an

appropriate strategy in undertaking a task and to review
the outcome properly, the purpose of a specific task
must be first identified. To facilitate this a purpose

hierarchy is introduced; categories of purpose

describing demands for knowledge, re 1 ationsh i ps , evalua¬
tion or extrapolation. They form a hierarchy in that
these are the four highest levels of measuring learning

quality in the SOLO taxonomy (Biggs, 1979). They also
describe subcategories of approach SI, D2 , D1 and D3

respectively, described from the Pupil Interviews

(chapter five). Pupils are asked to think of key words
that might indicate that a particular purpose category

is demanded. A variety of instructions in reading a

particular article are then considered by pupils

individually, identifying the inherent purpose and what
identified such a purpose in each instruction. These
are then shared within the whole class. The variety of
sources for purpose in a task - from the teacher, the

pupil and the author - are also considered. Finally,
the necessity of identifying purpose in relation to the

learning mnemonic PSR is underlined by the teacher.
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The objectives of SASC are then developed by

applying PSR to the common study tasks across the

curriculum, identified in the Teacher and Pupil
Interviews. Reading is considered in Unit Three,

printed materials being a major source of knowledge and
means of understanding in all disciplines. Pupils are

each given an instruction to read an article with a

particular purpose and then to record how they read that

article, on a worksheet. This is repeated for two other
instructions with other purposes and for the same or

different articles pupils record how they undertook each

reading task. Debriefing takes place as a class,

sharing the identification of and potential sources of

purpose in each task, strategies used and results
obtained. Focus is thereby brought on the fact that an

individual reads in different ways, that these relate to

purposes identified and that there are a variety of

strategies that people use to attain the same purpose,

also that certain strategies are unlikely to attain

particular purposes.

Notemaking is the topic of Unit Four. As with all
SASC units, pupils are introduced to the aims of the unit
in relation to PSR. Groups of three pupils with the
same article each, have a different purpose in making
their note about the article, which they then do.
Within the group the notes made may be compared for
similarities and differences for the different purposes,

for how effectively each note attained its purpose, and
discussed. Comparison and discussion with notes made
in another group for the same purposes could also be made.
Whole class discussion, chaired by the teacher, exooses

the variety of notemaking strategies used to attain

particular purposes and their effectiveness. The wider

range of purposes in notemaking might then be summarised
on a patterned note, a strategy not often employed by
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pupils. Consideration of that form of note, its
result and purpose, and practice in producing such a

note about the article used earlier, leads to the

teacher's summary of the unit experience.

Unit Five considers thinking about writing. The

experience of all pupils is that school work requires
one to write. Other than notemaking, the Pupil Inter¬
views indicated there was considerable variation in the

written format required, from brief prose or comprehen¬
sion answers to long essays. Individual subjects also
have their own conventions for written work. in most

subjects it is the task that forms the basis of
assessment. Yet the SCRE Writing Across the Curriculum

Project (Spencer, 1983) found that, though many

secondary teachers were aware of their responsibility
for teaching about subject specific writing, the pressure

of syllabuses was felt to prevent such guidance and

practice. The reviews of pupils' study difficulties
(see Table 2.2) suggested that problems experienced
concerned planning and critical thinking about one's

writing. Having related the aim of the unit to PSR,
each pupil is instructed to read an article to devise a

title for it that describes the content. Instructions,

from various sources, that might have led to such a

piece of writing; the strategy used to attain this

purpose and purposes that would not have been attained

by writing in that way, are all considered; PSR. This
is repeated for other pieces of writing, as many as time
allows. The teacher then summarises the planning and
critical thinking about writing experienced in the unit.

Thinking about arguments, the topic of Unit Six, is
an extension of reading and writing skill considered
earlier in SASC. The Teacher and Pupil Interviews
described a need to construct and assess arguments while
the reviews of study difficulties (Table 2.2) included
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the use of evidence in arguments. This task might be
verbal or involve the written form. In introduction,
the teacher describes the widespread use of arguments

across the curriculum, and divides their construction
and assessment into the three aspects of PSR. A
structured worksheet that shows this through a series of

questions is studied. In reading an argument, pupils
are each asked to devise a title (considering the
author's purpose) and instructions that might have led
to its construction (considering the teacher's or pupil's

purpose). Questions about strategy and assessment of
the result are then discussed, leading to a decision
about the strength of the argument, pupils recording
answers on their worksheet. This is repeated more

independently with a further argument followed by

debriefing as a class and the teacher's summary of the
PSR framework for constructing and assessing arguments.

SASC's final unit concerns the task of revision or

active recall of material; described in both Teacher and

Pupil Interviews and as a problematic task by and for

pupils (see Table 2.2). The individual's development of

knowledge and awareness of how information is stored and
retrieved has been termed "metamemory" and is said to

create an ability to plan ahead and so to study

effectively in the variety of situations met (see section

2.23). This, then, is the root of knowledge used to

guide effective selection and implementation of task
related skills - metacognition - which the conceptual
framework PSR is designed to facilitate. The teacher
first describes the difference between active and passive

learning and reminds pupils of PSR. Pupils are asked to

brainstorm about the various purposes they might have had
in undertaking revision tasks; the teacher drawing up a

patterned note of these and suggesting that different

purposes might require different strategies. Pupils then
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classify statements about revision into active and

passive forms, which implicitly distinguish deep and
surface approaches to the task. Inherent purposes are

discussed. On a second worksheet pupils respond person¬

ally to negative statements about undertaking revision,

altering those that do not apply so that they do. In
small groups responses are compared and the strategies
individuals used to overcome the revision difficulties

are discussed. Each situation is then considered in an

open class discussion, the teacher focusing on the

aspects of PSR that arise. In overall conclusion, the
teacher reminds pupils about PSR and its use in gaining
control over one's studying.

7.3 The Course Experience

The seven unit Studying At School Course was

produced as a booklet. Included were a brief descrip¬
tion of the empirical background and, for each unit,

explicit descriptions of the aims, teachers' notes and

copies of the materials (see Appendix 12). A certain
standardisation of presentation and activities was thereby
ensured. Copies were available for all staff.

Three teachers taught SASC to 59 male pupils in late

September 1983; the first term of their Higher grade or

A-level courses. The pupils were divided alphabetically
into three groups. Each group experienced the same unit
at the same time. Groups moved between the staff for

different units. Each teacher taught all seven units.
The whole course was experienced in seven separate A5
minute periods spread over ten days.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDYING

AT SCHOOL INVENTORY (SASl)

8 . 1 The Purpose

In the preparatory phase of this study, semi-
structured interviews with pupils and teachers were

carried out. The Teacher Interviews (chapter four)
established that the teachers' professed demands of

studying across the curriculum required, in general, a

deep approach from the pupil studying Higher grade and
A- level syllabuses. Situations in which an 0-grade or

level pupil might be required or expected to adopt such
an approach were said to be very limited, in terms of
the curriculum. Common study tasks across the
curriculum were said to be notemaking, reading and

writing, with problem solving and practical work being
more restricted tasks. The Pupil Interviews (chapters
five and six) involved pupils studying Higher grades or

A-levels. Their perception of task demands were of
sometimes requiring a deep approach and sometimes a

surface approach. Generally it was the context in
which a specific task was experienced that was said to

influence the nature of the demands. However, the

contexts requiring a surface approach were mostly a

function of the teachers1 chosen classroom activities.

Such a disparity between the teachers' preferred objectives
in undertaking study tasks and the objectives perceived

by the learner has been described in higher education as

the contrast between the formal and hidden curriculum

(after Snyder, 1971). Nonetheless, it was also apparent

that, from both teacher and pupil perspectives of study
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tasks across the curriculum, there was much agreement

between intention and activity. At Higher grade and
A-level this was generally in terms of a deep approach.
The pupils described common tasks as notemaking,
reading, writing and active learning, with problem

solving and practical work being more limited.

In the literature review it was shown that types of
motivation (section 2.23) have been related to particular

approaches to and qualitative outcomes of learning among

higher education students. Also that there are different
motivational paths to academic success for students and

pupils. The conclusion reached was that all forms of
motivation needed reinforcement.

Arising from all these findings, the Studying At
School Course (chapter seven) was developed; its overall
aim being to foster a skilled, deep approach to studying.
It concentrated on the commonly experienced tasks of

notemaking, reading, writing, revision, on the general

aspect of organisation and was implicitly concerned with
motivation. A framework for thinking about learning
was operat i ona1 ised.

To assess the impact of the course upon a large
number of pupils1 approach to studying, there was a need
for an inventory. Though a number of these existed,
concerned with student and pupil approaches to studying

(see sections 2.22 and 2.23), none derived from the

precise empirical basis developed in previous chapters.
A new inventory was required that was empirically
cohesive with the deep and surface approaches of senior

pupils (see section 3>1 for a methodological justifica¬

tion) and with the learning skill course.
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8.2 The Pilot Inventories

8.21 SASI and SASW

To develop the items for the final Studying At
School Inventory (SASI), two pilot inventories were

employed. The first, SAS1, was developed from the
theoretical and empirical rationale of the Teacher and

Pupil Interviews. The second School and School Work

(SASW) , was derived from a more theoretical rationale

by Entwistle and Kozeki (1985).

SAS1 consisted of 102 items. The items were

paraphrases of instances from the Pupil Interviews about
how they undertook specific study tasks and their

organisation in general; items also related to the
different types of motivation (Appendix 7). There were

seven items for the deep and the surface categories of

approach within each of the tasks of notemaking, reading,

writing and revision. Within each category and

concerning each task, items related to every subcategory
identified in the Pupil Interviews. Included, therefore,
were items concerning the fourth subcategory of a surface

approach which was at first apparent from the interview

transcripts: restr i ctiveness (see section 5-3). A
further 1k items were concerned with organisation within
each of the tasks. A broad range of motivational
influences contributed 32 items. There were four items

each fcrr personal interest in studying and attitude to

school (intrinsic motivation); for vocational or

academic goals, support from parents and from teachers

(extrinsic motivation); and for academic self confidence,
fear of failure and need for collaboration with peers

(achievement motivation). Items of similar type were

spaced out within the inventory. Scoring was on a five

point scale from k (always or almost always true) through
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to 0 (rarely or never true), with 2 for a noncommittal

response; pupils circling the appropriate number to

respond. Some items were phrased positively, others

negatively, to prevent pupils interpreting the exercise
in terms of scoring highly.

SASW comprised 60 items in each of two sections.
Section A was the English version of the School
Motivation Inventory. This had been developed in

Hungary (Kozeki, 1984) from interviews and experimental
work relating actions to consequences anticipated by

pupils. A comparative study with British pupils (Kozeki
and Entwistle, 1985) involved the creation of the English
version by correspondence between the researchers.
Section B items were mostly concerned with approaches
to studying and were derived, by discussion, from the

Approaches to Studying Inventory (see section 2.23) with

phrasing altered to suit the school context of the
researchers' respective countries (Entwistle and Kozeki,

1985). Response and scoring followed a similar format
to that of SAS1 (see Appendix 8).

8.22 Procedure

In March 1983, 154 pupils in the lower Sixth or S5
of three independent schools in Edinburgh completed SAS1
in a formal classroom situation with instructions being

pointed out to the respondents. Pupils were from schools
1 and 3 of the Teacher Interviews - a 320 pupil boys'

boarding and day school and a 1300 pupil mixed day school
and from a 270 pupil mixed boarding and day school

teaching to both Scottish and English external examinations.
Of the 154 respondents, 119 were male.

In May 1983, 10 8 of the original respondents

completed SASW under similar conditions. The smaller
number was caused by the non availability of some pupils
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in school 3 caused by the Higher grade examination

period. Of the 108 pupils, 93 were male.

Arising from these pilot inventories a file of 108
pupils' responses to 222 items, concerning approach to

learning and motivation, was available for analysis.

Alpha factor analysis with oblique rotation was carried
out using the SPSS programme (Nie et al., 1975). The
SAS1 responses were analysed initially. With the

inventory containing 102 items and the SPSS batch system

having a maximum capacity of 100 items, two items had to

be rejected. A study of the data file showed items 26
and 98 to have the most neutral responses and these were

rejected. The results of the SAS1 analysis, being the

inventory most strongly tied to the empirical rationale
of this study, were used to guide the interpretation of
the analyses of each section in the SASW inventory.

The factor structure loadings on each item of SAS1
were interpreted to distinguish discriminant items

(loadings above 0.3 and without overlap on two or more

other factors). Discriminant items were further

identified by studying the distribution of responses to

each item (requiring less than an 80^:20% ratio on either
side of neutral). The definition of each factor was

then sought in relation to the constructs described in
the earlier interview studies and described in the

1 iterature.

The factor analyses of the two SASW sections were

dealt with similarly, having sought solutions that made
sense in the light of the SAS1 analysis. Items were

then extracted that were discriminant and whose meaning
was apparently congruent with the meaning of the SAS1
solution.

Combinations of mixed items from both SAS1 and

SASW were factor analysed, first of 48 then of 50 items.
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Solutions were sought that again exhibited conceptual

consistency,

8.23 Factor Analysis Results

An alpha factor analysis of SAS1 produced eigen
values indicating a five factor solution (Appendix 7,
Table A7.1). Such a solution showed very low inter-
correlations between factors, the highest being -0.19
between factors 1 and A (Appendix 7, Table A7.2). Of
the 102 items, A3 proved discriminant (Appendix 7, Table
A7.3). Two items had initially been rejected to allow

analysis by SPSS, because of their neutral responses. A
further 30 items were rejected, despite having loadings
above 0.3, since overlaps with two or more other factors
were indicated; 19 had factor loadings below 0.3 and
8 items were found to possess too extreme response

distributions. The five factors were analysed for
inherent meaning of their constituent items. Factor 1
was labelled "deep approach"; factor 2 "surface approach";
factor 3 "time organisation"; factor A "work organisa¬
tion" and factor 5 "motivation". It was this structure

that separated the, at first apparent, restrictive

category of a surface approach from the other categories
and into a separate factor, factor 3- With time being
seen as a contextual influence (section 5.A), a surface

approach was thus limited to three categories (see
section 5.3).

Eigen values in the factor analysis of each SASW
section indicated a nine factor solution to section A

and a four factor solution to section 3 (Appendix 8,
Table A8.1) . The nine factors of section A exhibited

maximum i ntercorrelations of only -0.28 on factors 1 and
5 (Appendix 8, Table A8.2). Of the 60 items, 51 proved
to have factor structure loading above 0.35 (Appendix 3,
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Table A8.3), of which 13 items showed overlap with two

or more other factors. However, with the aim of using
SASW being to derive further items that were congruent

with the SAS1 solution, the SASW items were allotted to

their dominant factor. Section A factor 1 was labelled

"parental support"; factor 2, "interest"; factor 3,

"independent attitude"; factor 4, "negative attitude";
factor 5, "attitude to self organisation" ; factor 6,
"academic self confidence"; factor 7, "fear of

failure"; factor 8 was too small to define while the

meaning of items in factor 9 proved too diverse to

define the factor.

The four factor solution of SASW's section B showed

a highest intercorrelation between factors of -0.23 on

factors 1 and 4 (Appendix 8, Table A8.2). Of the 60
items, 28 possessed factor structure loadings above 0.35

(Appendix 8, Table A8.4). Study of the items in their
dominant factors led to factor 1 being labelled "deep

approach"; factor 2, "surface approach"; factor 3,

"positive attitude to achieving"; and factor 4, "negative
attitude to achieving".

Items from SAS1 and the two sections of SASW were

selected for use in a mixed item factor analysis, guided

by the analysis of SAS1. Items concerned with deep and
surface approaches, organisation and motivation were

involved. Where items from both pilot inventories had
identical meaning, the one possessing highest loading was

kept. Since the use of the final inventory was to be in

assessing change in pupil approach, before and after

experiencing SASC, it was decided to limit motivation to

aspects under pupils' direct control - in particular,
interest, teacher approval, academic self confidence and
fear of failure. Thus, items found to be non-discrim i nant
or conceptually inconsistent in a 48 mixed item factor
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analysis with a five factor solution (Appendix 9 > Table

A9.1) were removed and replaced by other, apparently

congruent items, from SASW in a 50 mixed item factor

analysis.

The final 50 mixed item factor analysis produced

eigen values strongly indicating a five factor solution

(Appendix 9, Table' A9.2). The solution involved a

highest factor intercorrelation of -0.21 between factors
1 and 5 (Appendix 9, Table A9.3). Of the 50 items, A3
proved discriminant in that they had factor structure

loadings above 0.3 without overlap on two or more other
factors (Appendix 9, Table A9.A). Such items were

allotted to their dominant factor. The meanings of the
constituent items led to factor 1 being labelled "deep

approach"; factor 2, "motivation"; factor 3, "surface

approach"; factor A, "organisation"; and factor 5,
"attitude to work".

8 . 2 A Discussion

Arising from analysis of pupil responses to the two

pilot inventories, SAS1 and SASW, a factor analysis of 50
mixed items produced a five factor solution with A3
discriminant items. The empirical background had
indicated that deep and surface approaches to the tasks
of notemaking, reading, writing and revision could be
described across the curriculum; also that organisation
across these commonly experienced tasks and motivation
needed to be considered. The five factor solution

produced factors of deep and surface approach and of

organisation, described across these tasks by constituent
items. A factor comprising aspects of short term

motivation, that pupils could influence themselves, was

also apparent.
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The fifth factor, attitude to work, was not

anticipated from the empirical background. It consisted
of a mix of items that appeared to derive from all the
other factors yet as a group had a strong coherence,

having low correlations with other factors (highest
-0.21; see Table A 9 . 3 ) • The meanings of the items
concerned the effort put into studying. It is quite

imaginable that some pupils using a deep approach put in
a lot of effort but it is not inherent in such an approach,
nor is little effort in a surface approach. Indeed,
Svensson (1977) has pointed out that his atomistic

approach - which paralleled the surface approach
would require long hours of tedious work to yield success¬

ful academic performance by a student. With the

conflicting research evidence concerning the amount of

study time (see Entwistle and Wilson, 1977, chapter three),
it might be concluded that it was not the absolute
amount of time spent studying that was important but how
that time was spent. This factor could also be seen as

legitimate in terms of the empirical background of
a ca demic wo r k.

8 . 3 Studying at School Inventory (SASl) Scale

Deve1opmen t

With the five factors developed from factor analysis
of combined items from the two pilot inventories, an

inventory - SASl - yielding a score profile comprising
scales parallel to the factors was produced. The

adequacy, including reliability of items in scales for
such a multi score inventory had to be established. Also,
since factor items did not cover the full range of deep
and surface approach subcategories, nor of organisation,
in each common study task, further items had to be
inserted to complete the SASl scales.
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8.31 Scale and Item Adequacy

The adequacy of items for a mu ! ti score inventory
was established in relation to the six criteria

detailed in Heir and Gati (1981). Using the SCSS inter¬
active system (Nie et al., 1980), the following aspects

were thus measured:

1. item mean score within scales,
2. item standard deviations within scales,

3. intercorrelation between items in each scale,
4. item-scale correlations,

5. correlations between each item with other scales,

6. correlation between each item with its own and

other scales.

Meir and Gati produced minimal statistical requirements
for these criteria of the response distribution of items

(1 and 2), of internal consistency or reliability (3 and

A) and of item's discriminative value (5 and 6). It was

intended that they were to be guidelines and they stressed
that human judgement of meaningfulness , lack of ambiguity
and representativeness of content should not be neglected.
In addition, the correlation between scales (7), item
score distributions (8) and scale score distributions (9)
were examined for degree of extremeness. The results are

expressed in terms of these nine criteria.

The five factors were transformed into five scales

as in Figure 8.1. To create scales 3 and 5 with inherent

meanings of "well organised" and "hard working"
respectively, the scoring on items with positive loadings

(see Appendix 9, Tabie A 9. *0 had to be reversed.

Criterion 1: "The item mean score should not be too

extreme". Recalling that the item score range was 0 to

A, Heir and Gati 1s ( 198 1 ) calculations placed an adequate

item mean score as greater than or equal to 0.4 but less
than or equal to 3-6. All items met that criterion, with
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PILOT INVENTORIES SASI
FACTOR SCALE

1 SI

3 S2

k S3

2 S4

5 S5

SCALE LABEL

deep approach

surface approach

organisat ion

mot i vat ion

hard working

Figure 8.1: The factor-scale relationship in the development
of SASI.
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no item mean score, in any scale, below 1.59 or above
2.82 (Appendix 10, Table A 10.1) .

Criterion 2: "The standard deviation of an item score

should indicate emough dispersion", which for a score

range of 0 to 4 calculates as greater than or equal to

0.60. The minimum standard deviation for any item in
all scales did not fall below 0.92 (Appendix 10, Table
A1 0 . 1 ) .

Criterion 3 '■ "All correlations between an item and

other items of the item's scale should not be too low";

that is, should be above zero. This wci5 so/ no such
corre.la.fion proving negafiye in direcKon.

Criterion 4 : "The correlation between an item and its

scale should be high"; that is greater than or equal to

0.3 for a scale score not including the item. The
correcfed i he m - total correlahio U J how that
11% of items met fkis re^uirem e.nh
(Appendix (O , Table AlO.z).

Criterion 5: "The correlation of an item of a given
scale with other scale scores should not be too high";
that is, less than 0.25. Though the majority of item-
other scale correlations were below 0.25, four items in

scale 1, three in scale 3, four in scale 4 and eight
items in scale 5 had such correlations above that level.

The highest item-other scale correlation was 0.42 for
item 55 of scale 1 with scale 5- Only 55% of items
fulfilled this criterion (Appendix 10, Table A10.3) -

Failure to fulfil these requirements was used to remove

excess items from scale 4 to make the final SAS I (see

section 8.32).
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Criterion 6: "The correlation between an item with its

scale should exceed substantially the correlation of

that item with other scale scores"; that is by at least
0.10 with each correlation squared. All item-scale
correlations exceeded item-highest other scale

correlations, all squared, by 0.10 or more (Appendix 10,
Table A10 . 3 ) .

Criterion ~! : The scale-scale i n t e r co r r e 1 a t i o n s showed

very low relations between any scale. The largest
Pearson's Product Moment Correlation coefficient was 0.44

between scales 1 and 5; the lowest - 0.01 between

scales 3 and 4 (Appendix 10, Table A10.4).

Criterion 8: Item score distributions, in terms of

percentage of positive and negative responses to each

item, showed non extreme distributions of responses.

Only two items had negative responses of less than 20%
and none had responses greater than 80% for either form
of response (Appendix 10, Table 10.6).

Criterion 9 •' Scale score distributions, in terms of

percentage of responses above and below a neutral scale

score, showed that no scales had gained more than 8 0 %
or less than 2 0% of responses on either side of neutral.
Distributions were, therefore, non extreme (Appendix 10,
Tab 1e A10.5) .

8.32 Finalisinq the Scales

The scales 1, 2 and 3 referred to deep and surface

approaches and organisation across the four common study
tasks of notemaking, reading, writing and revision.

However, the constituent scale items derived from the
factor analysis did not cover each subcategory of approach
for each task in scales 1 and 2. Nor did the items in
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scale 3 cover all the tasks. Furthermore, it has been

the convention in inventories for each scale to possess

the same number of items as far as is possible. The
scales derived from the final 50 mixed item factor

analysis possessed 8, 6, 7, 13 and 9 items respectively.
Extra items were therefore needed in some scales and,
with the task-approach subcategory matrix indicating a

requirement of 12 items in scales 1 and 2, this was

taken as the standard. An item from scale 4 thus

required removal, with additions to the other scales, to

finalise the scale compositions.

In creating new items for scales and, at the same

time, minimising any threat to item and scale adequacy
for a multi score inventory, paraphrases of items from
the factor analysis were used (see Table 8.1). The

original items had been shown to make a large contribution
to the alpha reliability coefficient of their scales and
to exhibit a high discriminative value (see section 8.31).
New paraphrased items were derived from items already
attached to the same subcategory in a scale and applied
it to another study task; the meaningfu1ness and lack
of ambiguity in the original item being maintained in the

wording of the new item.

Though scale 5 only comprised nine items, further
items were not created for it. Individually, constituent
items appeared to belong to other scales yet together had
a coherent meaning separate from other scales. Nor did
all these items relate to specific study tasks. It was

not possible, therefore, to develop extra items by

paraphras i ng.

Scale 4 originally possessed 13 items, one more

than the standard size. Weakness in discriminative

value was the criterion used to decide which item to

remove. Item 94 proved to have the weakest discriminative
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value (see criterion 5, section 8.31; Appendix 10, Table
A1 0 . 3) and was removed from scale 4.

In scoring the multi score inventory, the same

format as employed in SAS1 was used:

A = always or almost always true

3 = generally true

2 = doesn't apply or impossible to decide
1 = not so often true

0 = rarely or never true

To avoid conscious cue reading attempts to score highly,
the numbers 4 to 0 were replaced by letters A to E on the
final inventory.

Also, to maintain the meaning of scales 3 and 5 as

"good organisation" and "hard working" respectively, the
scoring on all items in these scales with positive

loadings - whether original items or paraphrases of
such items - were reversed (items in scale 3: 5, 57,

89, 91, 93, 99; items in scale 5: 21, 44, 77, A15, A54).
Such reversals were not made apparent in the inventory

itself, only on the scoring mask (Appendix 11).

Indications of face validity and of external

validity in the SASI scales were sought. With the

inventory being used to assess the impact of the SASC

upon pupils' approach to studying, it was appropriate that
focus was on the deep and surface approach scales (SI and
S2 respectively).

In the Pupil Interviews, descriptions of senior

secondary school pupils' approaches toward common study
tasks across the curriculum were obtained (chapter five).
These descriptions were classified into three categories
of deep approach and three categories of surface approach
(see Figures 5-3 and 5.4). Study tasks described as

being commonly experienced across the curriculum were
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notemaking, reading, writing and revision or recall
mechanisms (chapter six). It was vital, therefore, that
the content of the inventory scales describing approaches
related to the categories of approach and common tasks
described by the pupils. The items, derived for the
most part from interviews with pupils, may be seen in
Table 8.1 to fit this structure. Face validity is
therefore apparent.

Watkins (1983a) sought external validity for the

Approaches to Studying Inventory (Entwistle et al., 1979;
see sections 2.21 and 2.22.) by comparing pupil's approach
to learning indicated by the inventory with judgements of
a general tendency toward a deep or surface aoproach
indicated by qualitative analysis of interviews.
Nineteen pupils who had experienced SASC were interviewed,
individuals being selected by the extreme nature of their

approach scale scores on the first completion of SAS I

(chapter ten). With the interviews taking place after
the SASC experience, evidence of external validity was

sought in relation to the second completion of SASI
this also being after the SASC experience (see Appendix
1 4 . 1 ) . In the interviews each pupil was asked about how

they undertook specific tasks for which they considered
SASC had been helpful (see Appendix 15.2). These

descriptions were classified by comparison w i c h the
indicators of deep and surface approach for pupils,
described earlier (Figures 5-3 and 5.4). Many of the
interviewees described some tasks in terms of one category

of approach and other tasks in terms of the other category

(see Appendix 14.1) - a not unexpected finding with the

approach concept describing inter-task variation and the

inventory scores showing that many of the pupils exhibited
a balance in strength of both approaches. Indications of

generality in approach were not sought directly or
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described in the interviews and each pupil was only
asked about a few tasks. Nonetheless, four of the

pupils only described tasks in terms of a deep approach
and five pupils only described surface approaches.

Mean scale scores for these groups of pupils and for the
mixed approach group show a pattern of variation that is
consistent with their approach characteristics described
for learning tasks (Table 8.2). However, analysis of
variance found that the difference between the groups

was not significant (P < 0.05) ~ see Appendix 1A.2
a result perhaps related to the small sample sizes.
Thus there was only an apparent indication that SASI
measures pupils' approaches to learning in a complementary
form to the approaches described by pupils in relation to

particular tasks experienced in their normal studying, in
a number of subjects.

8.33 Studying At School Course (SASC)

The final version of SASI consisted of five scales

with items describing deep and surface approaches,

organ i sat i on , motivation and hard work respectively. Of
the 57 items, scales 1 to k each had 12 with scale 5

consisting of 9 items. Items within each scale were

distanced from each other but were only identified,

together with their direction of scoring, on the scoring
masks made of acetate. Appendix 11 contains both SASI
and a copy of a scoring mask.

The adequacy, including an estimate of reliability,
of items and scales derived from the factor analyses of
the pilot inventories, were clearly established. Meir
and Gat i 1 s (1981 ) criteria 1 and 2 referred to item

response distributions, 3 and k to their internal

consistency, while 5 and 6 related to discriminative
values. Only in criterion 5 were some items outwith
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TABLE 8.1: SOURCES OF ITEMS IN SCALES 1-3 MATRICES

Tasks
D1

Subcategories
D2 D3

Scale 1: Deep Approach

notemaking (N)
reading (R)
writing (W)
revision (S)

(9)
B21

9
65

41
84

(101)
101

55
28
(55)
(55)

Scale 2: Surface Approach
SI S2 S3

N
R
W
S

(29)
35
29
(35)

34
(17)
70
17

(B34)
(834)
B34
(334)

Scale 3: Organisation

0
Item types

SS4 SS 3

N
R
W

s

genera 1

5
(9D

11 ,91
(99)
99

(39)

39

(93)
93
57
(93)

Key: 834 = item derived
new item created;
for pilot inventory

from factor analysis; (334) = source of
0 = organisation. (See Appendices 8 and 9

1 iterns) .

TABLE 8.2: INDICATIONS OF EXTERNAL VALIDITY (after Watkins, 1983a)

Classification by Interview
SAS 1
Sea 1 e

deep approach
_n = 4
x 6~

mixed approachsurface
n = 10 n

x (T 7

approach
-5

<T

deep approach (S6) 32 .8 5-1 29,8 8.4 27.6 4.2

surface approach (S7) 28 .5 3.9 31.1 4.1 30.6 6.7

organisation (S8) 24 oO 6.1 20.9 7.7 22.6 5.2

motivation (S9) 36 .0 3.9 31.9 10.3 28.4 5.0

hard work (S10) 24 .8 2.9 20.1 6.8 17,6 5.2

(See Appendix 14.1 for raw data; see Appendix 14,2 for analysis of
variance on So and S7.)
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the statistical limits, though these were intended to be

guidelines tempered by human judgement, and such items
were balanced by a strong showing on criterion 6. Other
criteria assessed, proved that the item and scale

response distributions were not extreme and that each

scale measured a different characteristic. Indications

of face and external validity were also apparent. Extra
items paraphrasing the original items would not be
expected to greatly alter these findings. Further
measures of reliability for the complete SASI, including
test-retest reliability, are described in section 9.2.
Taken together, the scales and items in SA5I could be
considered adequate for a multi-score inventory.
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CHAPTER NINE

EVALUATION: i - BY SASI

9.1 The Nature of the Quantitative Evaluation

The overall aims of the research programme became
the identification of a sound empirical basis for, and

development of, a course in learning skill for pupils,
and the evaluation of its impact on pupils studying a

curriculum of Higher grade or A-1 eve 1 syllabuses. The
Studying At School Course (SASC) and a quantitative
instrument to measure the nature of its impact, the

Studying At School Inventory (SASI) were developed in

parallel and from the same empirical basis (see chapters
seven and eight). The seven units of SASC were thus

designed to foster a skilled, deep approach to studying;
the one indicated by the Teacher and Pupil Interviews as

being demanded in undertaking senior pupils' syllabus
based tasks. Repeated factor analysis of items derived
from these descriptions and from an ecologically similar
source, produced SASI's five scales. These assessed

pupils' approaches to study tasks (SI deep approach and
S2 surface approach) and related study method attributes
(S3 organisation; SA motivation and S5 hard work). The

inventory was a means of quantifying such qualitative
characteristics and was used to assess changes in pupils'
characteristics that might, in part, have been contributed
to by SASC.

In late September 1983 pupils near the start of
their Higher grade or A-level courses, at three

independent schools in Edinburgh, completed SASI (n = 164;
males = 152). School A was a 320 pupil boys' boarding
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and day school; school B, a 270 pupil mixed boarding and

day school; while school C was a 620 pupil mixed day
school. Schools A and B taught both Scottish and English
external examination syllabuses; school C taught the
Scottish syllabuses. Schools A and C had participated in
the Teacher Interviews; schools A and B in the develop¬
ment of SASI. Having responded to SASI, pupils in
school A experienced SASC. In school B there was no

formal learning skill provision. At school C a

traditional 'study skills' course, derived from 'cookbook'

suggestions, was experienced (Appendix 13). In February
1984 these same pupils again completed SASI (n = 152;
males = 14 0) .

Quantitative measures of changes in pupils'
characteristics of studying between schools with different

learning skill provisions were obtained for analysis. Of
the original 164 pupils, 152 had responded to the

inventory twice. With only 12 of these being female and
all being derived from school B, analysis focused on the
140 males. On the inventory pupils had been asked to

record the bias of their curriculum subjects as biased
either towards science, arts or neither (see Appendix 11),
Comparison of the nature of changes by school and by

subject bias was attempted. Changes experienced across

the schools and subject bias, and so not a function of
the learning skill provision, were also sought.

Individuals' inventory scores on items in each
scale (S1 - 5 for the first completion of SASI, S6-10

being identical scales in the second completion) were

formed into a file in the Edinburgh University EMAS

system. Analysis was performed interactively using the
SCSS programme (Nie et al., 1980). Continued statistical

analysis was restricted by sub sample sizes. Fruitful
lines of investigation proved to involve the reliability
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of SASI scales; analysis of mean scales scores; the
relation between the approach to learning scales and the
scales of other study method attributes; and patterns of

change in individual items.

9 . 2 Scale Reliability

The SASI consisted of five scales, of which four
contained 12 items and the fifth comprised nine items.
The adequacy of the items for a multi-score inventory had
been established using the six criteria of Meir and Gat!
(1981). The items proved to exhibit adequate response

distributions, internal consistency within scales and
discriminative value between scales (see section 8.31).
Evidence of face validity and an indication of external

validity for the approach scales of SASI were also

apparent (see section 8.32). With SASI being used to

assess, quantitatively, changes in approach to learning
and other study method attributes, the reliability of
scales was re-examined. The statistical techniques

involved were test-retest reliability and the C ronoach

Alpha coefficient of internal consistency. Items'
discriminative value between scales was also investigated.

Correlations of S1-S5 with S6-S10 (identical scales

in the first and second completion of SASI respectively),
were calculated to measure the test-retest reliability.

Table 9.1 shows that each scale correlated with its

equivalent scale in the two completions of SASI much more

highly than with any other scale. Such correlations
between equivalent scales varied between 0.53 and 0.61.
These figures do appear rather low for measures of

reliability. Changes in response to the scales over the
five months between completions of SASI were apparent.
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Yet an attempt had been made to induce such changes, the

pupils in the three schools having experienced different

learning skill assistance. The inventory had been used

to measure any changes in response. Pupils had also

gained further experience of studying, had matured, and
had used SASI before, amongst other potential influences
on their responses. With 12 or 9 items to each scale,

the scales were fairly long. The test-retest

correlations were, therefore, expected to be low. The

figures obtained were, then, not small. A certain

stability in all the scales is implied.

Internal consistency of scales was investigated,
at the school level, by calculating Cronbach Alpha
coefficients (Table 9.2). As Meir and Gat i 1 s ( 19 81)
criterion A, values equal to or greater than 0.3 were

required. All coefficients were above this value,

varying between 0.42 and 0.89. However, coefficients
were generally lowest on S2/7 (surface approach) and

55/10 (hard work) and did vary between schools on each
scale. One implication was that the items in each scale

were not equally as discrete in representing the meaning
of each scale. Nonetheless, all scales were shown to

possess adequate internal consistency. This, together
with indications of stability shown above, suggests the
scales of SAS I possess adequate reliability.

Item discriminative value between scales on the

first completion of SASI was studied using the same

criterion as in the inventory's development (section
8.31). Me i r and Gati's (1981) criterion 5 required that
an item of a given scale should not correlate with
another scale with a coefficient of more than 0.25.

Table 9-3 shows that only 33% of items possessed such

correlations. Criterion 6 required that the square of

the correlation between an item and its scale should

exceed by at least 0.1 the square of the correlation
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TABLE 3.1:

SCALE-SCALE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SASI COMPLETIONS

SAS I
Scales S6 S7 S8 S9 S10

SI 0.53 0.03 0.17 0.19 0.35

S2 0.06 0.54 1 O N> O 0.07 -0.22

S3 0.07 -0.18 0.61 -0.03 0.37

S4 0.22 0.17 -0.04 0.59 0.13

S5 0.32 1 O • 0.29 0.15 0.58

Key:

S1/6 = deep approach; S2/7 = surface approach;
S3/8 = organisation; S4/9 = motivation; S5/10 = hard work.
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TABLE 9.2:

CRONBACH ALPHA COEFFICIENTS BY SCHOOLS

Scales
Schools

A B C

S1 0.75 0.75 0.80

S2 0.50 0.70 0.62

S3 0.82 0.71 0.69

S4 0.77 0.74 0.80

S5 0.62 0.69 0.69

S6 0.79 0.82 0.81

S7 0.56 0.69 0.79

S8 0.79 0.75 0.64

S9 0.75 0.89 0.89

S10 0.70 0.61 0.42

Key:

School A experienced SASC;
School B had no formal provision;
School C experienced a 'study skills' course.
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between that item and any other scale. Only 16% of
items met this requirement (see Table 9.3). The scales

whose items were least discriminative were S2 and S5,

though all items showed a reduction from that exhibited
in the inventory's development (see Appendix 10, Table
A 10.3 ) . Sea 1e 5 , consisting of items which at first

appeared to be part of other scales yet showed independent

cohesion, possessed items that overlapped with each of
the other scales. Scale S2, the surface approach, also
contained some such items. These findings extend those

relating to the ambiguity of internal consistency in the

scales, described above; a not unexpected phenomenon
with the relationship between scales that does exist
(see section 9.3).

In summary, the discriminative value of items in
their scales and the internal consistency of scales

proved to be less strong than in the development studies
of SASI. Nonetheless, adequate internal consistency
was displayed - the items within scales possessing a

cohesion of meaning which was not so apparent when items
were studied individually. The test-retest correlations,

bearing in mind the use made of SASI in assessing change,
showed the scales to be reasonably stable. Adequate

reliability in the scales of SASI thus appears to

exist.
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TABLE 9.3:

ITEM-SCALE CORRELATIONS ON FIRST COMPLETION OF SASI

Sea 1 e 1 tem SI S2 S3 S4 S5
Criterion

6

1 4 26 02

9 43 34 32 31 07

13 39 33 04

18 32 -06

22 28 27 -03

27 51 28 18

32 27 03

37 40 37 25 02

42 58 35 31 21

47 53 37 28 33 27

51 49 40 27 08

55 43 35 27 06

2 2

7

11

16

20

25

25

32

01

00

-05

-01

-01

25 32 46 36 -10

30 01

35 27 44 39 -12

40 36 39 31 26 01

45 43 29 00

50 31 33 -06

54 42 35 26 27 -05

3 3 27 36 03

8 29 45 27 43 -13

12 30 06

17 28 39 -07

21 26 30 35 44 -07
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TABLE 9.3 (contd.)

Scale 1 tern SI S2 S3 S4 S5
Criterion

6

3 24 29 25 02

26 27 48 29 15

31 35 06

36 26 34 28 04

41 35 35 42 • 00

46 31 06

57 30 26 02

4 1 30 32 01

6 32 48 12

10 -01

15 27 37 06

19 00

29 25 03

34 26 26 45 25 13

39 30 37 05

44 47 19

49 25 -01

53 44 25 13

56 32 57 27 22

5 5 27 -03

14 43 30 30 -09

23 29 29 37 28 -06

28 37 27 25 -07

33 38 25 -08

38 33 41 33 28 42 01

43 27 53 -25

48 33 34 01

52 01

Key: scale (S)i = deep approach ; scale (S)2 = s urrace approach;
sea 1 e (5)3 = organisation; scale (S)4 = motivat ion;
sea le (S) 5 = hard work; criterion 6 - see section 8.31 •

(Decimal points omitted; corre1 ations below 0.25 omitted.)
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9.3 The Relations between Approach and Study
Attribute Scales

Individuals' scale scores in each school and each

subject bias within each school were used to calculate
Pearson's Product Moment Correlation Coefficient relating

to each completion of SASI separately. Correlations
between S1/6 (deep approach) with S 3/8 (organisation),
S A/9 (motivation) and S 5/10 (hard work) and between

S2/7 (surface approach) and the study attribute scales
were studied to determine the pattern of relationships.

Similarly, correlations between the two approach scales
were calculated and analysed.

In both completions of SASI a broadly similar pattern
of re 1 at i onships of scales by schools was apparent (see
Table 9.A). For all three schools, all significant
correlations (P <0.05), and virtually all correlations
indicated a positive relation between a deep approach and
all three study attribute scales. This was particularly
so for the motivation and hard work scales in schools A

and C. In the relations with surface approach, all

significant correlations and all but one correlation
showed a negative relation with organisation and hard
work but a positive relation with motivation. Weak
positive correlations between deep and surface approach
scales were apparent for schools A and C, while for
school B negative correlations were likewise small.

A small number of corre 1 ations , none of which was

statistically significant, did not fit this pattern.
In particular, the relation between deep approach and

organisation for schools B and C changed from small
positive correlations to small negative correlations
between completions of SASI.



TABLE9.^: APPROACHANDSTUDYATTRIBUTESCALECORRELATIONSBYSCHOOLS DeepApproachwith

Surface
Approach
with

Group

n

surface approach SI/2

organisa- tion SI/3

motiva- tion SIA

hard work Sl/5

organisa- tion S2/3

motiva- tion S2/l<

hard work S2/5

Schoo1
A

55

.20

.39

.39

M

-.13

.17

-.03

Schoo1
B

*»5

-.07

.16

.22

.25

-.53

.21

-.37

School
C

't0

.^0

.10

•31!

.37

-.29

.66

.06

S6/7S6/8S6/9S6/10S7/8S7/9S7/10
Schoo1
A

55

.23

.17

Ji6

.60

-.31

.11

-.15

Schoo1
B

't5

-.0't

-.I'l

.21)

.^3

-.20

.16

-.23

School
C

*i0

.26

-.07

.35

.32

-.15

.51

-.06

Notes: CorrelationssignificantatP<0.05areunderlined; SchoolAexperiencedSASC;schoolBhadnoprovision;sciioolC hada'studyskills'course.
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Correlation coefficients between study approach
and study attribute scales for each subject bias in

schools, showed a similar general pattern to that of the
inter-school relationships (see Table 9.5). The study
attribute scales correlated positively with deep approach,
as did motivation with surface approach. Organisation
and hard work correlated negatively with surface approach.

Deep and surface approaches correlated positively for
schools A and C and negatively, consistently, for school
B. The small negative correlations of deep approach
with organisation in schools B and C were also apparent,

especially for arts subject specialists and no

specialists in school B. Arts specialists in these

schools, on the first completion of SA5I, also exhibited

negative correlations with the hard work scale.

The broad pattern of relationships between approach
and study attribute scales is shown in Figure 9.1.
With greater personal organisation being an inherent part

of a rising deep approach or declining surface approach,
in the sense of increased search for i nterre 1 ationships

and me aningfu 1 ness or of less treatment of aspects in
isolation respectively, the correlations with the

organisation scale were in anticipated directions. They
were reflected in the three schools' different changes in
mean scores on the approach scales between completions
of SASI (section 9.^ and Table 9-6). In schools B and

C, for whom small negative correlations between deep
approach and organisation scales appeared in the second
set of SASI responses; and with no increases in deep

approach seen for these schools between inventory

completions, it might be that elements of technified

organisation of studying developed - as described by
Svensson (1977) ~ rather than a deep approach.



TABLE9.5:APPROACHANDSTUDYATTRIBUTESCALECORRELATIONSBYSUBJECTBIASINSCHOOLS DeepApproachwith

Surface
Approach
with

surface
organisa-
motiva-

hard

organisa-
motiva-

hard

approach

tion

tion

work

tion

tion

work

SI/2

SI/3

SI/it

SI/5

S2/3

S2/4

S2/5

Sciencebias: Schoo1
A

25

.30

.30

.55

.71

.10

.22

.20

School
B

19

-.M

.10

.53

-.44

-.04

-.56

Schoo1
C

22

.28

.29

.36

151

.60

.16

Artsbias: School
A

17

-.01

•59

.11

.82

-.27

.38

-.26

School
B

15

.17

-.0?

.05

-.13

-.75

.05

-.50

Schoo1
C

9

.79

-.37

.26

-.20

"T.7

.51

-.23

Nobias: Schoo1
A

13

.14

.33

.62

.48

-.18

-.09

-.03

Schoo1
n u

10

.10

-.31

M

.70

-.19

-.01

-.22

Schoo1
c

8

.27

.20

.20

762

.19

.86

.29

S6/7

S6/8

S6/9

S6/10

S7/8

S7/9

S7/10

Sciencebi
as:

Schoo1
A

25

.22

.06

.59

.59

-.34

.10

-.16

School
B

19

-.02

-.13

M

7TC

-7t9

-.13

-.52

Schoo1
C

22

.'i3

-.13

.47

74T

.03

.38

.28

Artsbias: Schoo1
A

17

.1*1

.06

7i0

.61

-.52

.17

-.32

Schoo1
B

15

-.03

-.10

.17

7PT

-.35

0

-7(3

School
C

9

.33

-.18

.05

.33

.68

.09

-.37

Nobias: Schoo1
A

13

.38

.56

.39

.67

-.03

.10

.05

Schoo1
B

10

-.10

-.20

.31

75^

.26

-.04

-.17

Schoo1
C

8

-.39

.55

.03

.5^

.27

.73

-.18

Note:SeeTable9.'l.
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increasing deep approach (S1/6)

increasing

surface

approach

(S2/7)

Organisat ion
(S3/8)

Hotivat ion

(SV9)

Hard work 7
(S5/10)

Figure 9.1: The general pattern of relationships between approach
and study attribute scales.
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The positive correlations of both approach scales
with the motivation scale suggests that the latter scale
measures aspects of both intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation. In developing the motivation scale items

relating to personal interest, teacher approval, academic
self confidence and fear of failure were included (see
section 8.23) -

The consistent negative correlations between hard
work scale and surface approach, the generally positive
correlation of this scale with deep approach and the

change from negative to positive correlation on the
latter scales for arts subject pupils in schools B and

C, combine to question another of Svensson 1 s ( 1 977)
observations, in the context of senior secondary school

pupils. Svensson suggested that academic success could
come from long hours of tedious work, if sufficiently
motivated, despite using aspects of approach that do not

relate to the actual demands of the studying. One

interpretation of the scale correlations, bearing in mind
the deep approach was described as being demanded by
teachers and experienced by senior pupils (chapters four,
five and six), might be that such actions were found to

be unsustainable by pupils employing a surface approach.

The consistently positive correlations of deep and
surface approach scales in the whole school and subject
bias subgroups of schools A and C, were not expected.
Such scales had been regarded as opposite ends of an

approach continuum^ Pupil approach subcategories of

personal integration, interrelationships and meaningfu 1 -
ness might have been said to have opposing poles of

passivity, isolating and memorisation respectively (see
Figures 5.1 and 5.2). The correlations, though weak,

imply a degree of overlap, perhaps between the three

subcategory continuum. For instance, it would be
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coherent to both intend to memorise material and to relate

that material to other material - as some teachers

envisaged in relation to rote learning of background
information required for subsequent understanding (see
section k.k). Furthermore, if some tasks set by some

teachers demanded memorisation but pupils had found the

general curriculum demand was for relating materials, it
is conceivable that pupils might attempt to attain both

purposes by using both approaches - as did the pupil

studying chemistry who described the task of writing in
section 6.2.

The approach scale correlations for school B were

weak but negative in direction. Such a consistent
difference with the other schools, no matter the subject

bias, suggests differences in the inter" school

experiences. One of these was that, in school B, no

formal learning skill provision was made, unlike in
schools A and C. A consequence might be that, without

raising the topic of how people learn, pupils' meta-

cognition might not develop to perceive and cope with

multiple purposes in an instance of a task, approaches
and their subcategories then being perceived to be discrete.

9 o 4 Analysis of Mean Scale Scores

From the item scores of individual pupils in

response to SASI on each occasion, individuals' scale
scores and thus mean scores on each scale by school and

by subject bias within each school,were calculated.
Mean scale scores were compared, searching for patterns

between groups and of changes within and between groups

shown in the two sets of SASI responses. Any changes
that were apparent might have been the product of chance.
Statistical significance of the differences between mean
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scale scores on the two completions of SASI was examined

by t-test, probabilities less than 0.05 being sought.

Explanations for the changes in scale scores were

pursued by investigation of the variance between scale

scores on the different occasions.

Mean scale scores on each completion of SASI, by
schools and by subject bias within schools, are shown in
Tables 9.6 and 9.7. For each completion, the differ¬
ences in scores between schools proved more variable in
the initial responses. Differences of 0.9 on S3 and

5.9 on Sk compared with extreme differences of 2.2 on

S10 and 3-8 on both S6 and S9 in the second set of

responses. In representing mean scale scores for
schools on scales with maximum scores of 48, or 36 on

S5/10, some inter-school differences were considerab1e.
On both completions, the scores for school C were all
lower than for the other schools. The relative value

of scores on each scale for schools A and B were the

same on each completion. Between subject bias the

largest score difference was 7.8 on S9, between science
and none bias groups in school C. No clear cut pattern

of variation between subject bias within each completion
of SASI was apparent. The implication was that
differences between subject bias were often greater than
those between schools on each completion, yet exhibited
no common pattern.

A more fruitful comparison between mean scale
scores on each completion of SASI was apparent. In
school A, which experienced the SASC, mean scores on

Sl/6 and S2/7 showed a change toward a more deep approach
and a decline in surface approach. School B, with no

learning skill provision, showed less of a decrease in
surface approach. In contrast, school C with a

conventional 'study skills' course, exhibited a weaker



TABLE9.6: MEANSCALESCORESBYSCHOOLS
deepapproachsurfaceapproachorganisationmotivationhardwork

CroijpnS1s2s3sl]S5 Schoo1
A

t\

55

29.6

31.9

25.

32.1

21.6

School
B

*6

30.8

28.i»

26.it

28.0

22.1

School
C

iiO

28.2

26.8

25.5

26.2

20Jl

S6change
S7change
S8change
S9change
S10change

School
A

55

29.8+0.2
29.6-2.3
2'i.11.3
30.2-1.9
21.0-0.6

Schoo1
B

'i5

30.80
27.1-1.3
26.6+0.2
27.4-0.6
22.5+0.1*

Schoo1
C

^0

27.0-1.2
27.0+0.2
24.1-1.4
26.4+0.2
20.3-0.1

Note:SchoolAexperiencedSASC;schoolBhadnolearningskillprovision; schoolChada'studyskills'course.



TABLE9.7:MEANSCALESCORESBYSUBJECTBIASWITHINSCHOOLS Group

n

deepapproach S1

surfaceapproach S2

organisation S3

motivation Sit

hardwork S5

Scientists: SchoolA

25

22.7

30.6

26.2

32.lt

22.0

SchoolB

19

30.7

28.0

26.lt

30.8

22,5

SchoolC

22

28.8

26.7

26.1

27.'I

20.3

Artists: SclioolA

17

33.0

32.lt

26.1

31.5

22.5

SchoolB

15

31.8

26.8

26.8

27.6

23.9

SchoolC

9

29.0

30.2

21.7

29.1

19.6

Nonebias: SchoolA

13

28.6

33.6

23.1

32.2

19.8

SchoolB

10

32,5

27.3

25.6

27.1*

23,2

SchoolC

8

25.9

23,8

27.1

20.1

20.9

S6change
S7change
S8change
S9change
S10change

Scientists: SchoolA SclioolB SchoolC Artists: SchoolA SchoolB Schoo1C
Nonebias: SchoolA SchoolB SchoolC

25

28.lt

19

31.7

22

28.1

17

30.6

15

32.'t

9

28.3

13

31.7

10

31.0

8

23.6

+0,7 +1.0 -0,7 ~2.'t +0.6 "0.7 +2.1 -1.5 -2.3

29.2 27.6 28.8 30.9 26.0 26.0 28.7 26.6 2'toIt

-1.lt -0,6 +2.1 -1.5 -0,8 -It.2 -it.9 -0.7 +0.6

2't.5 25.8 2'to0 25.2 27.9 2't.7 21.7 25.5 23.1

-1.7 -0.6 -2.1 -0.9 +1.1 +3.0 -1.it -Ool -'t.O

29.8 32.lt 28.9 29.5 25.8 26.9 32.0 27.5 21.1

-2,6 +1.6 +1.5 -2.0 -1.8 -2.2 -0.2 +0.1 +1.0

21.0 22.3 20,3 21„1| 23.1» 19.0 20.7 23.8 21.1

-1.0 -0,2
0

-0,9 -0.5 -0.6 +0.9 +0.6 +0.2

Note:SeeTable9.6
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deep approach and strengthened surface approach (see
Table 9.6). Small numerical changes in mean scale
scores for schools occurred in a negative direction on

the other scales, except for S 3/8 (organisation) and
S 5 /10 (hard work) in school B and Sk/S (motivation) in

school C. The t-tests showed that only the changes in
surface approach for schools A and B were statistically

significant (see Table 9.8).

In comparing the subject bias mean scale scores,

the science and none bias groups reflected the pattern of

change on approach scales described above. Arts bias

pupils in schools A and C showed falls on both approach
scales. Of these changes, only school A's reduction in
surface approach proved statistically significant at the

requisite level. In the study attribute scales
reductions in mean scale scores occurred, except on

scale S9 for science and none bias pupils and on S8 for
arts bias pupils in schools B and C, also on S10 for none

bias pupils in all three schools. None of these changes

proved statistically significant.

A pattern of changes in mean scale scores on the

approach scales was apparent therefore, though for the
most part outwith statistical significance. Patterns
were not so apparent in changes on the other scales and
the changes lacked statistical significance. The lack
of statistical significance might be attributed to the
small sample sizes and the large Standard Error of the
Difference between mean scale scores - calculated on

SCSS - (see Table 9.8). With larger sample sizes,

greater significance would be attached to similar values
of t. The large Standard Error of the Differences implies
that there were large variations in individual pupils'

changes in scale scores and might be explained by the low
correlations between identical scales on the two



TABLE9.8: STATISTICALASSESSMENTOFDIFFERENCESBETWEENMEANSCALESCORES SI/6

S2/7

S3/8

SV9

S5/10

Group

n

deepapproach
surface
approach

organisation

motivation

hard

work

t

SED

t

SED

t

SED

t

SED

t

SED

school
A

55

-0.3

1.1

2.8*

0.8

1.5

0.9

1 .7

1.1

1.0

0.6

B

'i5

0.0

1 .0

2.0*

0.7

-0.1

1.1

0.5

1 .2

o.i*

0.9

C

^0

1 .2

1 .0

-0.2

1.3

\.b

1.0

-0.2

].k

0.2

0.7

Scientists: school
A

25

-0„5

1.3

1.5

0.9

1.2

1.*»

1.8

1.5

1.0

1.0

B

19

-0.1

0.9

0.7

0.9

OJI

1.3

-1.8

0.9

0.2

0.9

C

22

0.6

1 .2

-1.2

1.7

1.7

1.3

-1.2

1 .2

0.1

0.9

Artists: school
A

17

1.1

2.2

1 .0

1.6

0.6

M

0.9

2.2

1.1

1.1

B

15

-o.'»

1 .'l

1.2

0.7

-0.7

1.6

0.9

2.2

0.1)

1.5

C

9

0.2

3.0

2.2

1.9

-1.3

2.3

0.9

2.

0.3

1.7

Nobias: school
A

13

-1.3

2 .'t

2.5-

1.9

0.7

2.1

0.1

2.5

-0.9

1.0

B

10

0.9

1.6

0.7

1.0

0.1

1.3

-0.1

1.6

0.6

1.1

C

8

1.1

2.1

-0.2

ii.1

2.1

1.9

-0.2

5.2

-0.2

1.'*

Key:SchoolAexperiencedSASC;schoolBhadnolearningskillprovision;schoolChada'studyskills' course;t=t-test;*probability<0.05;SED=standarderrorofthedifferencebetweenmean scalescores.
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completions of SASI (see Table 9.1). Explanations for
the low scale-scale correlations were seen in analysis
of variance between scale scores on the different

occasions.

The analysis of variance (Table 9.9) indicated
that non-factor variance accounted for between 3^% and

62% of the variance between scale scores, according to

scale. For the deep approach scale, non-factor
variance amounted to 39%. Factor covariance or

constancy - calculated after correcting the correlation
coefficients for attenuation - accounted for 2 7% of the

variance in the deep approach scale and up to 37% on

other scales. Variance between the scale scores

attributable to factor change therefore varied according
to scale from 5% on S5/10 up to 30% on the motivation
scale and 3^% on the deep approach scale. Such change
in the traits would incorporate within school differences

the passage of time, school experiences, individual
maturation and health - and between school differences

such as learning skill provision. The low scale-
scale correlations, which implied changes in response to

the scales on the different occasions, might then have
been contributed to by the type of learning skill
provided. With the mean scale scores showing changes
which were aimed for in school A and might have been

predicted for school C, with their contrasting learning
skill provisions, the pattern is most interesting. The
treatment could have had a real influence on approach to

learning. Whether it actually did or not, to the extent

of causing change in mean scale scores, has not been

proven .
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TABLE 9.9:

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN SCALE SCORES ON THE TWO COMPLETIONS

OF SASI

Variance {%)
SASI Scales

A B C

S1/6: deep approach 39 27 3k

S2/7: surface approach 59 29 12

S3/8: organisation kl 37 16

Sk/3: motivat ion 3k 36 30

S5/10 : hard work 62 33 5

Key:

A = non factor variance; B = factor covariance;

C = factor change variance;
S1~5 = first completion; S6- 10 = second completion.

(For methods of calculation see Appendix 1A.3.)
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9. 5 Patterns of Change in Individual I terns

Each scale in SASI was a composite of either 12

items or, in the case of S5/10, 9 items. Changes in
mean scale scores between completions of the inventory
were generally small (see Tables 9.6 and 9.7). In part

this could have been the product of changes in attitude
to certain items rather than all items of a scale or of

contrasting changes in scale items. The pattern of

changes in individual item scores was investigated by
t-tests of item means and by studying item score

distributions. By identifying items exhibiting more

significant score changes, indications of patterns in
these changes might emerge.

In the t-tests, probabilities of less than 0.05
were sought. Thus, with a chance of 1 in 20 of the

changes in item mean scores being different to that
measured in the sample, and with there being 57 items in
SAS I , three items identified as above, but with the
lowest probability of repeating the change in another

sample, were rejected.

Studies of item score distributions were to

provide confirmation of change in individuals' responses

for (+) or against (-) a particular item; also to

identify additional items that changed in their mean

score at least as much as the smallest change in an item
identified by t-tests.

Initially, the fuli sample of lAO male pupils from
the three schools were analysed together. Eight items
were found to have probabilities less than 0.05; the
three lowest were rejected leaving five items identified

by t-tests as having significant changes in their mean

scores. A further five items were found to have at

least as much change in their mean scores and included
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the three items at first rejected (Table 9.10).

The ten items identified as exhibiting most change
in their scores were examined in terms of their meaning
in relation to the direction of response change. At
least one item from each scale was involved and they
related to three of the four task areas considered

common to syllabuses, writing being the missing task,
item changes indicated reductions in deep and surface

approaches and in personal motivation through competitive¬
ness (S1/6, S2/7 and S4/9 respectively) and increases in

organisation and hard work (S 3/8 and S5/10). The items
identified were a small minority of all items in each

scale, suggesting that the strength of their changes was

engulfed by the more common small changes in item scores

when mean scale scores were calculated. In S 5 / 1 0 the

conflicting nature of the item changes in meaning may

also have contributed to this.

With such changes in individual items for the total

sample of pupils, it could have been that they represented

changes outwith the inter school differences. Changes in
item scores for the individual schools were therefore

analysed, identifying the more significant changes as

above.

Of the ten items exhibiting most change in the
whole sample, only two showed such change in the three
schools individually - items 33 and 36. In each
school the score changes were in the same direction (see
Tables 9.11, 9-12 and 9.13). Such changes may have been
the function of pupils' common experiences, such as the

Higher grade or A-1 eve 1 curriculum demands. Only items
3 and 52, highlighted for the whole sample, were also
identified for two individual schools. Furthermore, for

schools A to C respectively, 6 of the 11, 5 of the 7 and



TABLE9.10: ITEMSEXHIBITINGMOSTSCORECHANGEBETWEENSASICOMPLETIONS;ALLSCHOOLS(n=11)0) Sea1e

Item No.

Meaning

Meanscore
ABchange

t-testScoredistribution
d%PA%+/-B%+/-

1/6 2/7 3/8

2

50 5b

3

36

b/315 5/1023
33 52

Itrytoidentifytheunderlying meaninginwhatIread.
Itrytomemoriseeverything whenIrevise.

IIiketobetoldpreciselywhat todoinmyreading.
Iconcentrateonthefactswhen revising.

Idon'thaveenoughtimeto makenotesofmyown.
Itrytoreadeverythingas quicklyasIpossiblycan.

Ienjoycompetingwithother pupilsinschoolwork. Whenschoolworkisdifficult
Iusuallygiveup. Igenerallyleavemyhomework/ prep,tothelastminute.

I prefertomakemyownnotes whenIcan.

2.592.33"0.26 2.522.29-0.23 2.111.89-0.23 3.082.87"0.21 2.382.16

230.02662/17
82/6

-0.22

1.28l.'i9+0.21 2.382.01-0.37280.00561/30
5V29

62/265V31 50/38'42/146
78/16

2.512.19-0.32280.00660/2953/26 2.5b2.21-0.33300.003Gb/221)9/28
57/281)6/32 21/7020/59

'16/143

1 .792.21+0.1)2330.00139/501)6/32
Key:A=firstSASIcompletion;B=secondSASIcompleted;P=probability;d%=differenceinmeans aspercentageofstandarddeviation.
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k of the 9 items exhibiting more significant score

changes were similarly identified in the whole sample.
Inter-school differences in score changes at the
individual item level were suggested. Figure 9.2
describes the changes in each school that were not

identified for all three schools individually.

In school A the more significant item score changes
related to tasks of revision, notemaking and reading; in
school B to all tasks and, in school C, to writing and

notemaking. In revision at least, school A showed a

rise in deep approach and decline in surface approach;
a pattern of change quite the opposite found in school
C's tasks. School B showed a fall in surface approach
for reading and revising tasks. Such patterns of

change in approach to learning are similar to those
described in the analysis of mean scale scores (see
section 3 . b) . These changes might then be a function
of particular tasks rather than tasks in general.

In schools B and C, less satisfaction with one's

organisation was suggested as the syllabuses continued,
a decline not highlighted in school A wherein less
academic competitiveness and increased confidence in

coping were exposed. In contrast, in school C, greater

interest and striving to cope were suggested, and in
school B an increased preference for personal notemaking.
Such patterns of change in study attributes could be

illuminating for the changes in mean scale scores were

inconclusive (see section 9.^). Differences in the

school environments might account for these differences
in study attributes. One of these differences was that
in school A pupils experienced SASC which laid stress on

a pattern of thought and cooperation in organising one's
work and in undertaking tasks more effectively (see
chapter seven and Appendix 12). With the pupils in the



SCALE

SCHOOLA

SCHOOLB

SCHOOLC

SI/6 S2/7 S3/8 S'i/9 S5/10

Increasedattempttodiscuss revisiontopicswithothers; lessattempttoidentify meaningwhenreading Desireformoreindependence whenrevising Findingmoretimetomake ownnotes Lessfeelingofshamewhen notdoingwellacademically; lessenjoymentofacademic competition Lessdesiretodiscoverfor oneselfwhyataskwasdone badly;lessofafeeling thatapupilisexpectedto dotoomuchindependently; greaterdesiretomakeown notes

Desireformoreindependence whenreading;showsless concentrationonrevising facts Increasedfeelingof insufficienttimetorevise satisfactorily;greater tendencytowritewhatis thoughtoffirst Greaterdesiretomakeown notes

Lesstendencytomakenotes frommultiplesourcesandto linkaspectswhenwriting Greateruseofpresenting informationorfactswhen writing Increaseddissatisfaction withindependentorganisation ofwork;findingmoretime tomakeownnotes Increasedinterestinsome schoolwork Lesslikelihoodofgivingup whenfacedwithdifficultwork
N>

V^O k£)

Figure9-2:Thenatureofchangesspecifictoeachschool N.B.Changeswhichwerecommontoallschoolshavebeenomitted.



TABLE9.11:ITEMSEXHIBITINGMOSTSCORECHANGEBETWEENSASICOMPLETIONS:SCHOOLA(n=55) Sea1e

Itern No.

Meaning

Meanscore
ABchange

t-testScoredistribution
d%PA%+/-+/-

1/69Itrytoidentifytheunderlying meaninginwhatIread.
22!trytodiscusswithothersa topicthatIamtryingtorevise.

2/725WhenrevisingIliketobetold preciselywhattodo.
3/83Idon'thaveenoughtimeto makenotesofmyown.

36Itrytoreadeverythingas quicklyasIpossiblycan.
A/915Ienjoycompetingwithother pupilsonschoolwork.

3AWhenIdon'tdowellatschool Ifeelashamedofmyself.
5/1033Igenerallyleavemyhomework/ prep,tothelastminute.

A3I'mexpectedtowriteouttoo manythingsonmyown.
A8IfIdosomethingbadlyItry toworkoutwhysoIcando betternexttime.

52Iprefertomakemyownnotes whenIcan.

2.692.27 2.932.58
-0.A2

1.862.16+0.30 2.662.29-0.37 2.381.85-0.53 2„A52.11-0.3A 2.622.30-0.32 2.552.22-0.33 2.A71.91"0.56 2.361.91-0.A5
•0.35

1.8A2.53+0.69
350.03765/1A51/3A 32/5153/29 65/2851/AO

A20.02356/33A2/A9 58/2550/31 62/2AA5/27 62/27A5/25 56/33A5/A7
380.02653/3336/A0 330.0A580/1A6A/18 580.001A0/A757/13

Key:A=firstSASIcompletion;B=secondSASIcompletion;P=probability;d%=differenceonmeans aspercentageofstandarddeviation.



TABLE9.12: ITEMSEXHIBITINGMOSTSCORECHANGEBETWEENSASICOMPLETIONS;SCHOOLB(n=45) Seale

Item No.

Meaning

Meanscore
ABchange

t-testScoredistribution
d%PM+/-B*+/-

2/750Iliketobetoldpreciselywhat todoinmyreading.
54Iconcentrateonthefactswhen revising.

3/821InwrittenexercisesIwrite whateverIthinkoffirst.
31Idon'tfindenoughtimeto reviseinwayswhichreally satisfyme.

36Itrytoreadeverythingas quicklyasIpossiblycan.
5/1033Igenerallyleavemyhomework/ prep,untilthelastminute.

52Iprefertomakemyownnotes whenIcan.

1.891.44
-0.45

3.292.96-0.33 2.402.73+0.33 1.642.09+0.45 2.782.47-0.31 2.492.09-0.40 1.802.16+0.36
340.00742/4431/64 390.01587/2

82/13

64/2671/18 29/5550/31 76/1364/36 71/2447/40 35/5144/42

Key:A=firstSASicompletion;B-secondSASIcompletion;P-probability;d%=differencein meansaspercentageofstandarddeviation.



TABLE9.13: ITEMSEXHIBITINGMOSTSCORECHANGEBETWEENSASICOMPLETIONS:SCHOOLC(n=1)0) Seale

11em No.

Meaning

A

Meanscore B

change

t-test
dZP

Scoredi M+/-
stribution BZ+/-

1/6

18

1piecetogethernotes,fromavariety ofsources.

2.20

1.73

-0.1)7

510.016
50/30

28/55

27

Whenwriting1considerhowthevarious aspectslinktogether.

2.55

2.23

-0.32

65/18

53/30

2/7

30

Mywrittenworkconsistsmostlyof presentinginformationorfacts.
2.05

2.50

+0.')5

1)3/38

73/20

CO

3

1don'thaveenoughtimetomakenotes ofmyown.

2.70

2.18

-0.52

1)20.037
65/30

53/35

17

1don'tfeelthat1organisemywork carefullyenough.

1.28

1.60

+0.32

25/70

25/55

36

1trytoreadeverythingasquickly as1possiblycan.

2.1)0

2.15

-0.35

58/28

'15/30

V9

10

1amfascinatedbysomeofthework 1doatschool.

2.1)5

2.88

+0.1)3

')30.01)2
55/28

70/0

5/10

23

Whenschoolworkisdifficult1 usua11ygiveup.

2.63

2.30

-0.33

65/20

't8/28

33

1generallyleavemyhomework/prep, untiltfielastminute.

2.38

2.05

-0.33

58/35

1|8/'i3

Key:A
=firstSAS1completion;B=secondSAS1comp
letion;
P=probabi1ity;
d%=difference
inmeans
as

percentageofstandarddeviation.
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other two schools not experiencing a provision of this

nature, the symmetry of provision and nature of study
attribute changes is interesting.

Notwithstanding these analyses of patterns of

change in response to individual items, interpretations
must remain speculative. The sample sizes of 55, 45
and 40 in schools A, B and C respectively, were not large
in terms of quantitative analyses. The numerous tests

involved in identifying the items which apparently
exhibited more significant changes in response

characteristics, may themselves have generated signifi¬
cance. Without replication, the analyses and interpre¬
tations based on them cannot be trusted and are only

potentially illuminating.

9.6 Discussion

Analysis of pupil responses to SASI on two occasions,

separated by five months and by experiences which included
different learning skill provisions, proved inconclusive
in terms of changes in response to items and scales.
Further indications of scale reliability, inter scale

relationships and of the structure of the approaches to

learning constructs among secondary school pupils were

obtained however.

The pattern of changes in approach to learning

appeared to exhibit common character i stics between groups

of pupils. In school A, experiencing SASC, the changes
were toward increased deep approach and decreased surface

approach. School B, with no formal provision, showed
a fall in surface approach. School C, with a conventional

'study skills' course, showed an opposite pattern of change
in mean scale scores to that of school A. Such a pattern
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was also exhibited by pupils with a science bias or no

bias to their curriculum subjects in each school.

Furthermore, the individual items that appeared to

exhibit more significant changes in pupils' responses

showed a similar inter-school pattern - though in
relation to different tasks in each school. Such a

consistent pattern is interesting. Yet, with the changes
in mean scale scores being small and most proving not

statistically significant, and with the changes described
at the item level being potentially unreliable, the
influence of learning skill treatment upon approach to

learning was not proven in quantitative terms.

Approach to learning characteristics have been
shown to be related to study attribute characterist i cs.

Organisation, motivation and hard work generally showed

positive correlations with deep approach. However,
small negative correlations of organisation with deep

approach in schools B and C on the second completion of
SASI could suggest that aspects of technified organisa¬
tion developed (after Svensson, 1977). With both deep
and surface approaches correlating positively with
motivation, that scale could be said to describe both

intrinsic and extrinsic aspects. Surface approach also
exhibited negative correlations with organisation. Since
all the pupils were fairly successful academically

being preselected as Higher grade or A-level candidates
motivation might be seen to have a divisive effect on

approach. It might enable a pupil to adopt a more

appropriate approach. It might also encourage a pupil
to continue working long hours in the poorly organised
manner of an inappropriate approach (as noted by Svensson,

1977). Nonetheless, negative correlations of surface

approach and hard work could suggest that such actions
were found to be unsustainable in the long term.
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Consistent positive, though weak, correlations
between deep and surface approaches in schools A and C
were found. These may suggest a degree of overlap
between the continuum on the three categories of these

approaches: personal integration - passivity,

interrelationships - isolating, and me aningfu1ness
memorisation. The two approaches to learning might not

be describing purely opposite poles.

In terms of scale reliability, adequate internal

consistency was displayed. The test-retest correlations,

bearing in mind the use made of SASI in assessing change
toward the scales, showed the scales to be reasonably
stable. Adequate reliability in the scales of SASI
was therefore apparent.

The infinite complexities of studying were

generalised into scales of the inventory. Quantitative

interpretations of what are fundamentally qualitative

concepts were sought. Light has been thrown upon the

relationships between the constructs. However, with the
limitations of this study, the inventory did not

adequately assess changes in the qualitative concepts

involved.
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CHAPTER TEN

EVALUATION: ii - ATTITUDES TO SASC

10,1 The Nature of the Qualitative Evaluation

In the review of evaluations of pre-existing
courses concerned with how learners study (see section

2.13), it was concluded that a combination of evaluative

methods would be more illuminative than could any sinqle
method. An inventory, SASI, was developed in an attempt

to quantity characteristics of pupils' studying and
chanqes in those characteristics that may, in part, have
been influenced by various learning skill provisions.

Though the instrument proved capable of describing such
characteristics and changes in quantifying what were

qualitative concepts and with moderate sample sizes,
conclusions proved rather nebulous. Further evaluation
in relation to the Studying At School Course (SASC)
involved the use of a questionnaire and semi-structured

interviews with pupils experiencing SASC. The staff
involved in teaching SASC vie re also asked for their
views on the experience. By tapping the perceptions
of those experiencinq the course, it was hoped that

insight of its strenqths, weaknesses and practical
usefulness miqht emerge; furthermore that ideas for its
revision would be highlighted.

Four weeks after experiencing SASC, L 3 pupils

responded to a questionnaire under examination conditions,

though anonymously. The remainder of such pupils were

involved in external examinations at that time. The

questionnaire (see Appendix 15.1) asked about difficulties
experienced in studying; about the use made of aspects
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met in the course; about other skills not met in the

course; about the worksheets, discussions and the

mnemonic for thinking about studying, PSR; about help
and impediments to applying studying skill in subject

lessons; and about the overall usefulness of SASC to a

pupil's studying.

Qualitative evidence from the consumers of SASC was

obtained by sem i-structured interviews with 19 of the

pupils who experienced the course and completed the

inventory. The pupils were selected by their scores in
the deep and surface approach scales on their first

completion of SASI. With the approach scale scores of
the 55 pupils involved divided into equal thirds, the 19
interviewees were in the extreme categories - high/low;

high/high; low/high; low/low - or in the middle

group - medium/medium - (see (Appendix 16 . 1) . In
most categories, individuals represented each of the three

subject bias* in their curriculum; that is, science, arts

and no bias. The interview questions (see Appendix 16.2)
sought to enlarge on the generalisations that emerged
from the questionnaire responses. The precise wording of
the questions, though not their meaning, was varied
between interviews to suit the context and enhance the

flow of responses. Intermediate questions were often
necessary to establish a pupil's precise meaning.
Interviews took place between January and March 1984.
Each was recorded and fully transcribed. Responses to

each question were compared for meaning. Categories of

response thus grew out of the responses with no prior
structure being superimposed on them. Comparison of

response type between the different deep/surface approach
scale groups and with the different subject bias groups

was attempted.
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With three teachers involved in teaching SASC, one

of whom was the researcher, the other two staff were

asked to record their impressions of the course on paper.

col 1 a ted

the

by the
wa s

revision (17 pupils), followed by notemaking, arguments

and writing (14, 13, 12 pupils respectively). Reading
was the task involved in SASC which was considered to

provide difficulty by fewest pupils (3), with an equally
small number indicating they had no study difficulties.

Four weeks after the course more than half the

pupils considered that they had made use in their studying
of aspects of the notemaking unit (22 pupils). Other such
units commonly mentioned were organisation and revision
(both by 16 pupils), reacing and purpose (1A and 12 pupils

respectively). Least use was said to be made of aspects

of the units concerned with writing (8 pupils) and

arguments (7 pupils), with the same number considering
that they had found no use for any aspects in those four
weeks .

When asked about their projected use of aspects of
SASC in their future studying, revision was mentioned
most often (by 23 pupils). In rank order, future use of
other units were notemaking ( 18) , reading (15), organisa¬
tion and purpose and argument (all by 12 pupils) and

writing (by 8 pupils). Only three considered they would

10.2 Pupils' Questionnaire Responses

Pupils' responses to the questionnaire were

according to each question (see Appendix 15.1) and

pattern of each pupil's responses to the questions

concerning use of SASC units (see Appendix 15.2).

The most common study difficulty identified

A3 pupils as being experienced prior to the course
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have no use for any aspect of SASC, though only one of
these had indicated no difficulties in studying prior to

the course.

In analysing the pattern of each pupil's responses

to the first three questions (see Appendix 15.2), it
became apparent that 12 pupils had given positive

responses on at least one course unit to all three

questions; that is, for one or more study problems they
had tried aspects of a SASC unit and considered it to be
of future use. In this form, the most commonly
mentioned tasks were notemaking and revision, followed

closely by organisation and purpose. No pupils
considered there were no useful units in relation to any

of their study problems.

Of the 43 respondents, 23 gave positive responses

on a unit for just questions 2 and 3; that is, having
tried aspects of a SASC unit they considered it would
also be of future use to them. Again, the notemaking
unit was thought most useful, followed by reading,

organisation, revision, purpose and argument, with

writing thought to be of least use. Only two pupils had
tried no aspects of the course and felt none to be of
future use.

For one or more SASC units, 23 pupils responded

positively to question 3 alone; that is, they considered

aspects of a unit to be of future use but had not applied
them after four weeks. Revision and argument were by
far the most commonly mentioned in this respect. A
further 13 pupils responded positively to questions 1 and

3 but negatively on question 2 for one or more units;

though acknowledging a difficulty and considering a SASC
unit to be of future use, they had not applied it after
four weeks. Revision, argument and organisation gained
most of these descriptive characteristics.
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Positive responses to questions 1 and 2 but not to

question 3, for one or more course units, were given by
11 pupils; they identified a study problem and had

employed aspects of the pertinent course unit but had
not considered it to be of future usefulness. Despite

having been described as most useful by the majority of
the pupils, notemaking was the unit most often identified

by others as of no help to their problem. Writing and

arguments were the only other units to be so described

by more than one pupil, though all units were mentioned
at least once in this respect.

One or more course units gaining a positive

response to question 1 alone were described by 21 pupils;
that is, for an identified study difficulty no relevant
course unit had been tried and none was thought to be of
future use for that problem. A third of such

descriptions referred to the writing unit, followed by
revision and argument. Again, every unit was mentioned
at least once in this respect. Only a single pupil
indicated no acknowledged study difficulties with no

aspect of any SASC unit being considered useful.

Analysis of the pattern of responses in relation to

each course unit proved interesting. Unit 1 (organisa-
tion/PSR) was not widely recognised as being a problem

prior to the SASC experience but it was said to gain a

lot of use afterwards and anticipation of further use for
it in the future. A similar pattern emerged for Unit 2

(purpose). Unit 3 (reading) was felt to be the least
problematic task before the course though was applied by
a third of the pupils with as much anticipated future use.

Unit k (notemaking) was recognised as one of the most

common study difficulties and was said to be applied by
even more pupils - half the respondents - of whom
most thought aspects to be of further use. Unit 5
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(writing) was identified as a problem by a quarter of
the pupils but fewer indicated use of the unit content

and, of those that had, only half thought aspects were

of future use. This was the task considered to have

been helped the least by the course. Unit 6 (arguments)
was an equally recognised problem and aspects of the
unit were as rarely applied though more pupils considered
it to have potential for use in future. Unit 7
(revision) was perceived to be the most common study

difficulty and aspects of it were said to be amongst the
most widely applied. It was also considered to have the

greatest potential for future application of all the
course units.

Only five respondents made suggestions as to skills

they would have liked to have found in the course but
were not included. Planning and organisation of work
in relation to specific tasks, such as essays or

exercises or linking points, were suggested. Such

aspects were part of SASC. Such suggestions imply that

perhaps transfer between the course and normal learning
in subject specific contexts was found difficult by
some pupils; alternatively, that perhaps attention to

the course content and activities was not what it might
have been. Other suggestions included examination

techniques, course content analysis and spelling; all

aspects that are subject specific and might not be
considered appropriate in a general course. They also

imply a desire for magical solutions to individual's

problems. Learning from mistakes was also suggested.
This could be considered a general skill, though possibly
more a matter of mind than method, and might be

incorporated in such a course.

The various aspects of the course (worksheets,
small group discussions, class discussions and PSR) all
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gained more positive than negative comments. The
worksheets were thought to help in understanding or

applying SASC skills, though some pupils found them

boring or uninteresting or repetitive. Both the small

group and class discussions were said to help in the

airing and sharing of ideas and views about studying.
The major criticism was that some pupils did not take
them seriously. The mnemonic for a conceptual structure

about studying, PSR, was considered a good idea and one

that a fifth of respondents had said they put into

practice. Others found it difficult to understand or

apply and of no use to them. A requirement for more

carefully regulated discussions and clearer application'
of the PSR mnemonic is indicated.

Responses to the questionnaire indicated that units

1, 2, 3, A and 7 were each said to be used by between a

quarter and a half of all respondents and were thought to

be of help in these specific study difficulties, whether

recognised as such initially or only subsequent to the
course experience. Units 5 and 6 were not thought to be
as helpful. The former was a more theoretical exercise,

dealing with planning of written work rather than writing

per se. In the latter, restricted opportunity to apply
it in the four weeks between course and questionnaire may

have been experienced. Their theoretical focus may have
contributed to some of the application problems in
relation to their tasks and to PSR and even to the lack

of concentration in discussions mentioned by some pupils.

Indications of pupils' overall attitude to SASC
were sought in questions 6 and 7 of the questionnaire.
Of the A3 respondents, 22 thought the course to have been
at least helpful, with only A finding it a negative

experience. However, in comparing responses to question
6 and questions 1 to 3, it was apparent that 8 of the
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"neutral" and 2 of the "unhelpful" responses were over

critical in that the individuals had applied and continued
to apply, aspects of the course. Only a single "helpful"

response appeared to be over optimistic in the converse

of this situation. Avery positive response to SASC was

therefore apparent.

In the views of 24 of the A3 respondents the course

was of adequate length, with more considering it to be
too long than too short. With the course fitted into
school timetable periods of 45 minutes each and certain
units not requiring quite so long, a possible explanation
for these attitudes exists.

In contrast to the usefulness indicated for aspects

of SASC, pupils perceived little assistance in improving
their studying skills from subject teachers. Only 17

pupils thought they had had such help. All subjects
were mentioned by these pupils though some did not refer
to particular subjects. Tasks mentioned were mostly

notemaking, writing and revision. Of the majority who

perceived no such help from subject teachers, it could be
such help was not overt enough or even that such help was

not found useful .

Only eight pupils thought that they were prevented
from applying aspects of the SASC units in lessons or

private study. Problems with time, lack of teacher-

pupil consultation and hindrance from previously used
methods were all mentioned. Such preventive aspects

were rare perceptions however.

In summary, pupils experiencing SASC gave general

approval to the structure, content and timing of the

course, though contrary views on all aspects of the
course were expressed. With only two pupils indicating

they had not found a use for any aspects of SASC units
in four weeks, nor envisaging any such application, the
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overwhelming majority had thought they found some

practical benefits from the experience. Variable use

of different units and enjoyment of each unit among the

pupils involved may have contributed to the slightly
more restrained overall impression of the experience.
Of the units, notemaking, revision and organisation/PSR
were said to be most useful; writing and arguments were

least used. The latter were the more theoretical in

approach, perhaps making direct application to specific

study tasks more difficult. Large majorities expressed

appreciation of the conceptual structure of PSR, the
worksheets and different discussions, but sizeable
minorities expressed difficulties with the concepts

involved and with some pupils' attitudes to these
activities. General support for SASC was therefore

apparent in the questionnaire responses, though it was

tempered by individual opposing attitudes to each aspect

of the course.

10.3 Interviews with Pupils Experiencing SASC

Of the 55 pupils experiencing SASC and completing
SASI twice, 19 were chosen for interview according to

their scores on their initial completion of SASI (see
Appendix 16.1 and section 10.1). The interview

questions (Appendix 1 6 . 2) sought to enlarge on the

generalisations that emerged from the questionnaire
responses, detailed above. The interviews took a semi-
structured form and were guided by pupil responses on an

introductory questionnaire (Appendix 1 6 . 3) . Transcripts
of responses were compared for meaning, question by

question; categories of response emerging out of the

responses. In this section these categories of response

are detailed, illustrated by instances from the transcripts,
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and patterns of response are sought within the different

approach scale score groups and subject bias groups. The
overall pattern of responses is also considered.

10.31 Questions concerning usefulness of SASC units

The 19 interviewees described 53 instances of

having employed some aspect of a SASC unit in their

subsequent studying, every interviewee contributing to

this total. Responses were categorised into eight main

types (see Table 10.1). These main types of response

suggested that application in normal studying had mostly
been in terms of a deep approach (types 2a, 3, 5, 6 and

8) or of better organisation (types 1 and A).

The use of a deep approach involving aspects of
a SASC unit was described by the following pupil in his
search for meaning (1 = interviewer; P = pupil):

i. You've also indicated here that you've made
use of unit 3; that's the one to do with
reading. I wonder if you could describe a
situation in which you've used this?

P. Well, doing English, there's a lot of reading
involved in that and with this course it made
me think more about what I was reading
think more closely. I used to read just for
enjoyment sake but now looking at ....
thinking about what the writer is saying, you
understand the book more clearly. First I'd
read it through and sort of think what the
author's main points were, what his argument
was, and then, if that still didn't make sense
I 'd read it through once more, sentence by
sentence, and work out what he was actually
saying in each sentence.

(P10, Arts L/L: reading, type 3)

Improved organisation was described in terms of

greater depth of approach. In this instance the pupil
related aspects of material:

I. You've indicated that you found unit 7, the one
to do with revision, of use. I wonder if you
could tell me of some instance in which you've
actually used it?
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P. Well in the past I've always found revision
.... I had a certain amount of time to do

my revision in. Er, the course helped me
to plan out my revision time. I often had
to lump revision of certain topics into a
certain space of time. The course made
me link into other aspects of the syllabus.

(P2, Science H/L: revision, type 1b)

In this change in organisation attributed to

experiencing SASC there was an implied improvement in

ability to cope. Such increased confidence in studying
was expressed by other interviewees, such as the
fo1 lowing:

I. You've indicated that you've made use of
unit 2, the one to do with purpose. I
wonder if you might describe to me how you
made use of this?

P. Well before, in a bit of work you were given
you didn't really know the point to it .....

And you can see as you get gradual success
that there is a purpose to it. You feel a
lot more confident in it. You can only
really start to build up success with
building blocks and then building upwards.
Before I sort of had an apathetic view to
it; you just had to do it.

(P16 , Arts M / M : purpose, type 6)

The interviewees described the use of aspects from
each SASC unit, though writing was only mentioned by

pupils with a Science bias to their curriculum. Revision
and notemaking were the units mentioned most often as

being applied to normal studying. In rank order of such

descriptions the units were then organisation, reading,

arguments, purpose and writing. Many of the pupils

directly attributed changes in their studying to their

experience of SASC.

Only 29 explanations as to why particular SASC
units had been considered of no practical use by
individuals were offered (see Table 10.2). Instances
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of these responses were grouped into four main types.

No relation with a pupil's subject bias appeared to exist.

However, in studying the nature of individual type 3

responses, it was apparent that the subtype of

explanation corresponded closely to approach scale scores.

Thus four of the five type 3a responses derived from
individuals high on the surface approach scale scores;

all of the type 3b explanations came from pupils high on

the deep approach scale; four of the five type 3c and
both the type 3d responses were from individuals low on

the deep approach scale scores.

Consequently, the most positive reason for not

perceiving a problem with a task and so not applying

aspects of a SASC unit - that one already did what was

met in the course - was provided by those pupils

scoring highly on the deep approach scale:

I. There was a unit on notemaking. You
didn't seem to indicate much use of that?

P. Yes. I found that most of the ground
covered I knew already and happened to cope
with. I don't think my notemaking was
that disastrous so I didn't gather much
from the course in that part.

(P2, Science H/L: notemaking, type 3b)

In contrast, with opposite deep approach scale score

characteristics, causes of non adoption included a lack
of insight into studying:

I. Was there something specific about the course
which made it unhelpful to you, in terms of
notemaking?

P. No. I don't think so, nothing unhelpful, no.

I. But nothing of help?
P. No. I don't think there's a lot that could be

of help, it's something you've got to get on
with.

I. Do you feel your notemaking is now OK?
P. Well .... sometimes.

(P1 3 , None bias L/L: notemaking, type 3d)
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The most common reason propounded for the non use

of a SASC unit was that it did not make enough impact on

an individual to be tried:

I. I wonder, what was the difficulty [in
writing]?

P. I think presenting myself in a clearer, more
concise way .... I used to waffle a lot but
I didn't think the course helped in that
way. I don't think it made you think too
much about your writing.

(P10, Arts L/L: writing, type 1)

Such specific individual difficulties could not be
catered for in a general introductory course concerned
with the process of learning. The need for follow-up
individualised guidance, perhaps subject based, is

highlighted. One interviewee, however, suggested that
there was a more fundamental flaw in SASC, that it did
not cater for the needs of scientists:

I. Do you think the type of writing met in
the course was the type of writing you met
in most of the subjects you study?

P. Well, some of them, not all of them really.
I. Which subjects do you come across that

sort of writing?
P. Well, Geography. English seems to be

easier writing than it was. The sciences,
you don't really get literature.

I. What sort of writing do you get in sciences?
P. Well just basic, short, not really .... not

lengthy pages about it.
(P17, Science L/H: writing, type k)

All the SASC units were described by one or more

interviewees as not having been found useful in practice.
Of these, the most frequently mentioned was writing;
which was also described in use least often. Notemaking
followed as being second least useful despite having
also been most frequently described in use, above. All
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other units were considered by three or less of the

interviewees to be of no practical use to them.

Of the 13 interviewees, three said they had
found all units of the course helpful, four others

described units in the course which they found no

difficulty with so would have liked to have seen excluded;
and there were 11 suggestions from 10 pupils concerning
further aspects which they would have liked to have seen

included.

Of the latter, two pupils mentioned subject specific

aspects such as the style of writing essays in English and

guidance in what to read, also the style of writing in
sciences and in Geography. The need for more overt

learning skill teaching within normal subject lessons was

thereby reinforced. Most suggestions were for more

consideration of specific skills. One request was heard
for each of stressing hard work, how to organise studies,
how to express oneself concisely and there was a plea for
"methods of making learning easier". There were also

requests for more realistic articles - though the ones

used were extracted from textbooks in use - and for less

general discussion. The sole suggestion to get multiple

backing came from three scientists asking for more practice
within units of the course:

I. What didn't it cover that you think you'd
find helpful?

?0 Well there was no practice in it .... you
just .... you didn't try it out yourself
in class, you just take it in your head.
It said what to do but you never actually
practise it.

(P6, Science L/H)

Though such practice was a part of many SASC units, the
clear inference is that it was not considered enough.
Such aspects would provide a practical opportunity for
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follow-up in normal subject lessons, the confines of

running a course within school timetable periods

restricting what could be achieved in the general course.

The four individuals finding units in the course

that related to tasks they had no difficulty with,
mentioned units of reading, writing, arguments, organisa¬
tion and purpose.

10.32 Impact of normal lessons and studying on study
skill

Preceding questions had established that certain

pupils felt some difficulty in applying aspects met in
SASC to their normal studies. In particular a certain
lack of impact in relation to individualised study

problems and to the requirements of subject specific
variants of general skills were highlighted. Two of
the interview questions sought to establish the nature of

help in how to study perceived by pupils to be provided

by subject teachers and what, if anything, in their
normal studying might have prevented their adoption of

aspects met in the course.

The 19 interviewees provided 20 separate responses

concerning the nature of assistance in learning skill

provided by their subject teachers. Of these, only four
told of actual help in how to undertake tasks from normal
lessons (see Table 10.3). All but one of these pupils
described a form of assistance - being told by the
teacher what to do - which was characteristic of a

surface approach in that it was dependent on the teacher,

though the teacher's suggestions were of a deep approach
nature:

I. I wonder whether you find help in normal
lessons in how to do things, how to study?
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P. Um .... well the master's always giving us
different ways to revise. Either by just
reading something through or making notes
on it or by reading another book on an
equivalent area and seeing what it says.
Just by reading it or seeing it written down
you learn it .... They suggest ways that we
can learn rather than just sitting in class
listening to them, giving us notes or talking
or something. They can tell us that we can
do things oneself: go away and either make
notes about it or read more .... If you get
an essay back and you don't really understand
what a master's getting at when he corrects
something then, if you go to discuss it with
him for the next essay you understand what to
do and what not to do.

(P17, Arts L/L, type 1a)

Such a form of assistance was described by an individual
with each subject bias to his curriculum, two of whom
were low on deep approach scale score. The single

description of a form of help in how to study perceived
in a deep approach mode derived from an individual

scoring high on both approach scales. Such a perception

might therefore be related to a pupil's approach in

interpreting advice, though might also relate to the
nature of the advice from a particular teacher or

d i s c i p 1 ins:

I I wonder

you have
going t o

whether any
had help in
study?

aspects of your lessons
deciding how you are

Yes. In Geography we
and we all had to make
we got kind of hints,
underlining, some used
under
wish
tried
other

i n i n g .

could
to .

people

(P5,

Looking
do notes 1
t was good
s notes.

were given a passage
notes on it and then
Some used coloured

squiggles or double
at t hem I t hought , I
ike that and so I
when we looked at

None bias H/H: notemaking, type 1b)

Most of the descriptions were not of help in how
to undertake a task independently, rather in prescribing
what to do. Some pupils felt they were merely expected
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to be able to cope by their subject teachers. Such

avoidance of the problem by teachers has been noted
elsewhere (section 2.0). The nature of this avoidance

can be illustrated with the following perceptive
instances :

1. In your subject lessons do you get any help
in how to do things?

P. Yes .... well before they give it us, usually
they tell us the essay is to do this and what
kind of essay and how long is the essay. This
kind of help.

( P18 , Science M/M, type 2)

I. Do you find there is any help given, in your
normal lessons, in how to study?

P, Not really because most teachers seem to be
doing their best to get through the course
and to, well make sure you understand the
stuff and teach the material to you. So
not many teachers do consider that aspect.

(PA, None bias L/L, type 3)

Such an insight corresponds to similar suggestions from
the initial Teacher Interviews and the influence of

overburdened syllabuses on teacher activities and learning

experiences has been criticised frequently.

That pupils felt there was a need for more help
in how to study within the context of subject lessons was

highlighted by seven pupils. As one commented:

.... surely there must be ways, within each
subject, of learning and studying particular
to that subject.

( P A , None bias, L/L)

In particular the various writing techniques were singled
out. Yet two scientists thought the writing and

argument SASC units were not designed for science tasks;

requesting more on aspects that were relevant to them,
such as revision and notemaking. Overall a lack of

enough and appropriate help in how to study were described,
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As to what, outside the classroom, was perceived
to prevent the adoption of aspects in the SASC

designed to foster a skilled, deep approach to studying
12 pupils described particular constraints (see Table

10.A). Of these, five pupils described the level of
noise as being distractive - four pupils describing
the problem as too much noise, all of whom scored low on

both approach scales. These pupils required complete
silence but were not finding it:

I. Do you think anything is preventing you
from using certain aspects of this course?

P. No, 1 don't think so. I like total silence,
so sharing your study with someone who likes
to play the radio while you work doesn't help.
I don't think anything apart from noise.

(P11, Arts L/L, type 1a)

In contrast, one pupil with a high score on the deep

approach scale found the absence of noise distractive, a

problem also created by his lack of control over his
env i ronment :

I. I wonder whether you find any aspect of your
studying actually prevents you using any
aspect met in the course?

P. Whenever I am at home doing holiday work I
get locked into a room and you're told to
do two hours studying with no music or
anything. I find I need some music or noise
.... they don't distract me but they help me
to work on .... if everything is deadly silent
my mind can wander off.

(P2, Science H/L, type 1b)

What appears to be important about noise levels is that
the learner can control it to suit the individual, that

people do not impose their will on others based on their
own req u i rerne n t s .

The other main constraint was perceived as being
a lack of time to do work properly:
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I. Do you find any aspect of your studying
prevents you from using any of the things
met in the course?

P. Well I suppose if you're in a rush you can't
use revision to full purpose, and the
notemaking .... I suppose you tend to read
your work much quicker in a rush and not
take it fully in.

(P6, Science H/L, type 2)

This factor had been identified from the initial Pupil
Interviews as being an influence on approach (see section

5.4).

Other constraints were identified singly, three

relating to pupils themselves and one to teacher
activities. By requiring pupils to copy out prepared

notes, preventing pupils from making their own notes,

pupils were caused to be dependent and use a surface

approach. Inherent pupil problems were described as

overcoming inertia, organising one's study space and

pupils' attitudes to studying, all being mentioned as

preventing the adoption of a deep approach:

I. I wonder whether any aspects of your studying
prevent you using things met in the course?

P. Urn .... I think it's only when you get a
course like this that people talk about
these things. I think people try and lock
them up and they don't talk about what the
purpose is or they don't talk about what the
possibilities of an essay are. They think
it's cribbing or something. They act very
worked up about something. If we talk about
it, it would be much easier instead of making
a problem of it. No one seems to want to
talk about these things. I mean you can't
make people talk about them.

(P16, Arts M/M, type 3a)

That approach adopted to studying might be a

function of learner's conception of a task has been

pointed out by a number of previous studies involving a

similar methodology (for instance, Marton and Sal jo, 1976b;
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Van Rossum and Schenk, 1984). This study adds support

to this contention.

What is apparent is that teachers, parents and

pupils all need to be more aware that what they do affects
how studying is undertaken, and that different people
react in different ways to stimuli such as noise. There
is no best environment for all to study in; learners
need control over their environment if they are to develop
effective ways of learning for themselves. Furthermore,

pupils perceived a distinct lack of help from their

subject teachers in how to undertake subject specific
tasks. Teachers telling pupils what content to include
in tasks runs contrary to the supposed demand for

independent study in Higher grade and A-level syllabuses.
It is clear that teachers' aims and practices have not

always been perceived to meet in this respect.

10.33 The structure and learning methods in SASC

Four of the interview questions sought to elicit

pupils' views concerning the organisation of the Studying
At School Course. They were asked about the activities
around which each unit of the course was organised and

experienced. These activities were using worksheets,
class discussions, small group discussions and applying
the mnemonic PSR ( purpose-strategy-resu 1 t) .

On being asked about their opinion of the

worksheets, the 19 interviewees provided 22 distinct

responses which were categorised into seven types (see
Table 10.5). Of the responses, 1A proved positive in

meaning. There was no apparent concentration of subject
bias or approach characteristics among the positive

responses. However, two of the positive response types

implied a usefulness in terms of a deep approach (type 1
and 2) and two implied a surface approach application for
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the worksheets (types 3 and 4). The following instances
illustrate the difference. Deep approach applications
were described thus:

I. I wonder what your view of these worksheets
was?

P. Well i thought they were the great thing
about the course. If you don't do work¬
sheets or things like that, it's taught
theoretical, the mind just drifts. Just
when you have a worksheet, when you do one,
you sort of concentrate on it more ....

There would have been something lost if
they weren't in. It would just have been
another course. It's something practical.

(P16, Arts M/M, type l)

I. I wondered what your view of these worksheets
in the course was?

P. Urn .... I think there should maybe be a few
more examples. I think they were all right
o... they showed you different ways of doing
things, alternative ways: choose another
way, try it, see if it is better than the way
you are doing it.

(P19, Science H/H, type 2)

In contrast to such applications implying personal

development or relating strategies to one's needs,
surface approaches toward worksheets described them as an

aid to recall or in terms of being told what to do:

I . I wondered what your view of the 'worksheets
was?

P. Well instead of just .... I'd had study
lessons in other schools and they had just
talked about studying and I never remembered
anything about them. Having it on paper
and having to do something, that helped.

( P 5, None bias H/H, type 3)

I. I wondered what your view of these worksheets
was?

P. It showed you really how to do the task. It
takes a task which you may have taken for
granted before and it shows you a way you
could go about it, which saves a lot of time.

( P15 , Arts H/H, type k)
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Nonetheless, such descriptions were of using the work¬
sheets to help improve and gain control over one's

studying, a fundamental aim of SASC.

Amongst the eight negative responses concerning
worksheets in the SASC units, only one derived from an

individual who also found a use for particular worksheets.
Of the negative responses, three were supplied by a

single pupil. Three-quarters of the negative responses,

including the ones from that individual, were from

pupils scoring low on the deep approach scale of SAS 1 ;

they derived from all subject bias groups. By far the
most common criticism, and the only one heard repeatedly,
was that the worksheets were difficult to understand or

apply to one's own work:

I. What about the worksheets then, how useful
did you find them?

P. Well, with identifying purpose, where you
were given four key words - knowledge,
relationships, evaluation and extrapolation

perhaps they were not the sort of things
you might consider when you actually sit
down to look at what you're trying to learn
or what notes you're trying to make. You
might consider, do I know it or how am I
going to put it together; rather than
evaluation or extrapolation. They were not
everyday kind of words you might think about
in your studying.

(PA, None bias L/L, type 5)

Only one pupil found the worksheets uninteresting, and
one thought that not enough time was given to them.

Criticisms, such as the above instance, tended to relate
to particular worksheets rather than the SASC worksheets
in general.

Overall, the worksheets were described as having
had the effect of encouraging thought and increasing an

individual's control over the way they approach tasks.
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Though the activity gained majority support, some

revision of wording would seem to be necessary for more

pupils to feel able to apply ideas in the worksheets.

Arising from the individual use of worksheets, a

common task shared by all experiencing SASC was that of
discussions in small groups of pupils. These were

included to encourage pupils to reflect on their shared

study task. Groups of four or five pupils were directed
as to what exactly to discuss about their experience.
Asked about this activity, 21 separate responses were

gleaned. These were grouped into five types of response

(see Table 10.6).

Of these responses, 16 were positively in favour
of the small group discussions. A pupil's response was

strongly related to that individual's response to the

subsequent question concerning class discussions. Of
the 16 individuals giving positive responses about small

group discussions (types 1, 2 and 3), seven gave opposite
reactions to the class discussions (types 3 and A in
Table 10.7). All the negative responses about the small

group discussions (types A and 5) were provided by
individuals giving the reciprocal response to class
discussions (types 1 and 2 in Table 10.7). No patterns

of response according to subject bias or approach
characteristics were apparent.

The most common type of answer concerning small

group discussions was that a variety of ideas on strategy

emerged from it; they facilitated involvement:

I. What about the small group discussions, how
did you find those?

P. They were probably more productive because you
had the points from four or five people lumped
in one, so you didn't have repetition. You
had everyone contributing. It's not often
that you get people who don't want to say out
in class but if they can say it in a small group
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of other pupils then, you know, it is
useful, you get other opinions.

(P2, Science L/L, types 1 and 3)

The small size of the groups was also said to encourage

involvement. Such open discussion was commonly said to

help in considering particular strategies in an

individual's studying:

I. I wonder how useful you found the small
group discussions?

P. I think that if you get everyone's idea with
your ideas and you could think I've got
better ideas than theirs, I'll just stick to
what I'm doing myself. Or, if with your way,
someone with a better way, you could adopt it.

(P15, Arts H/H, type 2)

This type of reaction is an archetypal deep approach

application to studying, the prime motive for SASC.

The main criticism of the small group discussions
was that some individuals did not have a constructive

attitude to them and inhibited discussion:

I. I wonder what your view of those [small
group discussions] was?

P. It depended who you had in the groups really.
If you had someone who couldn't really be
bothered it spoilt the whole thing because
he added stupid remarks. So some of them
were good in that you had people who could be
bothered to do it.

(PI, Art L/H, type A)

In general, support for the small group discussions proved

high. They were described as enabling a variety of ideas
on strategy to emerge; they were thought to encourage

most pupils to be involved; they were described as being
used to consider the usefulness of one's own strategy

toward a task in the manner of a deep approach. That
some individuals were not thought to be constructive in
their attitude was said to restrict their value. With
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all subject bias groups and approach characteristic

groups providing descriptions of benefits, it would seem

to be counter productive to exclude any individual from
such an activity. Perhaps the careful choice of group

chairmen, ones that might control such situations, would

help in this respect.

In units of SASC, after the individual use of
worksheets as a common and thought provoking activity and
in some units after the small group discussions, there
were plenial or whole class discussions. Their aims
were to share more widely the experiences of individuals
in the shared task and to form some conclusions about

undertaking the task considered in a particular unit.

Each interviewee contributed one reaction to the

question about class discussions. These were

categorised into five main types of response. Of the

types of response, there were nine instances of positive
comments and ten of negative comments. No clear cut

bias in view according to subjects studied or approach
characteristics was apparent however (see Table 10.7).

The well nigh equal split in perception of the
class discussions included diametrically opposed responses.

On the one hand some pupils considered that a broad range

of views did emerge from the activity, as were hoped for
in the design:

I. What about the whole class discussions with
more people involved?

P. Urn .... that could be quite useful because
you could be hearing views you don't usually
hear from people you're not usually connected
with. So that was helpful in a way.

(P4, None bias L/L, type 1)

On the other hand other pupils expressed the view that
there was less opportunity for individual involvement in
the class discussions and that this hindered the discussion
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Breakdownof
Responses

ResponseType

such responses

Subjectbias Arts/Science/None
deep:surfaceapproach L:L/L:H/H:H/
seale H:L

scores /M:M

1.Broughtoutabroad rangeofideason strategy

5

1

3

1

2

1

2

0

0

2.Betterbecausethe teacherwas a)Abletogiveviews onstrategies

2

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

b)Provideddiscipline fordiscussion

2

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

3.Gavelessindividual invo1vement

A

2

1

1

2

0

2

0

0

A.Largegroupwas lessconduciveto sharingownideas

3

0

2

1

0

1

1

1

0

5.Gavetoogeneralised animpression

3

1

2

0

0

0

0

1

2

Totalnumbersof pupi1sinterviewed

6

9

A

5

A

6

2

2
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of ideas:

I. What about the whole of a class together
[for discussion]?

P. That wasn't so good because you didn't
really listen to people. With the little
groups you had to have your say but in the
larger groups the teacher went round and
asked the leaders [of the groups]. You
couldn't really ask questions about certain
problems.

{PS, None bias H/H, type 3)

The phenomenon of an inability or reluctance to be
involved in discussion with groups larger than 15 ~ in
this case 18 to 20 pupils - has been noted previously;
for instance in a questionnaire survey by Applegate
(1969) involving American students. It might be that in
the case quoted above, an individual teacher's method of

running a session was responsible. Other pupils

certainly described the teacher's involvement in
beneficial ways, such as providing discipline or his own

views and so helping the class discussions:

I. What about the whole class discussions, how
useful did you find those?

P. Well basically they were the same but on a
larger scale. The teacher also put across
his own views and he's done it all before so

his views can be quite helpful.

(P15 , Arts H/H, type 2a)

With regard to an aim of the class discussions of

helping to develop conclusions about a task, a reaction
to the earlier question on small group discussions

brought forth dissatisfaction with the nature of these
conclusions:

I. What did you think of the small group
discussions?

P. I think they were more help than the larger
ones because you actually got to know
individual points instead of just general
points. It helped you to see how they had
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solved a problem instead of just in
general, in class.

(P3 , Science H/L, type 5)

Such support for one form of discussion as against the
other was most marked and was commented upon in discussion

of the previous interview question. Overall the critics
of class discussion were more dominant than those of the

small group discussions.

The question concerning class discussion thus
showed both positive and negative reactions. The

importance of individual teacher's mode of organising
such discussion was highlighted. If a range of

strategies, including the teacher's own, were brought out

and were open to question by everyone in the class; if
the teacher provided discipline and developed conclusions
which stressed the variability of useful strategies
toward a task, rather than moving toward a generalised
"best method" conclusion; then such class discussion

tended to be seen as valuable. The training of teachers
in discussion technique might be a useful improvement in

running SASC.

Running throughout SASC and providing cohesion
was a framework for thinking about the process of

studying, summarised in the mnemonic PSR - Purpose,

Strategy, Result. It was stressed overtly in each unit

through the structure of worksheets and in the class
discussions.

Each interviewee expressed an opinion of the
usefulness of the mnemonic, their meanings being classi¬
fied into six main types. Between these types some

variation was apparent in relation to subject bias and

approach characteristics of individuals giving particular

types of response (see Table 10.8).
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Responses suggested that many pupils considered

they had made use of such a concept and these claims
derived from all three subject bias groups (types 1, 2
and 3). Of these 11 pupils, most had scored above low
on the deep approach scale of SASI. Pupils who scored
low on that scale's score did not claim use of the Result

part of PSR. Such checking back on the appropriateness
of what one has done was an essential part of the process;

to employ 'R' is to consider 'P' even if retrospectively.
As with the question concerning what outside the class¬
room was perceived to prevent the adoption of aspects in
the SASC (see section 10.32), support is indicated for
the contention that the learner's conception of the

learning task influences the strategy adopted for a task.
That is, a lack of depth in approach appears to hinder
the application of the PSR mnemonic for thinking about
and thereby organising study in a deep manner.

When used, the PSR mnemonic was said to be of

assistance, even a motivating force, in studying:

I. Within the course, running through it, there
was a mnemonic PSR; I wondered what your
view of that was?

P. Urn .... I thought it was a handy thing to
have in that one can go to an essay and say,
what's the purpose of it? You locate the
purpose. Then you say how you're going to
attack it. I mean, if you don't do that
you have a terrible attitude to it: of, I've
got to do it and there's no purpose in it.
But if you actually locate the relevant things
it's a lot more helpful .... I use it quite
often, especially when doing an essay .... if
you say what the purpose is, you locate that,
it's very encouraging. And if you think how
am I going to attack it, it can be quite
interesting I suppose.

( P16 , Arts M/M, type 2)

Some of those who did not make use of PSR, who

were low on their deep approach scale score in SASI, did
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BreakdownofResponses
Subjectbias Arts/Science/None
deep:surfaceapproachscalescores L:L/L:H/H:H/H:L/M:M

1.Usedtheconcept beforeandstilldo
2.Didn'tusethewhole conceptbeforebut nowdo
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b.Recognisedas usefulmeansof thinkingaboutwork butnotused

5.Didnotunderstand it 6.Doesnotthink aboutwork,just doesit

2
b

0 2
121 030

100

2
0

100 011

Totalnumbersof pupi1interviewed

69b'5b622
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recognise it was a useful concept. it might have been
that their conception of learning prevented their

adopting PSR. Such an instance was:

I. There was a mnemonic PSR .... that ran

through the course. I was wondering what
your view of that mnemonic was?

P. Well it's probably good but I don't
knowingly use it now. I don't go around
saying it. I suppose it was a good thing
to have a mnemonic because you can identify
with it.

(PI, Arts L/H, type A)

Reasons for not adopting the PSR structure to thinking
about studying were expressed by some science bias pupils
who did not understand how it applied to their studies
or felt a lack of time to adopt it; not all of these
individuals had a low score on the deep approach scale.
Instances included:

I. Also, running through the course was a
mnemonic PSR; how useful did you think
that was?

P. Urn, I didn't find it all that much use
but if you thought about it and it was
explained more I think it would have been
more use .... But it didn't seem to apply
to the work I was doing .... I think if
I'd had more time and if I'd worked on it,
then it would have been useful. But not

having the time and finding it not all that
interesting, I didn't pick it up.

(P3, Science H/L, type 5)

Here was a further indication that subject specific

follow-up might facilitate use of this aspect of SASC and

thereby help foster a deep approach to studying.

Having an easily recalled method of thinking about
one's studying that is itself a deep approach, was

considered to be useful by virtually all the pupils
interviewed. Whether or not adoption of the mnemonic
PSR was described, appears to have depended on an
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individual's conception of studying reflected in their

approach character i stics (low depth hindering adoption);
on an ability to see how it applied to their particular

subjects (apparently harder for science bias pupils);
and on perception of time available for experimenting with
the new strategy (perhaps similar to Ramsden and
Entwistle's (1983) influence of workload on adoption of
an approach). Follow-up in normal lessons would seem to

be of particular assistance to pupils in encouraging them
to change their conception of learning to meet the new

demands of their new courses and in applying the thought

process to their specific subject based studies.

10.3^ Overall impact of SASC on studying

The last two questions in the interviews with

pupils who had experienced the Studying At School Course

(SASC) were intended to glean a general impression of the

experience. On the brief introductory questionnaire,

completed at the start of the interview session (Appendix
16.3), each pupil had indicated whether they had found
the course very he 1pfu1/he 1pfu1/neutra 1/unhe 1pfu1/very
unhelpful. In the penultimate interview question
individuals were asked why they considered the course as

underlined on the questionnaire. The interviews were

completed by asking about any changes in studying that a

pupil might attribute to experiencing SASC.

On the introductory questionnaire none of the 19
interviewees indicated that the course had been a

negative experience. Only five pupils considered it had
had a neutral impact, with 13 pupils suggesting it had
been a helpful, and for one pupil, a very helpful

experience. Such very strong positive response to SASC,
four to six months after the course was run, was more

supportive than were the Pupil Questionnaire responses
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(section 10.2) of a month after the course. In the latter

there were negative reactions to the SASC experience.
The increased support may have been the function of

greater experience of the Higher grade and A-level

syllabus demands. They might also, in part, have emerged
from the Hawthorne Effect, interviews being more personal
than questionnaires.

Explanations advanced for particular views of the
course were classified into three types for each of the

positive and neutral attitudes (see Table 10.9). The
Science and Arts subject bias groups and the various
combinations of approach characteristics were represented
in these two types of attitude to SASC. However, the
none-bias group of pupils only expressed positive attitudes.
With just four pupils in this group of interviewees, such
a pattern may not be significant. Science bias pupils
dominated the neutral attitudes, contributing three of the
five such individuals, though they also produced all but
one of the positive reactions describing assistance in

coping with individual tasks. Specific tasks of note-

making, organisation, reading, revision and writing were

mentioned. Nonetheless, the course's apparent bias
toward the needs of Arts courses was once more noted:

I. You've indicated here that, overall, you
thought the course was helpful. I wonder
if you could say why?

P. Well, urn .... this course shows us how to
organise work, especially revision, reading
.... it's very useful but I've told you
before some of the things which is helpful
for Arts aren't for Sciences. Still it's
quite helpful.

(P18 , Science M/M, type la)

Descriptions of SASC as being of more general help
to their studying were contributed, all but one, by non

scientists. Greater personal control over, and thus a
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No. such responses

BreakdownofResponses
Subjectbiasdeepisurfaceapproachscalescores Arts/Science/NoneL:L/L:H/H:H/H:L/M:M

1.Helpful/veryhelpful because: a)helpedincoping withatask
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b)notenoughabout thetasksfound difficult
c)itwasmere1y i nteresting
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deep approach to studying, were attributed to SASC:

I. You've indicated that you've found the
course helpful. Perhaps you could
s umma rise why ?

P. Especially on these two points: consider¬
ing what I'm going to do, how to go about
it; and in planning to remember to make
notes before an essay and that way you may
see what you are trying to do.

(PA, None bias L/L, type 1b)

To the experience of SASC was also ascribed

personal development in studying, a category of a deep

approach, leading to greater enjoyment of studying as a

direct consequence of the competence:

i. You indicated here that you found the course
very helpful. I wonder if you could
s umma rise why ?

P. Because, before the course I didn't like
studying and I didn't like notemaking.
As I didn't like notemaking I didn't really
like school. But after the course l liked

notemaking. I enjoyed making my notes and
other people wanted to look at my notes.
Since then I enjoy them and doing Preps,
because I knew I could do them better and
could do them easier. I got better marks
and enjoyed the process of work.

(P5, None bias H/H, type 1c)

In itself such a comment might be justification

enough for the inclusion of a course such as SASC in a

curriculum, particularly when bolstered by the other

positive benefits attested to. Yet five pupils described
a neutral attitude to the course. Of these pupils, four
had scored high on the deep approach scale on SASI, and
three of these four were scientists. A major problem in
revision had not apparently been helped; it was said to

need to relate to scientists' specific requirements rather
more closely and to need longer exposure:
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I. Well, many of the comments you have made
meet with what you have indicated here about
the course being neutral, in your view?

P. It didn't make a strong enough impression on
my work I was doing. It was limited. It
wasn't general to all subjects and it only
seemed to impress on certain units. It
didn't seem to impress on the revision, which
I think is the main point .... for exams.

(P3, Science H/L, type 2b)

Such a comment might also be said to add further support

for a relation between conception of studying and approach
to studying to be recognised.

Strong subjective support was therefore gained for
the SASC experience. It was not perceived to have

negative overall effects and it was perceived to have been
of positive benefit toward specific tasks and studying in

genera] and in raising competence, confidence and

enjoyment in studying. The SASC's apparent bias in

ignoring the requirements of some science subject tasks
was once more made clear.

Whether actual changes in how pupils undertook
their studying that were attributed to their experience of

SASC, was further investigated with the last question of
the interviews. Of the 19 interviewees, 16 described

changes in their studying subsequent to the SASC. The
nature of the changes described showed that 20 separate

responses were made, of which 8 0 % were attributed by the

pupils to their experience of the SASC. In total, five

types of change were described (see Table 10.10).

A feeling of being more organised after experiencing
the course was the most common response, containing hints
of a change in conception of studying:

I. And do you think the way you study has
changed in any way, as a result of the
course?
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P. My approach has changed I think. I think
the way i attack something is still the
same, relatively. I just approach it in
a different manner. I'm a lot more

organised now.

(Pl6, Arts M/M, type l)

With regard to changes toward particular tasks,
more thought about what one was doing and an increased

feeling of competence in studying were desribed thus:

I. And I wonder then, has the way you study
changed as a result of the course?

P. Yes. In the way I've gone about things.
In the way I've thought about things. It's
actually changed the results I get. My
notes are much easier to read, to understand
.... I underline some things and I put marks
in the margin and make brief headings. It's
good if you see the results, see the results
you can get and better marks. Teachers say
this is much better. I think about it now.

(P 5 » None bias H/H, type 2)

Such changes were mentioned for tasks of organisation,

notemaking and revision in particular, with reading and

considering purpose also being commented upon. The

incorporation of specific activities into a personal

strategy to a task was indicated; that is, the formula¬
tion of a deep approach to studying.

Amongst those few pupils who considered that SASC
had not caused change in the way they studied, all had
earlier described the course as being a positive

experience. Other causes of change in studying were

identified. These all related to the differing demands
of studying now required in comparison to those of earlier
0-level courses:

I. Do you think the way you study has changed as
a result of the course?

P. Urn .... maybe not as a result of the course;
maybe as a result of maturing more, doing
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A-levels rather than 0-levels. The course

was helpful but it didn't change the way I
studied. It made me think more clearly
about what I was studying but I don't think
it made me change the way I study.

(P10, Arts L/L, type k)

More active thought about studying was described, one

result of which could of course be a decision that the way

a task was already undertaken was satisfactory. However,
one pupil pointed out that SASC gave no assistance to

Mathematics pupils; yet another reminder of the course's

apparent bias against the specific demands of science

subjects.

The experience of SASC was thus said to have

changed the way in which studying was organised and

particular tasks were thought about and undertaken. This
was said to be so by pupils in general and in non science

subjects in particular. The nature of the changes
described were toward more personalised strategies,
characteristic of a deep approach to studying. Greater
control over how one studied, thought about and confidence
in studying were indicated. All were inherent objectives
of SASC. Yet these findings must be viewed with

scepticism. Each pupil was asked to describe the useful¬
ness to their normal studying of particular aspects of the
course or of the entire SASC experience. Responses may

have related to specific instances of studying rather than
normal studying in general. With the perceived lack of

help in how to study from subject lessons (section 10.32)
and the difficulties expressed by some pupils

particularly scientists - in applying ideas from SASC to

their normal studying, the responses are very likely to

have only concerned specific instances of studying.

Furthermore, in being questioned about SASC, pupils may

have attributed more to the course than was justified by
their experience of it - the Hawthorne Effect. A few
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pupils did mention other causes of change in how they
studied, such as maturation and the different demands of

new courses (Higher grades or A-levels) compared with

previously studied courses (0-levels). These influences
would have been experienced by all the pupils. The

interviewees' responses throughout these interviews and
the generalisations which emerged from them, need to be
considered with such limitations in mind.

10.4 SASC Teaching Staffs' Impressions

Three members of staff were involved in teaching
the Studying At School Course (SASC), including the
researcher. As a further source of perceptions concerning
the experience of SASC, the other two teachers were asked
to record their impressions once the course was complete.
All the teachers involved had participated in each of the
course units. They were asked to focus their attention

upon such aspects as time allowance, teacher instructions,

materials, pupil response to the experience, and strengths
and weaknesses they perceived in the course.

One teacher concluded that:

The length of the units and the time taken by
the activities, on the whole, were well matched
to the time allowance of one period .... I
would not like to see the number of units
increase beyond seven [some pupils had
evidently lost interest by the end of the
course].
Materials and choice of articles were good,
though I would suggest a new article for each
unit rather than using previous ones again.
I found the descriptions and teachers' notes
for each unit very clear and very useful.
On pupils' response, my main impression is that
of an inability on the part of most of the pupils
to express themselves precisely and in detail on
the various aspects of study skill. The majority
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had obviously not thought very thoroughly
about the purposes and strategies of studying
and any sort of systematic approach was not
evident.

Thus, in terms of usefulness, content, structure, organisa¬
tion and guidance, this teacher found SASC to be a helpful
and valuable experience. The lack of pupil meta cognition

may have made discussion difficult but could be said to be
a justification in itself for such a course..

These views were echoed by the other teacher
involved:

In general, time adequate for each unit.
Instructions awkward if not there for all to

see [use of OHPs?]. Language lab. not
suitable either for board instructions or

summaries or for discussions about points in
each unit.

Pupils responded quite well when given a
task [writing something], were evidently less
used to discussing sensibly.
The materials were satisfactory, although I
would have liked more familiarity with the
text and some questions. Perhaps a short
meeting before, and another after the course,
on materials, usage, problems?

In expressing a desire for more preparation for those
teachers involved with SASC, an important aspect was

highlighted. The literature review showed that teachers
were perhaps unfamiliar with teaching flexibly about how
to undertake tasks. A course such as SASC and perhaps its

teaching methods might then be unfamiliar too. The

pupils' responses concerning discussions suggested teachers
need training in techniques of organising discussion. A
broader induction might well be advisable. The second
teacher also reminds organisers of such courses that the
nature of the classroom environment is all important in

fostering a constructive atmosphere.
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The first teacher quoted went into greater detail
about the weaknesses of specific aspects, such as the

repetitive use of articles. In the unit about writing
a more fundamental flaw was identified:

The pupils understood the activity and
were able to fill in the worksheet, but
many seemed unable to make the link between
the activity of the unit and their own
writing tasks .... It is probably in the
area of writing that pupils' understanding
of purpose is most restricted by subject
specific writing tasks.

It was this unit pupils said was used least in the month
after the course and was the one considered most

theoretical. The need for practical units and for subject

specific follow-up in normal lessons is again exposed.

Despite this, the form of the course units'

methodology in causing pupils to reflect about and share

experiences to develop a broader basis of understanding
about how they studied was seen to work - as in the

following comment about the notemaking unit:

The division into small groups was again
successful in encouraging pupils to discuss
and participate in the exercise. They
showed interest in others' ideas and the
discussion was fairly lively. All the
different types of notes were produced.

Both teachers involved with the researcher in

teaching SASC described the need for such a course in

identifying a lack of lucid introspection about how pupils
studied. In part, this may have reflected a certain
reluctance to talk about such things with their peers.

Auras of outward incompetence and the connection of

sharing with copying, and thus cheating, described in the

Pupils' Interviews about SASC (section 10.32), may have
had to be overcome. Organisation in terms of timing,

content, structure and activities were considered
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satisfactory. It was thought pupils could learn about
how they and others undertook the same tasks with the

activities in the course. The repetitive use of certain

articles was not felt to be motivational. Any move away

from readily applicable ideas and strategies was seen to

hinder the effectiveness of course units such as writing.

Follow-up in normal subject lessons was seen to be
desirable to assist pupils in applying aspects of SASC to

their normal work. In teaching SASC, a short induction
course for teachers was thought to be necessary to assist
the confident and competent running of the experience. In
these specific ways the teachers of SASC expressed their

support for the course experience and suggested

potentially useful reforms in its organisation.

10.5 Discussion

The qualitative evaluation of the Studying At School
Course (SASC) from the perspectives of pupils and teachers
involved with it, has proven to have been a very

illuminating exercise in terms of the course itself and in

comparison to evaluations of other courses (see section

2.13)• Not only have strengths and weaknesses in SASC
been highlighted, indications of certain effects the course

experience may have had on how a pupil undertakes specific
tasks have also been obtained.

Considerable support for both the concept and
detail of SASC were described. Only four of the

questionnaire respondents and none of the interviewees
considered it to have been a negative experience. Positive

aspects of the course activities - the worksheets, small

group and class discussions and the conceptual framework
for studying called PSR - were described by most pupils
and by the course teachers. Almost all the questionnaire
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respondents and all the interviewees considered they had

applied particular aspects of SASC units to specific study
tasks met in their normal studies. Most of these

applications were described in terms of a deep approach:
more thought about what was being done, better organisa¬
tion and increased feelings of competence and confidence
in being able to control their studying. Course units
and tasks gaining most accolade in such respects were

revision, notemaking, organisation and reading. However,
such descriptions oy individual pupils probably only
related to specific instances of studying rather than a

pupil's studying in general. With the lack of perceived

help in how to study within subject lessons, with
maturation and new syllabus demands, and with the Hawthorne

Effect, exaggeration of the influence of SASC may well
have occurred. Nonetheless, no other published course

evaluation has provided such evidence of its effect on

how studying occurs (see section 2.13). Rather than the

study skill tips said to have been gleaned from the school
based courses evaluated by Tabberer and Allman (1983), a

more fundamental awareness of the process of learning and
certain applications to studying were suggested by the

pupils experiencing SASC. The potential usefulness of

'learning to learn' courses in comparison to 'study skills'
courses has been shown clearly.

All aspects of SASC did receive an undercurrent of

criticism, highlighting aspects that would require
revision. Some pupils found certain units of the course

made too little impact or were not specific enough for them
to be applied in their normal studying. Such views were

expressed, in particular, by pupils with a science subject
bias to their curriculum, also with reference to the task

of writing and the application of PSR. As well as

suggestions for the reform of SASC, the need for subject

specific follow-up in normal subject lessons is indicated.
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It was such subject based assistance that Tabberer and
Allman's (1983) groups of teachers supported. The pupils
and teachers focused on the need for all materials used

in the course to be familiar in terms of the nature of

tasks experienced by the pupils. Discussions were said
to need more careful organisation to avoid disruption and
to produce generalisations that were readily applicable to

normal studying. With the understanding of pupils'

approaches to learning and curriculum demands developed in
this study (see chapters four to six), such adjustments to

SASC could be organised from a sound empirical basis (see
section 2.1). The SASC teachers also considered that an

induction course for teaching SASC would be helpful. in
common with the teachers mentioned in the literature

review (section 2.0), they felt unfamiliar with the

teaching methods and materials. Such an induction course

might enhance a teacher's confidence in being able to help

pupils learn about learning. The development of a

general course, such as SASC, might then help to overcome

the inertia that pupils perceive at present in providing
such assistance in subject lessons.

The qualitative evaluation also pointed to

characteristics of the pupil and of the learning
environment which might hinder pupils benefiting from a

course on learning skill. The learner's conception of
the learning task seems to influence the approach adopted
towards it. A lack of depth in approach to learning

might hinder introspection about a task and thereby

organisation of study in a deep manner. This has been
noted by others (such as Marton and Sal jo, 1976b; Van
Rossum and Schenk, 1984). With the consequent need to

alter some pupils' conceptions of learning before their

approach to particular tasks might become more appropriate,
the need for continued reinforcement of an introductory
course is again highlighted. In terms of the learning
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environment, some pupils found they had no control over

noise levels and so could not study comfortably. Also,
some teacher activities were said to promote dependence
while minima 1 isation of time was said to hinder completion
of a task. There is a need to realise that individuals

have different reactions to the same stimulus and that

there is no one best environment for all to study in.

The evaluation of the SASC experience provided

many detailed descriptions of its perceived usefulness
and effects on how studying occurs. Suggestions as to

what limited such usefulness and application focused on

aspects that might benefit from reform. Despite the
cautious interpretations that should be placed on these

findings, no previously published course evaluation has

provided such a comprehensive insight.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This study has sought to describe how secondary
school pupils undertake tasks in their normal learning
environment and, from such an empirical basis, to develop
and evaluate a provision to enhance appropriate learning
skill in these pupils. By focusing primarily upon the

process of learning, rather than the content of teaching,
it was suggested that a key to more effective learning
and teaching might be found. In this way it was hoped
to draw together the demands from research workers and
educationalists for training in learning and the practical
difficulties teachers experienced in doing so, in the
context of secondary schools.

The root of the research programme lay in the review
of pertinent literature (chapter two). In essence, it
was found that virtually all published advice and

existing courses to improve the learner's effectiveness
had no empirical basis whatsoever for their content and

training methods. Furthermore, evaluation studies of

only a few such courses had been published. 'Study
skills' courses had not been found particularly effective
in enhancing pupils' study skill and 'learning to learn'
courses, though gaining favour from participants, had not

been shown to have an effect on how a pupil studied. A

methodological and theoretical rationale for investigat¬

ing pupil learning was drawn from research concerning
student learning.

The research described in this thesis has contributed

to the body of knowledge and understanding about the

process of learning in the following ways:
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It has provided a detailed description of the demands

of learning within a Higher grade or A-level curriculum.

The concept of approaches to learning has been

applied in a new context, that of senior secondary school

pupils' normal learning; the categories of approach

having been redefined accordingly and influential factors
identified.

A sound empirical basis for facilitating effective

pupil learning has, therefore, been established.

On this basis a provision to facilitate learning
skill has been developed, piloted, and its impact
evaluated by qualitative and quantitative means. Guide¬
lines for the nature of such a provision have thus been

produced .

From the same basis an inventory has been developed
which measures pupils' character i st i cs of deep and surface

approach and of organisation in relation to common study

tasks, and also of motivation and hard work.

It has proven possible to develop a model of the

teaching- 1earning process in secondary school.

The value of combining qualitative and quantitative

methodologies to study the learning process has also been
i1lustrated.

These outcomes of the research are considered in the

remainder of this chapter. Answers are sought to the
questions which arose from the literature review and that

require answering for the overall aim of the study to be
attained (see section 2.3). Discussions of individual

findings are found in their respective chapters.
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Can the concept of approaches to learning be used to

describe how secondary school pupils undertake normal

learning tasks?

Pupils studying Higher grade and A-level syllabuses

proved quite capable of introspection about how they
studied, at least when relating to specific instances

provided by pieces of their own recent work. Systematic
qualitative analysis of the pupil interviews showed that
the categories of deep and surface approach to learning
could be used to describe how these pupils set about
their learning tasks (chapter five). Previously the
concept had only been applied in the context of student
i e a r n i n g .

Defining features of the deep and surface approaches
involved personal integration, interrelationships or

me an i ngfu1ness , and isolation, memorisation or passivity,
respectively. The descriptions of pupils' approaches to

learningwere found to have much in common with Ramsden 1 s
(1981) descriptions concerning tasks experienced in

departments of three academic faculties in higher education
(see Figures 5-3 and 5• *0 • Differences between the
studies involved the defining instances of subcategories.

Reliability of categorisation was established by an

indpendent judge (section 5.2). Validity of the findings
was apparent in terms of 'recognisable reality1 in a new

context (section 5-3).

Our understanding of the relationship between the

categories of approach has also been extended. It had
been assumed that the deep and surface approaches
described opposing aspects of the concept. Consistent
(if weak) positive correlations between deep and surface
approach scales on the two completions of SASI suggest
that there may be an overlap between the continuum on the
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three subcategories of these approaches: personal

integration - passivity; interrelationships
isolating; and meaningfulness - memorisation.

However, with the interview sample consisting of
13 male pupils from one school, a question mark must lie
over the representativeness of the sample and so over the
categories of approach described. Further refinement of
the descriptions might be expected with a more broadly
based samp 1e.

Is there also evidence of contextua1ly related inter-task

variation in a pupil's approach to learning and of
individual consistency in approach?

The pupil interviewees often volunteered reasons for
their adoption of a particular approach. Functional
relationships were thereby established between the context
of a task and a pupil's approach to it. Certain personal
factors were also seen to influence approach to instances
of tasks a pupil experienced (see section 5 . ^ .

Assessment methods were found to have the most wide-

ranging influence. Formality of the teaching, dependence
on the teacher and lack of time were likely to induce a

surface approach, possibly having stronger effects in
secondary than in higher education. Contrasting
manifestations of these contextual factors related to a

deep approach toward tasks. Extrinsic motivation and
high anxiety toward a task were shown to be personal
factors linked to a surface approach; intrinsic motivation
and low anxiety relating to adoption of a deep approach.
These personal factors appeared to be a function of a

task's context.
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Analysis of the pupil interview transcripts also
showed that consistent differences between individuals'

approach to learning could be described. These
consistencies were partly established using Ramsden's
(1981) criteria for studying in general, from descriptions
of specific tasks performed by a pupil in various subjects.
A consistent bias toward one or other approach was also
shown to relate to an individual's motivation to study.

Furthermore, consistency and variability within an

individual's approach to instances of the same task were

found (see section 5.5). The demands experienced by a

pupil in studying particular combinations of subjects

might prevent a pupil exhibiting Ramsden's definition of

general consistency.

This study has therefore demonstrated that the

concept of approaches to learning can be used to describe
inter- and intra-task variability and consistency by a

senior secondary school pupil, in a similar manner to that
described by other studies for students. Causes of the

variability and consistency have also been identified,

extending those described for students.

What are the curriculum wide demands of undertaking
common subject based study tasks, as professed by
teachers and experienced by pupils?

When teachers were interviewed about the nature of

the tasks pupils would have to undertake to attain the

required demands of studying their subject's syllabus at
the O-grade/level phase and post-0 phase, responses

clearly described characteristics of deep and surface

approaches to learning. At the O-grade/level phase,

descriptions were almost exclusively of surface approach
demands across the curriculum. Post-0, task descriptions
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were for the most part demanding of, or conducive to, a

deep approach, with some surface approach characteristics
within tasks (see section 4.3 and Table 4.1).

With the formal curriculum at the post-0 grade/level

phase having been described by teachers to require more

independent learning on the part of pupils, such pupils
were interviewed about the demands of the learning tasks

they experienced in individual subjects. Taken together,
a view of curriculum demands was obtained. Tasks were

sometimes described as requiring a deep approach and at

other times a surface approach. Where there were

differences between the formal curriculum and the hidden

curriculum (that perceived by the pupils), it was shown to

be caused by the teaching methods of some teachers or the
nature of assessment used in some subjects. The different
balance of approaches described between subjects related
to the different nature of tasks, and perhaps the different
nature of material experienced between certain subjects.
So senior pupils did perceive contextual differences
between incidences of tasks across the curriculum and a

demand to vary their approach to learning accordingly

(chapter six).

Were pupils helped to contend with such contextua11y
related task demands? Certainly, of the ten teachers

interviewed, seven described the efforts they made to

provide such assistance (section 4.5). Only one teacher,
a mathematician, did not consider there were common areas

of study difficulty between his subject and the rest of
the curriculum, and this was because he had not considered
what made his subject difficult for some pupils.
However the pupils, in general, did not perceive that they
were given help in how to undertake tasks in subject
lessons - their teachers merely encouraged them to be
active or dealt with content rather than the process of
task completion (see section 6.3). Such a contrast
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between teacher and pupil perceptions of the classroom

experience might not be so unexpected with Thompson's
(1982) finding that Biology teachers were not confident
in relating advice to specific study problems, and
Roberts' (1981) discovery in his school that, despite
teachers believing in helping pupils to learn, few

actually did so in lessons.

For a curriculum of Higher grade or A-level

syllabuses there was, nonethe 1 ess , much agreement between
teacher and pupil descriptions of the learning demands,

independence and the use of different approaches to

learning were described. Pupils perceived these to be

contextua1ly related. Yet, despite the efforts of

subject teachers, pupils did not perceive that they were

helped in how to undertake tasks within normal lessons.
The usefulness of a general provision to focus on this
blind spot was clearly apparent. A 'learning to learn'
course, emphasising awareness of purpose, would seem

appropriate for the demands of studying. Also, with
almost all teachers considering subjects to have common

difficulties for pupils and common tasks between them, a

content for such a provision was suggested.

Was a representative description of the Higher grade
or A-level curriculum obtained? Only ten teachers were

interviewed and task descriptions in most subjects were

provided by a single teacher. In describing the task
demands in a particular subject, the characteristics
mentioned could not be totally representative of all
teachers of that discipline. Similarities between
teachers' descriptions showed that generalisations about
teachers' perception of task demands could be made. With
the teachers being drawn from a wide range of departments
and from three schools, a certain description of curriculum
demands was estab1ished,though a larger sample of teachers
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might be expected to refine the description. Similarly,
the small pupil sample described similar perceptions of
their task demands, the descriptions representing a body
of pupil opinion which would probably be refined but not

totally changed by a broader sample of pupils experiencing
the same syllabuses. With these limitations, the
curriculum description was at least reasonably represen¬

tative of the main school in question and described

aspects of studying certain syllabuses which are studied
in other schools.

What impact does the learning skill provision, developed

from this empirical basis, have upon how pupils learn?

The impact of the Studying At School Course (SASC)
upon how pupils undertake their learning tasks was

evaluated quantitatively using the Studying At School

Inventory (SASI) (see chapter nine) and qualitatively by
interviews with pupils who experienced the course (see
chapter ten).

In the school where SASC was experienced, quantitative

changes were apparent toward increased deep approach and
decreased surface approach. Pupils in a school that ran

a conventional 'study skills' course showed the opposite

pattern of change, while in a third school with no formal

provision for enhancing their pupils' learning skill, a

reduction in surface approach was the only change apparent.

Similar inter-school patterns of change were found for

groups of pupils with a science bias and with no bias to

their curriculum subjects.

Furthermore, all pupils interviewed described the

application of particular aspects of the course to specific
study tasks, descriptions mostly being in terms of a deep
approach. More thought about the process of learning was
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indicated, over half the pupils describing use of the
mnemonic PSR. They also considered themselves better

organised and described feelings of greater confidence
and competence in controlling how they studied.

Nisbet and Shucksmith (1984) have suggested that a

training method to encourage metacognitive skill must

pass two critical tests. Do the learners remember and
maintain their skills on later occasions and do they
show a capacity to transfer what has been taught to

related situations? The interviewees appeared to

describe both transfer of skills from the course to

normal study tasks and their conscious maintenance over a

number of months, thus apparently meeting these require¬
ments.

Are these changes reliable descriptions of how these

pupils actually undertook their learning and of the

changes which might be expected from the experience of

learning skill provisions? The extent to which such

approaches were used in, and the changes described were

characteristic of, a pupil's normal learning in general

might not be as great as each pupil appeared to suggest.

In the absence of any supportive teaching of PSR
activities in normal subject lessons, the described impact
of the brief experience of SASC does seem surprisingly

strong. With pupils not perceiving such guidance and

yet being conscious of the difficulties they experienced
in studying, such support for SASC is less surprising.
The unaccustomed interest in their learning processes may

have led to exaggeration of the course's impact. It is

likely, therefore, that the interviewees described
individual instances of how they had applied aspects met

in the course or even how they thought they might apply
such aspects, rather than their learning activities in

general. The cumulative evidence is encouraging however.
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Despite the quantitative changes being apparent,

they were rarely of statistical significance. This may

have been a product of the small sample sizes involved.

However, in the five months between completions of SASI,

the learning skill provisions were only one of many

potential influences on the pupils' studying. Moreover,

Biggs (1984) has suggested that a learner's capacity to
benefit from such provisions will depend on his motiva¬
tion, locus of control, learning orientation and awareness

of his need to change his learning activities. Even
with the relatively successful pupils investigated,
individual differences would still be expected to produce
small changes in quantifiable characteristics across a

group of pupils. Even smaller changes might then be
anticipated with more typical cross sections of the pupil

population. Furthermore, with the possibility of pupils

having exaggerated their application of SASC's units, it
may have been that changes in response to particular items
which contributed to scale scores did not reflect similar

changes in how a pupil actually undertook learning tasks.
The impact of the learning skill provisions may have been
in the pattern described but the precise impact of the
various treatments on pupils' approach to learning was not

proven by the quantitative evaluation carried out.

Nonetheless, for perhaps the first time in the evaluation
of learning skill provisions, some evidence of the type

of effect it might have upon how learners' learn has been
obtained.

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the learning
skill provision employed?

Indications of pupil and teacher perceptions of SASC
were gleaned from questionnaire and interview responses
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of the pupils and from the written impressions of the

teachers involved. A small majority of the questionnaire

respondents considered the course to have been at least

helpful, though a small minority thought it was a negative

experience. Of the interviewees, a large majority

thought the course had been a distinctly positive

experience and none considered it to have been unhelpful.
Such a change in the pupils' perceptions may have
occurred with the increased opportunities to find aspects

of the course of value, the interviews taking place a

longer time after the course. Alternatively, with the
interviewees representing a smaller proportion of those

pupils who had experienced SASC and being selected for
their extreme approach characteristics, their perceptions

may not have been as representative of all the pupils and
the two sets of results may not be comparable. The
teachers involved considered the course did cause pupils
to reflect on and share their experiences of studying and
that it did help to develop a broader basis of under¬

standing about the process of studying (chapter ten).
Both pupils and teachers considered the total length and
time allotted for the activities were adequate. There
was little support for a course longer than seven units
of bS minutes each. There were no unanimous impressions
of particular aspects of SASC, the balance of praise and
criticism varying between aspects.

Of the course activities, the worksheets were said

to encourage involvement and give a basis from which to

discuss learning. They were commonly described as being

applied to normal learning tasks. The discussions were

said to have enabled a variety of ideas to emerge about

specific tasks, with the smaller groups in particular

encouraging involvement. The mnemonic PSR, a language
for considering the process of learning, was recognised to

be useful even by those who did not apply it in their
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normal learning tasks. The notemaking and revision
units were considered to have been of particular
assistance with identified study difficulties. Together
with the organisation and reading units, pupils described
their adaption to normal study tasks in terms of a deep

approach and considered such units to have helped increase
their confidence in studying.

In contrast, some pupils, particularly those studying
science subjects, considered the worksheets and PSR were

too difficult to understand and apply to their normal

learning, or that they were not specific enough for the
tasks they experienced. In whole class discussions, the
conclusions were sometimes felt to be too generalised for

application to specific instances of tasks. During
small group discussions some pupils were felt to disrupt
discussion through not taking the activity seriously.
The teachers felt that pupils had difficulty in discussing
how they studied, perhaps because they had not thought
about the process before. Those interviewees who had a

low score on the deep approach scale of SASI proved to

have less metacognitive awareness and were less reflective
about their studying - suggesting and supporting Biggs'
(1984) contention that learners' ability to benefit from
such a course would vary. Least support was given to

the writing and argument units. Teachers felt that in
the writing unit activities were too generalised and
theoretical for pupils to be able to relate the activity
to their own writing tasks. The repetitive use of
certain articles in the course was thought to reduce the
interest that might have been shown in some activities.

The teachers felt that the teaching notes and the
course descriptions were clear and very useful. Feelings
of unfami 1 i ar i ty with the materials and teaching methods
involved were expressed, as had been found in Thompson's
(1982) study. There was a desire for an induction course
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to raise teachers' confidence in their ability to cope

with such materials and methods. The need for flexible

seating arrangements for discussions was also mentioned.

Detailed descriptions of the usefulness of aspects

of the SASC were therefore obtained from people involved
with it. These insights have proved to be in much

greater detail than reported from any other course

evaluation (see section 2.13). Any single item of

subjective evidence may be unreliable; some people may

have exaggerated certain comments and some pupils were

not available for questioning. However, the accumulated

perceptions of a large proportion of those involved with
SASC have given more reliable indications of certain

strengths in the course and of aspects which would
benefit from improvement.

What nature of provision to facilitate learning skill

among senior secondary school pupils is suggested by
this study?

The working groups of subject teachers set up by
Tabberer and Allman (1983) came to the unsurprising
conclusion that they, the subject teachers, shoul-d take
full responsibility for teaching study skills. The
evidence from other studies was that subject teachers did
not feel confident with, and did not include, this element

in their subject lessons (Roberts, 1 9 81 ; Thompson, 1982)
a difficulty also highlighted in this study. It was

found that, despite some teachers' descriptions of

providing help in undertaking tasks during lessons
(section k.S), few people perceived any such assistance
and those pupils who did tended to describe help with the
content rather than the process of undertaking tasks
(sections 6.3 and 10.2). Only four interviewees reported
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the latter type of assistance, and of these just one pupil
described help which was not prescriptive (section 10.32).
In the school that formed the main focus of this study, it

appeared that the professed aim of Higher grade and A-
level syllabuses in encouraging independence in learning
was being compromised. There is reason to believe that
this practice is more widespread in Sixth Forms (Ruddock
et a 1., 1984).

In the absence of subject teachers providing help in
the process of learning that is perceived by their pupils
to be useful, a general course such as SASC would appear

to have an important role. In providing a basis for

considering the learning process, a cause of subject
teachers' present inertia in this area could be overcome.

In introducing a language to think about their learning
process (such as PSR), pupils' ability to reflect on

their learning might be improved, paving the way for

greater metacognition and control of their learning

processes.

The case for limiting provision to a general course

is not supported however. Some pupils thought that the
nature of tasks met in their course was not like those

met in the SASC. Consequently, the activities in SASC
were not found transferable to these pupils' normal

learning. In a general course it is unlikely that
versions of each task which are met in each subject of
the curriculum could be included. Rather, having
introduced the concepts in a practical way through a

general course, there is then a need for subject specific
reinforcement within subject lessons.

A whole school policy, involving coordination of
aims and methods between subject teachers and staff
involved with the general course, would be the ideal
situation. The need to control how one learns is not
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the province of any one subject and should not be the

concern of a restricted group of teachers. Could such
a situation develop in practice? As yet, only a

minority of schools and teachers, albeit increasing,
are convinced of the need to learn how to learn.

Syllabuses are bulging, timetables are full, pressure on

teachers to get pupils to pass examinations is increasing
and numerous curriculum developments absorb teachers'
free time. Yet with the full support of a head teacher,
a group of committed teachers within a school might
initiate activity and develop materials in collaboration
with subject departments at each stage. Trials and
evaluation of materials might persuade more teachers of
their value, familiarity with materials and methods

might spread and the whole school policy could then grow

u p .

The curriculum demands of Higher grade and A-level

syllabuses have been described by teachers and pupils
as requiring independence and the contextua 1 ised applica¬
tion of approaches to learning (chapters four and six).
Metacognition is needed, not the prescriptive teaching of

'study skills' found by Tabberer and Allman (1983) to be
common among the 16-19 years age group. Assistance,
whether of a general or subject specific form, would be
better to adopt the 'learning to learn' format

offering possibilities and relating them to the purpose

of a task.

The study has also indicated that certain aspects of
content might be considered advantageous. A general
course ought not to be too long. SASC's seven units of

kS minutes each was considered adequate. Units are

perceived to be relevant when they focus on tasks pupils

experience in their normal studying. Activities ought
to be practical and not overburdened with theory. A
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shared task can provide ideas for discussion. Small

group discussions in particular were seen to draw out

these ideas from all involved. A language for

considering the learning process (such as PSR) needs to

be practised if it is to be applied outwith the course.

Few as these suggestions are, they are fundamental and
their existence precludes the need for new developments
to start from scratch. As further developments and

evaluation occur, other aspects might be expected to be
found advantageous.

Many of these guidelines for a provision to

facilitate learning skill in senior secondary school

pupils were part of the SASC. The course is not the
sole manifestation of these attributes. SASC was also

just a part of these guidelines. The field for course

developments has, however, begun to be described.

To what extent does a combination of qualitative and

quantitative methodologies help to describe and improve
our understanding of the process of pupil learning?

A feature that runs throughout this study is the
combination of qualitative and quantitative styles of
research. It was argued that such a methodological

perspective would help to investigate the process of

pupils' learning more comprehensively than would be

possible by using one or other of the methodologies in
isolation. The emancipatory potential of research on

learning might then be enhanced (chapter three). Have
these claims been realised?

A rigorous and systematic qualitative analysis of
pupil interviews investigated how they undertook concrete

examples of tasks they had completed in the course of
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normal studying. Deep and surface approaches to

learning, and their defining characteristics, emerged
from the pupils' descriptions with guidance from earlier
research. Reliability of categorisation was established

by comparison with an independent judge's classification
of a sample of instances from the interview transcripts.

Validity of the findings was seen in their 'recognisab1e

reality', repeated in a new context; in the agreement of
a pupil's approach established in this qualitative manner

with that described by their approach scale scores on the

quantitative instrument, SASI; and also in the cumulative
value of the evidence from the various rounds of teacher

and pupil interviews. The concept of approach to

learning was found to describe both individual consistency
and inter-task and i ntra-task variability in a pupil's

studying. Contextual and personal factors which were

described as influencing the approach taken toward a

particular task were also established.

The curriculum demands were investigated by
interviews with teachers and pupils. Qualitative

analysis of the interview transcripts produced descrip¬
tions of these demands in terms of the deep and surface

approaches and identified common curriculum tasks.
These descriptions guided the nature of the provision
(SASC) developed to facilitate learning skill among the

pupils.

The inventory, SASI, was developed to operationalise
the approach to learning constructs described from the

pupil interviews. Statements from the interview

transcripts were formed into items on pilot inventories.

Pupils' responses to these items were factor analysed to

create scales in SASI. Scores on the inventory's scales
could describe a pupil's approach to learning and related

study attribute characteristics. Differences were

apparent, though not proven, in the direction of change
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in characteristics representing pupils in schools with
different learning skill provisions. Correlation
between scales suggested that some overlap in

subcategories of approach might exist rather than the

categories representing opposing poles. The relations
between approach to learning and study attribute
characteristics among secondary school pupils were also
indicated.

Further indications of the SASC's impact upon how

pupils went about their learning tasks were investigated
in another round of interviews with pupils, which were

also analysed qualitatively. Written impressions of
teachers involved with the course were treated similarly.
Some perceived strengths of the course and weaknesses
that might benefit from improvements were identified.
Certain guidelines for future developments could thus be

suggested.

However, in the context of this study, weaknesses in

methodology have been apparent. The pupil interview

samples were small and not a representative cross section
of pupils in general. The quantitative analyses did
involve larger numbers of pupils but subgroups were small,
with consequent effects on the statistical significance
of findings. Interpretations of the analyses cannot

therefore be said to be definitive about pupils' learning.
Rather they are more an initial indication of the process

of secondary pupils' learning and of how to enhance

pupils' learning skill.

Nonetheless, it can be seen that the combination of

qualitative and quantitative methodologies used in this

study has proven illuminating. The different types of
data from each source have been complementary, each

extending the description of pupils' learning and our

understanding of how it might be facilitated. Spencer's
(1982) criticism that teachers did not implement even the
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most desirable of research based ideas and suggestions
is more likely to be overcome if all sides see relevance

in the findings. Such a combined methodology, with its
diverse forms of data, would seem to create the

possibility of bringing researchers, teachers and
classroom practice closer together.

What are the implications of this study for teaching and

learning in secondary schools?

In the introduction it was illustrated that

dissatisfaction with, and ineffectiveness in, school

learning has become increasingly apparent „ It was

suggested that learning was assumed to be something done
to pupils by teachers in practising their art. As one

of the teachers interviewed in the study said:

I have never in my life before stopped and
said, "What makes this a difficult subject?"
What I have said is, "How can I put this
over better?"

An effect of such a perspective was that pupils tended
to be seen as capable or incapable of learning. Yet
some researchers and educationalists showed that

British secondary school pupils possessed a rigidity
in learning methods and a dependence on teachers which
led to lost learning competence beyond school. A few

schools, realising that most pupils experienced
difficulties in learning, developed 'study skills'
courses. But this study's review of such courses has

shown, as have other reviews, that they tended to

prescribe habits for which there was no empirical basis.
Nor were they found to be particularly successful in

helping pupils to become more effective learners.

Throughout, the process of how pupils actually learnt
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in school has been ignored. It is a certain under¬

standing of this process which has been one of the main
outcomes of this study.

Out of the findings presented in this thesis, a

model of the teaching- 1earning process in secondary
school is suggested (Figure 11.1). It describes the

relationships between pupil, teaching and school
characteristics and a pupil's approach to learning and

strategy toward a specific study task. The three sets

of characteristics emerged from the qualitative analysis
of interviews with pupils and teachers concerning the
nature of common tasks across the curriculum; also from

pupils' descriptions of their approaches toward instances
of study tasks and of factors which influenced their

approach. By relating these findings to those of other

studies, characteristics which were beyond the scope of
this study have been incorporated. The school
characteristics are contextual aspects over which neither
the pupil nor an individual teacher have direct influence.
The closer a characteristic is placed toward the centre

of the model, the more specific its influence on approach
and strategy. A teacher's teaching characteristics
some of which are personal and others which are related
to features of the subject and school - combine to

create a teaching style. This directly influences a

pupil's dependency as well as approach and strategy.

A pupil's perception of contextual influences on a task

imposed by the school or teacher, is influenced by more

fundamental characteristics of a pupil's make up. In

turn, the pupii's perception of context influences his
approach to learning and strategy toward the task.

Pupils have described as to how they considered the SASC
had influenced this studying. Teachers' awareness of
how their teaching might influence pupils' studying
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might be acquired through involvement with such a

provision. Together they have indicated the role of a

learning skill provision within the process of learning.
The model is an active one, allowing for changes in a

pupil's approach and strategy through changes in other

aspects (a<jap|-ec! from E n fuo i s H e. 7 1935).
In mapping the teach i ng- 1 earn i ng process there is

potential for practical benefits in the secondary school

experience. Used in the initial and in-service

training of teachers, a more precise understanding of
the teachers' influence on the process and of the

dynamic nature of the process might be engendered. The
practice of teaching might then be guided more by such
a conceptual understanding and be less reliant on

intuition. The aims of courses might be matched by
more appropriate practice. The challenge of Stones'
(1981+) recent call for teachers to be agents of research
into teaching that enhances pupil learning might then be
faced. The value of overtly facilitating pupils'

learning skill might be seen more readily and the

development of such a whole school policy realised more

rapidly. The advantage of teachers and pupils being
active partners in the learning process, rather than

continuing their traditional dominant and submissive
roles, might also be realised. Schools would then be
seen to be preparing their senior pupils for the more

independent learning character i st i cs of further and

higher education.

Are practical difficulties in causing such changes

likely to frustrate the emancipatory potential of this

study's findings? Traditions abound in education.
Change is generally a gradual process, inhibited by

existing structures. The inviolable nature of subject
department activities would be threatened. Time would
have to be allocated from already tight timetables.
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Staff and resources would have to be made available.

Education would have to be seen in more than the short

term functional objectives that are currently fashionable,

though even these might be better achieved through

applying the model. The potential for more imaginative

teaching and appropriate learning in improving the school

experience could, however, be the most persuasive factor.
This practical need could be met by this study's practical

guidelines which are seen to have an appropriate empirical
basis.

With teachers educated in, and responsive to, the

process of pupil learning and with schools facilitating

learning skill among their pupils, an opportunity would
be created to improve satisfaction with, and the

effectiveness of, learning in secondary schools. In

learning how to learn while at secondary school,

advantage might be expected in higher education, work and
leisure. In continuing to ignore the need to understand
and facilitate pupils' learning skill, schools would be

failing to educate pupils for their present needs let
alone those of the future.
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APPEND I X 1 : ANALYSIS OF PUPIL RESPONSES TO THE OPEN

STATEMENT, "THE DIFFICULTIES I HAVE IN LEARNING/READING
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APPENDIX 2: INITIAL TEACHERS' QUESTIONNAIRE ON
SUBJECT BASED STUDY SKILLS

Dear

STUDY SKILL COURSE

As you know,I have been involved in organising
a study skill course for post G-level pupils.The
course has been running for two years and I am now

thinking about ways of improving it.One of the
considerations I should like to take account of is

the different skills demanded in the various school

subjects.
Looking at recent research findings,it seems

the level of approach adopted by pupils is an

influential factor related to successful studying.
The contrast between a "deep approach" and a "surface

t»

approach seems to be crucial.A deep approach involves
the pupil making an active attenpt to reach a personal
unde standing of the subject matter.A surface approach
ischaracterised by the pupil attempting to rote learn
material for later reproduction.

Although the general meaning of a deep approach
is understood,it is likely that different learning
strategies and skills will be required to achieve a

deep level of understanding in the different subjects.
Would you be prepared to help by outlining nat

you see as the crucial learning skills involved in
your subject beyond O-level ?

The next sheet contains a set of questions to

guide your answer.

Thank you for your help.
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APPEND I X 2 (contd.)

SUBJECT BASED STUDY SKILLS

1.What is your teaching subject ?

2.What specific tasks are pupils required to carry out
in your subject beyond O-level ?
(e.g. writing essays,solving problems etc.)

3.What intellectual skills are involved in each of these
tasks ? (e.g. interpreting tables,argument etc.)

4.In what aspects of the course is initial rote learning
necessary for subsequent understanding ?

5.What would be involved in adopting a "deep approach"
in you subject beyong O-level ?

6.What particular skills would ycu like to see covered
in a general study skill course ?

7.Do you cover specific study skills overtly within
your own teaching ? If so,which ?

3.Are there any other aspects which you think I have
missed ?
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APPENDIX 3: SEM I-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR

THE TEACHER INTERVIEWS

1. At the 0-grade/ 1 eve 1 phase, what tasks is a pupil
involved in in studying your subject?

2. What would be involved in undertaking task X, Y,
etc.?

3. Beyond 0-grade/1eve1 , what tasks is a pupil involved
in in studying your subject?

A. What would be involved in undertaking task X, Y,
etc.?

5. Within your subject and at the different levels, do
you see there being a role for rote learning?

6. Do you teach any study skills within your courses?

7. Are there study skills involved in your subject which
you consider could be taught in a general study
skills course?

8. Is an active attempt to reach a personal under¬
standing of the subject matter necessary for a pupil's
academic success or can rote learning for later
reproduction provide success at any level?
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APPENDIX k : SEM I-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR

THE PUPIL INTERVIEWS

1. What subjects are you studying and at what level?

2 . In your experience of subject X, what tasks are
involved in studying it?

3. How did you undertake task Y?

(repeated for a number of tasks mentioned in 2
above) .

Repeat 2 and 3 for other subjects studied.

k. Do you find that you are given help as to how to
undertake any of these tasks in any of these
subjects?

5. What is your purpose in studying these subjects?

N, B.

The phrasing of the questions was varied, though not
their meaning, to enhance the flow of the pupil responses
and to suit the situation within each interview.
Intermediate questions were necessary to ascertain the
precise meaning of a pupil's task descriptions.
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APPENDIX 5: EXPLICIT GROUNDS FOR CLASSIFYING CONSISTENT

DEEP AND SURFACE APPROACHES TO LEARNING

(after Ramsden, 1981: 17M

1. What general approach to studying is mentioned, e.g.
"usually", "generally", etc.

2. What is the relation between intention and process?
- succeeds in intention (Dj, contrasts intention
and process (S).

3. Does the student concentrate on the technical aspects
of studying when asked how he goes about studying? (S)

A. Does the student make a distinction between the

merely technical and the actual process of studying? (D)

5a. Is academic knowledge seen as part of the student?
Is interest expressed in learning for learning's
sake? ( D)

5b. Does the student talk of excitement in learning and
express a desire to learn? Is he able to talk fluently
about the process of learning as if he has reflected
on it before the interview? (D)

6. Is academic knowledge seen as external, a threat, a
source of distress or anxiety, not part of oneself,
something that happens to the learner? (S)
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APPENDIX 6: COMPARISON OF RESEARCHER AND INDEPENDENT

JUDGE CLASSIFICATIONS OF INSTANCES FROM PUPIL INTERVIEWS

Sample Researcher's Independent judge's
instance classification classification

1 D3 D2

2 S2 S 2

3 S 2 S2

A S1 S1

5 D 1 D 1

6 D 2 D2

7 S3 S3

8 S3 S3

9 D 2 D3

1 0 S 4 S3

i 1 D 1 D2

1 2 S 2 S2

1 3 D2 D2

1 4 D 1 D 1

1 5 D3 D3

16 S 1 S3

1 7 S 4 1

18 D 1 D 1

1 9 SI S1

20 D3 S 1

2 1 S2 S2

22 S1 D 2

23 S3 S3

24 D 2 D2

25 D 1 01

26 S 2 S2

27 D3 D2

28 S 4 S 4

29 S 1 S 1

30 D 2 D 2
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PILOT INVENTORY SAS 1



studyingatschool
ripn«;nroadthoseinstructionscarefully. Thisquestionnaireisdesignedtofindoutabouthowyou studyinyourschoolwork.WeareinterestedinwhatYOU doorthinkso(herearenorightorwrong,answers. Pleasereadeachsentencecarefullyandtifenshowyour responsetoitbydrawingacircleround(lieappropriate codenumberatlherighthandsideofthesentence. ThesenumbersareHOTmarks,merelyawayofrecording youranswer.

A(yy)=alwaysoralmostalwaystrue 3(^)-generallytrue
1(x)=notsooftentrue 0(XX)=rarelyornevertrue 2(7)-doesn'tapplyORimpossibleto decidewhichanswertogive.

Ifyouhavetousethe(?)answertoaparticular question,putitsnumberatthebottomofthepage andexplainwhyyoucouldn'tgiveadefinite answer.
Pleasestartbyfillinginthedetailsbelow: sciloo| schoolYEAR

f3EXMale/Female dateofhirtii/../

c

a<;e

...years|

Doyoursubjectchoices,oryourmain,mcrests,reflect Asciencebias(includingMaths.)1 Allartsbias(e.g.Enylish,History)P Alanguagebias(e.g.French,butin)3 HoneoftheseA
Circleacedenumbertoanswerthisandltieotherquestions whichfo11ow.

pi.basetllrilover

1-3 A 5

6-7
8 9 10 11

1 . p t 3. 1. 's. 6. 7. b. 9.

10. 11. IP. 13. 11. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. PO. P1.

yy

y

?

X

XX

Col

Whenmatingnotes1trytoincludemy ownideas.

A

3

P

1

0

12

iworkoutwhatIthinkisimportant whenreading.

A

3

p

1

0

13

Itrytousetheleathers'wordsin mywri1tenwork.

A

3

P

1

0

1«1

WhenrevisingIconcentrateupon learningthefacts.

A

3

p

1

0

15

1don'thaveenoughlimetomake notesofmyown.

A

3

p

1

0

16

Itryhardbecausemyparents expectmeto.

A

3

P

1

0

17

InmakingnotesIconcentrateon pickingnutthefacts.

A

3

O

1

0

10

Itrytomemoriseagooddealof what1read.

A

3

2

1

0

.19

InwrittenworkItrytoputover myownviewwheneverpossible.
A

3

2

1

0

20

Whenattemptingtoremembersomething
1trytopictureitinmymind.
A

3

2

1

0

21

I organisewhatIangoingtoputin ananswerbefore1writeit.
A

3

p

1

0

22

Itisimportanttomothattheteachers think1havetriedhard.

A

3

p

1

(J

23

Ienjoyschoolwork.

A

3

2

1

0

2d

Itrytowritemyownnotes.
A

3

2

1

0

29

WhenIanreadingIlinkmyownideas
■LothoseImeetinthebook.
-1

3

2

1

0

26

Idon'ttrytoshowtheconnections betweenideasorfactsinmywriting.
A

3

2

1

0

27

Itrytomemoriseeverytiiingwhen Irovise.
A

3

2

1

0

20

Iorganisemyrevisioninmyownway.
A

3

2

1

0

29

Itisimportantformetogethigher narksthanotherpeople.

A

3

2

1

0

30

Itrytomemorisethenotes1make.
A

3

2

1

0

31

Irelyontlieteachertotellme vdiatloread.

A

3

'i

1

0

.32
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X

XX

Col

nM

1include-vli.nt1*hinkisimportant in.iwrittenoxorcisr.

9

3

3

1

0

39

33.

1t'-ndt<•reviseatopicuntil1 foolthatIunderstandit.

9

3

3

1

0

35

3<1.

InexamsItendtopanic.

9

3

3

1

0

36

35.

1rirulenoughtimetoreadfairlywidely.
9

3

p

1

0

37

36.

1enjoyworkingwithotherpeople.
9

3

p

1

0

30

37.

InlullingnotesItrytoshowtherelation¬ shipbetweendifferentaspects.
9

.3

3

1

0

39

30.

1trytoidentifytheunderlyingmeaninginwhatIread.
9

3

3

1

0

90

39.

Mywrittenworkconsistsmostlyof presentinginformationorfacts.
9

3

3

1

0

91

:io.

I revisethingsbysayingtlieinover andoverinmyhead.

9

3

3

,

0

93

31.

Iamfascinatedhysomeofthework
Idoinschool.

9

3

3

1

0

93

33.

I organisemyworkinmyownway.
9

.3

3

1

0

91

33.

Ican'tseetheuseoftheschoolwork wehavetodo.

9

3

3

1

0

95

39.

I makenotesonlyaboutlie;pointsI shallliav"tol";irn.

9

3

3

1

0

96

33.

'./lien1read1concentrateonthefacts.
•i

.3

p

t

0

97

36.

Itrytouseinformalirufromseveralbooksinmywrittenwork.

9

3

3

1

0

90

37.

tilmyrevision1trytosummariseatopic.
9

3

3

1

0

99

30.

Myparentsseeminterestedinwhat1have
tosatabouttilings.

9

3

3

1

0

50

39.

WhenshortoftimeIstillfindways•r matingsatisfactorynotes.

9

3

3

1

0

51

in.

Whatteacherssayaboutmyworkisimportanttome.

9

3

3

1

0

53

91.

1pierrtogethernotesfromavarietyofsonires.

9

.3

3

1

0

53

93.

Inreading1trytosummariseformyself what:apassagesays.

9

.3

3

1

CI

59 55

yy

y

7

X

XX

C<11

93.

fileamount1writedependsonbowmany marksarebeinggivenforthatpiece oTwork.

9

3

3

1

0

91.

1onlyrevisewhattheteacherhas toldins*todo.

9

3

p

1

0

'37

95.

Schoolisaboringplace.

9

3

p

1

0

!»*'

96.

Ipanicwhenwritinganswersina shorttime.

9

3

3

1

0

V

97-

X1rytomakenoteswordforword fremthebookortin?teacher.

9

3

p

1

0

(.(

98.

1enjoycompetingwithotherpupilsinschoolwork.

9

3

J»

1

()

r.

99.

Ionlyleadwhat1thinkothersin theclasswillread.

9

3

2

1

0

62

SO.

WhenrevisingIconcentrateonwhat
Idon'tInow.

9

3

2

1

0

63

51.

InwrittenworkItrytoshowhowthe variousideasorfactslinktogether.
9

3

2

1

0

6-1

53.

1amfrightenedofjoininginclass illscussiens.

9

3

2

1

0

6'

53.

Idon'thavetimetoreviseonmyown.
9

3

2

1

0

66

|59.
Iliketodiscussworkwithotherpeople.
9

3

?

1

0

67

i

Itrytosiiiumarisethematerialwhen1 makenotes.

9

3

2

1

0

C\

I ,56.
1trytorelatewhatIrendtoprevious work.

9

3

2

1

0

69

57.

InwrittenexercisesIwritewhateverI thinkoffirst.

9

3

2

1

0

7Ci

50.

Duringrevision1concentrateonone pointatatime.

9

3

2

1

0

71

59.

Ifinditachallengetostartstudying newtopics.

9

3

2

1

0

7:

60.

Thelesstime1havetostudy,the harderIconcentrate.

9

3

2

1

0

73

61

Mynninpurposeinstudyingistopass theexams.

9

3

p

1

0

79

63.

Allmynotescomofromthelonelier.
•1

3

2

1

0

/'•

-•1-
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X

XX

Col

63.Vh°nreadingIconcentrateonwhat' 1willhavetoremember.

1

3

2

1

0

77

64.1trytounderstandatopicbefore writingaboutit.

1

3

2

1

0

70

65.1trytodiscusswithothersatopic that1am*tryingtorevise.

1

3

2

1

0

79

66.Myparentsdon'tsoominterestedin what1doatschool.

A

3

2

1

0

80

67.Iworkhardmainlybecause1needgood resultstocontinuemyeducation.
1

3

2

1

0

81

68.1trytowritenotesthat1can understandmyself.

1

3

2

1

0

82

69.Icomparewhatdifferentbookssay onthesametopic.

1

3

2

1

0

83

70.1trytomemorisemywrittenwork.
1

3

2

1

0

B1

71.Tonlyrevisewhenmyfriendsrevise.
1

3

2

1

0

85

7.9.Myteachersseeminterestedinwhat1 havetosavnbouttilings.

1

3

2

1

0

86

73.Idon'ttrytomakenotesofmyown.
1

3

2

1

0

87

74.IshallhegladwhenIcanleaveschool.
1

3

2

1

0

88

75.1onlymakenoteswhenJseemyfriends makingnotes.

1

3

2

1

0

89

7r>.Idon'th.veenoughtimet;oreadwhat:1 shoulddo.

1

3

2

1

0

90

77.WhenschoolworkisdifficultIusually giveup.

1

3

2

1

0

91

78.Inwrittenwork1amk.esurethat1 supportmyconclusionwitlievidence.
1

3

ji

1

0

92

79.Whentryingtoremembersomethingnowr1 linkittosomethingIalreadyknow.
1

3

2

1

()

93

80.1worrywhenteacherscriticisemywork.
1

3

2

1

0

91

Ul.Toftenrequireextratimetocomplete writtenwork.

1

3

p

1

0

95

89.Idonot:lilestudyingonmyown..
1

3

p

1

0

96

83.Thetypesofnotes1makevariesaccordingtomypurposeinmakingthem.

1

3

p

1

0

97 98

-•3—

111./,-;
:11
111

OVER

84.'Whenreading1trytovcrlnutthe connectionsbftwpcnclifferontaspects
1rompacross.

0*j.I'dlifetocontinuestudyingsomeof thesubjectsafter1leaveschool.
86.Thelesstime1havethemorequickly I read. 87.1feelmyeducationisusefulmainlyforgettingagoodjob.

88.Iwritefrommemoryratherthan frombooks.
89.Idon'thaveenoughtimetoreviseas muchas1need.

90.Iamnotinterestedinwhatmyparents thinkaboutschool.
91.Idon'tfindenoughtimetowritein wayswhichreallysatisfyme.

9?.Itendtostudyonlywhenthereis nothingelsetodo.
93.1trytoreadeverythingasquickly asIpossiblycan.

94.Iwelcomeopportunitiestotalkto teachersaboutmywork.
99.Imakemyownnotesonlywhenthe tcacherte11smeto.

96.Studyinghashelpedmetolearnto s«'operatewithotherpeople.
97.1trytoplanoutawrittenexoicise beforeIstartwriting.

98.1cnjovbeingatschool. 99.Idon'tfeelthatIorganisemywork carefullyenough.
101).Igel:veryworriedifIgetbehind withmywork.

101.Whenrevising1considerhewthe variousaspectslinktogether.
102.If1dosomethingbadly.1trytoworkout why,sothatIcandobetternexttime.

yyy7xxx 13210
i

13210 13210 13210 13210 13210 13210 13210 13210 13210 13210 13210 13210 13210 13210 •13210 13210 13210 13210

ri.cv.RhairniH?r;thatyouhaveputacirci.eahahi.iteveryoiiestjom ](' VMSli.iv.->.myillIn-rCommentyouwonIIlilotomilnnln.ui,.in.i..i.
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TABLE A7.1: FACTOR CONTRIBUTIONS IN 5 FACTOR SOLUTION OF SAS1

Factors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Eigen value 10.50 6.32 4.37 3.82 3-30 2.89 2.76

% variance 10.5 6.3 4.4 3.8 3.3 2.9 2.8

TABLE A7.2: INTERCORRELATIONS OF 5 FACTOR SOLUTION ON SAS1

Factors F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

F1 1.00 0.00 -0.17 "0.19 "0.12

F2 1.00 0.07 0.11 -0.09

F3 1.00 0.12 -0.07

F4 1.00 0.02

F5 1.00
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TABLE A7.3:

FACTOR LOADINGS OF DISCRIMINANT ITEMS OF SAS1 PILOT INVENTORY

Factor F1 F2 F3 FA F5

9 - WD 3 50
27 - ND2 52
28 - RD3 65
36 - WD2 45
41 - ND2 49
42 - RD3 45
54 - MC 43
55 - ND3 53
65 - WD3 46
84 - RD2 63

101 - SD2 58

3 - WS3 32
17 - SS2 31
21 - RS3 39
29 - WS1 42
30 - SS 3 35
34 - NS2 48
35 - RS1 49
44 - S S3 43
47 - NS3 34
70 - WS2 40
74 - MA 38

5 - NO 54
25 - RO 30 -65
39 " NO -34
76 - RS4 64
89 - SS4 84
91 - WO 66

11 - WO -47
57 - WS3 55
77 - MS 49
90 - MP 47
92 - Ml 43
93 - RS3 62
99 - 0 38

12 - MT -44
19 - MS -34
31 - Ml 32 -55
48 - MS -60
80 - MF -43
94 - MT 39 -50
96 - MC -48
100 - MF -34

Note: decimal points omitted; loading < 0.3 omitted.
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Item type key (SAS 1):

N — = notemaking

R — = reading

W -- = writing

S — = revision

M - = motivation

0 = organisation

-D1 to 3 = deep approach subcategories

-S1 to k = surface approach subcategories

Ml = interest
intrinsic motivation

MA = attitude to school

MV = vocational relevance

MP = parental approval extrinsic motivation

MT = teacher approval

MS = academic self confidence

MF = fear of failure achievement motivation

MC = collaborative dependency
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SCHOOLANDSCHOOLWORK
Pleasereadtheseinstructionscurefully. Thisquestionnaire,intwosections,containscommentsmadeby

pupilsabouttheirschoolandschoolwork.Towhatextentdoyou agreeordisagieewiththeircomments?Asthecommentsaiufeelings basedonpersonalexperience,therecanbenorightorwronganswers. Weareinterestedinyouropinionorexperience. Readeachcommentcarefullyandthenimmediatelyshowhowclosely
youagreeordisagreewiththatcommentbycirclingoneoftheletters attheright-handside.Forexample:

//J?XXX

IenjoythepracticalworkatschoolaQT)cde
Choosethelettersaccordingtotheansweryouwanttogive.

ColumnHeading

©-
-closetomyownfeelingor

experience

yy

(!i)

-agreementwiththecomment
onthewhole

/

©-
-notsureornotunderstood

?

©

-disagreementonthewhole

X

©"
-Ifeelrathertheopposite
ofthis

XX

Trytoavoidthe?answerifyoupossiblycan.itisimportantthat yougiveananswertoEVERYquestion. Pleasefillinthetic.toilsbelow<tndthenTURNOVER .r>i•hooI •*»«?.rM>11<>/t'enu11e

V]

Class

DoteofBirth

70 00

SECTIONA

yyy?xxx

1.1enjoytalkingtomyparentsaboutwhat happensinschool.abcde
2.Mostteachersarefairtoalltheirpupils.abode 3.beingfriendlywithotherpupilsismore importanttomethancompetingwiththem.abcde

4.WhenI'mabsorbedinsomething,myparents don'tinterruptme.abcde
5.1getsoinvolvedinsometopicsatschool thatItrytofollowthemuponmyown.abcde

6.Schoolisaboringplace.abode 7.When1don'tdowellatschool,1feel ashamedofmyself.ahcde
8.1wantteacherstoknowthat,theycandepend onme.abcde

9.Punishmentinschoolsisalwaysunfair.abcde 10.Adultsdemandtoomuchfromyoungpeopleand givelittlehelpinreturn.abade
11.MyparentsarereallyhappywhenIdowell atschool,andthatmakesmefeelgood,too.abcde

12.Itwouldmakemefeelbadif1disappointed theteacher.abcde
J3.1enjoyhelpingotherpupilswiththeii schoolwork.abcde

14.Jdon'tfeelhappyhavingtoworkonmyown.abc<1e 15.1generallyleavemyhomeworkuntilthe lastminute.abc;de
16.Manyschoollessonsaredulland uninteresting.abcde

17.IwouldratheradmitsomethingIhavedone wrongthantrytocoveritup.abede
18.Ifteacherswouldletpupilsdowhateverthey want,todo,Iwouldenjoyschoolmuchmore.abcde

19.Iwouldratherbecorrected,thanlefttodo somethingwrong.abede
?0.Myteachersneverseemtobesatisfiedwith whatI'vedone,evenwhenI'vetriedhard.ahcdo



✓✓/?XXXCol

21.Myparentsdon'tseemtobeallthat InterestedInwhatI'vedoneatschool.abcde21
22.ThereareveryfewteachersthatIcan reallyadmire.abcde22

21.Ifeelreallycjoodwhenmyfriendscansee thatI'vedonewell.abcde23
24.Youcan'texpectpupilstocomeupwithgood Ideasoftheirown.abcde24

25.Schoolprovidesagreatdealofuseful knowledgeaboutlife.abcde25
26.3spendalotofmysparetimefindingout aboutthingsonmyown.abcde26

27.IfI'mgivensomethingtodo,Ialwaystry todoitaswellaspossible.abcde27
28.Schoolrulesaresensible:1alwaystryto followthem.abcde20

29.IfIhavedonesomethingwrong,I'malways readytotaketheconsequences.abcde29
30.Iratherresenttheamountofpiesourethe teachersputusunder.abcde30

31.Myparentsarealwayshelpfulandencouraging aboutmyschoolwork.abcde31
32.Mostteachersneverbothertoexplainthings wellenough.abcde32

33.Idon'treallycarewhatotherpeoplethink aboutme.abcde33
34.Myparentsalwaysvaluemyopinion.abcde34 35.Thethingswelearnatschoolarenotofany realusetome.abode35

36.1feelhappyandexcitedwhenanewI(.,)■•/is introduced.abcde36
37.1alwaysfindagoodexcuseif1haven't donemyhomowoik.abcde37

30.Whenschoolworkishard1usuallygiveup.abcde30 39.1findiamoftenhavingtomakeexcuses.abode39 40.Myparentsdemandtoomuchofmeandputme underalotofpressure.abode40

JJ

v/

?

X

x:

41.

Adultsarenotreallyinterestedintryingto understandyoungpeople'sfeelings.
a

b

c

d

e

42.

Itisoftentheteacher'sfaultwhenyouget Intotroubleatschool.

a

h

c

d

e

43.

Peopleseemtofinditdifficulttogeton wellwithme.

a

b

c

d

e

44.

1alwaysprefertoworkthingsoutformyself.
a

b

c

d

e

45.

1quicklyloseinterestifnewtopicsare difficult.

a

b

c

<1

e

46.

Therearealotoflessonswhich1find excitingandchallenging.

a

b

c

d

o

47.

If1amexpectedtodosomething,1doit.
a

b

c

d

e

48.

1alwaysputalotofeffortintowhatwe're askedtodoinschool.

a

b

c

d

e

49.

Iamreadytotakeresponsibilityforallmy actions,nomatterwhat.

a

b

c

d

(i

50.

Myparentsseemtobetotallyunrealistic inwhattheyexpectliretoachieveatschool.
a

b

c

d

e

51.

IfIdowellatschool,myparentsalways showthattheyarepleasedwithme.
a

b

c

d

e

52.

Mostteacherstryhardtohelpallthepupils.
a

1)

c

d

e

53.

There'sareallygoodfuelingamongthepupils
inthisschool.

a

b

c

il

e

54.

l'niexpectedtoworkouttoomanythingson myown.

a

b

c

d

e

55.

1don'tmindworkinghardifTlearnsomething intheprocess.

a

b

c

d

e

56.

Jfindschoolworkreallyveryinteresting.
a

b

c

d

e

57.

1alwaystrytoJiveuptomyparents'trust.
a

b

c

d

e

50.

Onlyweakpeoplelikerulesandneedorder.
a

b

c

d

e

59.

Afeelingofguiltisworseeventhansevere punishment.

a

b

c

d

e

60.

Adultsalwaysseemtobeexpectingtoomuch ofyoungpeople.

a

l>

c

d

e



Itrytorelateideasinonesubjecttothose inothers,wheneverpossible. WhenI'mreading,theideassometimesproduce vividimagesinmymind.
1findsomesubjectssointerestingthatI wouldliketogoonwiththemafterileave here.

1find1havetorelyonmemorizingagood dealofwhatwehavetolearn.
Iprefertotackieeachpartofatopicor probleminorder,workingthroughitone stepatatime.

IsupposeI'mmoreinterestedinthe qualificationsI'llget.,thaninthe subjectsI'intaking. Inexams1tendtopanic. I'mverygoodatorganizingmystudytime effectively.
1hateadmittingdefeat,evenintrivial matters. IfIhavesomethingtodo,Ifeelit's worthwhileonlyifIdoitwell.

1generallytrytounderstandthingseven whentheyinitiallyseemratherdifficult.
1liketoplayaroundwJthideasofmyown, eveniftheydon'tgetmeveryfar. Someoftheworkhereisreallyexcitingand giipping.

1don'tusuallyhavetimetothinkaboutthe .ImplicationsofwhatIhaveread. I'mmorereadytofollowwell-triedapproaches toproblemsthanunfamiliarones. MymainreasonforstudyingissothatI'll beabletogetagoodjob.
1worryalot:whenteacherscriticizemywork. 3veryrarelyrequireextratimetocomplete writtenwork.

1enjoycompetingwithotherpupilsin schoolwork.
Jfeelit*smydutytoworkhardatjr-hoel.

OftenIaskmyselfquestionsaboutthe things1hearinlessonsorreadinbooks. IenjoydoingthingswhereIcanusemy imaginationormyownideas. Mymainreasonforstudyingissothat1can learnmoreaboutthesubjectswhichreally interestme. «

Thebestwayformetounderstandwhat technicaltermsmeanIstorememberjustthe text-bookilefinition. Ithinkit'simportanttolookatproblems cautiouslyandlogicallywithoutrelyingon intutLion. WhenIworkhard,it'sonlysothatIcan continuemyeducation.
IamalwaysworryingthatIwillgetbehind withmywork.

Ialwaysorganizemyworkverycarefully. It'simportanttometodothingsbetterthan otherpupils,ifIpossiblycan.
Idon'tmindworkinglonghourstocomplete myworksatisfactorily.

ItrytorelatewhatIreadtopreviouswork. Ipreferteacherswhouselotsofexamples, ortheirownexperiences,tohelpusunder standthings.
Ispendagooddealofmysparetimefinding outaboutinterestingtopicswhichhavebeen discussed. 1liketobetoldpreciselywhatlodoin essaysorothersetwork. Iprefertosticktooneapproachtoaproblem untilI'mabsolutelysureitwon'twork. WhenIworkhardit'sonlybecauseIdon't wanttoletmyparentsdown.

Ineverseemtobeabletodothingsaswell as1feelIcould. If1dosomethingbadly,Itrytoworkoutwhy, sothatIcandobetternexttime. If1wantsomethingbadly,Idon'tmindreally pushingtogetit. WhenI'vestarteelapieceoTwork,1stickat itevenifI'mfindingitreallyhud.
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41.IprefertomakemyownnoteswhenIcan.abcde41 42.Isuppose1'inabittooreadytojumpto conclusions.abcdc42
43.Iamfascinatedbysomeofthetopicswemeet inschoolwork.abcde43

44.1makemyownnotesonlywhentheteacher leiIsmeto.abcde14 45.ipreferteacherswhosticktothepointand don'tgooffatatangent.abcde45
46.IsupposeI'matschoolonlybecauseIdon't scieintohave?anyrealchoiceaboutit.abode46

47.Otherpeoplealwaysseemtobeabletodo thingsbetterthanIcan.abcde47
48.Ifconditionsaren'trightformetostudy, Ialwaystrytodosomethingtochangethem.abode48

49.1feeltensebeforeanexam,butthatseems tomakemeworkbetterduringit.abcde49
50.Itakemyworkseriously,nomatterwhat.abode50 51.Intryingtounderstandnewideas,Ioften trytorelatethemtoreal-lifesituations.abcde51

52.InwrittenworkItrytoputovermyownview wheneverpossible.abcde52
53.Igetveryenthusiasticaboutsomeofmy schoolwork.abt:de5J

54.Generallylreadonlywhatwearespecificallytoldtoread.abcue54 55.WhenI'mexplainingsomething,1generallytrytogivealotofdetail.abcde55
56.Iworkwellonlywhentheteacherputsmeunder agooddealofpressure.abcde56

57.Worryingabout:schoolworkoftenpreventsme fioinsleeping.abcde57
58.Iplanmyworkingtimecarefullytomakethe mostofit.abcde50

59.Iplayanygametowin,notjustforthefun ofit.abcde59
60.EvenwhenI'mtired,ItrytofinisheverythingIhaveiodo.abcde60 C|ll.<»;HACKTOMAKENUKEYOUHAVEPUTT.CIRCLEAGAINST'EVERYQUESTION.

Whichtypeofsubjectdoyouenjoymost?(Circlenumber)
63

Pleaseindicatebelowbowwellyouhavebeendoinginyourschoolwori AgainstthesubjectsyouhavebeenstudyingenterIntheboxeither your'O*gradeor,ifyouhaven'ttakentheseexamsyet,estimate yourperformanceasfollows:5=intopquarterofclass;4=above average;3=average;2=belowaverage;1-bottomquarterofclar AHTs-rm:suiunrrs

:rtence-ryir.suivects

English History Geography Eranch Geminii (orotherlanguage)

Mathematics Physicn Cherniatry

X <

Biology TechnicalGuhjccts

Art

AddanysubjectsbelowoneithertheArtsorScienceside. ThankyouJ'orhelpinguouiththis researchproject:t»<?arcverygrateful.
66-6'/



Factors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011

X i X

TABLE A8.1:

FACTOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOLUTIONS OF SASW SECTIONS A AND B

A)

Factors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011

Eigen value 10.06 3-21 2.91 2.59 2.42 2.25 2.12 2.00 1.98 1.77 1.60

% variance 16.8 5.4 4.8 4.3 4.0 3.8 3-5 3-3 3.3 2.9 2.7

B)

Factors 1 23456

Eigen value 6.50 4.47 3.24 3.01 2.54 2.31

% variance 10.8 7.4 5.4 5.0 4.2 3.8



TABLEA8.2:INTERCORRELATIONOFFACTORSOLUTIONSONSASW,PARTSAANDB A)

F1

1 .00

F2 0.13 1.00

F3

FA

F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

0.06

-0.17

-0.28

0.1A

-0.16

0.08

-0.28

0.03

-0.06

-0.21

0.06

-0.01

0.05

-0.19

1.00

o

o

o

-0.11

0.07

0.02

0.03

-0.06

1.00

0.16

-0.05

0.03

-0.01

0.13

1 o00

-0.1A

0.07

-0o08

0 o19

1.00

-0.07

0.00

-0o09

1 „00

-0.03

0.05

1 .00

-0.0A 1.00

x x

B)

F1

F2

F3

FA

F1

O

o

f"

0.OA

-0.03

-0o23

F2

O

o

o

0.12

-0.12

F3

1.00

-0.06

FA

1 .00



TABLEA8.3: ITEMSANDTHEIRDOMINANTFACTORLOADINGS>0.35(SASWSECTIONA:MOTIVATION) F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

A48 A52 A54

-42 -39
64

F9

A1

50

A18

-52

A19

48

A9

44

A2

-53

A7

37

A20

44

A37-48A10
55

A3

47

A28

44

A24

-38

A16

-39

A1A

bb

A8

37

A59

-47

A12

-51

A^4

be

A36

53

A33

b1

A29

-57

A15

b5

A11

41

A40

54

A13

-60

A21

-5b

Ab5

-36

A44

39

A32

48

A27

-bs

A23

64

A25

-37

A31

67

Abe

55

AA9

56

A53

-35

A38

52

A26

-37

A51

69

A56

56

A39

5b

A40

38

A55

59

A58

-35

Ab2

51

A60

71

A57

be

A47

-36

x x

Note:decimalpointsonfactorloadingsomitted„
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TABLE A8. A:

ITEMS AND THE IIR DOMINANT FACTOR LOAD ING > 0.35

(SASW SECTION B: APPROACH TO LEARN I NG)

F1 F2 F3 FA

deep
approach

surface

approach

positive
achievement
at t i tude

negative
achievement
att i tude

B1 38 BA 58 B29 59 B3 -AA

B19 A3 B5 AA B36 55 B12 -52

B21 AS B10 56 BA2 55 B51 -AA

B28 8A B15 62 B37 72 B52 -A8

B30 A9 B16 A6 B59 A7

B33 AA B2A AA

B3 8 AA B32 A7

BAO A8 B3 A A8

BAl 58

BAA -AO

B58 75

Note: decimal points on factor loadings omitted.
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APPEND 1 X 9: PILOT INVENTORY ANALYSIS: 50 MIXED I TEMS

TABLE A9.1 : FACTOR LOADING (> 0.3) ON 48 MIXED ITEMS

I terns F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

Q.3" 31

Q5 39

Q.3 46

an -33

Q12 47

Q17 45

ai9 44 37

021 48

Q25 39 -37

Q27* 55 -37

Q28 64

Q2 9 51

a3i 50

Q.3 5 42

Q36 42

Qkk 32 34

QkJ* 41

Q48 32 57

Q55 35 -32

Q65 52

a7o 48

aso 51

a8A 70

a89 50

Q91 62

a94 OOvOro

Q99

Q1 00 30 40

Q1 0 1 56
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TABLE A.91 (contd.)

I terns FT F2 F3 FA F5

A1 - 45

A7 46

A8 57

A1 A* -32

A15 -30

A20"

A21* 60

A2 3 48

A31 * -66

A36* 32

A38 -36

A45 -35 30

A46 37

A51 -74

A59* -45

A6 0 *

B5 " -47

B21 41

B41 38

Notes decimal points omitted
* items subsequently removed
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TABLE A9.3: INTERCORRELATIONS OF 5 FACTOR SOLUTION TO 50 MIXED

ITEMS FROM SAS1 AND SASW PILOT INVENTORIES

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

F1 1 .00 0.14 -0.02 -0.11 -0.21

F2 1 .00 0.02 0.01 -0,13

F3 OCD• 0.12 0.12

F4 1.00 0,11

F5 1.00

TABLE A9.2: FACTOR CONTRIBUTIONS IN A 5 FACTOR SOLUTION OF 50

MIXED ITEMS

Factor 123^ 567

Eigen value 6.13 4.13 2.77 2,54 2.19 1.97 1.88

% variance 12.3 8.3 5.5 5.1 4.4 3-9 3.8
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TABLE AS.b : FACTOR LOADINGS (> 0.3) ON 50 MIXED ITEMS

1 terns F1 F2 F3 FA F5

05 A8"

09 A3-

011 31 -A3*

Q12 47*

017 A8"

019 41 * 37

Q21 35 A9*

025 31

Q28 58- -41

029 A2-

031 A7*

034 A7*

035 56*

036 30 -A7A

Q4l A7* -A1

Q4A 36 A9*

Q48 34 61*

055 A6"

057 A2*

Q65 51-

070 Al -

077 31 5AA

Q80 47*

m 79*

089 32 A

091 A2 *

Q92 33

093 50A

094 39 42 A

099 Al A

0100 AA-

Q101 65*
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TABLE A9.A (contd.)

1 terns f1 f2 f3 fa f5

a7 51*

a8 57*

a12 56* -38

a15 37*

a23 51*

a27 a3 -69*

a36
aao 3a

aa5

aa6 3a*

a5a 51*

b3

b21 33* -32

b29 ao*

b3a a5*

b38 31 32 -79*

bai 3a -35*

b57 33

Notes: decimal points omitted
* discriminant items in their dominant factor



APPENDIX 10

SCALE AND ITEM ADEQUACY: STATISTICS
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TABLE A 10 . 1 :

ITEM MEAN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS, BY SCALE

SAS I
scale

I tem
Mean
score

S.D.
SAS I
scale

1 tem
Mean
score

S.D.

SI 9 2.71 1.11 S 4 1 2 2.63 1 .29

29 2 .66 1.11 1 9 2 .05 1 . 44

41 2 .43 1.09 31 2.27 1 .35

55 2.31 1.11 48 2.10 1 .30

65 1 . 94 1 .28 80 2 . 45 1 .26

84 2 . 45 1.15 94 2.44 1 .23

1 01 2.33 1.12 1 00 2.59 1 .22

B2 1 2.53 1.21 A7 2 . 32 1 .25

A8 2 .63 0 .99
S 2 17 2.20 1 .43 A 1 2 2.10 1.20

29 2.66 1.11
A2 3 2.25 1.15

34 2.21 1 .30 A46 2.31 1 .64
35 2.60 1.16

B 2 9 2.13 1.24
70 2.04 1.24

B 3 4 2 . 43 1.16 S5 2 1 2.04 1 .34

36 2.81 1.11

S3 5 2 .52 1 .33 44 2.18 1.28
1 1 2 .58 1.23 77 2 .52 1 .30
57 2 . 62 1.27 A1 5 2 .34 1 .25
89 2.19 1 .33 A2 7 2 . 82 0 . 94
91 2.25 1 . 36 A5 4 2 . 45 1 .05
93 2. 57 1 .22

B 3 8 2.71 0.92
99 2.59 1 .25 B 4 1 2.35 1.29

Note: S.D. = Standard Deviation.
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TABLE A10.2:

RELIABILITY OR INTERNAL CONSISTENCY OF SCALES

Corrected Cronbach Alpha
Item item-total alpha if item

correlation coefficient deleted

9 0.31 0 .74 0.74

28 0.56 0.69

it! 0 . 42 0 .72

55 0 . 40 0.73

65 0 . 42 0 .72

84 0 . 62 0.68

1 0 1 0.54 0 .70

B2 1 0 .27 0.75

1 7 Oo 0.58 0 .56

29 0 . 35 0.53

34 0.37 0 .52

35 0 .43 0.50

70 0 .27 0.57

B 3 4 0 .25 0.57

5 0.37 0.66 0 . 62

1 1 0.34 0 .63

57 0.34 0 .63

89 0 .28 0.65

91 0.46 0.60

93 0.41 0 .62

99 0.39 0 .62

1 2 0.37 O oo o 0.79

1 9 0.41 0.79

31 0 .43 0 .79

48 0.60 0.77
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TABLE 10.2 (contd.)

Corrected Cronbach Alpha
Item item-total alpha if item

correlation coefficient deleted

80 O-3"•o 0.79

94 0.37 0.79

100 0 . 42 0.79

A7 0.46 0.79

A8 0.48 OOr^o

A1 2 0.49 0.78

A2 3 0 . 43 0.79

A46 0.79

B2 9 0 . 42 0.79

2 1 0.36 0.71 0.69

36 0.37 0 o 6 9

A4 0.37 0.69

77 0.33 0 .70

A1 5 0.34 0 .69

A2 7 0.52. 0.67

A5 4 0 . 40 0.68

B 3 8 0.57 0.66

B 4 1 0 . 32 0 .70
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TABLE A10.3:

ITEM DISCRIMINATIVE VALUE

SASI Correlations with Criterion
I tern S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 6

9 48 -15 16 14 27 16

28 69 -08 09 01 39 33

41 58 -05 16 17 42 16

55 56 14 22 07 13 25

65 61 04 18 34 21 25

84 74 -03 11 22 24 49

101 67 00 14 13 14 43

B21 47 -09 -08 18 34 10

17 -11 59 -17 -04 -21 31

29 04 57 -05 11 -12 31

34 -05 62 -13 -06 -29 30

35 07 64 09 -03 00 41

70 05 53 01 12 06 27

B34 -15 50 -14 09 -08 23

5 09 -01 59 -02 07 35

11 26 -19 54 14 17 22

57 14 -19 55 -07 26 23

89 14 08 51 -06 01 24

91 -11 -04 65 -06 02 41

93 15 -14 59 02 20 31

99 17 -03 59 02 27 28

12 -02 06 -10 49 00 23

19 10 25 00 54 -02 23

31 23 -17 01 56 13 26

48 26 12 03 70 19 42

80 05 00 -02 52 04 27

94 36 -19 1 1 49 18 11

100 26 -09 10 53 24 21
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TABLE A1Q.3 (contd.)

SASI Correlations with Criterion
scale Item SI S2 S3 S4 S5 6

A7 09 15 -07 57 10 20

A8 -02 04 -08 56 15 29

A12 21 -10 02 59 31 25

A2 3 06 17 -08 54 02 26

A46 18 -10 10 45 21 17

B29 14 20 -09 54 10 25

21 15 -28 10 -14 55 22

36 33 -22 -10 17 53 17

44 16 -17 25 -07 55 24

77 24 -01 27 22 52 20

A15 19 -20 20 11 52 23

A27 28 08 16 35 63 28

A54 27 "07 13 11 55 23

B38 34 01 1 1 33 67 33

341 31 -11 05 18 51 16

Notes: decimal points omitted
criterion 6 = item-scale minus item-highest other scale

correlations, each squared.
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TABLE A10.4:

SCALE-SCALE I NTERC0RRELAT I 0NS

SI S 2 S3 S4 S 5

S 1 1 .00 -0 . 05 0 . 20 0 . 2 7 0 .44

S 2 1.00 -0 .12 0.05 -0.19

S3 1.00 -0.01 0.24
S 4 1.00 0.23

S 5 1.00

TABLE A 10,5:

SCALE SCORE DISTRIBUTIONS

SASI No. items Neutral % responses
scale in scale scale score positive negative

S 1 8 1 6 73 22

S2 6 1 2 56 23

S3 7 1 4 55 31

S 4 1 3 26 68 26

S 5 9 1 8 72 20
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TABLE A10.6: ITEM SCORE DISTRIBUTIONS

SASI % responses SASI
1 tem

% responses
sea 1 e 1 tem positive negative sea 1 e positive negative

SI 9 72 20 S4 12 72 26

28 71 20 19 52 44

41 64 30 31 63 33

55 74 20 48 54 44

65 45 47 80 66 20

84 67 29 94 63 31

101 61 32 1 00 68 29

B21 63 27 A7 57 35

A8 68 17

S2 17 56 42 A12 48 37

29 73 23 A23 53 32

34 57 42 A46 57 33

35 69 26 B29 54 39

70 53 44

B34 62 29 S5 21 50 47

36 74 20

S3 5 61 31 44 54 37

11 68 28 77 68 27

57 69 27 A15 59 34

89 52 41 A27 79 15

91 56 36 A54 58 24

93 70 26 ooOQ 76 17

99 37 61 B41 56 35
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APPEND IX 11:

STUDYING AT SCHOOL

INVENTORY

Please read these Instructions carefully.

This questionnaire is designed to find out about how you

study in your school work.There are no right or wrong

answer3.What is important is what you do or think.

Flease read each sentence carefully and then show your

response to it by drawing a circle round the appropriate
letter.

A (-//) «* always or almost always true
E (7) = generally true
C (?) =» impossible to decide
D (x) » not so often true
E (Xx) « rarely or never true

Please start by filling in the details below:

SCHOOL

POPM YEAR

SEX Male/Female

DATE OF BIRTH AGE .... years

Do your subject choices,or your main interests,reflect
A science bias (including Maths.) i

An arts bias (e.g.English,History) 2
A language bias (e.g.French,Latin) 3
None of these It

(circle a code number 1-U to answer the last question)

PLEASE TURN OVER
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1• It is important to me that the teacher
thinks that I have tried hard.

2. I try to memorise everything when I revise.

3. I don't have enough time to make notes
of my own.

It. In written work I try to put over my own
view whenever possible.

5. I rely on the teacher to tell me what
to read.

6. It is important for me to get higher
marks than other people.

7. My notes consist mostly of information
or facts.

8. I organise what I am going to put in an
answer before I write it.

9. I try to identify the underlying meaning
in what I read.

10. I am fascinated by some of the work I do
at school.

11. I like to be told precisely what to do in
essays or other witten work.

12. I don't have enough time to revise as much
as I need.

13. When revising I try to summarise the material.

1iu I try to use information from several books
in my written work.

15. I enjoy competing with other pupils in
school work.

16. I make notes only about the points I shall
have to learn.

17. I don't feel that I organise my revision
carefully enough.

18. I piece together notes from a variety of
sources.

19. I worry when teachers criticise my work.

20. When reading I try to memorise everything.
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21. la written exercises I write whatever
I think of first. A B C D E

22, I try to discuss with others a topic
that I am trying to revise. A B c D E

23. When school work i3 difficult I usually
give up. A B c B E

2li. J try to revise everything as quickly as
I possibly can. A B c B E

25. When revising I like to be told precisely
what to do. A B c B E

26. I don't have enough time to make the notes
I need. A B c B E

27. When writing I consider how the various
aspects link together. A B c B E

28. I only revise what the teacher has told me to. A B c B E

29« I get very worried if I get behind with
my work. A B c B E

30. My written work consists mostly of presenting
information or facts. A B c B E

31. I don't find enough time to revise in ways
which really satisfy me. A B c B E

32. I try to include my own view whenever possible,
in making notes. A 3 c B E

33. I generally leave my homework/prep, until
the last minute. A B c B E

3iu When I don't do well at school I feel
ashamed of myself. A B c B E

35. When making notes I like to be told precisely
what to do. A B G B E

36. I try to read everything as quickly as I
possibly can. A B c B E

37. I try to summarise the material when I make notes. A B G B E

38. If I'm given something to do,I always try to do
it as well as possible. A 3 C B E

39. I want teachers to know that they can depend on me. A B c B E

U0. When I read I concentrate on the facts. A B c B E

PLEASE TURN OVER
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li1. I don't feel that I organise my work
carefully enough.

U2. When reading I try to work out the connections
between different aspects I come across.

U3. I'm expected, to work out too many things
on my own.

UU. It would make me feel bad if I disappointed
the teacher.

U5. I try to memorise my written work.

1;6. I don't find enough time to read in ways
which really satisfy me.

U7. When revising I consider how the various
aspects link together.

U8. If I do something badly, I try to work out why,
so that I can do better next time.

U9. There are a lot of lessons which I find
exciting and challenging.

50. I like to be told precisely what to do in
my reading.

51 • I try to summarise the material in my
written work.

52. I prefer to make my own notes when I can.

53. I feel really good when my friends can see
that I've done well.

5U. I concentrate on the facts when revising.

55. Often I ask myself questions about the things I
hear in lessons or read in books.

56. It is important to me to do things better than
other pupils,if I possibly can.

57. I try to make notes as quickly as I possibly can.

PLEASE MAKE SUES THAT TOU HAVE KIT A CIRCLE AGAHJST BVEEI

JJ y ? I H

ABODE

ABODE

A 3 C D E

A B C D E

A B C D E

A B C D E

A B C D E

ABODE

A B C D E

A B C D E

A B C D E

A 3 C D E

A B C D E

ABODE

ABODE

A B C D E

ABODE

QUESTION.
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SCORING SASI

Q 21 -iiO
Q 1-■20

1*r~at 57
scale scale scale

(3) 0 1 2 3 h (li) li 3 2 1 0 (3) 0 1 2 3 li

(1) li 3 2 1 0
(2) li 3 2 «

f 0

0) li 3 2 1 0

(5) 0 1 2 3 h
(3) 0 1 2 3 li

(5) 0 1 2 3
\

ii

(3) 0 1 2 3 h
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HJTHPIKJCTION

III earlier studies that led directly ±o the development of this
course,semi structured Teacher and Pupil Interviews were carried out during
1982.The Teacher Interviews established that the teacher perceived demands
of studying across the curriculum required in general a Deep Approach* from
the pupil studying at Higher and/or 'A' level.Situations in which an '0*grade/
level pupil mihit be required or have the opportunity to adopt such an

approach were said to be very limited,in terms of the total curriculum. Common
study tasks across the curriculum were said to be notemaking,reading,writing,
with problem solving and practical work/projects being more restricted tasks.
The Teacher Interviews involved ten experienced teachers from three Edinburgh
Independent schools.The Pupil Interviews involved thirteen pupils studying
Higher and/or 'A* levels,Their perception of the task demands were of some¬

times requiring a Surface Approach*and sometimes a Deep Approach.Generally it
was the context in which a specific task was experienced that wa3 said to
influence the nature of the demands .However the contexts requiring a Surface

Approach were a function of the teacher's chosen classroom activities.This
disparity between the teachers professed objectives in undertaking study
tasks and the objectives perceived by the learner from experienced activities,
has been described in higher education as the contrast between the formal and
the hidden curriculum.nonetheless,it was also apparent that,from both teacher
and pupil perspectives,that there was much agreement between intention and
activity.At HLgher/tAI level this was in terms of a Deep Approach.The pupils'
Described common study tasks as notemaking,reading,writing (including using
arguments) and active use of memory,with problem solving and practical work
being more limited«Hotivation described corresponded to an individuals desire
to acheive.

(* Deep Approach,defined through pupil descriptions of how -hey undertook
specific learning task3,involved. independent and active lea eing through
personal integration of material, seeking interrelationships and meaning-
fulness in the material.
* Surface Approach, defined by the sane method,involved more dependent passive
learning through isolating parts of the material,a focus on memorisation and
in being restricted by time,conventions or marks.)

This Study Skill Course for Higher/'A' level pupils was thus
designed with the overall aim of fostering a Deep Approach to studying.lt
concentrates on the commonly experienced tasks,on the general aspect of
organisation and is implicitly concerned with motivation.
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UNIT ONE

THINKING ABOUT LEARNING

Aims:

- to raise awareness of the importance of organisational attributes,
- to focus on strategies that foster such attributes,
- to introduce a conceptual structure (PSR) for organising one's learning.

Materials;

1.copies of 'Organisation',
2,copies of 'Thinking about Learning'.

Time Needed:

30 - U5 minutes

Teachers Notes:

In introducing the course the teacher should stress the following:
- Most learning tasks in the lower school have been organised by the teacher
but in the Sirth Form pupils are expected to take more responsibility for
their own studying and learning,

- Success at school and afterwards will depend largely upon how well
individuals adapt to new situations.In this Study Skill Course the aim is
to start everyone thinking about how they learn and study, to help in the
control of it.

- How organised one is is the one aspect of studying that consistently
correlates quite highly with academic success,Nell organised pupils do
better.

- Many difficulties arise from a PASSIVE approach:sitting,staring with no

clear purpose in mind,concentration drifting at every potential
distraction.What must be borne in mind is that studying i_ an ACTIVE

process,involving THINKING about what one is crying to do _md ORGANISING
one's approach to the task.

Exercise

This exercise is a means of tapping pupils' feelings,making discussion
of the topic socially acceptable - something that is rarely discussed with
the social pressure to give an outward appearance of incompetence.
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1.Consult sheet 'Organisation'.
instruct pupils tooread the statements,ticking those that seem to apply
personally and altering the others to make thaa do so.

2.Divide pupils' into small groups (3-5) hi uhich to compare their
responses with the following instructions:
a) compare your responses to each statement,
b) decide whether each statement matters when studying,
c) for each stataaent your group feels matters, share ways in which

individuals have overcome the situation (groupleader make notes).
(allow up to 15 minutes)

3.Consult 3heet 'Thinking about Learning'.
Point out that when tanking about how we leara we can structure our

thoughts into considering Purpose,Strategy and Result (PSR).It is a

summary of an active learning process.

Define each word j-

Purpoee ° what you aim to do,why it is important
Strategy = how the task was organised and carried out
Result = identifying result of using that strategy and checking this

against purpose to decide if the learning has been a success.

U.Entire group to share their earlier discussions.
Take ."one subgroup at a time and one statement they thought Important.
First subgroup to tell the others why the situation nattered (p),how it
has been overcome (S) and the result in comparison to purpose (R)«
Structure this in terms of PSR on the boerd with pupils' copying onto
sheet 'Thinking about Learning'.

Repeat for other subgroups and other situationsjindividuals making their
own notes.

5.Summary.
Point out that to study effectively one has to think actively about what
one does.This may be done using PSR.This mnemonic will I - used in the
later task related course units.
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ORGANISATION

How organised yon are is the one aspect of studying that consistently

correlates quite highly with academic success.Uell organised pupils do

better.How organised you are and changing how organised you are involves,

more than any other aspect of learning,your feelings.

Head this list of situations you night experience in your studying.

Tick those you feel apply to yourself.

Alter the situation statements so that they apply to you rather better.

1.1 often seen to leave things like essays or exercises to the last

minute.

2. I am often late in handing work in.

3. I seem to work better in some places than in ethers,

lu I'm never quite sure what I've got to do next.

5. Fairly often I put off planned work until another day.

6. I am not all that proppt^in.

7. There are many distractions where I do most of my work.

8. I am easily disheartened by studying.

9. I am forever chasing about after things I need to study,

10.1 often seem to run out of time when studying.
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UNIT TOO

HETTTFIU'IG PURPOSE

Aias;

- to raise awareness of different sources of purpose in
- to introduce a purpose hierarchy,
- to identify key-words that indicate specific purposes

Materials:

1.copies of article A,

2.copies of 'Instructions to follow article A',.
3.copies of 'Identifying Purpose'.

Time Needed:

hS minutes

Teachers Notes:

In introducing this unit the teacher should stress the following:
- In the introductory unit 'Thinking about Learning',a structure va3 used
in which consideration was given to Purpose, Strategy and Result.In PSR
the strategy was related to the purpose and the result was reviewed as

to how effective strafegy had been in attaining purpose.Purpose can then
be seen as the fundamental consideration.

- In order to choose a specific strategy in undertaking a task and,in
order to review the outcome properly,one has to be clear about what

specific purpose one sets out with.We therefore need to leam how to

classify purposes.

Euercise_
This exerxise is a means of thinking about purposes,a fairly abstract

concept,by considering classification,source and identific eion of purposes
in the common study tasks.

1.Consult sheet 'Identifying Purpose'.
Point out that purposes in undertaking tasks of studying can be
classified into a hierarchy.
Read definition of each level.

a task,

in common tasks.
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2. Consult article A,

instruct pupils to read the article and the instructions that relate
to it.

Explain that the instructions express specific purposes within the

purpose hierarchy.
On instruction sheet,pupils should be instructed to
a) classify each instruction in terns of a purpose

b) underline what in the instruction led to each classification of

purpose.

(allow approx. 10 minutes)
3.Teacher to take each instruction in turn,establishing its purpose from i

the purpose hierarchy by asking pupils ana then establishing the key-
word(s) of instruction that led to the classification.
These key-words to be added,by pupils, to spaces on sheet 'Identifying
Purpose'.

U.Teacher to point out that these instructions could have been questions
devised by a teacher;that the teacher could be a source of purpose in
3tudy tasks.
Ask who else night be a source of purpose in studying the article,
(answer; author - his purpose in writing it

pupil - his purpose in studying it)
Establish authors purpose in writing the article and the pupil's purpose

in reading it ("various).
p.Sumnary.
Point out that in thinking about one's learning one has first to consider
the specific purpose in undertaking a task. The purpose nay derive from
the pupil himself, the author or the teacher.Purpose nay be identified by
a pupil producing or reading instructions/questions aru pinpointing
key-words in these.
Once one's purpose is known in undertaking a task,then _a appropriate
strategy can be chosen and the resuly reviewed.The nnenonic PS?, can
thus be applied to one's learning.
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Instructions to follow Article A

jh£truction Purpose Tvne

1• Head this article to find the date of the Aberfan

disaster. ..............

2. Explain why everyone's health was in danger after
the Moroccan earthquake.

3. Make notes to contrast the causes of the two disasters.

It. State the causes of death in Agadir. ...............

5. Summarise what happened in Agadir in '1962. ...............

6. How do you react to disasters like these?

7. Identify the cause of the Aberfan disaster.

8. Write a criticism of the worlds reaction to the

earthquake. ...............

9. In your notes,differentiate between reasons people
stay put and reasons they move,after a disaster. ...............

10.Compare the action of local people after each disaster. ...............

11.Construct an argument for better organisation of relief
aid in Agadir.

12.Identify why people need to relive their suffering.

13.Hecall the events that took place in Aberfan.

Ih.Bead and evaluate the letter.

a) classify each instruction in terns of a purpose (using purpose hierarchy)

b) underline what in each instruction led to each classification of purpose.
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rDEl.TZETING PUBPOSS

Purposes in undertaking tasks in. learning can be classified into a

hierarchy.Key-words, in instructions can be used to identify specific

purposes.

Purpose Hierarchy

1.Knowledge

General Definition Key-words of Action

Knowledge of facts,

principles,theories
etc.

2.Relationships putting together
various parts to
form a whole.

3.Evaluation

^Extrapolation

making judgement
of situation

using evidence.

thinking beyond
the text itself.

(adapted from SOLO taxonomy of Biggs("!979) plus Teacher and Pupil Interviews)
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UNIT TEHEE

READING

Aims:

- to develop an awareness of purpose in reading,
- to develop an awareness of relating reading strategy to purpose,
- to consider the effectiveness of reading result in relation to purpose.

Materials:

1.copies of articles B and G,

2.copies of sheet lreading PSR'.

Time Needed:

b$ minutes

Teachers Notes:

In introducing this unit the teacher should emphasise the following:
- That printed materials are a major source of knowledge and means of
understanding in all subjects,so the effective use of books,journals,
magazines and newspapers is of immense importance in studying.

- That difficulties in using printed materials often stem from a

passive strategy with no clear purpose in miacUHhat is needed is active
thought about what one is trying to do (the purpose) and of how to
attain that purpose in reading (strategy).Of course the result of
that reading needs to be reviewed to check whether one has been
effective in attaining one's purpose.If not,another strategy needs
to be used.

5xercise__
This exercise focuses a pupils attention upon the : act that he does

read in different ways and that these relate to purpose _s identified
from instructions,often derived from the teacher.

1.Consult article B.

Instruct each pupil to read the article with the purpose of "identifying
the main points made by the author".
Once complete,instruct everyone to read and answer,in the space given,
sheet 'Reading PSR' Ho.1.
Debrief briefly.

(allow approx. "0 minutes)
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2.Use the sane article.

Instruct the pupils to read the article with a purpose "to criticise
the situation, described in the article".

Once complete,instruct pupils to read and answer 'Beading PSB' No.2.
3.Consult article C.

Instruct each pupil toread the article with a purpose "to summarise
the article"..

Once complete,instruct everyone to read and answer 'Beading PSE' No.3.
U.Debrief by asking pupils
- how did you decide what the purpose of each reading task was?
- who might produce such instructions? (author/teacher/pupil)
-• what strategy was used in reading to criticise the situation in
the article? (ask a number of pupils)

- (for each pupil asked above) did you feel ybu could ihen criticise
the article sfter using that strategy?

- what strategy was used in reading to summarise the article?
- did you then feel able to summarise the article having used that

strategy?

(allow 10 minutes)
5.Summary.
rbint out that BSE csn be used to organise one's reading.Purpose may

be identified from instructions and then a strategy chosen to attain that

purpose.Feople use different strategies for different purposes but they
mu3t be effective.This can be checked by comparing result with purpose,

i.e.can one now do what one wanted to do.

11
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READING PSR

No.1

"Read article 3 to identify the main points made by the author

QI.How did you decide what the purpose was in this reading task? (p)

Q2.How did you read the passage? (S)

Q3.Was the result of using your strategy effective in meeting your

purpose? i.e.did you feel that you found the main points? (R)

No.2

"Read article 3 to criticise the situation described in the article".

Q1 .How did you decide wht the purpose was in this reading task? (P)

Q2.How did you read this passage? (S)

Q3.Was the result of using your strategy effective in meeting your

purpose? i.e. did you feel that you could criticise the article? (R)

No.3

"Read article G to summarise the article".

QI.How did you decide wht the purpose was in this readjr. ■' ta3k? (p)

Q2.How did you read this article? (S)

03 .Was the result of U3ing your strategy effective in meeting your

purpose? i.e.did you feel you could summarise the article? (R)
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UNIT FOUR

NOTatAKHTG

Aimsi

- to consider a variety of purposes in making notes,
- to practise making notes to suit a particular purpose,
- to raise awareness of the variety of notemaking strategies,
- to consider the notes made in relation to the purpose in making them.

Materials:

1.copies of any articles,
2.two blank sheets of paper each.

Time Needed:

U5 mi rtutes

Teachers Notes:

In introducing this unit the teacher should emphasise the following:
- Making notes is a very common task in virtually a~H subjects.
- Notes are important to make because they are a storage mechanism for

facts,theories,relationships,ideas,experiments,exneriences,views etc.,
so that they can be U3ed later.

- Notes are made by the pupil for the pupil's own use,so it is the pupil
who has to decide on the precise purpose in making a specific note.

- Once the purpose is known then a strategy can be used to make the note,
i.e.to create a framework for organising the material.The notes

produced can then be checked for usefulness by relating them to the

purpose one had in maSng them (PSR).

Sxercise_

I.Divide the class into subgroups,each a multiple of the -e.

Use a number of articles equivalent to the multiples of three in each

subgroup,e.g.two articles with six-pupils per subgroup.
2.instruct each multiple of three to make notes from their article,each
pupil using a different one of the following purposes,on one sheet of
paper:

a)make a note for revision toward a factual test,

b)make a note to contrast the similarities and differences between the

examples mentioned,
c)make a note to summarise the main points of the article.
(allow approx. 10 minutes)
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3.Within subgroups,the notes produced should be passed around,compared and
discussed under the following aspects: (write on board)
- similarities and differences in notes made with the same passage but
for different purposes,

- similarities and differences in notes made for the same purpose but
from different articles,

- how effective each- note was in attaining its purpose.

(allow approx. 10 minutes)
U.To expose the variety of notemaking strategies used,the teacher might
ask the class:

- who produced a longhand (full sentences) note?
- who produced a mini paragraph type note?
- who produced a numbered point type' note?
- who produced a different type of note? What type was it?
- whose note effectively attained its purpose?

5.To expose a greater variety of purposes in notemaking and a different
strategy,ask for suggestions and build a patterned note on the board,
e.g.

b.Explaia that Patterned Notes are an alternative notemaking strategy,
useful for many purposes.

Instruct pupils to use the same purpose and the same article as earlier,
and to woVq a Patterned Note on the second sheet of paper.

Subgroups then to compare the notes a3 before.
(allow approx. 10 minutes)



7.Summary.
Point out that an individual might use different notemaking strategies
for different purposes,

that different pupils might use different notemaking
strategies for the same purpose,

that what is important when making notes is that the note-
making strategy used produces notes that suit the purpose they were

made for,
that this can be checked using FSR.
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UNIT FIVE

THINKING ABOUT WRITING

Alms?

- to consider identifying purpose in writing,
- to consider source of purpose in written tasks,
- to develop awareness of the purpose-strategy relation in writing,
- to raise awareness of critical appraisal of written products.

Materialsi

1.copies of articles,including article A,
2.copies of 'Thinking about Writing' worksheet.

Time Needed:

30 - U5 minutes

Teachers Notes?

In introducing this unit the teacher should stress the following:
- Writing is a task experienced in studying all subjects and it is
generally the task that forms the basis of assessment.

- Academic success,to a large extent therefore, depends on skill in
writing.

- Individual subjects have their own conventions for structuring writing «

the scientific method for experimentsjthe introduction,body and
conclusion for long essays etc. -,more of which will be learnt in
subject lessons.

- In this session, the aim is to think about the CONTENT of the writing.
In all subjects,the written content should vary according to the

precise purpose in doing that writing.A strategy should also be used
that organises the content into a result cr product that stains the

purpose.
- PSR can be used to structure our thinking about writing.

Exercise_
This exercise focuses pupils attention on purpose in writing through

constructing titles for articles (author's purpose) and ins-jmctions that
might have led to such articles (teacher's/pupil's purpose) and thereby
source of purpose in writing.Inappropriate matching of purpose and result
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are considered.Strategies used in the articles to attain their author's

purpose are also identified.

1.Consult worksheet 'Thinking about Writing'.
Point out that the thought structure PS?, to be used.

2.Teachers illustration.

Instruct pupils' to red article A with the instruction of devising a ti
that describes- the articles content.

Ask for suggested titles.Choose one to start to complete worksheet.
Ask for instructions that may have led to writing the article.
Pbint out that the strategy used to attain the purpose was to use an

example to illustrate each effect of natural disasters on peoples
lives,summarising each effect before ite example was presented.
Ptoint out that by using that strategy the purpose was attained.
Ask for purposes that would not have been attained by writing the
article in that way (i.e. inappropriate titles/instructions).

3.instruct pupils to read a different article and then, complete a row cn

the worksheet 'Thinking about Writing'.
Debrief.

U.Sepeat for further articles as time allows.
3. Summary.
Point out that indeveloping skill in writing one might think about the

purpose,strategy and result of the writing.
Purpose may be identified from a title (author's purpose) or from
instructions for a written task (teacher's or pupil's purpose).
A strategy needs to be chosen that will produce a result that meets the

purpose.

Such thought is needed before actually writing and afterwards.
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UNIT SIX

THINKING ABOUT ARGUMENTS

Aims:

- to consider identification of purpose in an argument,
- to foster awareness of valid strategy in ail argument,
- to raise awareness of critical thought about an argument.

Materials:

1.copies of articles B and D,

2.copies of worksheet 'Thinking about Arguments',
3.a blank sheet of paper each.

Time Needed:

30 - minutes

Teachers Notes:

In introducing this unit the teacher should emphasise the following:
- In the Sixth Form pupils need to be able to construct and assess

arguments,both verbal and written.Tasks demanding such a skill are
found in many subjects,ranging from considering the implications of
experimental findings or the conclusions of reading or projects,to
the writing of exercise answers.

- An argument is the "reasoning process" (The Concise Oxford Dictionary)
used to reach a point of view or a conclusion.In any argument it
should therefore be possible to identify the conclusion and the

reasoning used to support it (Strategy).
- The purpose of an argument presented may be considered through its
title or instruction,as in all written work (Purpose).

- In thinking about an argument it is important to judge uhether the
result (reasoning and conclusion) validly meet the purpose (Result).

Exerci3e_
This exercise gives practise in identifying purpose and strategy in

an argumentjalso in assessing and constructing and argument.

1.Consult worksheet 'Thinking about Arguments'.

Explain the PSR structure to be used in the exercise.
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2,Teachers illustration.

Instruct pupils to read article D with the purpose of devising a title
for the argument (author's purpose) and the possible instructions that
led to the writing of the argument (teacher's/pupil's purpose).
Ask for a title and instructions,noting them on the worksheet.
Point out the conclusions and reasoning.

(i.e. conclusion - without certain laws to prevent it,some of the rich
will exploit the poor,so preventing their lifestyle

improving.
reasoning - if there are poor people struggling to survive then

unscrupulous employers trf.11 be able to hire cheap
labour,making themselves richer and keeping the
poor poor.)

Fbint out that an argument may be judged by examining its strategy as

on the worksheet 'Thinking about Arguments*,

o(Complete the worksheet Result:
Q1 ="■>/; Q2 = ?; Q3 =Vj QU = Xj valid? = possibly)

3.Instruct pupils to read article B and judge its argument by completing
the worksheet.

Debrief.

It.Instruct pupils to write on the blank paper a brief argument e.g. for or

against the examination system in secondary schools.
5.In pairs,pupils to read and judge each others arguments using the

worksheet,explaining to each other their decisions about each others
argument.

6.IF TIME ALLOWS,debrief one or more of the pupil's arguments.
7.Summary.
Point out that arguments need to be thought about both in constructing
and reading them.Thought about arguments may be in terms f Purpose,

i

Strategy and Result.All of these aspects need to be thoug.it about to
distinguish the strong argument from the weak one.
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UNIT SEVEN

REVISION

Aims:

- to raise awareness of the variety of purpose in revision tasks,
- to consider cognitively active versus passive approaches to revision,
- to focus on pupils experience about effective memory strategies.

Materials;

1,copies of worksheets 'Revision 1' and 'Revision 2'.

Time Needed;

30 - US minutes

Teachers Notes:

In introducing this final unit the teacher should stress the following:
- When learning,pupils are often required, to remember work studied to help
in the understanding of subsequent work,for tests and examinations.

- Generally one finds oneself having to do this for a number of subjects
at the same time.

- As mentioned in Unit One,many difficulties arise from a PASST7E approach.
What is needed is an ACTIVE approach involving THINNING about what one is

trying to do and ORGANISING one's approach to the task.
- throughout the course the mnemonic PSR has been used to structure an

active approach.That is,thinking about.precise Purpose,organising
Strategy and,having completed the task,checking Result to see whether
the Purpose has been achieved.

Exercise_
This exercise illustrates how PSR can be used to structure active revision

and focuses on pupil's own metamemory (knowledge about their use of memory)
in considering effective memory strategies.

I.Ask pupils' what purposes they may have had in doing a piece of revision
(i.e. what their precise purpose might have been).
Teacher to draw up a Patterned Note of suggestions.
Point out that with dfferent revision tasks having different purposes,a

variety of revision strategies need to be considered.
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2.Consult worksheet 'Eavision 1».

Instruct pupils to read the statements,classifying them into two groups:

a)those describing active thought and organisation in revision,
b)those describing passive approaches.
(Answers: a)l,i;,6,7 b)2,3,5,S)
Debrief,asking why the difference/what purposes are inherent etc.
(allow up to 15 minutes)

3.Consult worksheet 'Revision 2'.

Instruct pupils to read the statements,ticking those that seem to apply
personally and altering others to make them do so.

ii.Ih small groups of 3-5 pupils,pupils to compare their responses with
the following instructions (having appointed a chairman):
a)compare your responses to each statement,
b)for each statement,share ways in which individuals have overcome

the situation,making notes an the worksheet 'Revision 2'.

(allow up to 15 minutes)
5."Whole group to share their discussion.
Take one subgroup at a time and one statement.First subgroup to tell the
others how they overcame the situation.Open the discussion to others'
experiences.
Encourage pupils to make further notes.
Repeat for other subgrups and other situation statements.

6. Summary.
Point out that revision is a commonly experienced stndy task, just like
no ternsking,reading and writing.
In «"H study tasks It is necessary to think actively about and organise
one's studying.
Che can control one's studying by using PSR to think about one's Purpose
in a particular task,to organise a Strategy and to thii about the
Result in terms of acheiving the purpose one set out vu_s..If the purpc,-^

has not been met the studying task has not 'seen done effectively and
needs another attempt,with another strategy,to make it effective.
Remember PSR and apply it actively to p"H one's studying tasks.
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REVISION 1

When revising you may have one of a variety of specific purposes

in mind.An appropriate strategy needs to be chosen if the result of

your revision is to attain your initial purpose successfully.Broadly,

there are ACTIVE and PASSIVE approaches to revision (and all studying).

Read this list of statements about revising.

Classify them into TOO groups:

a)those describing active thought and organisation,

b)those describing passive approaches.

STATEMENTS GROUP

1. In my revision I try to summarise the topic. .........

2. During revision I concentrate on one point at a time. ........

3. When revising I concentrate on learning the facts.

1a. When trying to remember something new,I link it to
something I already Imow,, .........

$. I revise things by saying them over and over in my head. .........

6. When revising I concentrate on what I don't Imow. .........

7. When revising I consier how the various aspects
link together.

8. I try to memorise everything when I revise.



REVISION
STATEMENTS

STRATEGIES
USED
TO

OVERCOME
THE

SITUATION

1.
I

find
it

difficult
to

revise
thing3

I

studied
a

long
time

ago.

2.
I

find
things
I

didn't

understand
originally,difficult
to

revise.

3.

Subjects
with
a

lot
to

revise
are

a

problem
for

me.

)|.
I

don't
find

enough
time
to

revise

as

much
as
I

need.

£.
I

tend
to

get

muddled
when

revising

topics
that

are

similar.

6,

When

revising
I

have

difficulty
in

recalling
the

exact
words
U3ed.

7.

After

revising
something
I

tend
to

forget
it

quickly.

0.

Often,I
don't
know

whether
I

havo

revised
a

topic

adequately.
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APPENDIX 13: SCHOOL C 'STUDY SKILLS' COURSE CONTENT

Learning Skills

Course Introduction

Learning is a process that starts at birth and continues throughout life.

There is a variety of skills associated with this process which we all
possess, but unfortunately -usually to a; lesser degree than desired.

A small course has been planned that it is hoped will help you in the
learning proeess as you enter a critical stage of your lives, with exams and wider
life experiences drawing closer.

5 skill area have been chosen, each one represented by a unit (A, B, C, D
and 3.)

A = Organisation of work

Motivation, Routine, Method Sc Revision

3 - Essay Writing

What is an Essay? A good method.

C = Note Taking

Condensing information and remembering it.

D = Library

Finding information.

E = Reading

There are several different ways.

The next k Friday afternoons represent k sessions which will be divided
up as follows



APPENDIX ]k

STATISTICAL ANALYSES CONCERNING SASI
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APPENDIX 14.1:

DATA FOR INDICATIONS OF EXTERNAL VALIDITY OF SASI

Tasks described in interviews Overall SASI scale scores

N R W A Re 0 approach S6 S7 S8 S9 S10

1 S1 - - - S2 - S 20 35 19 34 16

2 - - D3 - D2 - D 39 25 24 39 27

3 D3 - - - D2 - D 32 26 31 35 25

A S1 - - - D2 D3 ? 29 35 13 39 11

5 D3 - - S3 D3 - ? 38 29 34 47 31

6 S3 - - D3 - - ? 7 26 17 14 8

7 SI - - - - D3 ? 39 34 25 28 28

8 D3 D3 - - S2 - 7 33 30 26 21 20

9 SI D3 S1 - D3 - 7 32 37 33 23 22

10 D3 D3 - D1 - - ? 25 35 16 40 20

11 SI S1 - - - - S 30 28 27 31 22

12 - S3 - - - - S 31 40 16 32 17

13 SI - - - D2 D3 7 29 26 13 40 17

14 - - - S1 S2 - S 31 20 30 24 24

15 D2 - - - - - D 35 28 25 30 27

16 SI - - D3 - - 7 30 29 15 45 25

17 S3 - - - S2 - S 26 30 21 21 9

18 - - - - D3 S1 ? 28 28 18 30 18

19 - D3 — — S1 — 7 33 37 15 32 21

Key: S = surface approach; D = deep approach; ? = mixed approach;
S1-S3 and D1-D3 = subcategories of approach;
S6-S10 = SAS I scales on second completion.
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APPENDIX 1A.2

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR INDICATIONS OF

EXTERNAL VALIDITY OF SASI APPROACH SCALES

SASI Source of Sum of Degrees of Variance Snedecor's
scale variance squares freedom estimate F

S6 between sample 59.0 2 29.5
1.9

within sample 895.5 16 56.0

S7 between sample 19.5 2 9.8

within sample ^53.1 16 28.3

2.9
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APPEND IX 14.3

CALCULATION OF VARIANCE ON SCALE SCORES IN THE

TWO COMPLETIONS OF SASI

Non-factor variance:

(1 - **)
-2

where oc = square of the mean of reliability
coefficients on equivalent scales (Table 9.2)

Factor covariance:

rxy = rxy (A correlation coefficient
yrxx rxy correction for attenuation)

rxy2 ( 1 - A)

where rxx and ryy = reliability coefficients of the
two scales, A = non-factor variance.

Factor change
1 - (B + A)
where A = non-

variance:

factor variance, B = factor covariance



APPENDIX 15

S AS C QUESTIONNAIRE
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APPEND I X 15.1:

STUDYING AT SCHOOL COURSE: QUESTIONNAIRE

YOU can help to improve the studying course that you

recently experienced by answering the following questions
and offering comments.

Your course consisted of these units:

1. Thinking about Learning (Organisation)
2 . Identify ing Purpose

3. Re a d i n g

4. Not ema ki ng

5 . Thinking about Writing
6. Thinking about Arguments

7 . Re v i s i 0 n

0.1. Which of the skills dealt with have you found
difficulty with in the past? (ring unit numbers)
12 3 4 5 6 7 none

0.2„ Which of the skills dealt with have you used since
the course?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 none

Q.3. Which of the skills do you think you are likely to
make use of in future?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 none

Q.„4. Are there any other skills you would have liked to
have found in the course? If so, outline:

0.5. What was your opinion of the following aspects of
t he course:

a) the worksheets?

b) the class discussions?
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APPENDIX 15.1 (contd.)

Q..5. c) the small group discussions?

d) PSR (Purpose, Strategy, Result)?

Q.6. Did you find the course (underline which)

very helpful helpful neutral

unhelpful very unhelpful

Q.7. Was the overall course (underline your view)

too short adequate too long

Q08 Do you find that your subject teachers help you to
improve your studying skills? YES/NO
If yes, state which skills in which subjects:

Q..9. Do you find any aspect of your lessons or private
study prevents you using any of the skills met in
the course?

YES/NO

If YES, explain:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP



APPENDIX15.2:PATTERNSOFRESPONSETOSASCUNITSONSASCQUESTIONNAIRE Question Combinations

SASCUnits

n=

k5

CombinationMeaning
7None

positive1+2+312
33

h1

Problemperceived,skilltriedandfound useful.

positive2+3
on1y

23

positive3on1y23 positive1+313 on1y

positive1+211 only

positive1only21
9610133

21»A55813 31012
1115A 121375

Skilltriedandfoundusefulforfuture. Futureuseseenforskillbutuntriedafter fourweeks„ Problemperceived,futureuseseenforskill butuntried. Problemperceived,skilltriedbutnotthought offutureuse. ProblemperceivedbutnoSASCskilltriedor thoughttobeoffutureuse.

Note:numbersrefertoindividualsinrelationtoeachSASCunit.
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INTERVIEW DATA FOR PUPILS EXPERIENCING SASC



APPENDIX16.1:INDIVIDUALAPPROACHSCALESCORESONFIRSTCOMPLETIONOFSASI:SCHOOLA Respon¬

SI

S2

1nter-

Respon¬

S1

S2

I nter-

dent

score

score

viewee

dent

score

score

viewee

1

31

36

31

a2

32

2

29

33

32

15

27

3

35

3a

1a(h/h)

33

a3

30

a

27

27

3a

29

29

16(m/m)

5

32

30

18(m/m)

35

3a

33

8(h/h)

6

3a

ao

9(h/h)

36

31

20

7

33

a1

37

aa

28

8

36

ao

38

39

a2

9

38

36

7(h/h)

39

28

2a

10

27

3a

ao

25

33

11(l/l)

11

36

3a

15(h/h)

al

15

27

12

25

39

13(l/l)

a2

2a

32

13

2a

35

a3

12

2a

17(l/h)

1a

36

35

aa

3a

2a

2(h/l)

15

26

25

1a(l/h)

a5

22

30

16

30

39

a6

31

26

17

27

28

a7

1a

25

6(l/h)

18

25

3a

a(l/l)

a8

ao

32

19

32

3a

a9

28

22

20

26

35

10(l/l)

50

30

33

21

35

2a

3(h/l)

51

26

30

22

29

37

52

2a

ao

12(l/h)

23

30

28

53

29

35

2a

27

32

5a

21

31

25

29

23

55

33

32

26

37

30

56

25

36

27

35

29

57

22

2a

1(l/h)

28

23

38

58

a2

3a

5(h/h)

29

25

27

59

29

28

30

33

29

Key:S1-deepapproachscale;high=>32;low=<27.S2=surfaceapproachscale;high=>32,low=<29
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APPENDIX 16.2:

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS, POST SASC

(asked after completing mini questionnaire,

Appendix 16.3)

Usefulness of SASC Units

Q. 1 o You seem to have found unit X of the course useful
in your studying. Would you teil me about how you
made use of it in a particular piece of studying?

(repeated for units indicated as used in mini
questionnaire)

Q.2. You seem to have found unit Y of the course to be of
little use in your studying. Why do you think this
is so?

(repeated for units so indicated in mini questionnai

Q.3. Are there any other skills you would have liked to
have seen included or left out in a future course?

Why?

Impact of Normal Lessons/Study i nq

Q.4. Do you find any aspect of your normal lessons help
you to improve how you study?

Q.. 5 • Do you find any aspect of your studying prevents
you using any of the skills met in the course?

The Course Structure and Methods

What 1 s your opinion of:

Q.6. the wor ks heet s ?

Qo 7 • the small group discussions?

Q. 8. the class discussions?

Q.9. the mnemonic PSR (purpose, strategy, results)?

Overall Impact on Studying

Q..10 You have indicated that you found the course
Would you explain why?

Qo1 1 Has the way you study changed as a result of the
course?
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APPENDIX 16.3

STUDYING AT SCHOOL INTERVIEW

To start with, please answer the following questions

concerning the Studying At School Course. The course

consisted of seven units:

1. Thinking about learning (organisation)
2. Pu rpose

3 . Re a d i n g

k. Notema king

5. Thinking about writing
6. Thinking about arguments

7. Revision

Which of the skills dealt with have you found difficulty
with in the past?

12 3^ 5 6 7 none

Which of the skills met in the course have you made use of
since the course?

1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 none

Which of the skills met in the course do you think that

you are likely to make use of in future?

1 2 3^ 5 6 7 none

Did you find the course:

very helpful helpful neutral unhelpful very unhelpful


